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The dissertation’s introduction places the work in conceptual, artistic, and

historical context. Here a new theory about the nature and importance of Mammaa’s

theoretic synthesis is advanced.  It is argued that Mammaa was aware of the tensions

between the two schools and sought to create a system of poetics that could incorporate

the theoretical and critical tools of both.

Explanatory comments are added to make the work more accessible and to clarify

philosophic difficulties. Additional comments seek to show how the poetic examples

serve to illustrate theses of the larger philosophic discussion.
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Introduction

1. Mammaa and the Elucidation of Poetry (Kvyapraka)

1.1   Mammaa. We know little of Mammaa's life. Three facts establish that he wrote

after 1000 CE. First, Mammaa quotes a poem that eulogizes King Bhoja of Dhara,

whose reign extended from approximately 1005 to 1054. Second, he quotes

Abhinavagupta, whose dated works are from 990, 992, and 1012.1 Third, Mammaa

draws four stanzas from Padmagupta’s Navashasankacarita, which is commonly dated

circa 1020.2 Two further facts establish that he wrote before 1150. First, Mammaa is

quoted in Ruyyaka’s Alakrasarvasva, which is thought to have been written between

1135 and 1155.3 Second, there is a dated commentary on the Kvyapraka that dates

from 1159-1160.4 Arguing from these facts, the scholarly consensus dates the

Kvyapraka to the middle or end of the eleventh century.5 The form of his name, his

reference to King Bhoja, and his familiarity with Abhinavagupta’s work suggest that he

                                                  
1 Ingalls, et al. (1990:32).
2 Gajendragadkar (1939:11).
3 Gajendragadkar claims this is the same Ruyyaka who wrote the Samketa commentary on the
Kvyapraka (1939:11).
4 Mohan (1995:xxviii).
5 De (1960:145-148) and Kane (1961:273-275). Interested reader should refer to these works for the
arguments supporting these dates.
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hailed from Kashmir.6 Apart from the Kvyapraka, there is the only one extant work

attributed to Mammaa, the abdavyaparavicara. However, there are references to a lost

work, the Samgitaratnamli.7

Rjnaknanda, a 16th century commentator, claims that Mammaa was a aiva.8

Nothing in Mammaa’s extant work corroborates this claim. In his introductory verse,

Mammaa praises Sarasvat, the goddess of speech and poetry. This has been used to

suggest that Mammaa was a Srsvata Brhmana.9

There is evidence, beginning with a manuscript dated 1159-1160, that part of the

Kvyapraka was written by a certain Alaka or Allaa, about whom nothing else is

known.10 As there is no certainty about whether and in which parts Mammaa was

"helped" (only the 10th chapter? also the 7th? the vtti? the whole work?), no philological

or interpretative thesis can be reasonably based on double authorship. Like the scholarly

mainstream, I speak of Mammaa as the sole author of the Kvyapraka.

1.2   The Text of the Kvyapraka. Like many late influential Sanskrit works, there is

little variation among the manuscripts.  The earliest manuscript known dates from 1159-

1160.11 Unfortunately, a true critical edition of the text has not been made. However, the

Mohan edition, though lacking scholarly apparatus, includes seventeen commentaries and

                                                  
6 Gajendragadkar (1939:9-10).
7 Gajendragadkar (1939:10).
8 Gajendragadkar (1939:9).
9 Gajendragadkar (1939:9).
10 Gajendragadkar gives the most extensive treatment of this issue (1939:18-24). He concludes that the
theory of double authorship is based on a mistake.
11 De (1960:145) and Kane (1961:274).
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is free from major errors. I have romanized this edition and made a list of corrections.

The errors in Mohan’s edition are mostly typos.  All the corrections were confirmed in

other editions and few of them seriously affect the meaning.

2. Conceptual Introduction

Before turning to Mammaa’s role in the history of Sanskrit criticism, I would like to

introduce some of his principle conceptual tools. I hope to provide primarily non-

specialists with an overview of the topics they will encounter in Sanskrit poetics, and,

more specifically, in Mammaa. Many of the topics I introduce here are examined in

greater detail either in the following sections of the introduction or in my comments on

the individual theoretical verses (kriks).

2.1 Definition of Poetry and Poetic Ornaments. I will often refer to two traditions of

poetics that Mammaa attempts to synthesize.  In the first chapter, he lays the conceptual

foundation for his synthesis while discussing his definition of poetry. Early Sanskrit

poetics conceives poetry in formal terms. Broadly speaking, the early critics strive to

define poetry in terms of syntactic or linguistic features. They agree that all poetry

contains some striking element that sets it off from non-poetic writing. Later, the Dhvani

School shifts the emphasis of poetics from form to content. Its proponents believe poetic

discourse to be characterized by a dominance of suggested meaning. They claim that
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suggested meaning is the soul of poetry and strive to make the semantics of suggestion an

objective science.

Mammaa’s conception of poetry attempts to synthesize the two approaches. He

insists that poetry must be defined formally. He defines poetry is meaningful speech that

has poetic excellences, avoids poetic faults, and can be decorated by poetic ornaments.

To this definition he adds that the quality of a poem is determined by the intensity of its

suggested content; the more intense, the better the poem. By means of this integration, he

avoids the formalism of the early poetics on the one hand and the overly inclusive

emotive theory of the Dhvani School on the other. This conceptual synthesis is

Mammaa’s most original contribution to Sanskrit poetics. Indeed, I will attempt to show

that it structures his entire investigation and through his influence gives shape to late

Sanskrit poetics. Let us examine the terms of his definition.

Despite their differences, the early critics all realize that there is something

stylistically distinct about poetry. To emphasize its difference from normal discourse

(svabhvokti), they speak of poetry as “deviant speech” (vakrokti), “excellent speech”

(atiayokti), and “super-mundane speech” (lokottarokti). All these expressions point to

the idea that poetry is distinguished by its mode of expression, not its content. The most

important of these expressions, “deviant speech,” suggests that the early critics believe

that the difficulty of poetry contributes to its aesthetic value.

Many of the poetic features the early poetics investigate are grouped together

under the heading “poetic ornaments” (alakra). These are of such importance to the
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early critics that the study of poetics (alakrastra) came to be named after them.

Critics divide ornaments into verbal ornaments and semantic ornaments. Verbal

ornaments include difficult meters, rhyme, alliteration, onomatopoeia, etc. Mammaa also

classifies punning (lea) as an ornament verbal ornament because the effect depends on

a particularity of the word (the fact that it has two meanings). Generally, any ornament

that loses its force when the word is replaced by a synonym is a considered a verbal

ornament. Sanskrit poetics also categorizes over one hundred semantic ornaments,

including many types of metaphor and simile, as well as hyperbole, synecdoche, zeugma,

and others. For the early theorist, these ornaments do not decorate poetry, they decorate

speech and thereby turn it into poetry.

The primacy of the structural elements is especially clear in the eighth century

critic Vmana, the first critic to speak not only of the body of poetry (word and sense),

but also of its soul. He claims that style (rti) is the soul of poetry and that the styles are

grounded in particular arrangements of words (viiapadaracan).12  Styles are

differentiated by the presence or absence of poetic virtues or excellences (gua), such as

compactness of word structure (ojas), smooth word coalescence (lea), and absence of

long compounds (mdhurya).13 We have seen that Mammaa integrates the concept of

poetic excellences in his definition.

The early critics also identified several poetic faults (doa) that can mar or destroy

a poem. Mammaa agrees that poetry should be free from faults. Faults include technical

                                                  
12 De (1960:2:90).
13 De (1960:2:94-95).
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errors in grammar, logic, and meter, as well as stylistic errors such as inappropriateness,

harshness in sound, and errors that unexpectedly arise when certain words are combined

(unintentional puns, etc.).

The early critics could not turn to meter as a distinguishing feature of poetry

because not all Indian poetry is metrical and metrical verse is not confined to poetry in

Sanskrit literature. Prominent religious, philosophical, and scientific works share this

form. Metrics is viewed as a separate science closely allied with grammar. However,

poetics does treat the artistic value of certain meters. Rhyme is rarely used in Sanskrit

poetry. It is discussed by the late critics, perhaps because of the increasing popularity of

rhymed verse in the vernacular languages after the tenth century. But it is never

considered a candidate for poetry’s defining feature.

The Dhvani School claims that suggestion of rasa is the soul of poetry. We will

return to the very important concept of rasa presently. Here it is enough to notice that the

Dhvani School defines poetry as emotionally evocative speech. The theorists observe that

there are poems that contain no ornaments, while all good poetry moves its audience. The

Dhvani philosophers are particularly troubled by the many examples of pure technical

virtuosity in Sanskrit poetry that seem to involve no suggestion. They conclude that

despite appearances, even these poems must be suggestive to be considered poetry.

Mammaa is the first critic to separate clearly the issue of poetic quality from that

of its essence. As we saw, he defines poetry as meaningful speech that contains formal

excellences and is free from faults. The Dhvani School raises strong objections to the
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claim that the ornaments define poetry, and Mammaa agrees that ornaments are optional.

With the formal definition in place, Mammaa asserts that the prominence or strikingness

of the suggested content determines a poem’s worth. We will return to this issue in our

discussion of rasa. But let us note here that Mammaa attempts to resolve the problem

posed by poems of technical virtuosity. Formally, such poems are indeed poems.

However, their lack of emotive content makes them bad poems. In this regard,

Mammaa’s system captures the taste of his period perfectly.

The Indian critics, however, are not content with definitions and descriptive

classifications of the formal elements found in poetry; they also want to understand how

poems convey information. Let us turn to this issue.

2.2 Semantic Powers. All classical Indian theorists hold that words, whether singly or in

sentences, are capable of conveying meaning in a number of ways. While Indian

philosophy of language addresses a broad range of topics, poetic theorists focus primarily

on two: In how many ways can words convey meaning? And how does each way

function? The various ways a word conveys meaning are called “semantic powers,” and

Mammaa, like most late critics, believes there are three such powers.

A first semantic power is denotation (abhidh). Although almost all Indian

theorists accept denotation, how it functions is hotly debated.14 Perhaps because the

                                                  
14 I say “almost all” to except the Buddhist “exclusion” (apoha) theory, which is important in classical
Indian philosophy as a whole, but not in poetics.
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emphasis in poetry is on suggestion, Mammaa takes a fairly non-committal view of

denotation. In chapter two, he claims that by means of social conventions certain words

come to refer to certain types of objects. He leaves open the question whether words have

this power singly or only when combined into sentences. Furthermore, he makes no

explicit claims concerning the ontological status of the various types of referent, although

he seems to believe that denotative words primarily refer to physical objects and facts.

Finally, he seems to believe that truth lies in correspondence, but gives no account of the

relation between the truth-bearer and truth-maker.

Mammaa deals with two Mmsaka theories that purport to explain how

individual words combine to make a sentence, the Bha’s “relation-of-the-designated”

theory and Prabhkara’s “designation-of-the-already-related” theory. We will examine

the details of these views in chapters two (krik 6) and five (in the defense of

suggestion). There is an important rival theory of sentence meaning, Bharthari’s sphoa

theory. Mammaa, however, does not discuss it. Sentence meaning is important in

Mammaa’s theory of suggestion. However, Mammaa feels that he theory works equally

well on either Mmsaka theory.

There are three main factors govern the combining of words into sentences:

syntactic expectancy (kk), semantic fittingness (yogyat), and contiguous

pronunciation (sanidhi). We will examine these in the next section: metaphoric

indication.
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A second semantic power is commonly called metaphoric indication (laka).

Like denotation, metaphoric indication is almost universally accepted in Indian

philosophy of language. This power comes into play only when the denoted meaning

does not mesh with the broader semantic context. This “blocking” of the literal meaning

allows the speaker to communicate secondary meaning related to the denoted meaning.

For example, if we say of a man that he spends all his time chasing skirt, the literal

meaning of the word “skirt” is blocked for two reasons. First, skirts, being inanimate, are

not the sort of thing that can literally be chased. Second, even if one could imagine a

context were skirts could be chased, such a context does not fit into our broader

knowledge of the man in question. Rather, the literal meaning is blocked and the word

comes to refer to those who commonly wear skirts, i.e., women (whether they are

actually wearing skirts or not). Again, when we say of a boxer that he is a real tiger, the

literal meaning is blocked by the fact that a human cannot literally be a tiger. In this case

we mean that the man shares qualities with the animal, e.g., speed, strength, and ferocity.

The most common Sanskrit example is the sentence, “The village is on the Ganges.” The

use of the locative case in Sanskrit, more so than the preposition “on” in English, makes

it appears that the village is actually located on top of the river. As villages were not built

on top of rivers in ancient India, the literal meaning is blocked and a secondary meaning

is understood, namely that the village is on the bank of the Ganges. The relation between

the primary and secondary meaning in this case is said to be proximity.
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Indian philosophy of language attempt to catalogue the different ways this

semantic power operates, focusing on how the literal meaning is blocked, how other

possible meanings are generated, and how one of the possible meanings is selected. Let

us take these up in turn.

There is blocking of the normal process of denotation when the individual words

that make up a sentence cannot be combined into a meaningful unit. Three main factors

govern the combining of words into sentences. First, the individual words of a sentence

are expected to combine into a syntactic whole (kk). Minimally, a sentence must

contain a subject and a verb. Depending on verb and the context, other words may be

required. Second, the meanings of the words are expected to combine into a meaningful

whole according to the principle of semantic fittingness (yogyat). The classic example

of a sentence that fails this condition is “He wets with fire” (siñcati agnin), although

“The village is on the Ganges” is another. Third, the words have to be perceived

contiguously in a reasonable span of time (sanidhi). Only failure of the first two

conditions can be overcome by metaphoric indication. Words create both syntactic and

semantic expectations, which, when frustrated forcing the hearer to search for an alternate

meaning for one or more of them. The ways in which there can be such frustration are

numerous.

Two types of metaphor occur even when the denotations of the words do combine

into a meaningful whole. The first occurs when the resultant sentence does not fit the

larger semantic context. Here the concept of semantic fittingness (yogyat) is expanded
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to operate on semantic units above the sentence level. The second occurs when the

resultant sentence is ambiguous. In this case theorists resort to the speaker’s intended

meaning (ttparya) to disambiguate. This is especially important when part of a group is

metaphorically used to indicate the entire group. For example, “The king is leaving,”

used to mean that the entire royal entourage is leaving.

When investigating how one generates possible alternative meanings, special

attention is paid to the types of relations that can exist between primary and secondary

meanings. Metaphors are divided into those based on similarity (gau laka) and those

based on other relations (uddh laka). The similarity relation is seen to be

particularly important and is analyzed into similarity of location, similarity of purpose,

similarity of appearance, and so on. The Nyyastra lists ten other types of relations that

can ground metaphoric indication, including such relations as part-whole, cause-effect,

and means-end.15

If more than one alternative meaning is possible, the hearer must determine which

is intended by the speaker. This is done be attempting to determine what purpose the

metaphor serves. By examining details of the context, the speaker’s goals, and, in poetry,

the constraints and expectations of the genre, the hearer eliminates unlikely options. If

there are still several options, especially in poetry, the reader should consider possible

relations between these and attempt to determine if the ambiguity is intentional.

                                                  
15 Nyyastra 2.2.62.
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Mammaa shows particular sensitivity to poems that use intentionally ambiguous

suggestive metaphors in chapter five.

Metaphoric indication is of special interest to critics of poetry for two reasons. On

the one hand, critics focus on the aesthetic value of this method of communicating. As we

saw, they classify many types of metaphor, synecdoche, hyperbole, etc. Even when the

same meaning can be communicated by denotation, they believe that these poetic

ornaments either comprise or augment the beauty of a poem. Mammaa is also aware that

figurative speech slows the reader down and potentially making her more sensitive to the

texture of the words and the resonances of meaning.

On the other hand, critics notice that metaphoric indication not only serves to

decorate a verse, but almost always to suggest a further meaning.16 For example, the

synecdoche we just examined (chasing skirt) could be used to suggest that the man is

only interested in women sexually. Likewise, the metaphoric use of the locative in the

sentnece, “The village is on the Ganges,” is said to suggest that the village shares the

coolness and purity of the holy river. This leads us to the third semantic power,

suggestion.

Suggestion (dhvani) is the most controversial semantic power. Although the term

has its roots in descriptions of ritual practice, critics of poetry, including Mammaa, use it

to describe the semantic function that conveys a meaning, especially an emotive meaning,

which cannot be explained by means of the other two semantic powers. This negative

                                                  
16 Indian philosophers are aware of dead metaphors. Mammaa discusses them in chapter two.
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definition leads many schools of Indian philosophy to deny the existence of suggestion as

a semantic power. To explain poetic suggestion, the critics attempt to adapt the

explanation of how a dramatic spectacle suggests its rasa or mood. The adapted theory,

however, does not prove adequate to the new medium and the critics do not provide an

alternative (more on this in the section on rasa). In line with nandavardhana, Mammaa

and the other defenders of suggestion admit that they cannot fully explain how it works.

Instead, the defenders of suggestion call attention to semantic phenomena that

cannot be explained by the other semantic powers. These range from the connotation of a

single word, thru the allusions of a sentence, to the evocation of an emotion or mood by

an artwork as a whole. We have already seen an example of the connotation of a single

word (“skirt” and “Ganges”) in connection with metaphoric indication. Mammaa, while

setting out his system, provides us with many more. Let us first examine Mammaa’s

presentation of suggestion and then turn to his defense of it against objections raised by

other schools.

 In chapter three, Mammaa lists various factors that can bring about suggestion of

additional meaning. He then clarifies the nature of suggestion by means of the

classificatory system and almost one hundred poetic examples that comprise chapter four.

For each poem he points out why denotation and metaphorical indication cannot account

for the total meaning. Although indirect in nature, Mammaa’s demonstration is

imposing. He makes the reader aware of vast quantities of semantic content any rival

eliminative theory would have to explain.
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Mammaa follows the tradition, which divides suggestion according to what is

suggested. The first level of division is comprised of three groups: suggestion of facts

(vastu), suggestion of poetic ornaments, and suggestion of emotive content (rasa and

emotions). It is striking how disparate these three types are. We will look at each in turn.

We have already encountered a metaphoric expression that suggests a fact: “The village

is on the Ganges.” This sentence suggests that the village is cool and pure. In this case,

the additional semantic content communicated by this type of suggestion could be

communicated literally. In cases such as this, suggestion adds to the beauty of the

expression. However, sometimes a poem suggests several mutually incompatible facts. In

this case the resultant ambiguity can be an integral and non-reducible part of the poem’s

aesthetic value (see poem 8, for example).

When the literal meaning suggests an ornament this also enriches the non-emotive

semantic content. Consider poem 57, for example:

Honor the trident god’s artistic prowess!
Even without color or canvas,
He paints the wondrous world.

The poet uses a comparison to suggest the poetic ornament of “distinction” (vyatireka).

iva, the trident god, is compared to an artist, but the comparison does not hold: no artist

can paint without medium (colors) or support (canvas). The literal meaning makes a

comparison, but the suggestion is that iva’s mode of creation is incomparably superior.

Although in this case one can paraphrase the additional meaning, this is not always the

case. Several incompatible ornaments can be suggested, as in poem 65.
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Mammaa believes that literary works can be described objectively as erotic,

heroic, etc. He asserts that neither the denoted nor metaphorically indicated meaning can

convey the information necessary to ground such statements. Mammaa gives three

reasons in support of the claim that a piece of literature does not communicate its rasa by

denotation. First, many pieces of literature do not state their rasa. Second, merely

denoting the rasa does not insure that the audience experiences it aesthetically. Finally, a

single rasa is often communicated by the piece as a whole, and denotation does not

normally work this way. Mammaa assumes that if a piece of information is denoted, we

ought to be able to indicate where and explain how. Neither of these expectations holds

for suggestion of rasa. As we will see in the section on rasa, the suggested emotive

content of a poem is not limited to the rasas. This type of suggestion can also evoke the

full gamut of human emotions.

In the second half of chapter five, Mammaa attempts to defend suggestion

against objections raised by various philosophic schools. The largely negative nature of

Mammaa’s justification of suggestion leaves it vulnerable to alternative theories. The

most powerful alternative comes from the Naiyyikas, who urge that the first two

semantic powers, along with world-knowledge and inference, are sufficient to explain

verbal knowledge. Although established before nandavardhana, this theory is most

forcefully set out by Mammaa’s contemporary, Mahimabhaa.17

                                                  
17 Despite the fact that they both probably hailed from Kashmir, there is no evidence that Mammaa and
Mahimabhaa knew each other.
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Mahimabhaa argues that any additional meaning “suggested” by a poem can be

deduced from the literal meaning by means of the ordinary process of inference.

Inference is based on the inference grounding-pervasion (vypti) by the property to be

proved (sdhya) of the prover property (sdhana) and the presence of the prover in the

inferential subject (paka).18 The inferential subject in the case of poetry is a certain

verse, the prover property is “having a certain literal meaning,” the property to be proved

is, “having the desired additional meaning.” Mahimabhaa argues that the pervasion can

be established by non-cognition (anupalabdhi) of the suggested meaning in the absence

of the literal meaning, identity (tdtmya) of the words that communicate the two

meanings, and causation (tadutpatti) of the additional meaning by the literal meaning.19

Mammaa, in his reply, shows that the inferential process, as spelled out by the

Nyya philosophy, cannot account for the suggested meaning. He does this by pointing

out that in many poems the “prover property” is not invariably concomitant with the

“property to be proved.”20 He claims if you move a phrase from a poem into another

linguistic context, the same “prover property” (the literal meaning) might exist without

“the property to be proved” (the suggested meaning), or might be linked with a different

property (an alternative suggested meaning). Mammaa does not avail himself of the fact

that many suggestions depend on the exact wording of the poem, not on its literal

meaning. These poems could be rewritten without changing their literal meaning in a

                                                  
18 Phillips (2002:8-12).
19 De (1960:2:197).
20 Mammaa is summarizing the arguments found in the Dhanyloka 1.4b and Abhinava’s comments
thereon.
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manner that would strip them of their suggestiveness. These poems clearly show that the

literal meaning does not always imply the suggested.

Mammaa adds a second critique. Not only are the “prover quality” and “quality

to be proved” not invariably linked in poetry, they sometimes contradict each other.

Consider poem 2, for example;

O false messenger!
You know not the pain you bring.

The sandal paste is washed clean off your rounded breasts,
And the rouge from your lips is completely rubbed off.
Gone is the makeup from the corners of your eyes,
And your slender body still shakes.

So you went for a bath in the tank,
And not to be with that wretch?

The poem affirms that the young woman has gone to bathe, but its suggested meaning is

that she has gone to make love and not to bathe. Here the supposed prover proves its own

negation; clearly not a desirable outcome. The same might be said for poem 57, which we

just examined, where the literal comparison suggests that the objects are incomparable.

Mammaa also discusses poems that suggest several mutually incompatible

meanings and leave the reader in an intentional state of doubt as to which is intended (see

poem 111, for example). Mammaa claims that part of the aesthetic pleasure of these

poems is the unresolved ambiguity. The Naiyyikas would be hard pressed to explain

how this is possible within their system of inference.

Although the defenders of suggestion do not convince all Naiyyikas to adopt it,

at least one famous late Naiyyika, Jaganntha, did. Furthermore, they are generally

credited with causing other late Naiyyikas to expand their conception of “the speakers
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intended meaning” (ttparyajñna), which, as we saw above, was introduced primarily to

resolve instances of ambiguity.21 Kunjunni Raja writes, “According to some of the later

Naiyyikas a general knowledge of the meaning intended by the speaker is an essential

factor in all cases of verbal comprehension.”22 Indeed, the theory of suggestion and this

broad theory of the speaker’s intended meaning cover much of the same theoretical

territory.

2.3 Rasa. Mammaa shows in chapters three and four that there are many types of

suggested meaning. Historically, however, suggestion of rasa is held to be the most

important. Broadly speaking, rasa is the mood, tone, or feeling evoked by a piece of

literature. Rasas are the aesthetic counterparts to certain basic human emotions, called

“abiding emotions” in the literature on aesthetics. The nine rasas generally accepted are

the erotic, the comic, the pathetic, the wrathful, the heroic, the frightful, the disgusting,

the wondrous, and the tranquil. The corresponding abiding emotions are sexual desire,

mirth, sorrow or grief, anger, heroic energy, fear, disgust, wonder, and world-weariness.

As we will see, the relation between the basic emotions and the rasas is explained

differently at different points in the history of the literature on aesthetics.

Bharata’s Nyastra contains the oldest extant discussion of rasa as an aesthetic

concept. “Rasa” also means “flavor,” and Bharata likens the rasa of a dramatic spectacle

                                                  
21 Kunjunni Raja (1963:176-178 and 290-292).
22 Kunjunni Raja (1963:176).
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to the flavor of a dish.23 Just as various foods and spices combine to create the flavor of a

certain dish, so the various elements of a drama come together to produce the mood.

These elements include the emotions, actions and reactions of the characters, the setting,

the plot development, etc. Neither Bharata nor his early commentators discuss the

aesthetic response that an artwork provokes. Although present in a theatrical

performance, rasa, for the early thinkers, is a quality either of the characters in the play

or of the actors. Let us look at these two theories.

In the Abhinavabhrat, Lollaa, the earliest commentator on Bharata whose work

survives, is reported as claiming that a rasa is an intensified abiding emotion.24 The

erotic, for example, is an intensified form of sexual desire. The abiding emotion is

intensified primarily by the artistic representation of the determinants, symptoms, and

auxiliaries (we will return to these below). The rasa is chiefly experienced by the

character represented, but is also tasted by the representing actor.

I believe that Lollaa, like Bharata himself, writes primarily to instruct

playwrights and actors. Like Aristotle, his theory explains which elements need to be

included in a successful plot. Lollaa discusses the story of Rma’s love for St and

claims that more than mere sexual desire must be presented. Rma’s fervor needs to be

intensified by being developed through out the play. In a good romance, the lovers go

through trials, doubts, and frustrations that augment their ardor. The climax leaves the

                                                  
23 Nyastra 6.31. I suspect that this passage is later than the stra it is attached to. Part of it is quoted by
Lollaa (early 9th century), so it must predate him.
24 Gnoli (1968:26).
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viewers with the impression that the couple is deeply in love and that their love will last.

Rma’s love, lived over a period of several years, is focused and intensified by being

condensed into an artwork.

Rma’s love, however, not only changes in degree, it changes its nature. Lollaa is

aware that an artistic presentation of a love story is a different type of thing that a real

love story. Here we see that from the beginning, rasa is understood as the aesthetic

counterpart to a real emotion. The actor who presents Rma’s love is filled with the erotic

rasa, but is not himself in love with either St or the actress playing that role. Some later

theorists misunderstand this and claim that the actor would forget his lines if Lollaa’s

theory was correct!

Bharata explains various factors that allow a spectacle to evoke rasa, including

costumes, sets, music, dance, plot developments and many others. The elements of plot

that most interest the poetry critics are the determinants, the symptoms, and the

auxiliaries of the emotion. These are best explained by example.  Juliet is a “determinant”

of Romeo’s sexual desire (other determinants include the proper setting and time, i.e., the

Capulet garden at night). The symptoms of Romeo’s desire include the actions taken for

the sake of the beloved, such as climbing garden walls, writing letters, exchanging

smiles, etc. Also included are certain behavioral changes like his willingness to risk

danger and his desire to befriend Tybalt. Finally, the auxiliaries of Romeo’s desire

include both secondary emotions, such as the jealously Romeo feels toward Paris, and

“involuntary states” that arise from being in love, such as perspiration and trembling.
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Bharata sets out guidelines regulating the use of these factors. He explains which

symptoms and auxiliaries pertain to each rasa and which are antithetical, he advises

which factors can be mixed and the result of their mixing, he shows which rasas can be

introduced in digressions without diminishing the dominant rasa, and other such things.

Although Bharata’s system can seem both mechanical and limiting, it does explain how a

dramatic spectacle successfully conveys meaning beyond the literal and metaphoric.

Bharata’s is the only aesthetic system that survives from the early period of Indian

Aesthetics (pre-sixth century) and it has been adapted to many different art forms. This is

not surprising when one remembers how complex both Indian dramatic spectacle and

Bharata’s text are. In so far as they are important to the production of a dramatic

spectacle, Bharata discusses poetry, music, painting, and dance. The more specific Indian

theories of both music and painting, as we understand them presently, are both rooted in

Bharata’s system.25 When the Dhvani School critics looked for inspiration, it seems this

was the only place to find it. Rasa theory offered two distinct theoretical tools: the theory

explained the nature of dramatic emotional expression and how such expression is

achieved. The Dhvani School attempted to use both.

When rasa theory was adapted from dramaturgy to poetics by nandavardhana,

several changes were necessary. As we will see in the following section, Sanskrit poetics

deals primarily with short, self-contained poems. The limited length of the poems forced

the critics to reconsider the list of elements that were said by Bharata to produce rasa.

                                                  
25 Almost all modern rasa based theories show the strong influence of Abhinava’s reworking of Bharata.
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Although they retain Bharata’s requirement that the determinants, symptoms, and

auxiliaries of the emotion must be present, the critics allow that some of the elements

may be inferred by the spectator rather than explicitly presented in the artwork. They also

realize that a short poem can present only a fraction of the elements that a play can.

More importantly, Bharata’s explanation of the mechanics of evoking rasa proves

too cumbersome for the short verses. Almost without exception, the verses describe a

single moment or scene or observation. In this way they are more closely related to

painting than drama. There simply is no room in a couplet for the digressions and details

that serve to develop and reinforce the rasa in drama. When determinant, symptoms, and

auxiliaries are presented, they are used to fill in the details of the poetic image, not to

advance the plot.

The impossibility of applying the mechanics of theatrical spectacle to short verse

leaves the critics without a theoretical explanation for the functioning of suggestion. As

we saw in the section on suggestion, this pushes them to attempt a classification of the

types of suggestion and to show that the “suggested” meaning cannot be arrived at by

means of the traditional semantic powers. They fare better with the other half of rasa

theory: the explanation of the nature of aesthetically presented emotions.

The critics adopt the idea that the emotions, when evoked by an artwork, undergo a

transformation. They model their theory of the poetically evoked emotions on rasa

theory, but the difference of medium forces them to make important changes. While only

a limited number of themes were treated in classical Indian drama, Indian short poems
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address almost every aspect of classical Indian life. Bharata’s list of eight rasas was most

probably a list of the rasas actually embodied in the plays he knew. Later drama theorists

add “tranquility” (anta) to the list, perhaps to account for the dominant mood of the

Mahbhrata and perhaps because of religious works such as Avaghoa’s long poem

(mahkvya), the Buddhacarita (first century). In either case, the art seems to have driven

the theory. And when confronting a different art form, even this expanded list proves

inadequate.

Rudraa, a ninth century poetician, argues that any emotion, if developed by

determinants, etc., can become a rasa.26 Coupled with the view that the emotions are

infinite in number, this leads to the view, attributed to Lollaa, that the rasas are

infinite.27  Prathrendurja claims that the original list should be maintained for

tradition’s sake and the other emotions dealt with under different titles.28 The final great

critic, Jaganntha, takes this view to the extreme by claiming that the original system

should be retained merely for the sake of convenience.29

Mammaa seems to follow Prathrendurja. He retains the nine rasa limit, but

blurs the distinction between the nine abiding emotions (those that can become rasas)

and other important emotions by grouping them together in one type of suggestion.

Several other emotions can be (and actually have been) developed into a full drama, and

as such could ground an additional rasa. Devotion, family love, and friendship are among

                                                  
26 Rudraa, Kvylakra 12:3-4, discussed in Raghavan (1967:127).
27 In the Abhinavabhrat, vol. 1, 346.
28 Raghavan (1967:129).
29 Raghavan (1967:142).
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the additional emotions that are considered as possible candidates for a corresponding

rasa. While they are ultimately denied rasa status, Mammaa seems to consider them on

a par with the abiding emotions of sexual desire, etc. He lists them in the chapter on the

best type of poetry, giving excellent poems as examples.   

Mammaa also recognizes that many less robust emotions that may not be able to

ground a classical Indian drama can certainly be suggested in a poem. Indeed, the

Subhitaratnakoa, an anthology of short verse compiled in Mammaa’s time, shows a

great interest in verses that suggest emotions other than the nine that can become rasa.30

Mammaa is well aware that the evocative powers of poetic suggestion extend far beyond

the nine rasas.

Although he includes poems that treat the traditional “pseudo-rasas” in the

chapter that treats the best type of poetry, it is difficult to determine Mammaa’s attitude

toward them. Indian philosophy resorts to the concept “pseudo” to describe a close

imitator of what is being investigated. Items so described ultimately fail to meet the

standard, giving the term a strong negative connotation. Thus in logic there are “provers”

(hetus) which are sufficient to establish the desired inference and “pseudo-provers” (hetu-

bhsas) which appear to be provers but fall short under close scrutiny. Abhinava uses

the common example of seeing pseudo-silver that turns out to be mother-of-pearl.31 This

                                                  
30 Ingalls puts its date at “shortly before the year 1100.” Mammaa is believed to have written in the second
half of the eleventh century (see Introduction). Vidykara includes a whole section on adulterous women
and myriad other poems that fail the standards of rasa.
31 Ingalls, et al. (1990:217).
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would be an example of pseudo-perception. Likewise in Bharata’s drama theory, there

are emotions that seem transformable into rasas, but fail to do so on closer inspection.

Every example of pseudo-rasa I have encountered fails to be a true rasa for moral

reasons. Raghavan suggests that the category of pseudo-rasa was invented to handle

Rvaa’s illicit passion for Rma’s wife St.32 Indeed, Abhinava cites an earlier critic

who claimed that Rvaa’s lust (laulya) should be counted as a new rasa, with the

abiding emotion covetousness (gardha).33 Abhinava rejects this view, claiming instead

that until we realize the inappropriateness of a pseudo-rasa, we experience it as rasa.

After the realization, however, our experience changes according to which emotion is

portrayed.34 Mammaa’s example concerns the pseudo-erotic rasa evoked by a woman

with several lovers.

Given the differences between a public spectacle and a court poem, it is hard to

understand how and why the moral constraints of drama theory should be adopted by

poetics. Mammaa position on the issue is not clear. The main evidence that Mammaa

feels that poetry should obey the same moral constraints as drama is his retention of the

term “pseudo-rasa,” which we saw has strong negative connotations. However, he could

be using the name merely to identify certain poems. The main evidence for this view is

that he includes suggestion of pseudo-rasa in the group of poems described as the best

                                                  
32 Raghavan (1969:125).
33 Abhinavabhrat (1956:1:342).
34 Ingalls, et al., (1990:107).
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poems. I would like to think that Mammaa is aware that the immoral, like the horrible

and the frightful, can be aesthetically appreciated.

The difference between the abiding emotions and the other emotions is a key

element in Bharata’s system. Only the abiding emotions are robust enough to be

developed throughout an entire dramatic spectacle. They alone can be elaborated through

the presentation of the determinants, symptoms, and auxiliaries.  As Abhinava makes

clear when attempting to find the abiding emotion for the rasa of tranquility, the abiding

emotions are primary: the rasas are merely their aesthetic counterparts. When the brevity

of the Sanskrit poems made it impossible to use Bharata’s mechanics of rasa in poetics,

the main justification for distinguishing the abiding emotions is lost.35 While drama

theorists need to be certain an emotion is stable enough to ground a play, poetics has no

such concern. No emotion is too fleeting to ground a poem. If it is admitted that the

distinction between the abiding emotions and the other emotions is not relevant to poetic

beauty, the elevated status of the nine rasas is seriously threatened.

The logical conclusion for poetics was drawn by Lollaa: the number of rasas

should be considered infinite. In other words, each emotion should have an aesthetic

correlate. This move would have greatly facilitated criticism. However, the fact that the

distinction between the stable emotions and the other emotions is still important to drama

theory militates again this move. Unfortunately, no other way to express the fact that all

                                                  
35 Abhinava puts forth two additional arguments for the distinction in the Abhinavabhrat  (1956:665-667).
First, only the abiding emotions do not depend on the object that produces them, being innate, and second,
all the other emotions presuppose at least one abiding emotion. Neither argument seem convincing to me.
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emotions can be appreciated aesthetically is found. With the exception of the nine abiding

emotions, Indian theorists, Mammaa included, simply call emotions suggested in poetry

and emotions lived in the world by the same name. While Mammaa’s broad appreciation

of poetry is shown throughout chapter four, he never discusses the relative poetic merit of

the stable emotions and the other emotions. If I am correct in thinking that the abiding

emotions lose their primacy, this is never explicitly stated.

The ninth and tenth century critics not only reworks and expands Bharata’s theory

of the nine rasas to better analyze poetry, they also add a whole new orientation to

aesthetic theory. When the early dramaturges discuss rasa, they focus primarily on how

to create a play that evokes rasa. The poetic critics too are interested in showing how to

create rasa rich artwork. However, they increasing consider the psychology of the

aesthetic experience as well.

The Dhvani School, striving to understand the psychology of audience response,

develops a sophisticated theory that centers on the aesthetic universalisation of the

emotions. Rasa is no longer considered an object to be enjoyed, but as the ongoing

process of aesthetic enjoyment itself. This view, which can be usefully compared to T.S.

Eliot’s theory of the universal correlate, became the orthodox for later writers. Let us

examine it in greater detail.

Several key elements of the Dhvani School theory were worked out by the ninth

century critic akuka. He claims that rasa is not a heightened form of an emotion, but

rather an artistic reproduction of the emotion. For akuka, sexual desire exists in the
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world, while the erotic rasa arises from its reproduction in art. The aesthetic experience

arises in one who is trained to appreciate art by means of the perception of an artistic

imitation. The rasa is located in the play, and not, contra Lollaa, in the actors. The actor

makes manifest the play’s rasa through his skill in imitating the emotions of the

characters.

akuka notices that the audience perception of the rasa comes about by means

of a cognitive process that is unique to art. He says that in aesthetic experience, “there is

neither doubt, nor truth, nor error. The notion that appears is, ‘This is that,’ not, ‘This is

really that.’”36 In aesthetic perception, in other words, there is “willing suspension of

disbelief” that allows the audience to fully engage in the production in a manner distinct

from normal experience.

Another important pre-Abhinava critic, Bhaanyaka, builds on akuka’s

theory. He believes that the abiding emotions, determinants, symptoms, and auxiliary

states were universalized by a special power of words.37  The universalization process of

artistic production transforms a particular emotion and the events surrounding it into a

general emotion free of context. The audience can appreciate these general elements

without personal attachment. We can see that this view is much more radical than

akuka’s. The audience is not “disinterested” simply because they understand that art,

as imitation, is different from reality and engage with it accordingly. Bhaanyaka’s view

                                                  
36 Gnoli (1968:32).
37 Gnoli (1968:45).
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undermines the very idea of art as imitation. He sees art as universalizing, not imitating,

reality. His view of what is enjoyed in an artist production is correspondingly novel.

Ingalls writes that Bhaanyaka “sees rasa not as an object to be enjoyed, but as

the ongoing process of (aesthetic) enjoyment itself.”38 Rasa is no longer thought of as in a

play, much less in the actors or characters, but in the experience of an artistic production.

Rasa, in other words, is a process, not an entity or quality.

The process of enjoyment is causally dependant on the artwork enjoyed and yet

experientially free of it. Abhinava represents him as saying, “is due to the emergent state

of goodness (sattva), is pervaded by beatitude (nanda) and light (praka), and is

similar to the tasting (svda) of the supreme brahman.”39 We can see that once the

artwork gives rise to the rasa experience, it is left behind. The experience itself is of bliss

and light alone unqualified by the details of the artwork. It is the transcendent nature of

the experience that invites comparison to mystical experience.

Abhinava refines Bhaanyaka’s theory and his version that becomes the

touchstone for the Indian tradition, a place it continues to hold today. He accepts the

theory of universalization, both of the determinants, etc., and of the abiding emotion. He

maintains that the universalized emotion must be perceived, not inferred, by the

individual spectator. He provides three conditions that the spectator must meet to be fit

for the rasa experience: he must be trained in the arts, he must be in a state of willing

suspense of disbelief, and he must be disinterested to the point of self-forgetting. These

                                                  
38 Ingalls, et al. (1990:37).
39 Gnoli (1968:47-48).
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conditions are necessary to enter the state of sympathetic union that Abhinava describes.

He further agrees that rasa is an experience, not an object, affirming that rasa exists only

in the spectator.

Abhinava also agrees that the rasa experience is akin to the mystic union with

Brahman. However, he differentiates the aesthetic from the yogic by insisting that the

aesthetic experience has an object, namely the artwork. This is very important, for it

provides Abhinava a way of avoiding Bhaanyaka’s homogenizing of aesthetic

experience.

Abhinava’s condition that the spectator be cultured underpins his claim that the

rasa experience produced by a certain work is always of the same type. While some

connoisseurs are more receptive than others, they are all receptive in the same way to the

same thing. As is clear from the disinterested requirement, if any personal eccentricities

enter into the aesthetic experience, they act to limit or destroy it. The rasa can only be

evoked in a learned connoisseur that is capable of aesthetic distance.

3. Sanskrit Poetry

The following brief introduction to Sanskrit poetry is specifically intended to help the

non-specialist understand Mammaa’s examples.  The earliest identified poems

encountered in the Kvyapraka are excerpted from the two great epics, the

Mahbhrata and the Rmyaa. The Mahbhrata is, “gigantic, comprising a length of

about seven times that of the Iliad and the Odyssey combined… [It] narrates the story of
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two rival groups of cousins both laying claim to the succession in a region somewhere

near present-day Delhi, and the war that ensues.”40 The core story dates from

approximately the fourth century BCE. Over the next eight centuries, many shorter tales

were added, giving the text is current volume. The Rmyaa, the core of which dates

from approximately the second century BCE, recounts the story of the abduction of

Rma’s wife St by the demon king Rvaa and the war that follows. Apart from the

verses Mammaa excerpts directly from the epics, many of his other examples are based

on episodes found in the two epics.

Classical poetic literature (kvya) is commonly held to have blossomed in the first

few centuries of the Common Era in the context of royal courts. Although many hold that

the tradition climaxed in the fourth to nonth centuries with such figures as Klidsa,

Bhavabhti, and rihara, there are major writers at least until the Mogul invasions of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (e.g., Rjasekhara, Jayadeva, and Jaganntha).

Classical Sanskrit literature is highly ornate and displays great technical virtuosity. This

is partly due to the fact that Sanskrit was a second language for the artists, and partly to

its courtly nature. It is literature written by connoisseurs for connoisseurs and strives for

both emotional power and intellectual charm.

Sanskrit kvya aims at beauty through the presentation of ideal types in tightly

crafted verse. Rarely does it touch on political matters, and never with the aim of

effecting regime change. Neither does it generally strive to be expressive of the poet’s

                                                  
40 Van Buitenen (1974:17).
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personal emotions. Although the poetry is emotionally charged, and many writers

probably write from their own experience, neither the personality nor the experience of

the poet is normally the focus. Rather, idealized types – the lover, the beloved, the hero,

etc – are used to evoke universal human emotions.  The great individuals, e.g. Rma,

St, and Chandragupta, are normally either mythical or historically distant from the

writer. Even the most common exceptions to this rule, panegyrics written for specific

royal patrons, portray the kings and princes in general terms, with very few personal

details. Furthermore, when the protagonists of kvya are individuated, it is normally more

by their actions than by their character.

Three main forms of kvya are considered important by aesthetic theorists. These

are great poetry (mahkvya), drama (nya), and short poetry (subhita). The great

poetry presents mythic, royal, and religious themes in works that often run to several

cantos. Also popular in this genre are ideal descriptions of nature and the seasons. As the

plot is usually fairly simple, this form offers the poet great scope to show his control over

the technical aspects of poetry. Generally, each canto is written in a single meter and the

audience expects to find a great number of the poetic ornaments (alakra) skillfully

woven into the story. While the “formalism” of Sanskrit poetry was often criticized in

early Western evaluations of Sanskrit literature, it is now beginning to be appreciated on

its own terms.41

                                                  
41 Macdonell (1899:328) offers a good example of the first approach.
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Rather than striving to portray character development or the internal logic of a

story, Sanskrit drama focuses primarily on the evocation of rasa. A simplified treatment

of character and the various elements of plot (see introduction 2.3) are used to build up

the spectators’ appreciation of the rasa bit by bit. Ultimately, the evocation climaxes with

an appropriate ending that reinforces all that has come before. In a romance, for example,

the lover will be strong and noble, the beloved beautiful and pure. The lovers will meet in

an ideal setting, such as a forest glade, and fall instantly in love. Their love will be tried

and tested in various episodes that show the depth of their devotion. In the end they are

united in loving union that reinforces or completes the romantic theme of the entire piece.

The three most common themes in Sanskrit drama are the romantic, the heroic, and the

comic.

The dramatist can excel in two areas: plot structure and language. The detours and

obstacles the protagonists face must be carefully crafted to capture the audience’s

attention and augment the dominant rasa. The poet must avoid the opposing faults of

monotony and incoherence. Although extensively discussed by the dramaturges, plot

holds little interest for the poetic critics.

Generally, Sanskrit plays are written partly in prose and partly in verse. At

climatic moments the main characters speak in polished verses that allow the dramatist to

display his poetic capacity. These poetic sections vary in length from a single couplet to a

hundred lines or more. These verses are often passionate, but also include descriptions of
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natural beauty or general truths. Individual verses from these poetic passages are isolated

for study by the poetic critics.

The third form of literature, short verse (subhita), is of the greatest interest to

the poetic theorists. Indeed, almost all of Mammaa’s examples belong to this class.

Many of the short poems exalted in the Sanskrit tradition are extracted from the first two

types of literature (larger poems and plays). The idealized heroes and the simplified plots

we discussed above made it relatively easy to extract verses and treat them as

independent poems. Sanskrit poets also composed detached poems (muktaka) that are

free of context are often collected into anthologies according to their subject. 42 As Ingalls

has pointed out, wherever these verses come from, they ideally should be able to stand on

their own, both in terms of meaning and mood.43 The critics single out verses either

because of their stylistic excellence or their emotional power. The early poetics addresses

the former in terms of poetic ornaments, while the Dhvani school addresses the later by

means of suggestion. Mammaa attempts to explain both.

The short poems are broken into quarters, the length of which is determined by

meter. The common meters result in poems between forty and eighty syllables, although

meters that yield more than one hundred syllables exist.44 This places the subhita

midway between the Japanese haiku and the English sonnet in length.

                                                  
42 Vasudeva (2005:15-16).
43 Ingalls (1965:33). We will see that several of Mammaa’s examples do not meet this ideal.
44 The eight syllable loka of the Rmyaa was not common in classical poetry.
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These poems can be compared to Indian miniature paintings because of their vivid

visual imagery. With a remarkable economy of words, the poets evoke physical settings

through carefully chosen details. In these settings, the parting or reunion of lovers,

momentous decisions, victory in battle, and the like, are given emotional depth by

focusing on minutiae of behavior and appearance. The poets can make much of a

trembling lip, a sidelong glance, or fiery eyes. They are also very effective at letting their

characters speak, choosing short phrases that reveal much more than they say. Again and

again, the reader is surprised by the quantity of information the poets convey by the

accumulation of such details.

It is too early to determine the exact extent of Mammaa’s poetic culture. As of

now, less than half of the poems he quotes have been traced.45 From the approximately

two hundred poems that are identified, we know that Mammaa was familiar with the two

great epics (the Mahbhrata and the Rmyaa) and the major classical poems (both

mahkvyas like the Meghadta and the Raghuvaa, and anthologies like the

Amaruataka).46 However, from what we know, he quotes most frequently from the

classical dramas. Indeed, his quotes span almost all the extant plays, including works by

Klidsa, Bhavanhti, rhara, draka, and others. I will discuss the great poems and

plays individually in the comments.

                                                  
45 Dwivedi lists sources for almost three hundred of the six hundred poems (1970: appendix C). However,
approximately one third of these references are other works of poetics that quote the poems as examples.
This leaves only about two hundred poems fully identified.
46 Interestingly, no Bharthari poems have been identified.
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The latest poet that Mammaa quotes is Padmagupta, who either lived shortly

before him or was his contemporary. Further research into the sources of Mammaa’s

examples and into tenth and eleventh century literature, especially the short verse, may

reveal more connections between Mammaa and his immediate intellectual context.

4. Mammaa and the Early History of Sanskrit Poetics

The Kvyapraka occupies a unique position in the history of Sanskrit poetics. Written

in a period when several writers were trying to weave together the main threads of the

previous poetics, Mammaa's text became the standard compendium of poetics.47 As

Mammaa is more a genius of integration than creation, a brief look at the history of

Sanskrit poetics is necessary to understand his importance.48

Mammaa shows extensive knowledge of earlier Sanskrit poetics.49 His work

draws from two very different traditions of poetics. The first chapter and chapters seven

to ten are drawn from the older Alakra School writers (Bhmaha, Dadin, Udbhaa,

and Rudraa). Chapters two to six, on the other hand, are indebted to the Dhvani School

writers (mainly nandavardhana and Abhinavagupta). This has led some to say that

                                                  
47 For information on Mammaa’s competitors, like Bhoja, see Gerow (1977:271). Even Mammaa biggest
rival, Vivantha (14th c.), wrote a commentary on the Kvyaprkaa and uses its structure in his own
work, enlarging it only to include a section (5) on plot in drama. On the standardization of Mammaa see
De (1960:2:216).
48 The two standard histories are that of Kane (1961) and De (1960). While these works remain invaluable,
the Gerow's history (1977) improves on them in many areas. It is, in my opinion the best introduction
currently available.
49 Mammaa quotes several writers by name (Bharata, Rudraa nandavardhana, Abhinava, inter alia).
Almost half of the identified poems that Mammaa quotes had already been quoted in earlier works. In
many cases Mammaa uses poems in the same theoretical context as the earlier writers. His familiarity with
the earlier writes is further shown by the inclusive nature of his list of alakra.
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Mammaa is better termed a "synthetic" writer than a "systematic" one.50 While I agree

with this assessment, I believe the synthesis that Mammaa achieves is both stronger and

of more importance than is generally acknowledged.

The earliest writers on poetics are inspired most directly by the Grammarians and

the Mmsakas, not by the Nyastra.51 This is only logical, considering their desire

to understand the "grammar" of poetic ornaments (alakra), poetic blemishes (dosa),

and several syntactic stylistic excellences (gua). In pursuing these issues, they seek to

differentiate poetic language from religious, moral, and scientific language. Poetry is held

to be decorated or ornamented speech, thus the name “science of ornamentation”

(alakraastra) for poetics.52 The main concerns of the early poetics are the definition

of, justification for, and teaching of the art of poetry, as well as a classification of its

various types. Its goal is to educate future poets. Drama theory (nyastra) is treated as

a separate science by these writers. This is not surprising when one considers the

enormous difference between the writing of an epic poem and the production of a

dramatic spectacle.53

nandavardhana recreates poetics on an entirely new ground adapted from

dramaturgy and philosophy. None of the important aspects of earlier poetics (poetic
                                                  
50 Gerow (1977:272).
51 Kane (1961:335ff), Gerow (1977:221) and De (1960:2:18).
52 Originally the poetic ornaments were thought to decorate speech, thereby transforming speech into
poetry. Later the Dhvani school claimed that the ornaments decorated poetry, making them unessential.
They introduced the famous analogy that the poetic ornaments are to poetry as jewelry is to a woman.
53 Gerow (1977:227). Gerow has argued throughout many works against the standard vision that Sanskrit
poetics develops toward Abhinava and then, having climaxed, goes into decadence. De is the most highly
regarded proponent of this view (1960 v2:213 to 217 gives a wonderful summary) and Coomaraswamy the
most popular. Among contemporaries, M. Chari's Sanskrit Criticism as well as most "popular" works on
Indian art carry forward this highly suspicious theory.
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ornaments, blemishes, and excellences) are taken up seriously in his work. Instead, he

focuses on the concept of mood or flavor (rasa) as developed by Bharata in the

Nyastra (see introduction 2.3). nandavardhana claims that producing rasa is the

essential function of poetry. Furthermore, he modifies a key term from Mmsaka

philosophy of language, “suggestion” (dhvani), to explain how a poem communicates

rasa. This brilliant maneuver allows him to supplant the earlier writer-based poetics that

focuses on techniques for producing good poetry with a spectator-based poetics that

focuses on the reader/audience response. Gerow argues that the massive cultural changes

that followed the fall of the Gupta Empire brought drama and poetry together. Plays

became more read than preformed and devotional (bhakti) poetry was often sung, rather

than read, blurring the difference between the two arts. 54 These changes may have acted

as an impetus for nandavardhana’s fusion of poetics and dramaturgy.

The devotional potential of poetry is not lost on nandavardhana's commentator

Abhinavagupta. nandavardhana begins analyzing the effect poetry has on its audience

and includes a ninth rasa “tranquility” (anta) to extend his theory to the great religious

epics.55 Abhinava greatly refines the notion of rasa, increasing both the importance and

the scope of aesthetic experience.56 By closely examining the earlier commentators on the

Nyastra, Abhinava is able to develop a theory of aesthetic psychology that has often

                                                  
54 Gerow (1977:252).
55 Ingalls, et al. (1990:814).
56 Ingalls, et al., (1990:35).
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been compared to T.S. Eliot's theory of the universal correlate.57 From this he argues for

the religious value of artistic appreciation, claiming that pure rasa experience is

analogous to blissful union with Brahman.

Mammaa bases his synthesis in the structure of the older poetics. The

Kvyapraka, like the early works on poetics, strives to explain what Gerow calls, "the

formal expressive repertoire of the poet, as a practitioner of a different and uniquely

intelligible kind of language."58 Kriks 1 through 4b are entirely within the early

tradition. In 4ab, Mammaa defines poetry using the three technical terms of that tradition

(excellences, blemishes, and poetic ornaments). The entire second half of the

Kvyapraka is devoted to an encyclopedic presentation of these three concepts.

However, in krik 4cd, he introduces nandavardhana's grammatical tool, suggestion.

Having already defined the essence of poetry along traditional lines, he cannot follow

nandavardhana in making suggestion its essence. Instead, he ingeniously uses

suggestion to establish a hierarchy of excellence among poems. By this move he manages

both to accept the post-nandavardhana preference for suggestive poetry and resolve

nandavardhana's problem of how to account for non-suggestive poetry and suggestive

literature that is not poetry.

Mammaa reviews the grammar of suggestion, along with denotation and

indication, in the second and third chapters. In these sections, suggestion is treated as one

                                                  
57 Perhaps the most striking example is Sahal, K.L., "Objective Correlative and the Theory of Rasa",
Calcutta Review, N.S. 2, no. 2 p.237, but the comparison is common.
58 Gerow (1977:258).
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of the three factors (or semantic powers) that comprise the meaning of a sentence (see

introduction 2.2). Included in suggestion are such linguistic phenomena as irony, pun,

and the intention of a metaphor, as will be explained in various comments on particular

poems.

Mammaa gives little detailed attention to Abhinava's psychological theory of

rasa and less to his theologico-aesthetic theory. In krik 2, he repeats the claim that rasa

experience is analogous to experience of Brahman, but offers no defense or development

of the idea. In his commentary to kriks 27 and 28, Mammaa quotes the Nyastra

6.31 and summarizes Abhinava's history of rasa theory. After summarizing and

approving of Abhinava's theory, Mammaa simply moves on, adding neither criticism nor

elaboration.

However, the central claim of Abhinava’s Locana is presupposed in all of

Mammaa’s chapters four, five, and six. Abhinava establishes that the semantic power of

suggestion, prevalent in poetry, makes possible a particular aesthetic effect for a receptive

audience. The fact that Mammaa has nothing theoretical to add to Abhinava's claim does

not reduce the importance of this theory in Mammaa work. The three chapters in

question focus on illustrating the workings of poetry as an evoker of rasa.59 It should be

noted that suggestion has a much expanded role in these chapters. It is no longer only a

necessary tool used to understand the grammar of a sentence. Suggestion is also viewed

                                                  
59 Chapter four treats poems in which suggestion is primary, chapter five poems in which it is secondary,
and chapter six poems in which it is absent. Even chapter six uses rasa (or more exactly, absence of rasa)
as the defining character for a class of poetry. Strictly speaking, these chapters also deal with the suggestion
of emotions not eligible to become rasa.
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as conveying both the intended meaning of an entire piece and its mood. If it is true that

Mammaa is responsible for popularizing Abhinava, he did so through a streamlined

presentation of Abhinava's theories and more than a hundred examples that show the

theory in application.

The Kvyapraka can be divided into four parts. The first chapter presents the

creative synthesis that will be worked out in the other three parts. It begins along

traditional lines, but manages to integrate suggestion with the older aesthetics of

ornament in a new and ingenious manner. Chapters two and three provide a philosophy

of language inspired by some of nandavardhana's innovations, most notably the concept

of suggestion as a third semantic power. Chapters four through six illustrate Abhinava's

refinement of rasa theory. Chapters seven through ten return to an encyclopedic

presentation of the traditional concepts of alakrastra, namely excellences, blemishes,

and ornaments.

5.   Mammaa's Legacy

Mammaa's integration of the Dhvani School writers into the older tradition proved

definitive for the Sanskrit tradition in that all later theorists that discuss poetics as a

whole do so within Mammaa's framework.60 Mammaa's solution has the additional

advantage of being inclusive. Every poem in the Sanskrit tradition can find a place in his

                                                  
60 That Vivantha added a chapter on drama to Mammaa's structure does nothing to undermine this claim.
A house with an extra room is still the same house. Similarly, although there are differences of emphasis,
Jagantha’s Rasagagdhara can be mapped onto the Kvyapraka with little difficulty.
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synthesis in contrast with many of the earlier theories.61 His system has the opposite

advantage of not being too inclusive, in contrast with nandavardhana’s.62 We saw that

Mammaa’s synthesis was presented in his definition of poetry and his creation of a

hierarchy of quality among poems. Both of these were scrutinized by later theorists, who

tend to reject his definition and accept his hierarchy.63

Given the synthetic and encyclopedic nature of the Kvyapraka, one would

expect it to be very dense, and it is. What is surprising, however, is its appearance of

simplicity. In presenting his compilation of earlier theories, Mammaa rarely presents the

arguments found in those theories (the largest exception being the verse on rasa).

Mammaa also rarely develops the arguments for his own view. And when he does so,

they are given in skeletal form. Opposing positions are often only briefly sketched. With

the exception of the second half of chapter five, Mammaa presents sparse counter

argument. Mammaa’s method of presentation makes the Kvyapraka seems more a

textbook than polemic or creative addition to an ongoing debate.

I would argue that the Kvyapraka was intended more to teach the “correct

view” than to defend this view against objections. This theory might explain its extreme

popularity among commentators, most of whom fill in the missing arguments to a greater

                                                  
61 There exist poems with no ornaments, on the one hand, and poems with no rasa, on the other. Jaganntha
claims that there are poems that are excluded by Mammaa’s definition, but his examples are too short to be
convincing. See the Rasagagdhara 1.6.
62 There are types of writing that evoke rasa yet are not poetry.
63 Vivantha attacks it in his commentary on the Kvyapraka and in his Shityadarpaa, Jaganntha in
the Rasagagdhara 1.6, and, more recently, Gajendragadkar in his notes to the Kvyapraka (1939:151-
155).
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or lesser extent. 64  Indeed, I have found it necessary to do so in my commentary as well.

Mammaa’s text practically cries out for commentary, and if it was truly written to

present the views, Mammaa himself probably expected it to be commented upon either

orally to students or by teachers writing out the fine points of the analysis.

Mammaa’s streamlining of the argument is counterbalanced by his extensive use

of examples to illustrate philosophic claims. Indeed, Mammaa reverses the priorities of

his hero Abhinava in this regard. Instead of lengthy arguments enlightened by an

occasional example, Mammaa gives hundreds of examples structured by the theoretical

framework. When the theoretical issues are largely resolved (and thus not in need of

further argument), it is reasonable to turn one’s attention to the poems themselves.

Mammaa's popularity may also be due to his preference for example over minutia of

argumentation.

Mammaa manages to pull together most of the earlier poetic theory into one

theoretic whole. His text is both superficially attractive and rewarding of deeper study.

His framework is inclusive enough to capture all that had been admired in Sanskrit

poetry, yet also capable of distinguishing poetry from other forms of writing. The theory

itself is grounded in a deep philosophic tradition, but Mammaa does not let the

philosophy overshadow the poetry it is supposed to explain. The Kvyapraka reveals

and tries to explain poetry’s unique power and value. To those who are so inclined, it is

an invitation to investigate theoretical issues at greater depth, and an indication of how to

                                                  
64 It is often claimed that only the Bhagavadgt has more commentaries.
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do so. To others it is an invitation to use the existing theory to enrich their appreciation of

the poems so nicely collected, pushing them again and again to see details that they might

otherwise miss. For all these reasons, Mammaa well deserves his position as the most

popular Sanskrit poetic theorist.

6. Translation Method

The Kvyapraka is a theoretical work. It seeks to define poetry, classify its various

types, explain how they convey their meaning, and examine why some poems are better

than others.  It consists of three distinct types of writing, each of which must be handled

differently in translation. The core text consists of theoretical verses in fixed meter. These

are explained in a prose commentary, also by Mammaa. Finally there are illustrative

examples, which are drawn from the massive realm of Indian poetry. The purpose and

form of all three must be considered. One can ask, for example, why Mammaa writes the

core text in meter. What is gained by using the verse and commentary form? Precisely

what role do the examples serve? Answers to these questions help shape the form of the

translation.

Before I can turn to these questions, I should make clear the desired audience and

the goal of the translation. This translation is targeted at three distinct audiences. The first

is philosophers and critics. Mammaa’s text is primarily theoretic and is philosophically

rich. It treats extensively questions of semantics, emotion, and aesthetics. It also touches
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on questions of ontology, epistemology, religion, and ethics. Those interested in

comparative literature or comparative aesthetics might find the text especially interesting.

My second audience is readers of Indian poetry. One of Mammaa’s goals is to

teach his reader how to read Sanskrit poetry. Anyone interested in Sanskrit poetry, either

in the original or in translation, might profit from this work. Furthermore, because of

Sanskrit’s historical influence, I imagine that readers and writers of poetry in the modern

languages of the sub-continent will also find this text rewarding.

My final audience is readers and writers of English poetry. Some of Mammaa’s

ideas can certainly travel outside the Sanskrit context.  I also hope that readers of poetry

in translation will find some of these poems excellent. If not, the fault lies with me, not

with the original Sanskrit, for Mammaa has chosen some great poems.

My goal has been to produce a text readable without any knowledge of Sanskrit.

To this end I have attempted to make the translation complete, which means that no

Sanskrit words that are not already current in English have been left untranslated. For

those acquainted with Sanskrit, I have tried to include the Sanskrit technical terms in

parentheses the first time I translate them.

I turn now to the structure of the Kvyapraka and how the various types of

writing there should be translated. First, why did Mammaa write theoretic verses and a

self-commentary to explain them? The verse - commentary form is about as old as

Sanskrit philosophy, beginning with the grammarian Pini, c.500 BCE, and the

Mmsstra, c.200 BCE. The form is used in hundreds of later philosophical and
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scientific works. The verses were to be memorized by students. Like cue cards in drama,

they can be used to evoke the rest of the argument. The headings of Descartes’ Principles

serve a similar function and were (and still are, in France) used in a similar way. To fulfil

their function, the verses must to be short and easy to remember. Again, they are cues,

not summaries. The commentary fleshes out the argument, providing much that is both

essential and absent from the verses. Neither was intended to be what we would call an

independent text.

Although the initial justification for composing theoretical verses was to aid

memorization, later in the tradition, verses became also a means of showing one’s

technical virtuosity.  How should these Sanskrit verses be translated? First, I think it is

safe to assume that nobody will memorize an English translation of the Kvyapraka,

thus the first possible motivation for a verse translation of these verses is removed.

Second, it is not part of Western traditions to philosophize in verse, and even less to show

off by doing so. Thus those reasons too are removed. Remembering that Mammaa’s

main goals were theoretical, and that in modern English theoretical goals are pursued in

prose, I argue that the theoretical verses are most fully translated when rendered in prose.

The next question is how to deal with Mammaa’s division of the theoretical text

into two layers, verse and commentary. Along the lines just set out, it is tempting to

assert that these two layers should be combined to conform with normal modern English

theoretical style. What would be lost if it were suppressed? First, we would lose the

implication that the verse material is primary, while the commentary is secondary. If this
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were all, I would argue that this difference of importance would be better represented in

an established English form. But Mammaa’s commentators – and there were many –

would be difficult to understand if the structure of the original were altered. As of now,

none of these have been translated, but hopefully this situation will change in the future.

Finally, the poems. I assume that Mammaa chooses the poems he does for two

reasons: they illustrate his point and he thinks them good poetry. Given that they are

examples, clearly the translations must function as examples to English readers. As

obvious as this seems, the existing translations fail on this score. Secondly, I feel that any

translator of this text should, to the best of his ability, render the poetic examples as

poetry. A failure to do so deeply falsifies the impression a reader will receive of the

original.

What is a poetic translation of poetry? I suggest that it is a translation that takes

seriously the aesthetic aspects of the original. These include qualities such as the tone, the

level of diction, the rhythm, the rhyme, the line length, the use of vowels and consonants,

the weight of the words, the images, the metaphors, etc. Another aspect is the resonant

semantic capacities of the words used. Most of all, for these poems one has to consider

the aesthetic emotion suggested or produced by the whole. Not all the aspects of Sanskrit

poetry can be rendered in modern English. Some metaphors and images are culturally

specific and the connotations of words shift from language to language. Not even all the

aspects that can be rendered can be rendered in a single translation: different translations

will capture different aspects. My method has been to first understand how poem is
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functioning as an example. Then I have tried to isolate the most important aesthetic

aspects of each poem and capture as many of those as I can while retaining the poem’s

function as an example. All translation is a compromise, the richness of poetry makes this

doubly true of poetic translation. Where other translations exist, I have occasionally

quoted them.

A word about puns, which form an important part of the Sanskrit poetic tradition.

Sanskrit punning poems are often highly complicated and contain many words with

double meaning. The poets often strive to present a pair of parallel meanings throughout

the entire poem. Here I have found no option but to give a pair of juxtaposed literal

translations for each poem, one reflecting each of the punning word's meanings. Where

many words have a single meaning shared by both "sides" of the pun, I have inserted a

center column. For example, poem 78:

Primary Meaning Common Meaning Secondary Meaning
Who is not flooded with delight

By the good scripture! By a lover's visit!
Always intent on

Moral advice Enjoyment
And leading to final salvation And release from frustration
In a heavenly place In a secluded place.

The way these poems are used in the text (along with the relative difficulty of punning in

English) has forced me to sacrifice any attempt to achieve poetic merit in English. As I

said above, my primary obligation is to make sure the English translations really do serve

as illustrations of what they are supposed to illustrate. I hope the parallel presentation is

more useful and enjoyable than a prose explanation of the puns.
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As I hope I have made clear, my primary concern at all three levels of the text

(theoretical verses, commentary, and poetic examples) has been to make the translation

'work' as an English book on poetics. I hope I have chosen the correct method to make

Mammaa's text as useful, accessible, and accurate as possible.

7. Purpose and Content of Comments

The main purpose of my comments is to provide easier access into intricacies of

Mammaa’s text. I do this in four ways. First, I explain particular cultural references, such

as the names of people and places. When a poem requires it, I sketch the plot of the larger

work from it is drawn. I also explain metaphors and images that might not be clear in

English and indicate when the connotations of a Sanskrit word are importantly different

than those of its English translation.

Second, I expand and clarify Mammaa’s terse presentation of philosophical

arguments. This often requires providing the context of the debate and the implications of

Mammaa’s views. Readers familiar with Indian philosophy will notice that Mammaa

does not give the traditional exposition of his opponents’ views (prvapaka). I try to

supply this by making clear which positions Mammaa is fighting against and the main

arguments in their favor.

Third, I explain how the poems function as examples. When necessary, I clarify

the suggestions and poetic ornaments. Then I tie the poem back into the philosophic

context by trying to show exactly what aspect of the poem serves to illustrate each
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theoretical point. This is particularly challenging when the example turns on a detail of

the Sanskrit language, but I have tried to avoid being tedious.

Fourth, I give historical information pertaining to Mammaa’s views, filling in the

details of the historical outline of the introduction (sections 4 and 5). As Mammaa rarely

mentions his sources, I try to identify them. I also try to note when Mammaa either

introduces something new into the tradition or actually contradicts one of his respected

sources. Finally, I try to indicate which of Mammaa’s points are especially influential for

later criticism and poetry.
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Appendix to the Introduction 1 – Transliteration Details.

Concerning the Sanskrit text presented:

1. The devangar text has been transliterated into the Roman alphabet using the

standard modern method.

2. I have followed the sectioning of the text that the early commentators imposed (which

was also followed by the later commentators). The only exception to this is an

occasional transition word that has been moved to make the English more clear.

3. I have followed the Mohan text (1995) as my base text. I have checked it against the

Jha (1925) and the Dwivedi (1977) texts. Where there is a conflict, I have further

checked it against the text of the nandrama Sanskrit Series No.66 (1929).

4. I have listed corrections to the Mohan text in an appendix. If the correction is clearly

a typo, not appearing in the other texts, the correction is not further justified. If the

correction is more substantial (a very rare occurrence), the alternatives and a

justification are given.

5. I have included the Mohan page number in parenthesis after each krik or section

thereof that appears independently in the text.

6. I have not transliterated Mohan’s numbering of the kriks or the poems as these

numbers do not exist in the earliest manuscripts. They are, however, represented in

the translation.
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7. Mohan is not consistent with his use of bold text. I have used it only for the chapter

headings and the kriks. Mohan decided to use commas in his text. I have either

transliterated these as daas or dropped them, as seemed appropriate.

8. I have inserted an additional daa when one seemed desirable on grounds of

sentence unity if it exists in other versions of the text.

9. Mohan has added paragraph brakes in his text. Most of these have been suppressed.

10. Mohan has no consistent use of the double daa in prose. This is partially, although

not wholly, due to his addition of paragraph breaks.  I have tried to use them

whenever there is a paragraph break in the English, which makes it slightly easier to

move back and forth between the texts.

11. I have not restored sandhi. However, I have tried to insert a space between words

where this is possible without restoring the sandhi. I hope this make the text more

useful to readers who want to identify a single word.
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Appendix to the Introduction 2 – Translation Details

The following list gives some of the details of my translational strategy with reference to

specific Sanskrit constructions:

1. Parentheses are used to indicate meanings not on the surface of the Sanskrit text but

very closely implied. I supply them in the interest of readability.

2. Long Sanskrit sentences broken in translation often require repetition of the subject.

3. The antecedents of Sanskrit pronouns are often supplied.

4. Sometimes Sanskrit singulars are translated by English plurals in theoretical contexts.

5. The sense of di (etc.) is often spelled out. Other times X-di is translated as “X and

the like.” For example, gotvdi is sometimes translated, “universals such as

cowhood.”

6. When a Sanskrit adjective is used to modify two or more nouns, two different English

adjectives are sometimes employed.

7. Following the normal Sanskrit convention, Mammaa (or a later copyist) places

chapter names at the end of each chapter. These have been moved to the head of the

chapter in the translation. Similarly, the last sentence of a section sometimes

identifies its speaker. These sentences have been moved to the head of the section. I

have, however, indicated these relocations in the notes.

8. In Mammaa’s Sanskrit, the immediate future is usually expressed by the present and

the future tense used to refer to a more distant future. Thus I have sometimes inserted

‘now’ in the first case and ‘later’ in the latter.
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9. The optative of √as (to be) is often translated by the present indicative. Mammaa’s

use of the optative, in this case, is prescriptive and not potential.

10. When making a comparison, Mammaa often only supplies what is different, leaving

the reader to fill in the rest. This is possible in Sanskrit because nouns are declined,

making the parallel obvious. In English, the whole comparison is often given without

parentheses.

11. Mammaa uses the locative to indicate the group or class (C) to which an item (x)

belongs. Often there is no way to retain the locative in English and so I often render

this x is a case of C or x is a C.
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kvyapraka

atha pratham ullsa

ity kvyaprake kvyasya prayojanakraasvarpavieanirayo

nma pratham ullsa ||

The Elucidation of Poetry

Chapter One

Specification of the Purpose,

Cause, and Types of Poetry

granthrambhe vighnavightya samuciteadevat granthakt parmati

niyatiktaniyamarahit hldaikamaym ananyaparatantrm |

navarasarucir nirmitam dadhat bhrat kaver jayati || (1)

niyataakty niyatarp sukhadukhamohasvabhv

paramvdyupdnakarmdisahakrikraaparatantr aras na ca hdyaiva tai
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td brahmao nirmitir nirmam | etad vilaka tu kavivnirmiti | ata eva jayati |

jayaty arthena ca namaskra kipyate iti t praty asmi praata ity labhyate ||

(1.1 Opening Auspicious Verse)

At the beginning of the book, the author focuses on the goddess properly preferred (by

poets), hoping that she will remove all obstacles.

1. The poet's goddess, Bhrat, excels by establishing a world composed of

pure delight, dependant on nothing beyond herself, resplendent with the nine

rasas65, and free from the laws set forth by Fate.66

The creation of Brahman is necessarily ruled by the power of Fate. It consists of pleasure,

pain, and spiritual ignorance, it is dependant on material causes, i.e. atoms, etc., and

auxiliary causes, i.e. karma, etc, and finally it consists of (only) six rasa67, which are not

even always delightful. But the creation of the poet's speech is different from this, and for

precisely this reason it excels. And by using excels reverence is implied. Thus the verse

means, “I bow to her.”

Comments

It is traditional to begin any classical Sanskrit work with a prayer or invocation of the god

that the author feel most relevant to his work. This practice is called magala, "doing

                                                  
65 The nine rasas are: erotic, comic, heroic, horrific, enraged, terrific, pitiful, wonderful, and the peaceful.
66 Niyati is the goddess Fate (the daughter of Meru). Niyati also means “necessity,” “natural laws,” etc.
67 Here rasa refers to the six gustatory flavors: sweet, salty, bitter, sour, pungent, and astringent.
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something auspicious." Bhrat is another name for Sarasvat, the goddess of speech and

poetry. Mammaa playfully compares her to Brahman, the Supreme Being, to vaunt the

advantages of poetry over reality. These include its independence from physical matter,

its freedom from the laws of providence, its diversity of subjects, and its pleasant nature.

ihbhidheya saprayojanam ity ha

kvya yase 'rthakte vyavahravide ivetarakataye |

sadya paranirvtaye kntsamitayopadeayuje ||  (41)

klidsndnm iva yaa rharder dhvakdnm iva dhanam

rjdigatocitcraparijñnam dityder mayrdnm ivnarthanivraam |

sakalaprayojanamaulibhta samanantaram eva rassvdanasamudbhta

vigalitavedyntaram nandam prabhusamitaabdapradhnaveddistrebhya

suhtsamitrthattparyavatpurdtihsebhya ca abdrthayor guabhvena

rasgabhtavyprapravaatay vilakaa yat kvya

lokottaravarannipuakavikarma tat knteva sarasatpdanenbhimukhktya

rmdivad vartitavya na rvadivad ity upadea ca yath yoga kave sahdayasya

ca karotti sarvatha tatra yatanyam ||

(1.2) The author now states the purpose of poetry;

2. Poetry brings fame, wealth, knowledge of the world, destruction of the

inauspicious, and instant, complete liberation. Poetry also serves to give

advice in the manner of a beloved woman.
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Poetry brings fame, like that of Klidsa68 and others, wealth like that of (kings) like Sr

Hara and (poets) like Ba69, knowledge of the proper conduct displayed by kings and

others, protection from adversity, like (in the case of) the poet Mayra by (his poems for)

the sun70, etc., and bliss, the highest of all goals, which, arising immediately from the

taste of a rasa, consumes all other knowledge. Poetry is the work of poets skilled in

descriptions of this world and others. Religious texts like the Vedas are composed

essentially of authoritative statements (abda) and thus are like teachers. In the Puraas

and histories, what really matters is the point or moral (of the story), and they are thus

like friends. But poetry is different. In it, one strives to produce rasa through graceful

expression and a worthy subject. By turning the heads of the poet and the reader and

filling them with passion (sarasat) like a beloved woman, poetry entices them to act

like Rma and other heroes and not like Rvana and other villains.71 For all these reasons,

poetry is to be pursued.

Comments

Following tradition, Mammaa first explains why the subject of his work, poetry in this

case, should be studied. This passage is close to Bhmaha verses two to eight. After

giving examples of famous and rich poets, and claiming that poetry can be used to

                                                  
68 Klidsa was a Sanskrit poet and playwright of the early 5th century.
69 I follow Gajendragadkar in reading Ba for Dhvaka. Ba was a poet active in the court of Sr Hra
(7th century).
70 Mayra was another 7th century poet. Having contracted leprosy, he composed poems to the god of the
sun and was cured of his disease as a reward.
71 Rma is the hero of the epic poem the Rmyaa. Rvana is the antagonist.
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petition the gods, he states that poetry can instruct. Poetry instructs not like a religious

text, nor like a history that aims to convey a moral, but rather like a lover that pleases and

thus improves.72 The goal of instruction made easy by pleasure is familiar from western

poetics (one thinks of Dryden, for example), but that is not quite the point here. The idea

is not to sugarcoat morality, but rather to spur one to greater actions through love of

exemplary people illustrated in poetry. Think of the Greek desire to emulate Achilles, or

the chivalrous emulation of Arthur. What is striking here, however, is that the portrayal

of human ideals is compared to a woman. Like a woman, a good poem can capture one's

heart and entice one to do its bidding. Would it be too much to see Freud's theory of the

sublimation of sexual desire prefigured? Probably. But in any case, sexual desire and

culture ideals are here seen to move people in analogous ways.73

The analogy seems to fall apart when one considers that a beloved woman only

evokes a single rasa (the erotic), while poetry can evoke any of the nine. Mammaa picks

an example, however, in which a woman Sta, inspires not only the erotic passion, but

many others as well in the course of the Rmyaa (indeed, a clever critic could easily

show that she inspires all nine).

The real downside of this analogy is that there is no reason to believe that the

beloved woman will always influence their lovers for the better. Sta, for example,

evoked not only the morally sanctioned passions of Rma, but also the morally

                                                  
72 These metaphors date to Abhinava, at least, who uses them three times (Ingalls, et al., 1990:71, 437,
533).
73 This analogy has a long history in Sanskrit. The g Veda (10.71.4) claims that only to one who
understands the hidden or inner significance of words does speech reveal herself completely. Note also that
the goddesses of speech and learning are both female.
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reproachable passions of Rvaa. Why, analogously, is there any reason to believe that

poetry will evoke only commendable passions? If there is something distinct in poetry

that makes its moral influence less ambiguous than that of a beloved, Mammaa needs to

tell us what it is. If there is not, there is no basis for the claim that a poem will fill one

with the desire to act like a hero and not like a villain.

evam asya prayojanam uktv kraam ha |

aktir nipuat lokastrakvydyavekat |

kvyajñaikaybhysa iti hetus tadudbhave ||  (63)

akti kavitvabjarpa sakraviea | y vin kvya na prasaret prasta v

upahasanya syt | lokasya sthvarajagamtmakalokavttasya | str

changovykarabhidhnakoakalcaturvargagajaturagakhagdilokaagranthnm |

kvynm ca mahakavisabandhinm | digrahad itihsn ca vimarand

vyutpatti | kvya kartu vicrayitu ca ye jnanti tadupadeena karae yojane ca

pauna punyena pravttir iti traya samudit na tu vyasts tasya kvyasyodbhave

nirme samullse ca hetur na tu hetuva ||

(1.3) Having explained the purpose of poetry, the author states its cause:

3. The cause of poetry consists of: capability, skill resulting from familiarity

with the world, the sciences, poetry, etc., and practice of the instruction given

by experts of poetry.
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Capability is an individual propensity and is the seed of poetry. Without capability,

either poetry does not appear, or, if it does, it is laughable.  Familiarity with the world

means study of the behavior of all things physical, animal and spiritual. Familiarity with

the sciences means study of technical works on meter, grammar, and semantics, as well

as works on the arts and the four goals of life74, and those on elephants, horses, weapons,

etc. Familiarity with poetry means study of the works of the great poets. Finally, the

etc. implies the study of history. Practice proceeds by repeated creation, i.e., composition

guided by those who know how to create and critique poetry. Capability, skill, and

practice are not three separate causes, but rather the single collective cause of the

composition and brilliance of poetry.

Comments

This section is admirable in its acknowledgment of the complexity of human nature and

culture.75 It bares comparison with Horace's Ars Poetica, lines 268-69 and 408ff. The

topics Mammaa raises received much greater attention in a slightly earlier work, The

Kvyamms. For example, it divides capacity into seven types. By claiming that a

poet needs to have studied the arts he mentions, Mammaa touches on issues raised by

Plato in the Republic, et al., but these issues receive no extended attention in the Sanskrit

tradition to my knowledge.

                                                  
74 The four goals of life: pleasure, wealth, fulfillment of duty, and liberation.
75 This section is very similar to Bhmaha verses nine and ten.
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When a single entity gives rise to another single entity, one speaks only of a

single cause. If the first entity is complex, as in this example, one can speak of different

parts of the entity combining to make a complex cause. The point here is that although all

the parts are necessary, none is sufficient for the creation of good poetry.

Despite the use of this technical vocabulary, Mammaa does not rise to the

challenge of giving a precise description the causal process implicit in the creation of a

poem. But I doubt he is to be condemned for this; such "descriptions" tend to falsify by

oversimplification of the creative process. Jaganntha criticizes Mammaa’s definition  in

the Rasagagdhara 8, where he defends intuition as the only cause of poetry.

evam asya kraam uktva svarpam ha |

tad adoau sabdrthau saguv analakt puna kvpi | (81)

doagulakr vakyante | kvpty anenaitad ha yat sarvatra slakrau kvacit tu

sphulakravirahe 'pi na kvyatvahni | yath

ya kaumrahara sa eva hi varas t eva caitrakaps
te conmlitamlatsurabhaya prauh kaambnil |
s caivsmi tathpi tatra suratavyprallvidhau
revrodhasi vetastarutale ceta samutkahate ||

atra sphuo na kacit alakra | rasasya ca prdhnyn nlakrat ||

(1.4) Having stated the cause of poetry to be such, the author states its nature:

4ab. Poetry consists of words and meanings that possess excellences and are

free from blemishes. In some cases, it lacks poetic ornament.
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Faults, excellences, and poetic ornament (all technical terms) will be described

later. By saying, in some cases, the author states that generally there is a poetic

ornament. But even when there is no striking poetic ornament, poetry is possible.

For example:

He who made love to me first loves me still.
Ever the same are the nights of spring,
As are the breezes from the flowering grove
Heavy with the scent of jasmine blooms.
I too remain the same. And yet –
On the bank of the Reva river,
In a secluded glade among the reeds,
I long for those games
That bring deep sexual rapture. (1)76

Here there is no striking poetic ornament. (Why not call the rasa an ornament?)

The rasa is the primary purpose of the poem, not a poetic ornament.

Comments

                                                  
76 Attributed to lbharik in several later anthologies. Dwivedi says it is found in the
Sktimuktval, a collection of poems the post-dates Mammaa by at least a century.
Gajendragadkar adds that it is found in the Srgadharapaddhati as verse 3768. It is also found in
the Subhitaratnakoa as verse 815, although with several important differences. See Kasambi
and Gokhale (1957:150).
1a. ya - who, kaumrahar - deprive of virginity, sa – he, eva – still, hi – indeed, varas –
husband, t – the, eva – same, caitrakaps – nights of Caitra month.
1b. te – the, ca – and, unmlita – opened, mlat - jasmine, surabhaya - perfumed, prauha –
heavy/luxuriant, kaambnil - the breeze of/from/in the kaamba trees, which bloom in the
spring.
2a. s – it, ca – and, eva – same, asmi – I am, tathpi – even so, tatra – there, surata – being deeply
satisfied sexually, vypra – coming together with/bringing about,  ll – play, vidhau- type
2b. revrodhasi – on the bank of the Rev , vetas - cane/citrus, tarutale – clear ground under a
tree, ceta - heart, samutkahate – longs after.
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Attempts to give a precise definition of poetry fill the Sanskrit tradition. Gajendragadkar

gives a detailed critique of Mammaa's definition, comparing to the definitions given by

the other major writers of poetics.77 The debate over which definition is best, like so

many others in poetics, seems to me to turn on whether one takes the view of the poet or

the reader/audience. The early definitions, which Mammaa echoes, are writer-based. For

example, Bhmaha, after defining the faults and ornaments, claims, "Poetry is a

combination of verbal and semantic ornaments.”78 They tend to focus on what linguistic

elements need to be incorporated and avoided in composition. Later definitions, like that

of nandavardhana, are audience-based and focus on the experience to be triggered by a

piece of writing. Thus he begins the Dhvanyloka with the claim, "Suggestion is the soul

of poetry.”79 One is not surprised when a twentieth century commentator like

Gajendragadkar, heavily influenced by nandavardhana and Western romantic theories,

criticizes Mammaa's definition for leaving out evocation of rasa. Such criticism,

however, tend to show little appreciation for the way Mammaa integrates rasa into his

system.

In his attempt to write a comprehensive summary of poetic theory, Mammaa is

faced with the task of trying to integrate nandavardhana 's reader-based perspective

within the older writer-based tradition. I have shown that Mammaa's definition of poetry

is traditional by relating his text to Bhmaha's. In the next krik, he will try to use the

                                                  
77 Gajendragadkar (1939:151-155).
78 Kvylakra 1.16. I feel this verse, when read in context, has the meaning I have given. The common
translation is non-sense: “poetry is a combination of words and meanings.” For more on this issue, see the
introduction.
79 Dhvanyloka 1.1.
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types of poetry (from nandavardhana) to introduce the reader-based perspective. This

will lead him to a "digression" extending to the end of chapter six. In chapter seven, he

takes up the definitions of faults, excellences, and poetic ornaments, which, according to

tradition, should have been explained right after their introduction in this definition.80 I

think Mammaa's awareness of the novelty of his method shows through in the

accompanying assurance that he will eventually explain these terms.

The poem treats a familiar theme in Sanskrit poetry. Compare: Near death/ by the

sacred Tpi River/ I will tell the truth/ even now my eyes/ return to the stand of reeds/ by

the water.81

tadbhedn krameha

idam uttamam atiayani vyagye vcyd dhvanir budhai kathita || (112)

idam iti kvyam | budhair vaiykaraai

pradhnabhtasphoarpavyagyavyañjakasya abdasya dhvanir iti vyavahra

kta | tatas tanmatnusribhir anyair api

nyagbhvitavcyavyagyavyañjanakamasya abdrthayugalasya | yath

nieacyutacandanam stanataam nirmargo 'dharo
netre dramanañjane pulakit tanv taveyam tanu |
mithyvdini dti bndhavajanasyjñtapgame
vpm sntum ito gatsi na punas tasydhamasyntikam ||

atra tadantikam eva rantu gatsti prdhnyendhamapadena vyajyate ||

                                                  
80 Indeed, if you modified chapter one and cut chapters two through six, Mammaa's text could easily pass
as pre-Abhinava.
81 Merwin and Masson (1977:43).
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(1.5) The author now states the division of poetry in order (of merit):

4cd. That (poetry) is best in which the suggested meaning dominates the

literal meaning. It is called suggestive poetry by the learned.

That means poetry. The learned means the grammarians, who define suggestion

as: a word that suggests the suggested meaning by means of the eternal concept

(sphoa) that is the primary meaning. Following this view, others also define

suggestion as: a connection of expression and meaning capable of suggesting a

suggested sense that subordinates the literal sense. For example, a woman says the

following to her go-between:82

O false messenger!
You know not the pain you bring.

The sandal paste is washed clean off your rounded breasts,
And the rouge from your lips is completely rubbed off.
Gone is the makeup from the corners of your eyes,
And your slender body still shakes.

So you went for a bath in the tank,
And not to be with that wretch? (2)83

                                                  
82 The information in this sentence is implicit in the use of the word dti.
83 This verse is in many recensions of the Amaruataka, but falls outside the first hundred. I have found it
as 103 and 105. Dwivedi and Gajendragadkar refer to it as 105. Frustratingly, it is excluded with no
explanation from all existent English translations.
1a. nieacyuta - completely, candanam – sandal ointment, stanataam – rounded female breast, nirma –
wiped off, rga - color/redness , adhara - lower lip/lips.
1b. netre – in the eye, dram – far edge, anañjane – free from collyrium, pulakit - horripilated (a
symptom of stimulation), tanv - possessed of a body, tava – of yours, iyam – this, tanu - slender.
2a. mithyvdini – o speaker of lies, dti – o messenger, bndhavajanasya –, ajñta – not knowing,
pa – the suffering, game – that comes to me,
2b. vpm - tank, sntum – to bath, itah – from here, gatsi – are gone, na – not, punar – on the contrary,
tasydhamasya – of that wretch, antikam – presence.
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Here, "You have gone near him only to fool around (rantum)" is suggested by the

prominence of the word "wretch".

Comments

Mammaa here leaves the early tradition and draws heavily from

nandavardhana. Notice that he has been forced to use a whole new technical

vocabulary concerning suggested meaning. The explanation of this vocabulary

will occupy the next two chapters. Using rasa to impose a qualitative hierarchy on

poems is Mammaa biggest innovation. Chapters four, five, and six are devoted to

explaining the three levels of quality.

It is well known that Mammaa, while identifying the same three types of

poetry as nandavardhana, introduces a hierarchy of quality, but nobody, to my

knowledge, has offered an explanation of Mammaa’s motivation. If my thesis is

correct, Mammaa's reason for doing so is not hard to find. In so much as

nandavardhana considered suggestion (of rasa) the essence of poetry, he had no

need to explicitly develop such a hierarchy. It is implicit in his definition.84

Mammaa, by insisting on a formalist definition of poetry, has to assert what

nandavardhana could assume, namely, that suggestive poetry is better. His

reward, however, is great. He successfully creates a theoretic structure that can

                                                  
84 See his commentary on 3.36b (Ingalls, et al. 1990:611). nandavardhana's problem was how to explain
that last, non-suggestive, type could be considered poetry. See nandavardhana 3.40 to 3.42 and
Abhinava’s comments (Ingalls, et al. 1990:632 to 648).
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house both of the earlier traditions. But what is more, his definition of poetry also

better reflects the actual linguistic usage.

atdi gubhtavyagya vyagye tu madhyamam | (136)

atdi vcyd anatiyini | yath

grmatarua taruy navavañjulamañjarsanthakaram
payanty bhavati muhurnitar malin mukhacchy ||

atra vyañjulalatghe dattasaket ngateti vyagya gunbhta tadapekay

vcyasyaiva camatkritvt ||

5ab. A different type of poetry occurs when suggested meaning is not

dominant. It is called poetry of subordinate suggestion, and is of middle

rank.

A different type of poetry occurs means cases where the suggested meaning does not

dominate the literal meaning. For example:

On seeing the young man
Holding a fresh ashoka bouquet,
The young woman's face
Suddenly flushes a deep red. (3)85

Here the suggested meaning, namely, (that the girl) did not go to the rendezvous

in the ashoka grove, is subordinate because the literal meaning is more striking.

                                                  
85Ruhraa’s Kvylakra 7.39. Also discussed by Ingalls, et al. (1990:168).
1a. grmatarua - village youth, taruy – young woman, nava – fresh, vañjula - aoka, mañjar - bunch
of flowers, santha – having a protector in, karam - hand,
1b. payanty – having seen, bhavati – is/becomes, muhur – momentarily/repeatedly, nitar - very much,
malin - dark color, mukhacchy – facial complexion.
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Comments

The boy reminds the woman of their rendezvous in the ashoka grove and shows

he was there by bring a bouquet of ashoka flowers back to town. Upon seeing the

flowers, the girl blushes deeply, ashamed that she did not keep the appointment.

Mammaa claims that one is tempted to dwell on the description of the flowers in

the hand of the youth and the girl's reaction, rather than on the suggested sense.

Because of the post-nandavardhana focus on suggestion, this type of poem is

excluded from the highest category.

abdacitra vcyacitram avyagya tv avara smtam | (145)

citram iti gulakrayuktum | avyagyam iti sphuapratyamnrtharahitam |

avaram adhamam | yath

svacchandocchaladacchakacchakuharacchtetarmbhuccha
mrcchanmohamahariharavihitasnnhnikhnya va |
bhidyd udyad udradarduradar drghdaridradruma
drohodrekamahormimeduramad mandkin mandatm ||

vinirgata mnadamtmamandirdbhavatyuparutya yadcchaypi yam |
sasabhramendradrutaptitrgal nimlitkva bhiymarvat ||

5cd. Poetry based on semantic or verbal display is non-suggestive and is

known as the lowest type poetry.
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Brilliant means possessing excellences and poetic ornaments. Non-suggestive

means having no striking suggested meaning. Lowest means inferior. For

example:

May your doubts dissolve into the gentle Ganges,
Whose infinite waters absolve the great seers

and daily wash away their ignorance,
Whose sparkling clarity cuts through the fields,

offering a home to boisterous bull-frogs,
Whose pride flows out in mighty waves

Pushed up by the falling of towering trees.
May your doubts dissolve into these slow-flowing waters! (4)86

(Mammaa's second example:)

Having heard that Destroyer of Pride is about,
Even if just for a stroll,

Indra, flustered, quickly bolts the gates,
And the city of the gods seems to shut its eyes
From fear. (5) 87

                                                  
86 This poem is in rdlavikritam metre (m s j s t t g  12+7). Much more than Mammaa’s other
examples, this seems to be an exercise in virtuosity. Many of the words are chosen largely for their
sounds. This leaves the translator with the choice of trying to capture either the meaning or the
play of sounds. I have chosen the meaning, and tried to give some indication of the auditiory effect
in the comments. That said, this poem is more loosely translated than most.
1a. svacchanda – acting at pleasure (echo of svaccha – beautiful/transparent), ucchalad –
shining/sparkling, accha - clear, kaccha – bank, kuhara – crevasse, chtetara – the other having
been cut (chta + itara), ambhu – water, cha – lump/mass
1b. mrcchan – dissolved, moha – spiritual ignorance, mahari – great sage, hara – joy, vihita –
accomplish, snna – bathing/ablution, hnika – daily rite, hnya – at once, va - your.
2a. bhidyd – may it destroy/brake/cleave or dissolve/untangle, udyad – rising/jumping (ud+√i),
udra – excellent/loud, dardura – frog (I am aware that the bull-frog is native to North America),
dar - cave, drgh - long, daridra – roving/mendicant, druma – tree.
2b. droha - injury, udreka - to grow high, mahormi – great waves, medura – thick/dense/great,
mad – rapture/pride/intoxication, mandkin - the slow streaming one, i.e., the Ganges, mandatm
– indolence/ignorance/doubts.
87 Found in Metha’s Hayagrvavadha according to Dwivedi.
1a. vinirgata - gone out, mnadam – destroyer of pride – the demon king Hayagrva, tma – his,
mandird - palace.
1b. bhavati - is, uparutya – to be heard, yadccha – spontaneous, accidental, y – going, api -
even, yam - him.
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Comments

Mammaa's first example has a difficult meter and a pronounced technical brilliance. Part

of its beauty comes from the remarkable alliterations. The first half-line uses "cch" (a

fairly rare group) six times. Likewise with "d-r" and "m-d" later on. There are also

myriad larger repetitions (moha/maha, hari/hara, dar/dari, mand/manda, etc.). The

compounds are both long and complex. Finally, there is a striking parallelism between

the two lines, which both start with descriptions, move to the holy water, and finish with

the removal of doubts.

 The second poem is built around the city walls – face simile. This

personification is decorated by a sustained juxtaposition of nasals and dentals.

It is striking that from my perspective, these poems are among the most

beautiful in the chapter. While these poems were greatly admired before the

theory of nandavardhana, the fact that neither of these poems has a striking

suggestion mares them.88 One of the great merits of Mammaa's synthesis is that

he can acknowledge the importance of suggestion and also save poems like these.

I would like to imagine that Mammaa was reacting to a larger awareness among

                                                                                                                                                      
2a. sasabhrama – quickly/angered, Indra – king of the gods, druta – without delay, ptita – made
to fall, argal – wooden bolt.
2b. nimlita – having closed eyes, ki – eyes, iva - like, bhiy - fear, marvat - the city of the
gods.
88 See The Kvyamms  for an example of the importance of citra kvya before nandavardhana
(Parashar translation pg. 155).
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pundits of the danger of prescriptive definitions. "In every man sleeps a zealot,

and when he awakes there is a bit more evil in the world."89

                                                  
89 Cioran (1949:8), my translation.
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atha dvitya ullsa

iti kvyaprake abdrthasvarpanirayo nma dvityaullsa |

Chapter Two

Investigation of the Nature of Words and Meanings

 kramea abdrthayo svarpam ha |

syd vcako lkanika abdo 'tra vyañjakas tridh | (160)

atreti kvye | es svarpa vakyate |

(2.1. Types of Words and Meanings Introduced.)

The nature of words and meanings is now explained in order.

6ab. Here words can be considered to be of three types: literal designators,

metaphoric designators, and suggestive designators.

Here means “in poetry.” These types will be explained (in 7cd ff).
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Comments

Mammaa is not implying that the language of poetry requires a unique philosophy. He is

merely acknowledging that there are certain types of literature where suggestion is not

often employed (law texts, for example).

vcydayas tadarth syu | (166)

vcyalakyavyagy |

ttparyrtho 'pi keucit | (166)

kkyogyatsanidhivad vakyamnasvarup padrthn samanvaye

ttparyrtho vieavapur apadrtho 'pi vkyrtha samullasatty abhihitnvayavdin

matam | vcya eva vkyrtha ity anvitbhidhnavdina ||

6c. Literal meaning, etc., are their (respective types of) meanings.

(Here is meant) literal meaning, metaphoric meaning, and suggested meaning.

6d. According to some, there is also the speaker's intended meaning.

Those who hold the “relation-of-the-designated” theory (abhihitnvaya-vdin) claim that

the speaker's intended meaning, which is the meaning of the sentence and not of the

individual words, appears when there is a coming together of the word meanings (which

are going to be explained) according to syntactic expectation, semantic fittingness, and

pronunciation rules.
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Those who hold the “designation-of-the-already-related” theory (anvitbhidhna-

vdin) (on the other hand) claim that the literal meaning is just the sentence meaning.

Comments

All of mainstream Sanskrit philosophy of language assumes that words and meanings are

distinct. There is debate over what type of entity a meaning is, how each word is

connected to its respective meaning, both within a sentence and without, and how many

types of connection are possible. Mammaa explains the three semantic capacities in this

and the next chapter. With regard to sentence meaning, he merely indicates that among

the philosophers that use this concept there are two opposing camps.

Both camps accept the premise that whole sentences convey more than their

individual words.  Mammaa calls this the intended meaning, others call it the sentence

meaning. Both schools are also committed to an ontology containing both particulars and

relations (among other types of entities). The first school claims that the words denote

only their corresponding ontologically independent entities. That is to say, each word is

saturated (in the Fregean sense). In a sentence, they claim, a new element is introduced

among the words. This element is a complex relation, the elements of which are listed in

the text. The sentence meaning is a complex fact, which is grasped from both the words

and the relation between the words.

The second school claims that the sentence is the basic linguistic unit — the

utterance of a single word cannot be meaningful (unless other, elided, words can be filled
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in by the hearer). The individual words of a sentence do denote entities, but only as

existing in some possible relation. A dictionary entry must give not only the entity, but

also the types of relation the entity can enter into (i.e., words are divided into parts of

speech). Sentence meaning thus arises directly from the denotations of the words, as

combined in a fact. This view is committed to the claim that all words are unsaturated,

i.e., the meaning of the each word can change from sentence to sentence.90

Mammaa does not attempt to resolve the debate, which continues throughout

Sanskrit philosophy.91 Indeed, for the rest of the text he makes no use of this philosophic

tool (sentence meaning). We will see the ramifications of this in connection with his

explanation of meaning in chapter four.

sarve pryao 'rthn vyañjakatvam apyate | (176)

tatra vcyasya yath

 me gharovaaraa ajja hu atthitti shia tumae |
t bhaa karanijja eme a a vsaro hi ||92

                                                  
90 Because Sanskrit nouns are declined, word order is relatively unimportant in Sanskrit. Thus many of the
obvious English-based objections to this theory were not considered (i.e., in Sanskrit you do not need word
order to know if John kissed Mary or vice versa).
91 I wanted to use Siderits's translation of the two theory names (1991:35 note 21). He calls the Bha
position (abhihitnvayavda) the “word-plus-relation theory” and the Prbhkara (anvitbhidhnavda) the
“related designation theory”. In the context of his explanation this condensed translation is useful, but in
isolation I feel it is quite confusing. Kunjunni Raja (1969) chapter 5 is a good place to start for anyone
interested in the issue. Gopinath Bhattacharya's explanation in his commentary on the Tarkasagraha-
Dpik (p. 300ff) is also good.
92 All of the following translations from Prakrit into Sanskrit, unless stated otherwise, are from the
Blacittnurañjan of Sarasvatttha, which is included in Mohan.
1a. me = mtar – o mother, gharovaaraa = ghopakaraa - household provisions, ajja hu = atha
khalu – now indeed, atthitti = nsti + iti – is not, shia = kathitam - discourse, tumae = tvay – with/by
you.
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atra svair avihrrthinti vyajyate |

lakyasya yath

shent sahi suhaa kae kae dmmisi  majña kae |
sabbhvanehakaraijjasarisaa dva viraia  tumae ||93

atra matpriya ramayanty tvay atrutvam caritam iti lakyam | tena ca

kmukaviaya spardhatvaprakana vyagyam |

vyagyasya yath

ua iccalaipad bhisipattammi rehai bal  |
immalamaragaaaparihhi sakhasutti vva  ||94

atra nipandatvena vastatvam | tena ca janarahitatvam | ata saketasthnam etad iti

kaycit kicit pratyucyate | athav mithy vadasi na tvam atrgato 'bhr iti vyajyate ||

7ab. We accept that all the types of meaning are sometimes also suggestive.

There can be suggestiveness in literal meaning, as in:

Mother, you said that we are out of supplies.
                                                                                                                                                      
1b. t = tasmt - thus, bhaa = bhaa - say, kim = kim – what, karanijja = karayam – is to be done,
eme a = evameva – in this way, a = na – not, vsaro = vsara - day, hi =  tihati- stay. (Mohan:179)
93 1a. shent = sdhayant - win over/seduce, sahi = sakhi – confidante, suhaa = subhagam – a beloved,
kae kae = kae kae – every instant,  dmmisi = dn asi are suffering pain,  majña = mama – of
me/mine, kae = kte – when doing,
1b. sabbhvanehakaraijjasarisaa = sadbhva – true/good/faithful + sneha – affection +
karaya – to be done/made/effected + sadam – resembling/having the appearance, dva = tvat
- certainly, viraia = viracitam – is performed, tumae = tvay – with/by you.
94 Gthsaptaat Weber 4 (1881:4),  Patwardhan 3 (1980:2). 1a. ua = paya – see!/look!,
iccalaipad = nicalanipandm – undisturbed and motionless, bhisipattammi = bisinpatre – on
the lotus leaf, rehai = rajate – whitish silver color, bal = balk - crane.
1b. immalamaragaaaparihhi = nirmala – flawless + marakata – emerald + bhjana – dish +
pratihit - resting, sakhasutti vva = akhauktir iva – like a conch-shell pearl, which is, of course,
mother of pearl. However, as there are traditionally eight sources of pearls, the conch shell being one, I feel
it was chosen in this case for stylistic, and not semantic, reasons.
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Tell me what to do.
The day will not stay light for long. (6)

Here it is suggested that the girl desires to go out for reasons of her own.

There can be suggestiveness in metaphoric meaning, as in the following verse

spoken by a woman to her female friend who is supposed to be acting as her go-between:

My dear friend!
For my sake
You've gone
Time after time
To seduce my beloved.
Your efforts do seem to spring
From honest affection. (7) 95

The metaphoric meaning here is, “By giving pleasure to my beloved, you have acted like

an enemy.” And by means of this (metaphoric meaning) the suggested meaning is that the

guiltiness of the lovers is known.

There can be suggestiveness in suggested meaning, as in:

Look! A silvery white crane
Motionless and calm upon a lotus petal
Like a pearl
Poised on a flawless emerald platter. (8)

By the word motionless is suggested a state of confidence (in the crane), and by this is

suggested an absence of people. Therefore, the speaker of the poem is pointing out to her

lover, “This is a place for a rendezvous.” Alternatively, she is suggesting, “You lie! You

did not come here (for our rendezvous).”

                                                  
95 The second half of the introductory sentence communicates what a Sanskrit reader would understand
from the gender of the words in the poem and from the word “sakhi,” which means “friend” but also
“confidante” and “romantic go-between.”
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Comments

The first poem presents a girl old enough to go out alone but young enough to be still

living with her mother (and thus unmarried). She reminds her mother that they are short

of some household supply (notice the past tense “said”). That she does so as evening

approaches suggests that she wants to go out for her own (i.e., romantic) purposes.

In the second poem the word “friend” and the words “seduce my beloved” create

a blocking of literal meaning, triggering the reader to search for an alternate meaning.96

One realizes that the word “friend” is being used ambiguously, if not outright ironically.

But the reader is pushed to ask why the speaker would use such irony. We conclude

(from the use of seduce in place of something like “help me seduce”) that the speaker

must be aware of illicit relations between her erstwhile friend and her lover.

The third poem has no blocking of literal sense, it can be read as a simple

description of a nature scene. The crane's calm suggests, to an attentive reader, that there

are no people around.97 Given the context (that the speaker is a young girl speaking to

paramour in the presence of others), one can see that the speaker is suggesting the

absence of people would be meaningful to them (for one of the reason given above). The

ambiguity of the second level suggestion adds to the poem’s charm, for both possible

suggestions evoke the erotic rasa.

                                                  
96 Mammaa explains how metaphoric indication works later in this chapter.
97 How it effects this suggestion is left unanswered. Some argue that all suggestion can be explained as an
inference, others claim either that this cannot be done or that it is, in fact, not done in actual cases.
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The poems reveal a problem that follows us though the next four chapters,

namely, how much context and imagination are needed to understand the verses that are

given as examples? All these verses originally were part of larger units (sometimes epics,

sometimes plays, etc.), and many of them, like the poem at hand, cannot be fully

understood out of context. The question I would like to pose is: how did Mammaa intend

his readers to understand to his examples? There are several possible answers. First, he

believed that the larger context, despite what I have just claimed, is not necessary to

understand the poems. Second, he expected his readers to know the larger poems well

enough to provide the necessary context for themselves. Third, he expected his readers to

read a commentary that explained the context.

Clearly the first solution would be ideal, and Mammaa's text seems to imply that

he held this view. Unfortunately, in the poem above and in countless others, I firmly

believe it is impossible to get the full meaning from the verse alone. For example, how

would you know that two lovers are involved? Or that they need to communicate

secretly? Worst of all, even Mammaa himself is not sure of what the second suggestion

is! He claims it could be a reproach or an invitation. But could it not equally well be a

sweet reminder of a past rendezvous? Or an accusation that the lover has been there with

another girl? The possibilities seem endless.

When considering the second and third solutions, we should note that they are not

mutually exclusive. The second solution would apply to the ideal reader (and the pundits

are know for their elephantine memories), while the third solution would apply to the less
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ideal reader (like myself). If a similar text in English were illustrated entirely with

Shakespeare quotes, an educated reader would not need the context explained. A fact that

mitigates against this view is that the original locations of most of the poems are not

identified in the commentaries, although usually a minimal context is given.98

With regard to the suggestions in the present poem, the situation is further

complicated by the fact that a character is speaking to another character, and not (only)

the poet to the audience (reader or listener). The poet has presented a scene in which a

woman suggests certain things to a man that we readers, as eavesdroppers, as it were, are

supposed to understand. Our case is thus quite different from that of the man being

spoken to, who is obviously familiar with the context (himself, the woman, and their

history together). The audience has to be brought into this fantasy by some means, for the

understanding of a whole scene is often integral to understanding the verbal power of

suggestion.

We shall return to these issues in the third chapter, and also in the fourth and fifth

chapters.

vcakdn kramea svarpam ha |

skt saketita yo 'rtham abhidhatte sa vcaka | (198)

ihghtasaketasya abdasyrthapratter abhvt saketasahya eva abdo

'rthaviea pratipdayatti yasya yatrvyavadhnena saketo ghyate sa tasya

 vcaka ||
                                                  
98 One wonders if the context is always given correctly, or if it is invented in the case of some poems.
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(2.2.) The author explains the nature of literal designators, etc., taking them up in order:

7cd. A literal designator is a word that directly denotes a conventional meaning.

Since there is no knowledge of the meaning of a word whose convention is not grasped, a

word causes one to understand a particular meaning only in so far as it is joined with a

convention of use. When the convention of a word is grasped in relation to a meaning

without an intermediary, the word is the literal designator of the meaning.

Comments

Mammaa uses a biconditional to show that the conventional meaning of a word is its

basic meaning: you understand a word if and only if you understand the convention(s)

governing its use. This view is traditionally associated with the Naiyyikas, who argued

for it early on.99 The Grammarians and the Mmsakas, on the other hand, both argue

for a natural or eternal connection between words and their senses.100 The Mmsakas,

however, do recognize the role of convention in limiting the nature ability of a signifier to

a certain meaning. It is striking that Mammaa, who normally sides with the

Grammarians and the Bhaa Mmsakas, takes the Nyya position here.

                                                  
99 Nyyastra 2.1.5.
100 See The Mmsstra 1.1.5. Also see Bharthari 1.23.
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saketita caturbhedo jtydir jtir eva v | (208)

yady apy arthakriykritay pravttinivttiyogy vyaktir eva tathpy nantyd

vyabhicrc ca tatra saketa kartu na yujyate iti gau ukla calo ittha

itydn viayavibhgo na prpnotti ca | tadupdhv eva saketa ||

updhi ca dvividha | vastudharmo vaktyadcchsaniveita ca | vastudharmo 'pi

dvividha | siddha sdhyas ca | siddho 'pi dvividha | padrthasya praprado

viedhnahetu ca | tatrdyo jti ukta hi vkyapadye na hi gau svarpea gaur

npy agau gotvbhisabandht tu gau iti | dvityo gua | ukldin hi

labdhasattka vastu viiyate | sdhya purvparbhtvayava kriyrpa |

itthdiabdnm antyabuddhinirgrhya sahtakrama svarpa vaktr yadcchay

itthdiv arthepdhitvena saniveyata iti so 'ya sajñrpo yadcchtmaka iti |

gau ukla calo ittha itydau catuay abdn pravtti iti mahbhyakra |

paramvdn tu guamadhyapht pribhika guatvam ||

8ab. The conventionally designated is either fourfold consisting of natural kinds,

etc., or it consists of universals only.101

(Arguments for the first view:) Even though it is fitting to act or avoid action with regard

to particulars (and not universals) because particulars have causal efficiency, still, the

meaning convention cannot relate a word directly to individuals because of (the faults of)

infinite application (if the word is related to the entire class of individuals) or

                                                  
101 I translate jti first by “natural kind” then by “universal” because I believe Mammaa is drawing from
two different traditions, each of which use the word differently. Failure to recognize this makes this section
impossible to understand. See the comments below.
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misapplication (if it is based on a subclass). Furthermore, the individual entity does not

serve to differentiate (various aspects of) the cognitive object in a (complex) cognition

like, “This is a cow, white, walking, ittha.” Therefore, a linguistic convention connects

only to a characteristic of the individual (and not the individual itself).

Characteristics are twofold: (1, 2, 3) properties of the object and (4) those

imposed (on the object) by the will of the speaker. The properties of the object are also

twofold: (1, 2) the established properties and (3) the properties that are to be established.

The established properties are also twofold: (1) those which determine a kind (as

different from other kinds) and (2) those which impose differentiation (on members of a

single kind).

(1) The first of these are natural kinds. In support of this, there is a saying from

the Vkyapadya: “A cow is a cow by its connection to cowhood. It is neither a cow nor a

non-cow by virtue of its own nature.”102

(2) A second type of property is the quality (gua), because an object whose

natural kind is already ascertained is differentiated by qualities like white, etc., (from

others of the same kind).

(3) Properties that are to be established each take the form of an action or process,

whose parts are the proceeding and the subsequent moments.103

                                                  
102 I have not been able to find this reference.
103 Processes are not often thought of as properties in Western ontology. When we say a man is walking, we
mean that he has been walking and that we expect he will continue to do so for at least another moment. He
is thus in the process of establishing the property “walked a certain distance or time.”
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(4) A word like “ittha,” etc., that by nature is assembled letter by letter and

grasped mentally at the end, is attached to an object, ittha, in this case, by the will of the

language user (vakt) as a characteristic (i.e., “being named ittha”). Such a word is

called a proper name and has its essence in the voluntariness (of conventions made by

language users).

(To conclude the presentation of this view I quote) the author of the Mahbhya,

“The basis for the application of words is fourfold, as in a complex cognition like, “This

is a cow, white, walking, ittha.”104

Atoms, etc., are technically defined as qualities because they are listed among the

qualities (by the early realist philosophers).105

Comments

As I have shown in the introduction, Mammaa is heavily indebted to both the

Grammarian and the Mms traditions. As the quotes show, the view presented here is

from the Grammarians. The Mms view is presented in the next section. Mammaa

makes no attempt to determine which is correct, although he does present a couple

strands of argument.

                                                  
104 I have not been able to find this reference. I follow Renou in translating pravtti as “basis for the
application” (1957:2:36).
105  According to Gajendragadkar (1939:175) Atoms means atomic dimension and etc. means qualities like
all-pervadingness. Apparently these were controversially listed among the qualities in the oldest Vaieika
ontology. See his discussion for the details of this debate. Mammaa's point is that we do not need a fifth
type of characteristic to account for them.
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The first claim in the Grammarian argument is that only individuals enter into the

causal web of the world. A stock illustration claims that it is individual cows and not

cowness that one milks. The second claim is that the individuals cannot ground linguistic

usage. For one must either take the entire class of individuals or some subclass thereof as

the meaning of a particular word. If the first option is chosen, the meaning will never be

certain because such a class is, in principle, infinite (or at least without any known limit).

If the second option is chosen, further instances of the type not included in the defining

group will be, by the definition, not examples of the type. This would result is a

misapplication of the word as restricted to only the original group, whereas clearly new

tokens should be designated.106 The conclusion is that the linguistic conventions connect

words to universals as instantiated in particulars. Notice that an understanding of the

general concept of universal is implicit in this argument. Without such a concept, each of

the four cases would have to be argued separately.

The Sanskrit of the krik at hand is confusing because Mammaa uses the same

word, jti, to name one of the subclasses of universals as he uses to name the entire class.

This confusion evaporates when one understand the evolution of this word. In its earliest

uses in grammatical texts, jti meant “natural kind” or “species.”107 This use is preserved

in the Grammarian school of philosophy much later than in other schools. Most notably

for our purposes, Bharthari uses the word this way. There seems to be no word in the

                                                  
106 Kumrila makes this argument in the lokavrtika 5:13:1.
107 See Renou (1957:1:148).
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early grammarians that refers to universals in general.108 The word used here for an

instantiated universal is a general word for properties, which I translate as

“characteristic” (and which the Saketa commentary glosses: tadupdhau iti

vyaktivieee).109 In this section, the term “characteristic” is used to explain the

ontological status of word meanings. Each type of word (common noun, adjective, verb,

proper noun) is explained with reference to a subclass of characteristics.

The second view Mammaa refers to is the Bhaa Mmsaka view, and jti here

refers to the general ontological category “universal.”  Mammaa now proceeds to

explain this view.

gukriyyadcchn vastuta ekarpm apy rayabhedd bheda iva lakyate |

yathaikasya mukhasya khagamukurataildylambanabhedt | himapaya

akdyrayeu paramrthato bhinneu ukldiu yadvaena ukla ukla

itydybhinnbhidhnapratyayotpattis tat uklatvdismnyam | guatauldipkdiv

evam eva pkatvdi | blavddhukdyudriteu itthdiabdeu ca pratikaa

bhidyamneu itthdyartheu v itthatvdy astti sarve abdn jtir eva

pravttinimittam ity anye | tadvn apoho va abdrtha kaicid ukta iti

granthagauravabhayt praktnupayogc ca na daritam || (234)

                                                  
108 This should not be surprising. The grammarians worked to explain and distinguish nouns in general,
verbs in general, adjectives in general, etc. They did not go beyond these to the more general concept of
universals, which belongs more to ontology than grammar. See Renou (1957:1:78, 109, and 148).
109 See Renou (1957:1:109).
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(Arguments for the second view:) Others hold that universals alone form the bases

of all words.110 Just as a single face appears to be several when reflected in a sword, a

mirror, and a pool of oil, so each quality, action, and proper name has a single essence in

reality, even though they appear various due to the different substances (in which they are

instantiated). A universal, whiteness, for example, is that on account of which there are

identical expressions and thoughts, “(This) is white (and that) is white”, for example, in

really distinct white substances: snow, milk, shells, etc. Likewise, there is a universal,

cookinghood, for example, in all the various distinct instances of cooking: cooking

jaggery, cooking rice, etc. Finally, there is a (word) universal, “ittha”hood, for example,

(exemplified) in all the distinct utterances of the word “ittha” by a child, by an old man,

by a parrot, etc., and in ittha himself, who is changing from moment to moment. Thus

universals alone form the bases of all words.

Some (the Realists) hold that the substances which instantiate universals act as the

bases of all words, while others (the Buddhists) hold that (instances of) exclusion do so.

These views are not examined because they are not relevant and would, I fear, swell the

work (out of proportion).

                                                  
110 This sentence is found at the end of the section in the Sanskrit (see translational note #6).
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Comments

The Bha Mmsaka claims that universal are the literal meanings of words. As all of

Bharthari's “characteristics” can be considered universals, the difference between the

Grammarian and Mmsaka views is smaller than it first seems. The Grammarian view

places more emphasis on the four types of universals, the Bha view on the ontological

claim that all four types are subclasses of a single ontological category.

As we saw in the proceeding section, the personal identity of ittha seems to

depend on the property “being called ittha,” which remains identical throughout

ittha’s life. Whether this claim concerning person identity is only supposed to explain

verbal usage, or whether it is an ontological claim, is not specified. In view of the

religious convictions that Mammaa appears to hold, I would incline to the former

interpretation.

Mammaa points out that there are other views concerning the ontological status

of the meaning element.  I think he is right to claim that establishing which view is

correct is not important for his project. As long as all the schools active at this time agree

that there is such a thing (even the Buddhist exclusion class is an entity of sorts),

Mammaa can move on to the semantic powers characteristic of poetry.

sa mukhyo 'rthas tatra mukhyo vypro 'sybhidhocyate || (243)

sa iti skt saketita | asyeti abdasya ||
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8cd. That is the primary meaning, and with respect to it,  the primary function of

this (a word) is called denotation.

That refers to directly denoted conventional meaning. Of this refers to a word.

Comments

All the philosophical schools admit there is such a thing as conventional meaning (with

the possible exception of Crvka).111 Mammaa's definition is thus vague enough to

avoid the dispute about the ontological status of meanings. What distinguishes poetry

from other uses of language lies in other semantic powers than denotation. To these he

now proceeds.

mukhyrthabdhe tadyoge rhito 'tha prayojant |

anyo 'rtho lakyate yat s lakaropit kriy ||  (246)

karmai kuala itydau darbhagrahadyayogt gagy ghoa itydau ca

gagdn ghosdydhratvsabhvt mukhyrthsya bdhe vivecakatvdau

smpye ca sambandhe rhita prasiddhe tath gagtae ghoa ityde prayogt

ye na tath pratipatti te pvanatvdn dharm tath pratipdantmana

prayojant ca mukhyena amkhyo 'rtho lakyate yat sa ropita abdavypra

sntarrthaniho lakan ||

                                                  
111 Kunjunni Raja (1969:24).
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(2.3. Definition of Metaphoric Indication.)

9. Metaphoric Indication is a superimposed semantic capacity of words (that occurs)

when the primary meaning is blocked and another meaning is metaphorically

indicated which is connected to the primary meaning either by a (second-order

linguistic) convention or by a special purpose.112

A non-literal meaning is metaphorically indicated by the literal meaning (when two

conditions are satisfied, the first of which is:) when the literal meaning is blocked. (This

can happen) either (1a) because of a (semantic) non-connection, as in expressions like

“karmai kuala” (“a discerning workman,” originally, “a kua-grass worker”) where

there is non-connection with gathering kua grass, or (1b) because of (semantic)

impossibility, as in expressions like, “The village is on the Ganges,” where there is the

impossibility of a river like the Ganges being the site of a village. And (2) when a

(semantic) connection is established (between the two meanings), either (2a) by a second-

order linguistic convention, such as (the second order conventional meaning)

“discernment” (where the literal sense “sacred grass cutter” came to mean anyone who

works with the carefullness that is required of the kua cutter) or (2b) because of a special

purpose, such as (the indicated meaning) “proximity,” which aims to bestow (upon the

village) such properties as purity, etc., (which are suggested properties and which) would

not be conveyed by such literal expressions as, “The village is on the bank of the

                                                  
112 Kriy is glossed as akti in the Dpik. I follow this and translate it “semantic capacity” or “semantic
power.” Having semantic capacity means having the ability to convey meaning. Indicative words are said
to be capable of conveying additional meaning  (beyond the denoted meaning). Semantic capacities are that
by which a word conveys meaning. Words can do this in three ways according to Mammaa. Thus there are
three semantic capacities or powers.
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Ganges.” A metaphor is a superimposed function of a word that is grounded an another

meaning (i.e., the literal).

Comments

The two examples point to two different linguistic phenomena that are covered by the

term “metaphoric indication.” The first concerns the secondary or parasitic meanings of a

word that arise due to a semantic connection and/or addition. These become fixed by

convention and are available to all language users. Often they come in the form of faded

metaphors (nirhalaka). Thus in English the word “maverick” first meant the cow of

a certain rancher named Maverick who did not brand his cows. It took on the meaning of

any cow that could not be identified and eventually any member of a group that does not

fit. Mammaa would say that there are three conventions for the use of this word, and that

the later two are parasitic on the primary one. There is much discussion in the Sanskrit

tradition of whether metaphoric meaning can eventually become literal meanings (as with

“maverick” and also, apparently, in the case that Mammaa discusses here).113 This would

not be a large step for Mammaa in that he holds that they are all equally conventional.

The winning argument appears to be that the “becoming literal” view can explain the

correct use of such words by people who are not aware that they are metaphors.

The second linguistic phenomenon we see here is closer to true metaphor. Here

the secondary use of a word is specific to the occasion of use and is created for a specific

                                                  
113 One of the leading critics after Mammaa, Vivantha, claims that they can become literal (see Kunjunni
Raja 1969:264).
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purpose. Thus when Shakespeare has Macbeth say, “Life is but a walking shadow…” he

does so for a specific purpose (to suggest the fleeting nature of life, etc.). In this case,

there is no secondary linguistic convention that comes to include life as a meaning of

“shadow.”

It is interesting to note that the specific purpose is said to be always a suggestion

(see krik 13, below). This had led some to claim that metaphor is always in the service

of suggestion. However, the first type Mammaa cites seems to contradict this, as do part-

whole metaphors, which are often used simply for convenience (it is easier to say the

class is bored than to say that most of the students in the class are bored).

It is regrettable that Mammaa does not tell us more about how we arrive at the

correct secondary meaning. It is clear from the tradition that the ability to do so is both a

result and a sign of good training. The training would thus have to teach both vast lexical

knowledge and subtle appreciation of literary devices and intentions. This linguistic

training would certainly compose part of the training described in chapter 1, krik 3.

svasiddhaye parkepa parrtha svasamarpaam |

updna lakaa cety ukt uddhaiva s dvidh || (264)

kunt pravianti yaaya pravianti itydau kuntdibhir tmana praveasiddhyartha

svasayogina puru kipyante | tata updneneya laka ||

gaur anubandhya itydau ruticóditam anubandhana katha me syd iti jty vyaktir

kipyate na tu abdenocyate vieya nbhidh gacchet kaaktir vieae iti nyyd
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ity updnalakan tu nodhartavy | na hy tra prayojanam asti na v rhir iyam |

vyaktyavinbhvitvt tu jty vyaktir kipyate | yath kriyatm ity atra kart | kurv ity

atra karma | pravia pim itydau gha bhakayetydi ca | pno devadatto div na

bhukte ity atra ca rtribhojana na lakyate rutrthpatter arthpatter v tasya

viayatvt ||

gagy ghoa ity atra taasya ghodhikaraatvasiddhiye gagabda svrtham

apayati ity evamdau lakaenai laka ||

 ubhayrp ceya uddh upacremiritatvt | anayor lakyasya lakakasya ca na

bhedarpa tasthyam | tadn gagdisabdai pratipdane tattvapratipattau hi

pratipipdayiitaprayojanasapratyaya | gagsabandhamtraprattau tu gagtae

ghoa iti mukhyaabdbhidhnl lakay ko bheda ||

(2.4. Two Types of Pure Metaphors: Additive and Commutative.)

10. Pure metaphors are said to be twofold: the additive, which implies another

meaning along with the literal meaning, and the commutative (lakaa), which

surrenders the literal meaning for the other (the metaphoric meaning).

In an expressions like, “The lances enter,” or, “The staves enter,” in order to make the

entering of the lances possible, the men connected to them must be implied by the word

“lances,” and likewise for “staves,” etc. Therefore, this is a metaphor by means of

addition (of another sense, i.e., both the spears and the men bearing them are meant).114

                                                  
114 Strictly speaking, of course, these are examples of metonymy, not metaphor.
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In an expression like, “The ox should be sacrificed,” the individual ox is not

mentioned by the word (“ox”) according to the dictum: “The denotation (of a word) will

not go to the qualified (the individual) when it has already gone to the qualifier (the

universal).” (Some might claim that) the individual is implied by the universal, (because

otherwise it might be asked), “How is the sacrifice enjoined by the Veda possible for

me?” But this should not be cited as an additive metaphor, for here there is neither

convention nor a special purpose. Rather, the individual is implied by the universal

because of its invariable connection with the individual. Likewise in, “Do it!” an agent is

implied (because there is never an action without an agent). In the case of, “Do!” some

object is implied, (because there is never a transitive verb without an object). Likewise,

“Enter!” implies a building (to enter into) and “Cake!” implies that one should eat.115

With the expression, “Fat Devadatta does not eat during the day,” nocturnal

feeding is not indicated metaphorically, because the sentence comes to have that meaning

by either verbal presumption or (unqualified) presumption.116

With the expression, “The village is on the Ganges,” the word “Ganges” gives up

its literal meaning in order to establish that the village is on its bank. Expressions such as

this are metaphors by commutation.

                                                  
115 In both cases, we might also cite the reason that a transitive verb and a direct object (an object in the
accusative case) are syntactically dependant and thus invariably concomitant.
116  Kumrila Bha asserted the theory of verbal presumption (rutrthpatti) to explain this type of
reasoning, while Prbhkara assert unqualified presumption (rthpatti). Other classical philosophers see
all such presumption as a form of inference. Mammaa apparently is not concerned to establish which view
is right, but only to disregard this as a possible case of metaphoric indication.
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These two types of metaphor are called “pure” because they do not involve the

assistance (of resemblance between the indicating (or literal) meaning and the indicated

(or metaphoric) meaning). However, the division between the indicated meaning and the

indicating meaning is not a complete separation. For when “the bank of the Ganges” is

understood by the word “Ganges,” the correct interpretation is that a special purpose is

meant to be communicated. If only an external relation to the Ganges were to be

apprehended, “The village is on the bank of the Ganges,” is what would have properly

been said. Why use metaphor if denotation communicates the same information?

Comments

The basic division of metaphoric indication is pure metaphor versus qualitative metaphor.

The latter type is based on similarity of meaning of the two terms, or more specifically on

their sharing some quality. The former is based on some other relation between the

meanings of the terms (e.g., cause - effect or part - whole). While early Mmsakas

thought these were two different semantic powers, Mammaa combines them and uses the

terminology to differentiate two subclasses of a single semantic power (metaphoric

indication).

Mammaa begins his presentation of metaphor considering two types of pure

metaphor.117 The classification hinges on what part of literal meaning is brought into the

final understanding of the sentence. When one says, “The staves enter,” the metaphor

                                                  
117 Mammaa combines several different (overlapping) ways of classifying metaphor into a single
presentation.
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supplies the people carrying the staves. The meaning of “staves” becomes both the staves

and the people carrying them: thus the term “additive.” In, “The village is on the

Ganges,” the word “Ganges” gives up its meaning “river,” and takes on the meaning

“bank of the river.” However, the loss of the original meaning is not complete, for certain

qualities inherent in the original object are available for communication by suggestion.118

The indication of a particular ox by the term “ox,” whose denotation on the

Mms view is the universal “oxhood,” does not count as metaphoric indication

because the individual can be logically inferred from the universal concomitance between

the universal and a particular.119 Similarly in the case of fat Devadatta, the knowledge is

gained by the means of knowledge known as presumption, which grounds negative

inferences. Fatness is universally non-concomitant with fasting. Although the literal

meaning seems “blocked,” in both cases it is unblocked by a little logic. Such is not the

case, however, with, “The cribs cry,” because there is no universal concomitance between

the cribs and babies. Mammaa returns to this type of case presently (krik 12abc).

In the tradition there is a third type: a metaphor in which the literal term (or both

terms) gives up a part of its meaning, but retains another part. The most famous example

is from the Upaniads, “You are that (the Absolute).” The identification is not literally

true because there are differences between a human and Brahman, the Absolute. But, the

text claims, a part of what is referred to by “you” is identical to part of what is referred to

                                                  
118 For additional details of this view, see Kunjunni Raja (1969:266).
119 No uninstantiated universals are admitted by the Mmsakas.
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by “that.”120  Mammaa does not treat the third type and I give a reason why he may have

chosen to ignore it in the comments to krik 12d.

sropany tu yatroktau viay viayas tath | (291)

ropayama ropaviaya ca yatrnapahnutabhedau smndhikarayena nirdiyete

s laka srop ||

viayyanta kte 'nyasmin s syt sdhyavasnik || (291)

viayiropyamenntakte nigre anyasmin nropaviaye sati sdhyavasn syt ||

(2.5. Impositional and Determining Metaphors Defined and Explained.)

11ab. There is another type of metaphor, the impositional, in which both the object

of comparison and the subject of comparison are stated.

When (1) the imposed upon and the imposed object of comparison are expressed with the

same case ending and (2) their difference is not denied, the metaphor is “impositional.”

11cd. A determining metaphor occurs when the other (the subject of comparison) is

made interior to the object of comparison.

When the object of comparison swallows the subject of comparison, the metaphor is

“determining.”

Comments

                                                  
120 Appaya Dkita takes up this issue at length in the second part of his Vttivrttika.
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These types of metaphor become easier to understand with the examples, which are given

below.

bhedvimau ca sdyt sabandhntaratas tath |

gauau uddhau ca vijñeyau (300)

imv ropdhyavasnarpau sdyahet bhedau gaur vhka ity atra gaur ayam ity

atra ca | atra hi svrthasahacrio gu jyamndydayo lakyam api goabdasya

parrthbhidhne pravttinimittatvam upaynti iti kecit | svrthasahacrigubhedena

padrthagat gu eva lakyante na parrtho 'bhidhiyate ity anye |

sdhraagurayatvena parrtha eva lakyate ity apare | ukta cnyatra

abhidheyvinbhtaprattir lakaocyate | lakyamaguair yogd vtter i tu

gauat iti | avinbhvo 'tra sabandhamtra na tu nntaryakatvam | tattve hi

mañc kroanti ityadau na laka syt | avinbhve ckepeaiva siddher lakay

nopayoga ity uktam ||

yur ghtam yur evedam itydau ca sdyd anyat kryakraabhvdi

sambandhntaram | evamdau ca kryakraabhvdilakaaprve ropdhyavasne |

atra gauabhedayor bhede 'pi tdrpyapratti sarvathaivbhedvagama ca

prayojanam | uddhabhedayos tv anyavailakayenvyabhicrea ca kryakritvdi ||121

kvacit tdarthyd upacra | yath indrrth sth indra | kvacit svasvmibhvt |

yath rjakya puro rj | kvacit avayayavyavibhvt | yath agrahasta

ityatrgramtre 'vayave hasta | kvacit tdkarmyt | yath atak tak ||

                                                  
121 The preceding two sentences, while absent in Mohan, appear in Jha, Gajendragadkar, and Dwivedi.
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12abc. Furthermore, these two divisions (of metaphor) are known as qualitative

when the metaphor is based on resemblance, and pure when it is based on another

relation.

Examples of the two divisions, impositional and determining metaphors, when the

metaphor is based on resemblance (and thus qualitative) are “The porter is an ox,” and

“the ox” (said of a porter).122 (There are three prima facie explanations for this later type

of metaphor.) Some say that even thought the denotation of “ox” is another object (the

porter), qualities associated with the primary meaning, such as stupidity and slowness,

suffice to occasion the usage (of “ox” to mean the porter).123 Others say that only the

qualities of the object are indicated metaphorically, because they are identical with the

qualities associated with the primary meaning (the ox). Furthermore, the object (the

porter) is not denoted. Still others say that only the object (the porter) is indicated

metaphorically, because that is the substratum of the common qualities.

This is also said elsewhere, “A cognition of that which does not exist without the

object denoted is called a metaphor. This process should (be called) qualitative, because

                                                  
122 Vhika seems to be an alternate spelling of blhika or blhka (Monier Williams 949). If vhka is a
variation of the same word, this is a reference (and insult) to the Punjab. Gajendragadkar asserts this
reading, but does not state his reasons. Dwivedi translates it as a personal name. Apte (1422) agrees that it
is an alternate spelling of blhka but adds that it also means an irreligious person. Under blhka he adds
“ox” as a second definition! I have taken it as a variation of vhika and translated it “porter.” Along similar
lines, Jha's translates it “ploughman.”

The second example cannot be translated, “This (guy) is an ox.” To do so would make this another
example of impositional metaphor. An example of this expression in a full sentence is, “This ox is taking
forever with my bags.”
123 All the commentators agree that the porter is the referent of the phrase, “the other meaning”. However,
the passage makes more sense to me if the qualities of the porter (i.e., the individual instantiations of the
universals) are what are referred to.
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(the indicator – the ox) is connected to the indicated object (the porter) by the (common)

qualities.”124  It has been said that by, “does not exist without,” there is meant simply a

connection and not an invariable concomitance. If invariable concomitance were the

meant, no metaphor would occur in cases like, “The cribs cry,” (or maybe, “The stands

roar.”) Furthermore, if there were invariable concomitance, the indicated meaning would

be established by implication alone, and there would be no need of metaphor.

“Ghee is life,” and “this true life” (Said of ghee) are examples (of metaphor)

based on a relation other than similarity – the causality relation.125 In such cases, the

superimposition or determining is based on a relation of the cause and effect relation or

the like.

The purpose (of the metaphor) in the two qualitative types of metaphor (e.g., “The

porter is an ox,” and “the ox” used to refer to the porter) is cognition of identity despite

difference in substance (in the first type) and complete identity (in the second type). In

the pure types, on the other hand, the purpose is to show that ghee sustains life in a way

different from other (foodstuffs that also sustain life) or that ghee invariably sustains life.

(Four examples of pure metaphors based on other relations follow.) In some

cases, the metaphor indicates (a relation of) serving another's purpose. For example a

pillar dedicated to Indra is called Indra. In some cases, the metaphor indicates (a relation

                                                  
124 While all agree that this quote is from Kumrila Baa, Jha (1925:24) locates it in the lokavrttika,
while Dwivedi correctly gives Tantravrtika 1.4.22. See Tantravrttika (1937:354).
125 As in “the ox”, the second example here cannot be translated as, “This (stuff) is life itself.” To be an
impositional metaphor, idam must be an article qualifying life, not a pronoun standing for ghee. An
example of a full sentence containing this expression is, “Pour some of life itself into the fire.” Compare
the English expression, “He is all out of beans.”
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of) servant and master. For example an agent of the king is called the king's man. In some

cases, the metaphor indicates (a relation of) part to whole. For example, the foremost part

of the hand (i.e., the palm) is called the hand. In some cases, the metaphor indicates (a

relation of) of identity of activity. For example, a person who is not a carpenter (by trade)

is called a carpenter (when working wood).

Comments

There are three views of how the word “ox” can apply to the porter. All assert that the

universal ox-hood is denoted by the word “ox” and that this meaning is blocked by the

non-identity of the ox and the porter. The first view holds that metaphor works in three

stages. After the failed denotation, the qualities of the ox (stupidity and slowness) are

metaphorically indicated. Finally, the similar qualities ground the denotation of the

porter. The second view also asserts that ox-hood is denoted and blocked.  Then the

qualities of the porter are metaphorically indicated. Finally, the porter is inferred as the

substratum of the properties. The third view asserts that the blocking of the literal sense,

the individual is metaphorically indicated on the basis of shared qualities.

A possible interpretation of this passage is that Mammaa is presenting all the

possible views without taking sides (a common practice of his, as we have seen).

However, I believe that the first two views are “incorrect” (prvapaka) and that for

Mammaa, the third view is the “accepted and proven position” (siddhanta). Mammaa

uses the Kumrila quote to give authority to his position. On this reading, Mammaa is
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offering a highly condensed summary of the arguments put forward by Kumrila in the

Tantravrttika.

The principle objection against the first view is the stability of meaning. Kumrila

argues that the meaning of a word does not change with the invention of every new

metaphor. Thus the porter cannot be part of the literal meaning of the word “ox” in the

expression, “the ox” (used to refer to the porter).126 A second objection is that denotation

can only function once. If the word “ox” successfully picks out a meaning, it will go no

further.127

The objection Kumrila brings against the second view is that many qualities are

linked to the referent of the word (“ox” in this case) and only some of them are

metaphorically indicated in the expression, “the ox.” There is no way to determine which

qualities are relevant without reference to the other object (the porter).128 Further, the use

of inference in the third step is criticized as cumbersome.129

The third view is the simplest of the three. The word “ox” cannot be understood

literally because the universal “ox-hood” is not instantiated in the porter. Objects that do

instantiate this universal, however, all share certain other qualities (like stupidity and

slowness). The hearer understands the word “ox” to metaphorically mean the porter on

the basis of shared qualities. The porter is thus not added to the literal meaning of the

word, nor is inference needed.

                                                  
126 Tantravrttika (1937:356).
127 See abara on Mmsstra 1.1.25 for the earliest Mms presentation of this common Bhaa
belief.
128 Tantravrttika (1937:358).
129 Gajendragadkar (1939:202).
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Kumrila's own view is that the meaning of the word “ox” is fixed to the universal

ox-hood. When the primary meaning of the word is blocked, the hearer searches among

the qualities associated with the primary meaning for qualities shared by the primary

meaning and the object at hand (ox-hood and the porter). The literal meaning of the word

“ox” is then provisionally limited to those qualities. This allows Kumrila to claim that

metaphor adds no semantic content to the word. It is a process by which the total

meaning of a term is provisional limited and applied to another entity for a specific

purpose.130 In the present case, the metaphor servers to ridicule the porter by

exaggerating some of his qualities. Mammaa will discuss the special purposes of

metaphor in chapter three.

Before discussing the pure metaphors, I would like to finish with the qualitative

metaphor by explaining Mammaa's discussion of their purpose. He claims that the

metaphor is used to cause a cognition of identity, which must be an identity of qualities.

In an impositional metaphor, the difference of substance is still cognized, whereas in a

determinative metaphor, this difference is denied. The identity is between shared

qualities, not all qualities (in calling someone an ox, nobody means that he has hooves,

etc.). In claiming that the porter and the ox are identical in intelligence, one indicates how

exceptionally stupid the porter is by human standards.

Mammaa asserts that pure metaphors function by means of a relation other than

resemblance. His list of types of possible relations is not exhaustive. Such list (along with

                                                  
130 Tantravrttika (1937:354). On the basis of Kumrila's more detail exposition, I feel Mammaa is using
“denotation” in a more general sense in which a word can “denote” other meaning by means of metaphor.
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the topic of metaphor generally) appear very early in Indian philosophy.131 However, no

general principles can be formulated for pure metaphors because the relationships are too

diverse. Instead, Mammaa shows how one relationship (causality) can ground

metaphoric use. The others could be likewise demonstrated.

Ghee (clarified butter) was considered especially capable of sustaining life. One

can lay stress on its causal capacity by meanings of the metaphor, “Ghee is life.” This

metaphor implies that ghee is more able to sustain life than other foodstuffs. One can also

use the word “life” metaphorically to refer to ghee as in, “Pour life into the fire.”

Mammaa claims that in doing so, one establishes an invariable relation between life and

ghee. Think of the expression, “He gave up the ghost.” As the ghost (or spirit) was

thought of as the cause of life, this expression metaphorically means, “He died.”

Mammaa rounds out this section by explaining how several other relations

ground metaphoric usage. An intelligent reader could imagine motives for the metaphors

that Mammaa gives and construct sentences with them.

laka tena avidh || (322)

dyabhedbhy saha ||

12d.  Metaphor is therefore of six kinds.

(The four just described) together with the two earlier types (described in krik 10).

                                                  
131 The Nyyastra 2.2.62 gives ten, the Mmsstra 1.4.23 gives six, etc. Kunjunni Raja has a detailed
discussion of these lists. See Kunjunni Raja (1969:233 ff).
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Comments

The six are: the additive, commutative, pure superimposition, qualitative

superimposition, pure determining, and qualitative determining. Thus, four pure types

and two qualitative types of metaphor. The first two discussed belong to a different

principle of classification than the remaining four. In particular, the commutative and the

qualitative superimposition overlap to some extent. I think Mammaa left out the third

type mentioned in the comment to krik 10 (the jahadajahallakan) because it clearly

overlaps with the qualitative superimpositional type. Mammaa turns now to the

suggestive possibilities of metaphor.

s ca

vyagyena rahit rhau sahit tu prayojane | (325)

prayojana hi vyañjanavypragamyam eva ||

tac ca gham agha v | (325)

tac ceti vyagyam | gha yath

mukha vikasitasmita vaitavakrimaprekita
samucchalitavibhram gatir apstasasth mati |
uro mukulitastana jaghanamasabandhoddhara
batenduvadantanau taruimodgamo modate ||

agha yath
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riparicayj ja api bhavanty abhijñ vidagdhacaritnm |
upadiati kminn yauvanamada eva lalitni ||

atropadiatti ||

tad e kathit tridh ||

avyagy ghavyagy aghavyagy ca ||

(2.6. Purposes of Metaphor Explained.)

Furthermore,

13ab. When based on a second-order linguistic convention, a metaphor is without

suggestive meaning. When based on a special purpose, it has suggested meaning.

For the special purpose is inferred only through the operation of suggestion.

13c. Furthermore, it is either oblique or obvious.

It means suggested meaning. Here is an example of oblique suggested meaning:

O moon-faced one,
blooming smile, seductive sidelong glance,
mind spinning, breasts budding,
and full thighs that excite
enticing frolics,

In you the fullness of youth bursts forth rejoicing. (9)132

Here is an example of obvious suggested meaning:

By piling up treasure, even the stupid grow clever.
So youth's intoxication alone teaches women their wiles. (10)133

                                                  
132 Attributed to Ruma by Suktimuktval according to Dwivedi.
133 Found in Ravigupta's Subhita according to Dwivedi.
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Here the word “teaches” (carries the suggestion)

13d. Thus, metaphor is declared to be three-fold.

(Namely, metaphor that is) without suggestion, with an oblique suggestion, and with an

obvious suggestion.

Comments

There are many words used metaphorically in the first poem. In each case, the reader has

to stop and think about what is suggested. For example, the word “blooming” in

“blooming smile” suggests freshness, pleasant smell, delicateness, etc. Intoxication

cannot literally teach, so “teach” is used metaphorically to mean “imparts to”. The

suggestion is that all alone young women learn to be charming as easily as if they had an

expert instructor.

tadbhr lkaika | (339)

abda ity sabadhyate | tadbhs tadraya ||

tatra vypro vyañjantmaka | (339)

kuta ity ha

yasya prattim adhtu laka samupsyate ||

phale abdaikagamye 'tra vyañjann npar kriy | (339)

prayojanapratipipdayiay yatra lakaay abdaprayogas tatra nnyatas tatprattir

api tu tasmd eva abdt | na ctra vyañjand te 'nyo vypra ||
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14a. That which supports the metaphor is the metaphoric (word).

Word is to be connected (to the word metaphoric). That which supports the metaphor

means that which is the basis of the metaphor.

(2.7. Suggestion Based on a Word.)

(2.7.1. Suggestion Based on a Metaphoric Word.)

14b. There (concerning the metaphoric word) the function (that achieves the special

purpose) has the nature of suggestion.

Objection: Why?

14cd - 15ab. Reply: Metaphor is used to bring about an idea connected with that

(suggestion). The purpose (of the metaphor) is inferred from the (metaphoric) word

alone. There is no other semantic capacity (that could achieve this) apart from

suggestion.

When a word is used metaphorically in order to set forth a special purpose, the cognition

of that (purpose) does not come from another (word), but rather from that (metaphoric)

word itself. And in this (type of situation), there is no (semantic) function other than

suggestion (that can accomplish this).

Comments

Types of suggestion divide into two groups: those based on words and those based on

meaning. Because Mammaa is treating the nature of words in this chapter, he begins
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with the suggestions based on words. Those also divide into two groups: those based on

metaphoric words and those based on literal words. Mammaa begins with suggestion

based on metaphoric words and will treat suggestion based on literal words at the end of

this chapter (krik 19). In chapter three he will take up suggestions based on meaning.

We have already seen the stock example, “The village is on the Ganges.”

Mammaa has shown that “Ganges” must be understood metaphorically to mean “bank of

the Ganges.” The purpose of this metaphor is traditionally understood to be

communication of certain qualities, like purity and coolness. Mammaa will try to prove

in this section that the only semantic operation that can communicate the desired meaning

is suggestion. He will use an eliminative argument with the three types of meaning as

candidates. By ruling out denotation and metaphor, he can conclude that suggestion is the

semantic power used.

tathhi

nbhidh samaybhvt | (345)

gagym ghoa itydau ye pvanatvdayo dharms tadau pratyante na tatra

gagdiabd saketit ||

The author explains the above (claim that suggestion is needed to explain the cognition of

the special purpose of a metaphor).
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15c. (The required semantic capacity) is not denotation because the conditions (for

denotation) are not present.

In sentences like, “The village is on the Ganges,” the properties of purifying, etc., are

cognized as belonging to the bank. There is no linguistic convention for the word

“Ganges” (that can account for this).

Comments

Mammaa presents the example of, “The village on the Ganges.” The statement causes

cognition of certain qualities associated with the river, namely coolness and purity.

Mammaa claims that denotation cannot account for such cognition because “the purity of

the Ganges” is not part of the literal meaning of the word “Ganges.”

The claim is supported by Kumrila's argument from the Tantravrttika that

Mammaa used earlier concerning metaphor: a word cannot change its meaning every

time it is used in a new metaphor. In this example, “Ganges” cannot be said to come to

mean “the purity of the Ganges.” Even if it becomes a faded metaphor (as in “London is

on the Thames”), the meaning “purity” would not be included in the literal meaning of

“Ganges.” In the case of faded metaphors, the new meaning is conventionally attached to

the word and thus no special purpose is communicated. For example, by calling someone

a maverick, you do not suggest qualities associated with the original rancher (Maverick)

or his cattle.
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Some believe, contra Mammaa, that the statement, “The village is on the bank of

the Ganges,” even understood only in its primary, literal sense, suggests the properties of

purity, etc. The metaphorical formulation is used to emphasize the suggested meaning on

this view. It does this by creating an obstacle that slows the reader down and demands an

explanation (why “Ganges” and not “bank of the Ganges”). The metaphor highlights the

word “Ganges,” and invites the reader to reflect on its connotations. However, the

suggested meaning, even on this view, could not be communicated by the literal meaning

alone.134

hetvabhvn na laka | (347)

mukhyrthabdhditraya hetu ||

tath ca

lakya na mukhya npy atra bdho yoga phalena no |

na prayojanam etasmin na ca abda skhaladgati || (347)

yath gagabda strotasi abdha ity taa lakayati tadvat yadi tae 'pi sabdha

syt tat prayojana lakayet | na ca taa mukhyo 'rtha | npy atra bdha | na ca

gagabdrthasy taasya pvanatvdyair lakanyai sabandha | npi prayojane

lakye kicit prayojanam | npi gagabdas taam iva prayojana pratipdayitum

asamartha ||

                                                  
134 See Abhinava's Locana on 1.4b for a more complete presentation of the argument Mammaa advances.
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15d. (The required semantic capacity) is not metaphor because the necessary

conditions are lacking.

The necessary conditions refers to the three (given in krik 9), i.e., the blocking of the

literal meaning, and the rest.

16. Specifically, the metaphoric meaning is not a literal meaning. There is no

blocking. There is no connection (between the metaphoric meaning) and the

purpose (of the utterance). There is no (further) special purpose in this (second

metaphor). Finally, the word is not powerless (to convey the purpose itself).

As the word “Ganges” indicates the bank because its (literal meaning) “river” is blocked,

similarly, if the (meaning) “bank” were blocked, the word “Ganges” could indicate the

special purpose (the qualities purity, etc., by a second order metaphor). But “bank” is not

a literal meaning, and, further, it is not blocked. Furthermore, there is no connection

between the “metaphorically indicated properties,” like purifying, and the bank as the

(metaphoric) meaning of the word “Ganges.” Additionally, there is no (additional)

special purpose for the metaphorical indication of the (first) special purpose. Finally, the

word “Ganges” is not unable to set forth the special purpose, as it was unable to set forth

the meaning “bank” (without metaphor).

Comments

In this nice example of reductio ad absurdum, Mammaa shows the unacceptable

consequences that follow from assuming that the special purpose of a metaphor can be
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communicated by a second metaphor. He does this by recalling the necessary conditions

for metaphor set out in krik 9.

evam apy anavasth syt y mlakayakri |

evam api prayojana cel lakyate tat prayojanntareeti tad api proyojanntareety

praktprattikt anavasth bhavet | nanu pvanatvdidharmayuktam eva taa lakyate

| gagys tae ghoa ityato 'dhikasyrthasya pratti ca proyojanam iti viie lakan |

tat ki vyañjanayety ha ||

prayojanena sahita lakaya na yujyate || (355)

17ab. Furthermore, this (the purpose of a metaphor being made known by a further

metaphor) would lead to infinite regress, which would destroy the original

(metaphor).

Furthermore, this means that if the purpose (of the original metaphor) had to be itself

indicated metaphorically there would be another purpose of this (second metaphor) and

another purpose (for the third metaphor). Thus there would be an infinite regress and no

cognition of the matter at hand (i.e., the purpose of the first metaphor). (And as this

contradicts the data of experience, the premise that the goal of metaphor is metaphoric

must be false.)

Objection: The bank joined with the qualities like purity, etc., is metaphorically

indicated. The purpose is cognition of additional meaning beyond (the meaning of) the
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sentence, “The village is on the bank of the Ganges.” Thus metaphoric indication

indicates an object qualified (by certain qualities such as purity). What is the use of

suggestion?

17cd. Reply: (The theory that) metaphorically indicated meaning is communicated

together with the purpose (of the metaphor) is not correct.

Comments

Mammaa argues that if a first metaphor required a second metaphor to be

understandable, the second would require a third, and so on. This regress would be

vicious because it would block any understanding of the original metaphor. However, we

do understand the original, so the theory is false.

The objection tries to counter by making the purpose communicated by the

original metaphor along with the original metaphoric meaning. In this way, the purpose

would be evident in the original metaphor without recourse to another metaphor,

avoiding the regress. Mammaa responds in the next krik.

kuta ity ha

jñnasya viayo hy anya phalam anyad udhtam | (361)

pratyakder nldir viaya phala tu prakaat savittir v |

viite laka naiva

vykhytam |
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vie syus tu lakite || (361)

tadau ye vie pvanatvdayas te cbhidhttparyalakabhyo vyprntarea

gamy | tac ca vyañjanadhvananadyotandiabdavcyam avayam eitavyam |

Objector: Why (is my theory not correct)?

18ab. Reply: Because the intentional object of cognition is one thing, while its result

(phala) is said to be another.

The intentional object of perception, etc., is a blue thing, for example. But the result (of

the cognition) is either “being-manifest” (i.e., the quality “being known” now belongs to

the blue thing) or a cognition (i.e., “This is something blue” in the self).135

18c. Therefore, metaphor does not indicate a qualified object.

This has been explained.

18d. The properties would be (cognized) in the indicated (object).

For example, in the case of the bank, the qualities of purifying, etc., are understood by a

semantic function different from denotation, speaker's intended meaning, and metaphor.

And this function has to be the one called suggestion, semantic reverberation, and

illumination, etc.

Comments

                                                  
135 The extra information in my translation of this sentence comes from the Saketa commentary.
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The section starts with an argument from analogy in reply to the objection given in the

previous krik. Mammaa states a general rule of epistemology (the intentional object of

a cognition is different from its result) and claims it applies analogously to semantics (the

meaning of a metaphor is different from it purpose). The analogy is as follows: A

cognition stands in relation to its intentional object as a word does to its meaning.

Furthermore, they both have a phala. “Phala” means “fruit,” and by extension both

“result” and “purpose.” I am using the Sanskrit “phala” because the argument turns on

the ambiguity of this term. The relation between the intentional object and the phala

(result) of the cognition should be (by analogy) the same as the relation between the

meaning and the phala (purpose) of the word. The argument fails, it seems to me,

because the causal result of a perceptual cognition is not analogous to the human purpose

motivating a metaphor in any obvious way.

Mammaa concludes the larger argument, begun in krik 14cd., by claiming that

the special purpose for using a metaphor must be communicated by suggestion. He

assumes that the purpose must be communicated by one of the semantic powers; it is not

communicated by denotation; it is not communicated by speaker's intended meaning; it is

not communicated by metaphor; therefore, it must be communicated by suggestion.

Mammaa does not argue against speaker's intended meaning for two reasons.

First, speaker's intended meaning is used to establish the literal meaning of a sentence in

cases of ambiguity, and thus falls under denotation. Second, this section only concerns

suggestions based on a single word. Clearly, a semantic power based on the entire
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sentence, like speaker's intended meaning, cannot account for the semantic capacity of a

single word.

eva lakamla vyañjakatva muktam || abhidhmla tv ha

anekrthasya abdasya vcakatve niyantrite |

sayogdyair avcyrthadhkdvyptir añjanam || (372)

sayogo viprayoga ca shacarya virodhit |
artha prakaraa liga abdasynyasya sanidhi ||
smarthyamaucit dea klo vyakti svardaya |
abdrthasynavacchede vieasmtihetava ||

ity uktadi

saakhacakro hari aakhacakro harir ity acyate | rmalakmav iti darathau |

rmrjunagatis tayor iti bhrgavakrtavryayo | sthu bhaja bhavacchide iti hare |

sarva jnti deva iti yumadarthe | kupito makaradhvaja iti kme | desasya purrter

iti abhau | madhun matta kokila iti vasante | ptu vo dayitmukham iti smmukhye |

bhty atra paramevara iti rjadhnrpt ded rjani | citrabhnur vibhtti dine

ravau rtrau vahnau | mitra bhtti suhdi mitro bhtti ravau | indraatrur itydau

vede eva na kvye svaro vieaprattikt | digrahat

eddahamettatthai eddahamettehi acchivattehi |
eddahamettvatth eddahamettehi diaehi ||136

itydv abhinaydaya |

                                                  
136 1. eddahamettatthai = etvanmtrasthan  eddahamettehi acchivattehi = etvanmtrbhym
akiptrbhym upalakita
2. eddahamettvatth = etvanmtrvasth  eddahamettehi diaehi = etvanmtrair divasai
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(2.7.1.) Suggestion based on metaphor is explained thus. But suggestion based on

denotation is explained as follows:

19. When the referential capacity of a word with several meanings is limited by a

contextual element, such as a relation, the semantic operation that creates the

cognition of the non-denoted meaning is suggestion.

(Now follows a partial list of the possible contextual elements:)137

12. Conjunction,  (2) disjunction,  (3) association, (4) enmity, (5) motive, (6) situation,

(7) particular quality, (8) proximity of another word, (9) capacity, (10) fitness, (11) place,

(12) time, (13) gender, (14) accent. And others.

According to the direction just stated (there are these examples):

2. “Hari” with the conch and disc means “Acyate.”138

3. “Hari” without the conch and disk means “Acyate.”

4. “Rma and Lakmaa” mean “the sons of Daaratha.”

5. “They act like Rma and Arjuna” mean “the son of Bhgu and the son of

Ktavrya.”139

6. “Worship the immovable for release from the world.” (“The immovable”)  means

“Hara.”140

7. In “Lord knows all,” (“lord”) refers to the person addressed.

                                                  
137 From Bharthari's Vkyapadya 2.317 - 318. This is not Bharthari's own view according to his
commentator Puyarja, but this is disputed by others. See Kunjunni Rja (1969:50).
138 “Acyate” is a name for Viu.
139 Rma and Arjuna are famous enemies.
140 “Hara” is a name for iva.
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8. In “The one with the shark banner is angry,” (“the one with the shark banner”) means

“the god of love.”141

9. In “It belong to the god, the enemy of the cities,” (by proximity to the word “enemy-

of-cities,” “god”) means “abhu.”142

10. “The cuckoo enraptured with (honey/wine/spring)” (the word that can mean

“honey/wine/spring” is limited to) “spring,” (because spring alone has the power to

enrapture the cuckoo).

11. In “May the face of the beloved drink/protect/attend to you,” (“drink/protect/attend”)

means “observing” (because this meaning alone fits).143

12. In “The highest lord shines here,”  (“the highest lord”) means the “king,” because of

the place, which is the king's residence.

13. In “The bright one is shining,” (“the bright one”) means “the sun” in the day and

“fire” at night.

14. In “Mitram shines, ” (“Mitram” means) “a friend.” In “Mitram shines,” (“Mitram”

means “the sun.”144

15. In words like “Indra-killed” the accent does not cause the cognition of a particular

meaning in poetry, as it does in the Vedas (where the meaning of the compound is

determined by accent to be either “killer of Indra” or “killed by Indra”).

                                                  
141 The other bearer of a shark banner – the ocean – cannot have this particular quality.
142 “abhu” is a name for iva.
143 The commentators disagree about the exact meaning of this example.
144 In the first sentence, “mitram” is masculine, in the second, it is neuter.
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By and others other contextual elements, such as gestures, are understood (to play a role

in delimiting meaning. The following is an example of a gesture resolving the ambiguity

of a term:)

Her breasts have reduced to just this,
Her petal-eyes have shrunk to merely this,
She has dropped as far as this,
In only this many days. (11)

Comments

Mammaa takes up the suggestive possibilities of literal usage. The goal of this section is

to review the many ways a single ambiguous word can come to denote one of its

meanings and not another. This list of delimiting factors comes out of the Grammarian

tradition, but the use of suggestion (explained in the next section) comes from

nandavardhana.145 The list contains three distinct types of factor. First, there are

grammatical (syntactical) factors such as gender and accent (13 and 14). Second, there

are inter-textual factors that draw on the larger semantic context (1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10).

Third, there are extra-textual factors that draw on a larger pragmatic context (6, 11, 12,

and the poem). The Grammarians investigate the role and types of contextual figures at

great length.146

In the poem, the word “this” is ambiguous; it could refer to many sizes. An

accompanying gesture would show how the word is to be understood. That Mammaa

                                                  
145 Bharthari's Vkyapadya 2.317 - 318. nandavardhana (2.21).
146 Kunjunni Raja (1969:58).
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uses an example from drama adds credibility to Edwin Gerow's claim that the distinction

between drama and poetry has been obscured by this point in the Sanskrit tradition.147

ittham sayogdibhir arthntarbhidhyakatve nivrite 'py anekrthasya abdasya yat

kvacid arthntarapratipdna tatra nbhidh niyamant tasy | na ca laka

mukhyrthabdhdyabhvt | api tv añjanam eva vypra | yath

bhadrtmano duradhirohatanor vilavaonnate ktailmukhasagrahasya |
yasynupaplutagate paravraasya dnmbusekasubhaga

satata karo 'bht ||    (395)

A word with more than one sense is prevented from denoting another meaning by a

contextual element like a relation, as was just explained. However, sometimes such a

word does convey another meaning.  The way the word conveys this is not denotation,

because it has been delimited (to denoting a single meaning). Further, it is not metaphor,

because the conditions, such as the blocking of the primary sense are not present. Rather,

the semantic operation is suggestion itself. For example (the following punning poem):

Literal meaning Suggested meaning

The hand The trunk
Of the noble-souled one Of the one who belongs to a good species
Whose family is great Who is tall as bamboo
Whose body is unassailable Who is difficult to mount
Who has gathered a stock of arrows Who holds a swarm of bees
Whose knowledge is unclouded Whose gait is unimpeded
Who wards off enemies Who is an excellent elephant
That hand was ever graceful by the That trunk was ever graceful in the
   sprinkling of the water of gifts    sprinkling of the water of oblations. (12)

                                                  
147 Gerow (1977:252).
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Comments

For lack of a better method, I have used two columns to render the apparent and the

hidden meanings for each phrase in the Sanskrit original of this punning poem. One

should read the left poem first, then the right, and then try to understand how they can be

translations of the same text. Although there is little poetic merit in this method, at least

the reader should be able to understand the example.

In the case of puns, ambiguous words convey more than one meaning. Punning

received much attention in the early poetics.148 I should note that puns play a much larger

role in Sanskrit poetry that they do in English poetry, by and large. For several reasons

(limited number of roots, compounding, freedom of word order, etc.), it is easier to pun in

Sanskrit than English. The possibility of sustained puns (such as the poem above)

enlarges the poetic scope of punning. While in English puns are mostly used for comic

effect, in Sanskrit the uses are many. Mammaa will return to the subject several times in

chapter four (poems 54 and 78) and at length in the section on ornaments (chapters nine

and ten). In this section, he is presenting only the argument that the second meaning in a

pun is conveyed by suggestion.

Mammaa use once again an eliminative argument.149 The additional meaning

cannot be conveyed by denotation because this semantic power exhausts itself in

                                                  
148 See Bhmaha 3.17 and Dain 2.333, for example.
149 Mammaa condenses a rather large argument in nandavardhana (Ingalls, et al. pp. 291-311), losing
much of the subtlety in the process.
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denoting the primary meaning.150 It cannot be conveyed by metaphor because none of the

necessary conditions for metaphor are present. Therefore, it must be conveyed by

suggestion. Mammaa will return to other parts of nandavardhana's discussion in

chapters three, four, and nine.

tadyukto vyañjaka abda

tadyukto vyañjanayukta |

yat so 'rthntarayuk tath |

artho 'pi vyañjakas tatra sahakritay mata || (404)

tatheti vyañjaka ||

20a. The suggestive word is joined to that.

Joined to that means joined to suggestion.

20bcd. Since a word is so (i.e., suggestive) when joined with another meaning, that

meaning is also thought of as suggestive, because it is an auxiliary.

So means suggestive.

                                                  
150 This argument dates back to abara’s commentary on Jaimini’s Mmsstra 1.1.25. It is only
contradicted (as far as I know) by the Prabhkara school of Mms. See Kunjunni Raja (1969:300).
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Comments

Mammaa's topic in this chapter has been the suggestiveness of words. But one could ask,

“How are words suggestive, but not their meanings?” To this question krik 20 answers

that when a word used metaphorically (like “Ganges”) is joined with an additional

meaning (“the bank of the Ganges”), this additional meaning can be called suggestive as

long as it remains joined to the suggestive designator. This qualification avoids the

objection that the meaning “bank” is not suggestive in many other case (i.e., all the cases

where the word “bank” is used only literally). In the case at hand, the suggestiveness of

the meaning “bank” could be called secondary suggestiveness because it is dependant on

the primary suggestiveness of the word “Ganges.”

Likewise, the homonymous word “karas” that can mean either “hand” or “trunk”

in the punning example above. It suggests “trunk” only when it means “hand”. Thus the

meaning “hand” is called suggestive in this context. If the same word occurred in a poem

with the primary meaning “trunk,” that meaning could suggest “hand.” As we saw above,

a word can only have one literal meaning in any given usage.

Mammaa will consider suggestions based on meaning in the next chapter. Here it

will be clear that when a meaning is primarily suggestive, the words that convey the

meaning are also suggestive in a secondary way (see krik 23). Thus the general truth:

neither words nor meanings are ever suggestive in isolation.
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atha ttya ullsa

iti rikvyaprkao 'rthavyañjakatnirayo nma ttya ullsa |

Chapter Three

Investigation of Suggestiveness Based on Meaning

arth prokt pur tem (409)

arthh vcyalakyavyagy | te vcakalkanikavyañjaknm ||

arthavyañjakatocyate | (409)

21a. The meanings of these have been explained above (in chapter two).

The meanings are literal, indicative, and suggestive. Of these refers to literal designators,

indicative designators, and suggestive designators.

21b. Suggestiveness based on meaning will now be explained.
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Comments

In the previous chapter, Mammaa explained suggestions based on homonymous words.

Each instance of such a word was said to have a single literal meaning, with the other

meanings “resonating” in the mind of the reader. A poet can use such resonating

meanings suggestively.

In this chapter, Mammaa examines poems in which the words have a single,

specific meaning. Furthermore, the sentences formed from such words have a single,

literal meaning. However, Mammaa claims that the literal meaning (both of a word and

sentence), in combination with some other factor, can call forth other meanings. This

process is called suggestion based on meaning, and it is elucidated by means of ten

examples.

kdty ha

vaktboddhavyakkn vkyavcynyasanidhe ||

 prastvadeaklder vaiiayt pratibhjum |

yo 'rthasynyrthadhhetur vypro vyaktir eva s || (413)

boddhavya pratipdya | kkur dhvaner vikra | prastva prakaraam | arthasya

vcyalakyavyagytmana |

Objection: “What is it like?”
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21cd - 22. Reply: Suggestiveness is exactly that semantic function of the meaning

which causes cognition of an additional meaning on the part of those keen on

subtleties by means of particularities of speaker, person addressed, intonation,

sentence, literal words, presence of another, occasion, location, time, etc.

The person addressed is the one communicated with. Intonation is variation of the

voice. Occasion means the context (of present activities). Of the meaning means the

literal meaning, the indicated meaning, or the suggested meaning.

krameodharani |

aipihula jalakubha ghetta samgagahmi sahi turiam |
samaseasalilassasah vsammi khaam ||151

atra cauryaratagopaa gamyate | (419)

(3.1.) Here are the examples in order (starting with a suggestion based on the character of

the speaker, who we know to be a girl by the gender of the word "I" and its predicated

adjectives):

O friend, having taken a full jug of water,
I have come swiftly.
I am tired, sweating, and breathless.
I will rest a moment. (13)

                                                  
151 Gthsaptaati Weber 881. Weber’s version show numerous differences (1881:478).
1. sahi = he sakhi – o friend, aipihulam = atipthulam - full, jalakubha = jalakumbham – a jug of
water, ghettua = ghtv – having taken, turiam = tvaritam - swiftly, samgagahmi = samgatsmi - I
have come,
2. samaseasalilassasah = rama-sveda-samlilai vsani sah – weary, sweat-water  panting with,
khaam = kaam – for a moment, vsammi = virmymi – will rest.
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Here concealment of a secret love affair is known (through suggestion).

Comments

The verse is an example of a suggestion that functions by means of particularities of the

speaker. Gajendragadkar claims that the friend knows the speaker to be a “woman of

disreputable character.”152 Jha also claims that “the character of the speaker is known to

be that of a woman with loose morals.”153

Gajendragadkar's claim cannot be correct, for it is not the friend, but rather the

reader, that needs knowledge of the woman's character in order to understand the poem.

If the reader knew that the friend considered the speaker to be a woman of loose

character, the suggestiveness of the self-description would be reinforced. If the reader, in

other words, knew that the friend took the sweet, etc., to be signs of a love affair, he

could understand how the word "sweet" was being used suggestively. But there are two

problems with this approach. First, the poem contains no information concerning the

friend's opinions or beliefs. Second, it confuses suggestive literature with suggestive

discourse inside literature. Is the poem suggesting additional meaning to the reader, or is

the woman suggesting additional meaning to her friend? If the first, the opinion of the

friend is only relevant in so far as it is adopted by the reader. To a reader knows the

friend to be mistaken in her assessment of the woman's character, the poem will not be

suggestive. If the second, the reader would need to understand the friend's reaction in

                                                  
152 Gajendragadkar (1939:237).
153 Jha (1925:41).
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order to understand that the woman was speaking suggestively. We can imagine that if

the friends needed to communicate in the presence of others, the poet could show them

speaking in code (compare poem number eight). If this were the case, the reader would

need much more information than the poem conveys.

Jha does not say who knows about the woman's character. If he means the reader,

he fails to explain how the reader comes to know anything about the woman's character

that is not explicitly stated in the poem. The suggestion of a tryst, it should be noted, is

not supposed to depend on a larger textual context. Ingalls claims that all the verses

collected in the volumes of short verse (subhita) do not depend on other verses within a

drama or poem, but rather stand alone.154 Unfortunately, some of Mammaa's examples

do seem to depend on a larger textual environment (see, e.g., poem eighteen below).

So how does the speaker's character inform the suggestion? I speculate that this

poem exemplifies a certain literary topos, poems about woman of loose morals. In a

poem such as this, the genre provides the necessary background information. This

solution remains within the parameters set out by Mammaa – word, meaning, and a

cultured reader. Such a reader would recognize the genre, make the correct assumptions

about the woman's character, and thus understand the suggested meaning.

Unfortunately, as I mentioned, some of Mammaa's examples do not work this

way. The inclusion of examples that require knowledge of the text from which the verse

is drawn, weakens the explanatory value of the theory of suggestion. In such cases it is

difficult to rule out inference or one of the other semantic powers as the means by which
                                                  
154 Ingalls (1965:33).
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the information is grasped. Furthermore, the larger textual context is not included in the

parameters Mammaa gives as necessary to understanding suggestion (word, meaning,

and a cultured reader), unless, of course, knowledge of all the major dramas and the

ability to place any given verse is assumed for an educated reader.

oidda dobballa cit alasattaa sasasiam |
mahamadabhie kera sahi tuha vi ahaha parihavai ||155

atra dtys tatkmukopabhogo vyajyate | (424)

(3.2. Next an example of a suggestion based on the character of the person addressed.

The characters are two women:)

O friend! In the service of my wretched self
You too are overcome with
Sleeplessness, weakness, anxiety, fatigue, and sighs. (14)

Here it is suggested that the speaker's lover has enjoyed sex with the messenger.

Comments

In this genre of poetry, the go-between (friend, messenger, etc.) seems prone to affairs

with the lover of the woman she is “helping”. Knowing this, an educated reader will read

                                                  
155 1. oidda = aun+nidryam - sleepelessness, dobballa = daurbalyam - weakness, cit = cint -
anxiety, alasattaa = alasattvam - tiredness, sasasiam = sanivasitam – having sighs.
2. maha = mama – of me, madabhie = mandabhgyy - of the unlucky one, kera = kte, sahi =
sakhi – o friend, tuha vi = tvm api – you too, ahaha = aha ha – certainly indeed, parihavai = paribhavati
– comes over.
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beyond the literal meaning (i.e., that the friend tired herself working to bring the two

lovers together) and understand the suggested meaning (i.e., she tired herself having sex).

See poem two in the first chapter for another example of this genre.

tathabht dv npasadasi pñclatanay
vane vydhai srdha suciram uita valkaladhai |
virasyavse sthitam anucitrambhanibhta
guru kheda khinne mayi bhajati ndypi kuruu ||

atra mayi na yogya kheda kuruu tu yogya iti kkv prakyate | na ca vcyasidd

hyagam atra kkur iti gubhtavyagyatva akyam | pranamatrepi kkor

virnte || (429)

(3.3. Next an example of a suggestion based on intonation:)

Having witnessed the Panchala princess laid low,
We left for the forest, dressed in bark,

and lived among hunters.
We then went to Virta's palace,

doing dirty work to remain unknown.
My brother is angry with me, thus afflicted,

And not with the Kurus? (15)156

The suggested meaning in this verse, i.e., “Anger towards me is not proper, but towards

the Kurus it is proper,” is revealed by intonation. And it should not be suspected that the

intonation only serves to establish the literal meaning and that thus this is an example of

                                                  
156 Vesahra 1.11. The English convention of question marks makes the assertion/question ambiguity
impossible to reproduce in writing. This convention marks that fact that these statements are disambiguated
by intonation in English, just as Mammaa claims for Sanskrit.
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poetry of subordinate suggestion. The intonation can stop with (the suggestion of) a mere

question.

Comments

The worry is that if intonation merely serves to suggest that the last line is a question, the

suggestion will be subservient to the literal meaning, rendering this an example of

"poetry of subordinate suggestion" (see krik  5ab). In reply, Mammaa agrees that the

suggestion needed for completing the literal meaning is merely that the last line is a

question. He also agrees that this is accomplished by proper intonation. However, the

resultant meaning suggests further that the brother's anger is improper, and that he is

being reprimanded. This suggestion of reprimand is the central meaning of the poem,

guaranteeing that it is truly an example of suggestive poetry.

tai maha gaatthalaimia dihi a osi aatto |
ehi saccea aha te a kavol a s dih ||157

atra matsakh kapolapratibimbit pasyatas te dir anyaivbht calitym tu tasym

anyaiva jtety aho pracchannakmukatva te iti vyajyate ||

                                                  
157 1. Tai = tad - then, maha = mama – my, gaatthala = gaasthala – region of the cheek, imia =
nimagnm – sunken, immersed, fixed, dihi = dim - glance, a osi =  na nayasi – you do not lead,
aatto = anyata - elsewhere.
2. ehi = idnm – same,  saccea = saiva –  it too, aha = aha - I, te a = tveva – they too, kavol =
kapolau - cheek,  a s dih = na s di - not the glance.
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(3.4. Next an example of a suggestion based on the sentence:)

(A woman to her lover upon the departure of her female friend)

Then your glance was fixed,
Immobile upon my cheek.
I am still the same,
My cheeks are the same,
But your glance is not. (16)

Here the suggestion is, “Your glance was one way when you were looking at my friend,

who was reflected in my cheek. But when she moved away, it completely changed. Thus

you have a hidden desire (for my friend).”

Comments

The lover's fixed glance loses its fire without any change in the woman he is supposedly

admiring. This suggests that something beyond the woman was responsible for the loving

glance. From the implication of the genre an educated reader might be expected to know

that another woman was responsible.158 So far, so good, but it is a big step to the

knowledge that the woman's friend was reflected in her cheek and then left, occasioning

the drop in the lover's passion. One could also imagine that the lover was daydreaming

passionately of another woman and then stopped, occasioning the change. Or one could

imagine that the lover really was looking passionately at the woman, but then

remembered his vow to chastity, etc.

                                                  
158 Although this information seems more likely to be gained by inference.
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Regardless of these problems, Mammaa is right to point out that the

suggestiveness of the poem derives from the mysterious change in the lover's glance that

is communicated very economically by the sentence as a whole. The poet first explains

that the focus of the glance has not changed, then that the object of the glance has not

changed, and finally that the quality of the glance has changed. The reader is left

wondering why, and this mystery invites the reader to search the real cause.

uddeo 'ya sarasakadalreniobhtiy
kuñjutkarkuritaramavibhramo narmady |
ki caitasmin suratasuhdas tanvi te vnti vt
yem agre sarati kalitkakopo manobh ||

atra ratrtha pravieti vyagyam || (443)

(3.5. Next an example of a suggestion based on the literal words:)

The banks of the Narmada are stunning,
and this place surpasses all!

Dense alluring blooms among lush banana trees
entice a charming woman to wander.

O slender one! Feel the breezes blow –
they are such good friends to hot lovers.

Isn't that Love himself racing before them,
sowing passions impetuous and single-minded? (17)159

The suggestion here is, “Enter here for sexual enjoyment.”

                                                  
159 Attributed to Baendurja by Sktimuktval according to Dwivedi.
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Comments

The suggestion is based on the various words that point out the suitableness of the place

for a sexual encounter. It differs from the previous type in that the romantic words work

independently, each serving to further the suggested meaning. Cumulatively, they leave

little doubt as to the desires of the speaker.

ollei aaddama att ma gharabharammi saalammi |
khaametta jai sajñi hoi a va hoi vsmo ||160

atra sadhy saketakla iti taastha prati kaycid dyotyate || (448)

(3.6. Next an example of a suggestion based on the presence of another:)

My tough-minded mother-in-law
pushes all the housework my way.

Only in the evening, for a moment,
will there perchance be rest,
or there will not be any. (18)

Here the meaning, “The evening is the time for a rendezvous,” is made clear by a woman

to someone standing nearby.

Comments

                                                  
160 1. ollei = prerayati(?) nudati – push on  aaddama = anrdraman – whose mind is not soft, att =
svar - mother-in-law ma = m - me, gharabharammi = ghabhare –to housework, saalammi =
sakale – all,
2. khaametta = kaamatram, jai = yadi – if, sajñi = sandhyym – in the morning, noon, or
evening (one of the three transitions of the day), hoi = bhavati – be, a va hoi = na v bhavati– or not be,
vsmo = virna - rest.
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The woman is pretending to be speaking to herself, and the literal meaning of the words

is clear. But her words also serve to suggest an additional meaning to a man standing

nearby. This is a case of reading between the lines that can only be achieved by knowing

the context. In other words, this verse, at least, cannot stand by itself. So either Mammaa

has picked a poor example, or Ingalls is incorrect in his claim that the short verses

admired by the critics (subhita) do not depend on other verses within a drama or poem,

but rather stand alone.161 For the reasons given in the beginning of the chapter, the theory

of suggestion would have greater explanatory power if the verses could be read

independently of their original context.

suvvaha samgamissadi tuj  pio ajja paharamettea |
eme a kitti cihasi t sahi sajjesu karaijjam ||162

atropapati pratyabhisartu prastut na yuktam iti kaycin nivryate || (452)

(3.7. Next an example of a suggestion based on occasion:)

Your husband is supposed to come before the next gong.
Why stand about, my friend? Prepare for his arrival. (19)

Here a woman beginning to move towards her lover is being restrained by a

woman (friend with the suggestion), “It is not proper.”

                                                  
161 Ingalls (1965:33).
162 1. suvvaha = eva ryate – is heard thus, samgamissadi = samgamiyati – coming, tuj = tava –
your,  pio = priya - lover/husband, ajja = adya – today, paharamettea = praharamtrea – only three
hours (one strike of the gong)
2. eme a = evam eva, like this, kitti = kimiti – why, therefore, cihasi = tihasi – you stand, t = tat – this,
sahi = sakhi – friend, sajjesu = sajjaya – make ready, karaijjam = karayam – what is to be done.
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Comments

The friend has learned that the woman's husband is coming, and wants to tell her that she

does not have the time to go dally. Again, this verse requires a context, namely, one has

to know that the woman intends to go meet her lover. I have not read enough Sanskrit

love poetry to know whether the genre can be said to supply the premise that wives left

alone will invariable cheat on the husbands.

anyatra yya kusumvacya kurudhvam atrsmi karomi sakhya |
nha hi dra bhramitu samarth prasdatya racito 'ñjalir va ||

atra vivikto 'ya dea iti pracchannakmukas tvaybhisryatm iti vast prati

kaycin nivedyate || (455)

(3.8. Next an example of a suggestion based on location:)

Collect your flowers elsewhere my friend.
I'll collect them here, for I cannot wander far.
Cupping my palms together,
I salute you. Be pleased!   (20)

A woman makes known (the following suggested meaning) to her confidant, “This place

is solitary; therefore send my secret lover here.”
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Comments

This verse is recited in a secluded, romantic, forest grove. The location leads the reader to

guess the real intention of the woman. Again, I do not know if the genre can be said to

supply the premise that young women always hope for the arrival of their lovers

whenever they are in a solitary place.163

guruaaparavasa pia ki bhami tuhi madabhi ahakam |
ajja pavsa vaccasi vacca saa jevva suasi karaijam ||164

atrdya madhusamaye yadi vrajasi tadha tvat na bhavmi tava tu na jnmi gatim iti

vyañjyate || (459)

(3.9. Next an example of a suggestion based on time:)

The elders have decided for you, o loved one,
What can I say? My luck is lost.
Today you are going abroad. Go!
Only you know what must be done. (21)

Here the woman suggests, “If you go today, in the spring time, and I know not your fate,

I will die.”

                                                  
163 I cannot think of a Sanskrit poem where a young maid and her friend remain alone in the woods without
the wanted or unwanted arrival of the lover.
164 1. guruaaparavasa = gurujanaparavaa – dependant on the will of the elders, pia = he priya – o loved
one, ki bhami = ki bhami, what say I say, tuhi = tvm – to you, madabhi = mandabhgy –
who am unfortunate ahakam = aham – I,
2. ajja = adya – today, pavsa = pravsam – abroad, vaccasi = vrajasi – you are going, vacca = vraja –
you go!, saa jevva = svayam eva – just yourself, suasi = jnsi – you know karaijam = karayam –
what is to be done.
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Comments

This verse is recited in spring, so the rainy season is about to arrive. In the Sanskrit poetic

tradition, the worst fate for lovers is to be kept apart in this season of love. If the lover

leaves and there is no hope of his returning soon, the woman suggests she will not

survive. This is yet another poem whose suggestion cannot be understood without

understanding the larger context, for the season is not mentioned in the verse itself.

digrahac cede | tatra cey yath

dvropntanirantare mayi tay saundaryasrriy
prollsyoruyuga parasparasamsakta samsditam |
nta purata iroukamadha kipte cale locane
vcas tatra nivrita prasaraa sakocite dorlate ||

atra ceay pracchannakntaviaya ktavieo dhvanyate ||

nirkkapratipattaye prptvasaratay ca punar punar udhriyate | vaktrdn

mitha sayoge dvikdibhedena | anena kramea lakyavyagyayo ca vyañjakatvam

udhryam || (463)

(3.10.) From the use of etc. (in krik  22, above), gestures (are to be included in the list

of possible contextual elements). An example of (suggestion based on) gesture:

She shines with the very essence of beauty!
When I come near her door,
She rubs her thighs,
Bringing them together,
One upon the other.
Through her veil
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She casts stray looks,
Says little,
And folds her creeper-arms. (22)

Here, by means of gesture, a particular desire or plan is suggested for the sake of the

secret lover.

Again and again a fitting example is cited to achieve understanding without

expectation (of something more to come). The factors such as who is speaker and so on

can be grouped into pairs with differences (in the way suggestion is achieved) according

to which two, or three, etc., factors are involved. Though such a sequence (pairs of

factors, triads, and so on), suggestiveness of combinations of metaphoric meaning and of

suggested meaning could also be illustrated.

Comments

Mammaa claims that the gestures described in the poem are used to communicate

information to a lover and thus to suggest a course of action. On this reading, the reader

would need to understand the coded gestures to understand the suggested action.

Alternatively, the woman of the poem could merely be suggesting that she desires the

man who is speaking. On this simpler reading, the verse can stand alone.

Each of the factors could be combined with another factor and each of these

different pairs of factors (or triplets, etc.) could be called different types of suggestion.

Furthermore, examples could be given of each accordingly. Mammaa asserts that
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examples could be similarly constructed wherein the suggestiveness of metaphoric and

suggestive sentences were contained. However, he provides no examples here.

abdapramavedyo 'tho vyanakty arthntara yata |

arthasya vyañjakatve tat abdasya sahakrit || (477)

abdeti nahi pramntaravedyo 'rtho vyañjaka ||

23. Since the meaning that suggests another meaning is known by way of words (i.e.,

testimony), in the suggestive function of a meaning, the word plays a role.

The suggested meaning is known by way of testimony, i.e., words, because a meaning

known by another means of knowledge would not be suggestive.

Comments

 Mammaa repeats the claim that both word and meaning are involved in every instance

of suggestion, linking this krik to krik  20. "Other means of knowledge" refers to

means of knowledge like perception, inference, etc.165 In poetry, no means of knowledge

other than verbal knowledge is necessary, according to Mammaa. He does not address

the epistemological problems that arise from the combination of present textual

information with memories of earlier textual information.

                                                  
165 Of course, there is active debate over how many means of knowledge there are. Based on his use of five
means in this text and respect for the Mmsaka theories, Mammaa probably follows the Bhaa view that
there are five.
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Furthermore, it is very hard to imagine understanding poem eleven in chapter two

without perceptual information. “Her breasts have reduced to just this, / Her petal-eyes

have shrunk to merely this, / She has dropped as far as this, / In only this many days.”

Technically, of course, the meaning of each of uses of "this" could be understood by

previous textual information, but this poem is given as an example of disambiguation

through gesture.
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atha caturtha ullsa |

iti kvyaprako dhvaninirayo nma caturtha ullsa ||166

Chapter Four

The Exposition of Suggestive Poetry

yady api abdrthayor niraye kte doagulakrn svarpam abhidhnyam

tathpi dharmii pradarite dharm heyopdeyat jñyata iti prathama

kvyabhedn ha |

(According to the definition of poetry given above167,) now that the exposition of

word and meaning is done, the nature of blemishes, excellences, and poetic

ornaments should be explained. However, the author will first state the divisions

of poetry because only when the property-bearer is known can one determine

which properties are to be rejected and which accepted.

                                                  
166 Taken from end of chapter (Mohan 1129).
167 “Poetry consists of words and meanings that possess excellences and are free from blemishes. In some
cases it lacks poetic ornaments.” (krik  4ab).
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Comments

Normally, in Indian philosophy, one defines the object of study and then explain each

term of the definition. Mammaa will not return to this task until chapter seven.

Nowhere is the tension in Mammaa’s attempt to combine the pre-dhvani and

dhvani schools of poetry more clearly seen than here, where Mammaa reverses the

essential and accidental qualities of a poem. The definition claims that qualities and faults

comprise the essence of poetry, thus these terms should be explained first. Poetic

ornaments should be explained next. Even though these are declared unessential in the

definition, each technical term in the definition should be explained. Only then should

accidental qualities be addressed.

An adequate definition applies to all sub-species of the definiendum, including

sub-species of value (the three types Mammaa turns to now are those of best, middle,

and worst). Clearly the merit of a poem is an accidental quality and, as such, does not

effect the fact that it is a poem. After all, a bad poem is still a poem. If Mammaa had

wished to follow the traditional order of investigation, he would have proceeded with

chapters seven through ten, and then returned to the material of chapters four to six.

On the principle of determining what a thing is before determining its properties

compare Socrates’ question, “How can I know a property of something when I don’t even

know what it is?” (Meno, 71b). Many thinkers in the Indian tradition emphasized this

principle. Kumrila Bhaa is particularly famous for his strict adherence to it.
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The first half of this chapter (though krik 42ab) explains eighteen different

types of suggestive poetry. In all these types, it the sentence as a whole, and not an

individual word that is suggestive. In the second half of the chapter Mammaa goes

through the types again with examples in which an individual word is suggestive. As it is

easy to miss the forest for the trees in this chapter, I offer the following outline of the

types:

A. Literal meaning unintended (krik 24).

1. Transformed into another meaning (poem 23).

2. Entirely set aside (poem 24).

B. Literal meaning intended.

B1. Psychological sequence unnoticed.

3a. Suggests rasa (poems 25-26 and 30-44).

3b. Suggests pseudo-rasas, emotions, etc. (poems 45-53).

B2. Psychological sequence noticed.

B2.1. Based on the power of the word.

4. Suggesting an ornament (poems 54-57).

5. Suggesting a fact (poems 58-59).

B2.2. Based on the power of the meaning.

B2.2.1. The suggestor is self-existent.

6. A fact suggests a fact (poem 60).

7. A fact suggests an ornament (poem 61).
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8. An ornament suggests a fact (poem 62).

9. An ornament suggests another ornament (poem 63).

B2.2.2. The suggestor is invented by the poet.

10. A fact suggests a fact (poem 64).

11. A fact suggests an ornament (poem 65).

12. An ornament suggests a fact (poem 66).

13. An ornament suggests another ornament (poem 67).

B2.2.3.  The suggestor is invented by a character in the poem.

14. A fact suggests a fact (poem 68).

15. A fact suggests an ornament (poem 69).

16. An ornament suggests a fact (poem 70).

17. An ornament suggests another ornament (poem 71).

B2.3. Based on the power of both the words and the meanings.

18. Suggests an ornament (poem 72).

vivakitavcyo yas tatra vcya bhaved dhvanau |

arthntare sakramitam atyanta v tiraskatam || (481)

lakamlaghavyagyaprdhnye saty eva avivakita vcya yatra sa dhvanau iti

anuvdt dhvanir iti jñeya | tatra ca vcya kvacid anupayujyamnatvd arthntare

pariamitam | yath

tvm asmi vcmi vidu samavyo 'tra tihati |
tmy matimsthya sthitim atra vidhehi tat ||
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atra vacandi upadedirpatay pariamati ||

kvacid anupapadyamnatay atyanta tirasktam | yath

upakta bahu tatra kim ucyate sujanat prath bhavat param |
vidadhaddam eva sad sakhe sukhitam ssva tata arad atam ||

etad apakria prati vipartalakaay kacid vakti ||

(4.1. Suggestive Poetry in which the Literal Meaning Is Unintended.)

24. A literal meaning that is not intended and is either shifted to another

meaning or entirely set aside should be considered a type of suggestive poetry

(dhvani).168

A semantic unit (vcya) wherein a hidden suggested meaning based on metaphorical

indication is predominant, and the literal meaning (vcya) is not intended, should be

known as suggestive poetry because of the use of this word in the krik.

Sometimes the literal meaning turns into another meaning because it is not

proper in the context. For example:

I say to you, “Here stands a group of the learned
So remain here with your mind composed.” (23)

Here “saying, etc.” takes the form of “advising.”169

                                                  
168 For Mammaa’s sourse for this definition, see nandavardhana 2.1 and Abhinava’s commentary in
Ingalls, et al. (1990:200-212).
169 The Saketa and Sampradyaprakin commentaries explain this suggestion by claiming that mere
saying is not proper for the context, and that the speaker is hoping to help his listener with this information.
The suggestion might be something like, “Take advantage and be attentive!”
170 Vipartalakaa, which I translate here as “irony,” is literally “metaphorical indication by means of
reversed or contrary expression.” Note that this is a type of metaphoric indication, not an ornament.
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Sometimes the literal meaning, being not suitable for the context, is entirely set

aside. For example:

What a great help! What can I say?
Your kindness is widely renowned.
Behaving ever like this, my friend,
May you enjoy a hundred autumns. (24)

Someone says this to an enemy with irony.170

Comments

In suggestive poetry, the suggested meaning stands in a relation to the literal meaning

that is different from the relation of metaphoric meaning. As Mammaa will explain,

there are many types of suggestive relations. He begins with a poem in which the

suggested meaning extends the literal meaning ever so slightly. The speaker is not only

trying to communicate information, but to suggest a course of action. The suggested

meaning refines or colors the literal meaning.

In the second poem, the metaphorically indicated meaning is the opposite of the

literal. Unlike pure metaphoric usage, the meaning arrived at by the blocking of the literal

meaning is not the main point of the verse. The verse communicates a third meaning

beyond the literal and metaphorically indicated. It suggests a certain attitude in the

speaker and a certain relation between the speaker and the hearer.
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vivakita cnyapara vcya yatrparas tu sa | (502)

anyapara vyagyaniham | ea ca ||

(4.2. Suggestive Poetry in which the Literal Meaning Is Intended.)

25ab. Next, when the literal meaning and another meaning are both intended, there

is another type of suggestive poetry.

Another meaning refers to a suggested meaning. And this (type of suggestive poetry is

divided into two based on the way the suggestion functions):

Comments

Mammaa begins his discussion of the most important type of suggestive poetry. One of

nandavardhana’s central theses was that good poetry communicates both a description

of an event or scene and an emotional tone or rasa. The description is communicated, at

least in part, literally. The rasa is suggested by the details of the literal. Mammaa will

examine many different subtypes of this kind of suggestion.

ko 'py alakakramavyagyo lakyavyagyakrama para || (505)

alakyeti na khalu vibhvnubhvavyabhicria eva rasa | api tu rasas tai ity asti

krama | sa tu lghavn na lakyate ||
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25cd. Suggestion whose psychological sequence (krama) is unnoticed (alaka) and

suggestion whose psychological sequence is noticed (laka).171

By “unnoticed” we do not mean that rasa is the same as the determinants, the symptoms,

and the auxiliaries. Rather, rasa exists because of them. Thus there is a psychological

sequence. But it is called “unnoticed” because of the quickness (by which the hearer

picks up the suggestion).172

Comments

Mammaa explains that in some types of suggestion one is aware of the process leading

up to the suggestion while in others one is not. A complex literary figure, for example,

has to be deciphered. When this is done, we still have to figure out the artist’s intention.

Mammaa, following nandavardhana, believes that by using a complex figure the artist

can suggest additional meaning. In this type of suggestion, we are aware of the sequence

that leads up to our understanding of it. On the other hand, when a poem suggests a

mood, we often are not aware of when or how it does so. We might say, for instance, that

a poem is melancholy without being able to point to any concrete part of the poem that

grounds this emotion.  The first half of the remainder of this chapter addresses types of

                                                  
171 Mammaa is following nandavardhana in this section. See nandavardhana 2.2 and Abhinava’s
commentary in Ingalls, et al. (1990:212-213).  Ingalls, Masson, and Patwardhan translate alakakrama as
“without apparent sequence.” The choice of words in Sanskrit is a bit odd, but the meaning is clear. In this
type of suggestion the person does not usually notice the sequential process leading to the suggested
meaning.
172 Alternatively, the last line could read, “The sequence is called ‘unnoticed’ because it is simpler (than
saying, ‘usually unnoticed’).” However, experiencing the sequence is elsewhere likened to piercing a
hundred leaves with a single arrow. The point seems to be that it happens so quickly it is hard to notice
which leaf gets pierced first.
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suggestions whose psychological sequences are unnoticed. At krik 37, Mammaa turns

to suggestions whose psychological sequences are noticed.

To understand the shift from suggestion to rasa, keep in mind that the paradigm

suggestion whose sequence is unnoticed is suggestion of rasa. Let us remember that rasa

was originally the mood of a play. It is notoriously difficult to say exactly why the

Rmyaa fills a responsive reader with pathos or why Romeo and Juliet is romantic.

In his self-commentary, Mammaa introduces technical vocabulary from drama

theory that he will explain in krik 27 and 28.

atra

rasabhvatadbhsabhvantydir akrama |

bhinno rasdyalakrad alakryatay sthita || (513)

digrahad bhvodayabhvasadhibhvaabalatvni | pradhnatay yatra sthito

rasdis tatrlakrya yathodhariyate | anyatra tu pradhne vkyrthe yatrgabhto

rasdis tatra [gubhtavyagye rasavatpreyarjasvinsamhitdayo ‘lakr | te ca]173

gunbhtavyagybhidhne udhariyante ||

(4.2.1 Suggestive Poetry in which the Psychological Sequence Is Unnoticed.)

Of these

                                                  
173 This text is not in Mohan. Frustratingly, Mohan does not say if he has reason to cut this line.
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26. The type of suggestion whose sequence is unnoticed consists of rasas, emotions,

pseudo (rasas and emotions), cessation of emotions, and the like. Such a suggestion is to

be embellished by poetic ornaments and is different from (a poem in which) rasa, etc. are

poetic ornaments.

By mention of “and the rest” is meant the arising of emotion, the co-existence of two

emotions, and the admixture of many emotions. Where rasa, etc. are the main purpose of

a suggestion, they are to be embellished with poetic ornaments, as will be explained and

illustrated presently. But in other poems, the literal meaning is the main purpose (of the

poem) and rasa, etc., are secondary. [In these poems there are poetic ornaments such as

rasavat, preyas, rjasvin, and samhita.] This type of poem will be explained and

illustrated under the heading “Poems of Subordinated Suggestion” (chapter five).

Comments

Mammaa focuses now on those types of suggestion whose psychological sequence is

unnoticed, starting with suggestion of rasa and emotion. He will turn to suggestion of

pseudo-rasa and emotions in krik 36b, and to the suggestion of the cessation, arising,

and mixing of emotions in krik 36cd. Finally, he will consider suggestions whose

psychological sequence is noticed beginning with krik 37cd. It is important to note that

all of these types of suggestion are valued both by Mammaa and the Sanskrit tradition

generally. Many of the greatest poems suggest emotions that do not correspond to the

nine rasas.
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Some of the earlier critics (Lollaa, for example) dealt with this situation by

claiming that there were an infinite number of rasas. Mammaa retains the limit of nine

rasas, but accepts the poetic value of the other emotions under other titles. I will return to

this point when considering suggestion of pseudo-rasas, etc.

The pre-nandavardhana writers on poetics were familiar with the concept of

rasa but did not consider it to be the soul of poetry. De observes that the early theorists,

“include it [rasa] in poetic ornaments or by allowing it to form an element of one of the

excellences of diction.”174 nandavardhana recognized that rasa can be used this way,

but claims that in the best poetry it becomes the primary focus of the poem. He writes,

“When it [suggested sense] predominates, that is the soul of suggestion.”175 Mammaa

accepts nandavardhana’s distinction, treating poems in which the suggested sense

dominates in this chapter, and poems of subordinate suggestion in the next.

The four poetic ornaments Mammaa mentions are found in Bhmaha’s

Kvylakra 3:5 – 10. From his examples, one can surmise that they refer to poems of

erotic love, devotion, misplaced passion, and happy coincidence. Udbhaa organized

these into rasa poems, poems of other affections (devotion, friendship, filial love, etc.),

pseudo-emotions, and cessation of passion. 176 As we will see, Mammaa organizes the

section on suggestive poems of unnoticed psychological sequence according to Udbhaa’s

system. In poems, however, in which the suggested emotion is secondary to the literal

                                                  
174 De (1960:2:117).
175 Ingalls, et al. (1990:214).
176 Ingalls seems to confuse Bhmaha and Dain on this point in his otherwise useful note on the history
of these poetic ornaments in Ingalls et al. (1990:243n6).
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meaning or to the structure of the poem, Mammaa calls the suggestion an ornament and

retains the original names. Thus, if the most striking element of a devotional poem is it

form, for example, Mammaa will say it has the poetic ornament of devotion, not the

suggested emotion of devotion (see chapter ten).

Mammaa effectively double each of Udbhaa’s types by considering whether the

suggestion dominates the poem or not. This reduplication of the original system was

necessitated by nandavardhana’s division of poems into suggestive poems and poems

of secondary suggestion.

tatra rasasvarpam ha

krany atha kryi sahakri yni ca |

ratyde sthyino loke tni cen nyakvyayo ||

vibhv anubhvs tat kathyante vyabhicria |

vyakta sa tair vibhvdyai sthy bhvo rasa smta ||  (521)

uktam hi bharatena vibhvnubhvavyabhicrisayogd rasanipatti iti ||

(4.2.1.1.) Now, the nature of rasa is stated.

27 - 28. The causes, effects, and concurrent elements of a lasting emotion like love in

the world are called “determinants,” “symptoms,” and “auxiliaries” in drama and

poetry. An abiding emotion made manifest by the determinants, symptoms, and

auxiliary states is known as rasa.
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For it is said by Bharata, “Rasa arises out of the combination of the determinants, the

symptoms, and the auxiliary states.”

Comments

Mammaa introduces five important technical terms of poetics. He quotes the

Nyastra, 6.31, which, however, does not mention abiding emotions. In English we do

not call Romeo’s love for Juliet by a different name than Abélard’s love for Héloïse. But

in Bharata’s aesthetics, the first is “rasa” and the second “abiding emotion”. Likewise,

Héloïse is a “cause” of Abélard’s love, whereas Juliet is a “determinant” of Romeo’s

(other determinants include the proper setting and time, i.e., the Capulet party or the

garden at night). The effects of love on Abélard’s behavior are call “symptoms” when

found in Romeo. These are the actions undertaken for the sake of love, such as climbing

garden walls, writing letters, exchanging smiles, etc. Finally, the concurrent elements in

Abélard are called auxiliaries when found in Romeo. These include both secondary

emotions, like the jealously Romeo feels toward Paris because of his love, and

“involuntary states” that arise from being in love, like perspiration and trembling.

Bharata sets out guidelines regulating the use of these factors. For example, he

explains which symptoms and auxiliaries are appropriate to each rasa and which are

antithetical, he advises which factors can be mixed and the result of their mixing, and he

shows which rasas can be introduced in digressions without diminishing the dominant

rasa. Although Bharata’s system can seem both mechanical and limiting, it does go a
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long way towards explaining how a dramatic spectacle successful conveys meaning

beyond the literal and metaphoric.

“Abiding emotion” is a technical term used to designate the nine emotions (listed

below) that can be central to a poetic work. The tradition deriving from Bharata thinks

that only these nine emotions are capable of transformation into rasa. There are other

poetically viable emotions not included in this group. Poetic theorists struggle to

understand the relation between the abiding emotions and the additional emotions

capable of artist expression. Mammaa will return to this topic in krik 35cd -36ab.

The abiding emotions are sometime called the basic human emotions. Gnoli says

of the abiding emotions, “They permanently exist in the mind of every man, in the form

of latent impression (vsan) derived from actual experience in the present life or from

inherited instinct, and, as such, they are ready to emerge into his consciousness on any

occasion.”177 Aesthetics uses the supposed universal nature of these emotions to explain

how a person can sympathize with the representation of emotions he has never personally

experienced.

Mammaa will examine the technical terms one by one. To treat rasa, he

summarizes the histories of rasa theory, culminating with Abhinava. Then he turns to the

“determinants,” etc. Before continuing, however, it is worth quoting more fully the

Nyastra section excerpted by Mammaa. It is the root text on this topic and provides

the context for the following discussion.

                                                  
177 Gnoli (1968:xvi).
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“In that connexion I shall first explain the rasas. No [poetic] meaning proceeds

[from speech] without [any kind of] rasa. Now rasa is produced from a combination of

determinants, symptoms, and auxiliary states. Is there any instance [parallel to it]? [Yes,]

it is said that as flavor (rasa) results from a combination of various spices, vegetables,

and other articles, and as the six flavors are produced by articles such as raw sugar or

spices or vegetables, so the abiding emotions, when they come together with various

other psychological states attain the quality of rasas…It is apparent that the rasas arise

from the psychological states and not the psychological states from the rasas. For [on this

point] there are [traditional verses such as]: The psychological states are so called by the

experts in drama for they make one feel the rasas in connection with various modes of

dramatic representation. Just as by many articles of various kinds auxiliary cooked foods

are brought forth, so the psychological states along with different kinds of histrionic

representation will cause the rasas to be felt.”178

We will see that the key concepts introduced by Bharata are capable of divergent

interpretations. Mammaa now examines four.

etad vivvate | vibhvair lalanodyndibhir lambanoddpanakraai ratydiko bhvo

janita anubhvai kakabhujkepaprabhtibhi kryai prattiyogya kta

vyabhicribhir nirveddibhi sahakribhir upacito mukhyay vtty rmdv anukrye

tadrpasadhnn nartake 'pi pratyamno rasa iti bhaalollaaprabhtaya || (534)

                                                  
178 Nyastra 6.31-35 in M. Ghosh (1967:105-107). I have modified his translation slightly.
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(4.2.1.2. A History of Rasa Theory)

(1.) Bhaalollaa and his followers explain the stra thus:179 Rasa is an emotion like love

that is (1) born of the determinants, i.e., a basic cause like a playful woman and

enflaming causes like gardens, that is (2) made observable by the symptoms, i.e., the

effects (of being in love) like sideways glances and embraces, and that is (3) further

augmented by the auxiliary states, i.e., concurrent elements like distractedness. Rasa is

cognized primarily in respect to someone being imitated, like Rma, but also is also

cognized by an actor when he affects the appearance of Rma.

Comments

Mammaa begins his history, following Abhinavagupta’s Abhinavabhrat, with Bhaa

Lollaa. Lollaa and the second theorist Mammaa presents, r akuka, are thought to

have lived in the ninth century, directly before, or contemporaneous with,

nandavardhana.180 Like Abhinava, Mammaa does not present nandavardhana’s

position, but rather skips to one of nandavardhana’s tenth century critics, Bhaanyaka.

Finally, Mammaa presents Abhinava’s late tenth century “defense” of nandavardhana’s

theory, which, as Ingalls has argued, is substantially different from nandavardhana’s

own statement of his theory.181 Therefore, it should be clear that Mammaa presents not a

history of rasa theory generally, but a partial history of the ninth and tenth century debate

                                                  
179 This is a translation of “iti baalollaaprabhtaya” taken from the end of this presentation of his views.
180 Gnoli (1968:xvii) and Chari (1990:xi).
181 Ingalls, et al. (1990:18-35).
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that culminated in Abhinava’s theory.182 It should be noted that the only extant sources

for this debate are the Abhinavabhrat, and later texts based on it. In other words, we

only know the thoughts of the first three theorists through a hostile critic. When

Abhinava quotes these writers we have no way of knowing whether he is really quoting

their works or speaking for them. Although the later practice is common in Indian

philosophy, such glosses are usually very accurate. Mammaa is almost undoubtedly

glossing Abhinava, although he may have additional sources for the four views he

presents.

In the Abhinavabhrat, Lollaa is reported as claiming that a rasa is an

intensified abiding emotion.183 The erotic, for example, is an intensified form of sexual

desire. The abiding emotion is intensified primarily by the artist representation of the

determinants, symptoms, and auxiliaries. The rasa is chiefly experienced by the character

represented, but is also tasted by the representing actor.

I believe that Lollaa, like Bharata, writes primarily to instruct playwrights and

actors. Like Aristotle, his theory explains which elements need to be included in a

successful plot. Lollaa discusses the story of Rma’s love for St and claims that more

than mere sexual desire must be presented. Rma’s fervor needs to be intensified by

being developed through out the play. In a good romance, the lovers go through trials,

                                                  
182 The best general introduction to this debate is Gnoli (1968). His introduction sketches the basic
positions and arguments and is followed by the text and a translation of the Abhinavabhrat, the main
existent source for this subject.  For a more complete history that takes into account comments by Klidsa
and the early poetic theorists, see De (1960:2:108-138). However, De’s account is limited by the fact that
he, like Abhinava and Mammaa, considers Abhinava’s position to be the pinnacle of aesthetic thought.
Like them, he tends to judge other theories by Abhinava’s criteria, regardless of their stated goals.
183 Gnoli (1968:26).
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doubts, and frustrations that augment their ardor. The climax leaves the viewers with the

impression that the couple is deeply in love and that their love will last.

Lollaa’s theory shows how to represent a rasa in a manner that will convince and

entertain an audience. Lollaa’s theory strives to teach playwrights and actors how to win

an audience. Lollaa considers a play and, more specifically, the elements of a dramatic

production as causes and the audience response an effect. To achieve the desired effect, it

is best to put in place the necessary causal factors.

Lollaa’s view is criticized for leaving the audience out of the description of the

aesthetic experience and for claiming that the actors feel the emotion of the characters

they are representing. I feel both these criticisms miss the point of his theory. It is true

that Lollaa ignores two possible topics of aesthetic theory. First, he has nothing to say

about the psychology of audience response. Why, one can ask, is an audience moved by

an artwork? While this is an interesting question, answering it is not vital to the writing of

a good play.184 Lollaa shows what works, without worrying about why it works. Second,

one may investigate the psychological states typical of an actor. This too is an interesting

topic, and a complex one. Lollaa claims that the actor feels the rasa, “by virtue of the

power of realization (amusadhna).”185 According to Gnoli, realization allows the actor

to feel the emotion without losing his self-awareness.186 Certainly more needs to be said,

but it is an acceptable start that refutes the common criticism of Lollaa’s theory, namely,

that the actor, besotted by love, would forget his lines.

                                                  
184 Gnoli (1968:xix).
185 Gnoli (1968:26).
186 Gnoli (1968:xviii).
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rma evyam ayam eva rma iti na rmo' yam ityauttaraklike bdhe rmo 'yam iti

rma syd v na vyam iti rmasado 'yam iti ca

samyamithysaayasdyaprattibhyo vilakaay citraturagdinyyena rmo 'yam

iti pratipatty grhye nae ||

seya mamgeu sudhrasaccha suprakarpraalkik do |
manoratharr manasa arri prevar locanagocara gat ||

daivd aham adya tay capalyatanetray viyukta ca |
aviralavilolajalada kla samupgata cyam ||

itydikvynusadhnabalc chikbhysanirvartitasvakryaprakaanena ca naenaiva

prakitai kraakryasahakribhi ktrimair api tathnabhimanyamnair

vibhvdiabdavyapadeyai sayogat gamyagamakabhvarpt anumyamno 'pi

vastusaundaryabald rasanyatvennynumyamnavilakaa sthyitvena

sabhvyamno ratydir bhvas tatrsann api smjikkn vsanay carvyamo

rasa iti rakuka || (543)

(2.) r akuka explains Bharata’s stra as follows:187 In the same way a painted horse

(is recognized as a horse), the actor is grasped by the cognition, “This is Rma,” which is

different from (1) a factual cognition, “Rma is he, he is Rma,” (2) a false cognition,

“He is Rma,” suppressed in the next moment by, “He is not Rma,” (3) a cognition of

doubt, “He may be Rma, or not,” and (4) a cognition of similarity, “He resembles

Rma.”

                                                  
187 This is a translation of “itirakuka” taken from the end of the section (Mohan 543).
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Rasa is an emotion, like love, which is being cognized as enduring. It is relished

by the trained188 audience and is absent from the actors. The cause, effect, and concurrent

elements are made manifest by the actor by force of close study of poems like the

following and by learning and practicing his role. These three, even though artificial, are

not to be thought of as such and are known by the words, determinants, symptoms, and

auxiliary states. (By saying that rasa arises) out of the combination (of these three,

Bharata means a relation), which essentially is that of the inferred to its inferential marks.

The inferring of rasa, however, is different from the inferring of other things, because

rasa is relishable on the strength of its inherent beauty.

(Now the examples:)

She herself – the nectar in my limbs,
The healing camphor ointment for my eyes,
The embodiment of the glorious desires of my heart,
The ruler of my life – has come into sight! (25)

Because of the gods, I am now separated from her
Of trembling broad eyes.

And the season of the thick, rolling, rain clouds has arrived. (26)189

Comments

Unlike Lollaa, akuka is interested in how a play produces pleasure in the audience.

We thus move from drama theory to aesthetics. He claims that rasa is not a heightened

form of an emotion, but rather an artistic reproduction of the emotion. Abhinava

                                                  
188 “Vsan” is translated here as ‘trained’ because the idea is that the spectator must arrive at the work
with the proper experiences in place. I believe akuka simply meant the proper cultural education, but
experience from past lives could also be meant.
189 Also quoted in Rudraa’s Kvylakra 7:29 (D).
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represents him as claiming, “Rasa is simply a permanent state of mind, and, more

precisely, the reproduction (anukaraa) of the permanent state of mind proper to the

person produced – Rma, etc.”190 For akuka, sexual desire exists in the world, while

the erotic rasa arises from its reproduction in art. The aesthetic experience arises in one

who is trained to appreciate art by means of the perception of an artistic imitation. The

rasa is located in the play, and not, contra Lollaa, in the actors. The actor makes

manifest the play’s rasa through his skill in imitating the emotions of the characters.

The audience perception of the rasa comes about by means of a type of inference

that is unique to art.191 According to Abhinava, akuka says, “Representation

(abhinayana), indeed, is nothing but a power of communication (avagamanaakti) – this

power differing from the one of verbal expression.”192  akuka comes close here to

nandavardhana’s theory of suggestion and closer still to Bhaanyaka’s theory of

enlivening or revelation (bhvan). But akuka, focusing on the power of a production,

not the power of words, turns to inference as the key cognitive function.193 Abhinava

quotes akuka as saying that in aesthetic experience, “there is neither doubt, nor truth,

nor error. The notion that appears is, ‘This is that,’ not, ‘This is really that.’”194 Mammaa

expands this quote, giving examples of each type of cognition. In aesthetic perception, in

                                                  
190 Gnoli (1968:29).
191 Gnoli (1968:xix).
192 Gnoli (1968:31).
193 On Abhinava’s debt to this theory, see Masson and Patwardhan (1970:1:10). Clearly perception, the
other main non-verbal means of knowledge, is not available for a general theory of poetics, for while
reading a poem or play, you see words, not emotions.
194 Gnoli (1968:32).
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other words, there is “willing suspension of disbelief” that allows the audience to fully

engage in the production in a manner distinct from normal experience.

na tasthyena ntmagatatvena rasa pratyate notpadyate nbhivyajyate api tu kvye

nye cbhidhto dvityena vibhvdisdhrakaratman bhvakatvavyprea

bhvyamna sthy sattvodrekapraknandamayasavidvirntisattvena bhogena

bhujyate iti bhaanyaka || (560)

(3.) Bhaanyaka explains Bharata’s stra as follows:195 Rasa is not cognized, produced,

or manifest in either a manner unrelated to (the spectator, as in (1) above) or as a property

of oneself (i.e., the spectator)196. Rather, in poetry and drama, rasa, which is lasting, is

actualized through a special function of words (bhvakatva) that is different from

denotation (and indication) and essentially universalizes the determinants, etc. It is

relished by a delight that is essentially repose and a conjunction of light and bliss

resulting from the dominance of the quality of goodness (sattvodreka).

Comments

Bhaanyaka was an important theorist who prefigures many of Abhinava’s most

important ideas. Ingalls writes, “Most of the components of Abhinava’s new theory are

                                                  
195 This is a translation of “iti Bhaanyaka” taken from the end of the section (Mohan 560).
196 This is commonly taken to refer to akuka, but could also refer to nandavardhana, or an unknown
critic. The view presented in neither akuka’s nor nandavardhana’s, but does resemble Abhinava’s.
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borrowed, strange to say, from nanda’s main critic (Bhaanyaka).”197 Most

importantly, Bhaanyaka believes that the emotions, determinants, symptoms, and

auxiliary states were universalized by a special power of words called bhvakatva.198

The universalization process transforms a particular emotion and the events surrounding

it into a general emotion free of context that can be shared without personal attachment.

Not only is the audience “disinterested,” but the plot is made generic, as well. Romeo’s

love for Juliet, correctly appreciated, becomes generic erotic experience.199 Ingalls writes

that Bhaanyaka “sees rasa not as an object to be enjoyed, but as the ongoing process of

(aesthetic) enjoyment itself.”200 This enjoyment, Abhinava represents him as saying, “is

due to the emergent state of goodness (sattva), is pervaded by beatitude (nanda) and

light (praka), and is similar to the tasting (svda) of the supreme brahman.”201 As

akin to supreme mystical union, Bhaanyaka argues that the rasa experience is not in

any particular subject (neither the character, the actor, the audience, nor some unrelated

person).

In later Indian theorizing on rasa, all rasa experience is often considered

identical. 202 Given his vague, mystical description of rasa experience, it is difficult to see

how Bhaanyaka would avoid this homogenizing of aesthetic experience. As we will

                                                  
197 Ingalls, et al. (1990:35).
198 Gnoli (1968:45).
199 Unfortunately, laking Bhaanyaka’s description of the generic experience, we cannot know he meant
by a generic erotic experience.
200 Ingalls, et al. (1990:37).
201 Gnoli (1968:47-48).
202 For example, B.N. Goswami (1986:21) writes that the rasas, “are separately listed because even though
rasa is defined as one and undivided, it is one or the other of these nine rasas through which an aesthetic
experience takes place.” As he makes clear on p.24, the “aesthetic experience” is precisely the experience
of this single, undivided rasa.
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see, Abhinava struggles to avoid reducing the varieties aesthetic experience to a single

type.

Bhaanyaka claims, like nandavardhana before him, that a poem is able to

produce rasa experience in a qualified audience by means of a special semantic power,

which he calls “enlivening” or “revelation” (bhvan). Abhinava argues that this power

is not different in any important way from the semantic power that nanda calls

suggestion. With only Abhinava’s summary to go on, this seems a valid point. But as

Ingalls observes, there was probably more to Bhaanyaka’s theory than Abhinava

reports.203

loke pramadbhi sthyy anumne 'bhsa pavavat kvye nye ca tair eva

kraatvdiparihrea vibhvandivypravattvd alaukika vibhvdi abda

vyavahryair mamaivaite atror evaite taasthasyaivaite na mamaivaite na atrorevaite

na taasthasyaivaite iti sabandhavieasvkraparihraniyamnadhyavasyt

sdhrayena praatrorevaite na taasthasyaivaite iti sabandhavieasvkraparihra

niyamnadhyavasyt sdhrayena prattair abhivyakta smjikn vsantmatay

sthita sthy ratydiko niyatapramtgatatvena sthito 'pi sdhraopyabalt

tatklavigalitaparimitapramtbhvavaonmiitavedyntara-

saparkanyparimitabhvena pramtr sakalasahdayasavdabhj sdhrayena

svkra ivbhinno 'pi gocarkta carvyamataikapro vibhvdijvitvadhi

pnakarasanyyena caryama pura iva parisphuran hdayam iva pravian

                                                  
203 Ingalls, et al. (1990:36).
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sarvgam ivligan anyat sarvam iva tirodadhat brahmsvdam ivnubhvayan

alaukikacamatkrakr gardiko rasa | sa ca na krya | vibhvdi vine 'pi tasya

sabhavaprasagt | npi jñpya siddhasya tasysabhavt | api tu vibhvdibhir

vyañjita carvaya | krakajñpakbhym anyat kva dam iti cet na kvacit dam ity

alaukikasiddher bhaam etan na daam | carvanipatty tasya nipattir

pacariteti kryo 'py ucyatm | laukikapratyakdipramatasthyvaboddhaali-

mitayogijñanavedyntarasaspararahitasvtmamtraparyavasitaparimitetarayogi-

savedanavilakaalokottarasvasavedanagocara iti pratyeyo 'py abhidhyatm |

tadgrahaka ca na nirvakalpaka vibhvdi parmarapradhnatvt | npi savikalpa

carvyamasylaukiknandamayasya svasavedanasiddhatvt |

ubhaybhvasvarpasya cobhaytmakatvam api prvavallokottaratm eva gamayati na

tu virodham iti rmadcrybhinavaguptapd ||  (574)
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(4.) The great teacher Abhinavagupta explains Bharata’s stra as follows:204

An abiding emotion like love exists in a cultured spectator as a latent trace of

previous experience (vsan). In common life, clever people repeatedly infer that

women, and the like, cause an abiding emotion. In poetry and drama these causes are

referred to with technical terms, such as the determinants, because they can bring about

the effects without the normal causal conditions.  The determinates, etc., are not cognized

as bound by a principle of acceptance or rejection of a specific relation as in: “These are

mine,” “These are my enemy’s,” “These are belonging to a neutral person,” or “These are

not mine,” “These are not my enemy’s,” “These are not belonging to a neutral person.”

Thus the abiding emotion is manifested by the cognitions (of the determinants, etc.) as

universal. Though the emotion is restricted to the individual spectators (niyatapramt),

by the power of the universalizing process it exists as universal in a spectator who (1) has

knowledge of poetics, (2) has his limited perceiverhood swallowed up for a period of

time, (3) and whose emotions are not delimited, being free from connection with

anything other than what is to be known and manifest (in the artwork/drama).

(The universalized emotion of sexual desire becomes) the erotic rasa, which has

its own form, even though it is not distinct from the spectator. The life of (a rasa

experience) is one with (the experience of artistic) relishing and thus its life span is

determined by (the existence) of the determinants, etc. (In this) it is analogous to the

flavor of a beverage (which lasts only as long as the beverage itself). (The rasa appears)

                                                  
204 This is a translation of “iti rmadcrybhinavaguptd” at the end of the section (Mohan 574).
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as if sparkling before the eyes, entering the heart, embracing the whole person, and

eclipsing everything else. (Rasa experience is) akin to the experience of the enjoyment of

Brahman and causes extraordinary wonder. Rasa is not an effect, because that would

entail the false proposition that its existence would be possible after the determinants,

etc., disappear. Nor is it cognized, because it does not exist as an independent entity.

Rather it is relished as manifested by the determinants, etc.

Objection: “Where does one see that which is different from the material causes

and (the ideas that) cause knowledge?” Reply: “It is found nowhere.” Given the

extraordinary nature (of rasa), this is a merit, not a fault.

By the production of the relishing, there is manifestation of the production of the

rasa, so it can be figuratively called an effect. Rasa can even be called an object of

cognition because it is within the scope of a paranormal consciousness which is distinct

from (1) the normal means of knowledge, such as perception, etc., (2) the knowledge of

the limited yogin, which is indifferent (to the normal objects of cognition), (3) and the

self-contained knowledge of the unlimited yogin, which is free from contact with any

other object of knowledge.

Furthermore the grasping of rasa is not a case of non-conceptual perception

because of the necessity of first assimilating the determinants, etc. Neither is it a case of

conceptual perception because the rasa experience is a self-consciousness of the

extraordinary bliss of relishing (the rasa). Furthermore, from its nature as negation of
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both and yet having the character of both, we infer its extraordinary nature, as above, and

not that the claims are inconsistent.

Comments

Abhinavagupta is a complex and fascinating thinker whose thought is only touched upon

here. A full presentation of his aesthetic theory can be found in the Abhinavabhrat and

in his commentary on nandavardhana, which both have excellent English

translations.205

Abhinava accepts Bhaanyaka’s theory of universalization, both of the

determinants, etc., and of the abiding emotion. He maintains that the universalized

emotion must be perceived, not inferred, by the individual spectator. He provides three

conditions that the spectator must meet to be fit for the rasa experience: he must be

trained in the arts, he must be in a state of willing suspense of disbelief and self-

forgetting, and he must be disinterested. These conditions are necessary to enter the state

of sympathetic union that Abhinava describes. He further agrees that rasa is an

experience, not an object, affirming that rasa exists only in the spectator.

Abhinava also agrees that the rasa experience is akin to the mystic union with

Brahman. However, he differentiates the aesthetic from the yogic by insisting that the

aesthetic experience has an object, namely the artwork. This is very important, for it

provides Abhinava a way of avoiding Bhaanyaka’s homogenizing of aesthetic

                                                  
205 Gnoli (1968) and Ingalls, et al. (1990). Masson and Patwardhan (1969 and 1970) are both invaluable.
The secondary literature on rasa far outweighs that on any other topic in Sanskrit poetics.
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experience. Unfortunately, modern theorists tend to ignore, even to misrepresent, this

merit of Abhinava’s theory.

When one tries to understand just what type of experience aesthetic experience is,

the complications begin. Abhinava carefully distinguishes it from other forms of

experience. He insists that it is neither a perceptual experience nor a purely cognitive

experience, although it shares qualities with both of these. Furthermore, although it is a

paranormal experience, it is not a yogic experience. Abhinava further claims that the rasa

experience is different from non-conceptual and conceptual perceptual experience. He

may be referring to the experience of raw sense data (nirvikalpaka pratyaka) and

concept-laden experience (savikalpaka pratyaka). If so, Abhinava has argued that all

aesthetic experience occurs by means of a psychological sequence, so its content cannot

be momentary sense data. On the other hand, its nature as self-consciousness of bliss

precludes conceptual perception. Ultimately Abhinava’s description has the effect of

urging the reader to attend to his own aesthetic experience to appreciate its unique

character.

As should be clear from Mammaa’s gloss, this failure of reason to explain rasa

does not bother Abhinava. Indeed, he considers it a good thing that art is “beyond” all

rational explanation. However, upon reading his works, one discovers that Abhinava is

not an irrationalist. He seeks to establish rasa experience as a separate form of experience

that has qualities distinct from the forms of experience identified by the philosophers. His

position is finely argued with great attention to minute distinctions.   Furthermore, he
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points out many difficulties facing anyone desiring an explanation of aesthetic experience

that reduces it to one of the other types.206

Mammaa, who seems ever in awe of Abhinava, is content to allow him the final

word on rasa. Rather than attempting to reproduce the details of Abhinava’s lengthy

arguments, Mammaa focuses on Abhinava’s description of the experience (rasa appears,

“as if sparkling before the eyes, entering the heart, embracing the whole person, and

eclipsing everything else”). This slightly erotic description ties in nicely with the earlier

claim that poetry teaches like a lover.207 Mammaa neither explains Abhinava nor

attempts to improve upon him; instead, he passes on to other technical terms within

Bharata’s stra.

vyghrdayo vibhv bhaynakasyeva vrdbhutaraudr aruptdayo 'nubhv

grasyeva karuabhaynakayo cintdaye vyabhicria grasyeva

vrakaruaknm iti pthag anaikntikatvt sutre milit nirdi ||

Such things as tigers are determinants, as it were, with respect to the heroic, the

marvelous, and the furious rasas, as well as to the frightful. Shedding tears and such are

symptoms of the pathetic and frightful rasas, as well as the erotic. Reflection is an

auxiliary state connected with the heroic, the pathetic, and the frightful rasas, as well as

                                                  
206 There were writers who did, mostly from the Logicians. Chari (1963) tries to give a rational explanation
of rasa in modern analytic terms.
207 Chapter one, krik 2.
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the erotic. These three are pointed out together in the stra because separately they are

not connected to one (rasa).

Comments

Having treated rasa, Mammaa explains the other technical terms of kriks 27-28 by

means of examples. The crux is the phrase, “because separately they are not connected to

one” (pthag anaikntikatvt). In the context of this passage, it seems to mean that a

determinant is not limited to being a determinant for only one rasa. The same is true for a

symptom and an auxiliary state. In the context of the following passage, it seems to mean

that no determinant, symptom, or auxiliary state can bring about a rasa experience

without the other two. Both claims are part of Mammaa’s poetics.

viyadalimalinmbugarbhameghya madhukarakokilakjitair dir r |
dharair abhinavkurkaak praatipare dayite prasda mugdhe ||

ity dau

(Objection: Not all verses contain all three elements stated in the stra – the

determinants, etc. For example,) the following verse and others like it:

The swarming swollen monsoon clouds are beautiful!
The coos of the cuckoos too are beautiful!
Beautiful also is the buzz of the honeybees.
Beauty herself has come – sashed with the earth’s tender shoots.
Come along too, sweet girl, be pleased with your adoring lover. (27)208

                                                  
208 Indian vegetation is reborn each year with the monsoon. Before it arrives, all is parched and brown. The
rainy season is also the traditional season of romance.
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Comments

An objector points out that not all rasa poems contain the three elements supposed

necessary to rasa experience. Indeed, the objector gives examples of good poems in

which only one of the three factors is present. The first example shows only the

determinants of the erotic, i.e., a pair of lovers, a beautiful setting in nature, and the

season of spring. No symptoms, such as romantic interaction (sidelong glances, holding

hands, etc.) are described.209 Neither are any auxiliary states mentioned.  This seems to

prove that the explanation in krik 27-28 is incorrect insofar as it states that rasa arises

from all three factors together.

parimditamalmlnam aga pravtti
katham api parivraprrthanbhi kriysu |
kalayati ca himornikalakasya lakmm
abhinavakaridantacchedaknta kapola ||

ity dau

The following verse and others like it (state only the symptoms. They mention neither the

determinants nor the auxiliaries.)

Her weakened limbs are threshed lotus stems.
Barely, by the urging of friends, she manages to move,
Her cheeks gleaming like spotless ivory,

Lit only by the cold-rayed moon. (28)210

                                                  
209 One might object that the lover’s invitation to his beloved is a symptom.
210 Mlatmdhava 1.25 (D).
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Comments

This poem focuses on the symptoms of separation. The woman has grown thin, weak,

and pale. No determinants are described (except, of course, the woman herself). Neither

is any emphasis placed on the auxiliaries. One could argue that several auxiliaries, as

depression, exhaustion, and lifelessness, are described. However, when these states arise

as a direct result of the abiding emotion, they are included as symptoms. A proper

auxiliary in this case would be, for example, anxiously looking about, or fits of anger. In

so far as the poem focuses only on the symptoms, it acts as a second counter-example to

the claim that all three factors must be present.

drd utsukam gate vivalita sabhii sphrita
saliyaty arua ghtavasane kicñcitabhrlatam |
mniny caranativyatikare bpmbuprekaa
cakurjtam aho prapañcacatura jtg asi preyasi ||

ity dau ca

The following verse and others like it (state only the auxiliaries.)

How the eyes of a jealous woman work to capture a lover who has strayed!
They search about when he’s far, but look elsewhere when he draws near,
Grow wide when he speaks, and redden when he reaches out for her.
They arch their creeper-brows as he touches her clothes,

But flood with tears as he falls at her feet. (29)211

                                                  
211 Amaruataka 49. Also found in the Subhitaratnakoa 641, where it is attributed to Ratipla. Ingalls
interprets this poem differently (1965:513).
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Comments

Finally, a third counter example that presents only the auxiliaries, and neither the

determinants nor the symptoms. Because a woman is a determinant for the erotic, the

example is not perfect (although only her eyes appear in the poem, not the woman

herself). Among the auxiliaries shown are suspicion, envy, pride, joy, and confusion. The

complete list of auxiliaries is given below in kriks 31-34.

yady api vibhvnm anubhvnm autsukyavrharakopsyprasdn ca

vyabhicri kevalnm atra sthiti tathpy etem asdhraatvam ity

anyatamadvaykepakatve sati nnaikntikatvam iti ||

Reply: Even though the determinants, the symptoms, and the auxiliary states – such as

eagerness, embarrassment, joy, anger, carping, reconciliation – stand alone in each of

these examples, because of the interdependence of their natures, the other two of the three

are inferred. Thus our definition does not succumb to counterexamples.

Comments

Mammaa nicely shows how to adapt the traditional drama theory to poetry. In drama, of

course, all three factors are easily presented, often more than once. In a short poem, the

available space can make the presentation of all three factors problematic. Furthermore, a

poem may gain in power by deliberately focusing on only a single element. Mammaa
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overcomes these problems by explaining that while only a single factor may be

mentioned, the other two are invariably inferred from what is directly communicated,

taken together, we might point out, with considerable practical and literary background

knowledge. Only when the necessary inference has occurred, can one experience rasa.

From the literal content of poem 27, for example, we infer symptoms, such as the lovers

looking at one another, conversing romantically, the man’s urging, and the woman’s shy

reluctance. We also infer auxiliary states, such as rashness, joy, excitement, pride, and

longing. Indeed, Mammaa would claim that if we fail to infer this we miss the sense of

the poem and it seems unlikely that it will produce a rasa experience.

Mammaa’s adaptation, however, weakens considerably the explanatory power of

the theory. By no longer pointing exclusively to factors objectively present in the

artwork, Mammaa opens his theory to the threat of subjectivism. As we have seen, the

critics believe that the aesthetic response to a given artwork is uniform across cultured

audiences. This allows them to maintain that the factors that produce the suggestion are

objective despite the fact that some of them are inferred. Surprisingly, no major figure

objects to the claim of uniform aesthetic response.

It is remarkable how differently the theory functions in the two art forms. As we

saw in the introduction (section 3), the rasa is developed in a play by means of a series of

reinforcing scenes. Layer upon layer, it gains intensity by showing the heroes’

consistency in different situations. The poem, on the other hand, focuses on a single
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moment, concentrating all its force to create an image striking enough to suggest the rasa

all at once.

tad vien ha |

grahsyakaruaraudravrabhaynak |

bbhatsdbhutasajñau cety aau nye ras smt ||  (641)

(4.2.1.3.) The types of rasa are now given:

29. The erotic, the comic, the pathetic, the wrathful, the heroic, the frightful, the

disgusting, and the wondrous are called the eight rasas of drama.212

Comments

This list of eight comes from Bharata’s Nyastra 6.15. The ninth rasa, added to the

system early in the tradition, is discussed in krik 35ab. The list purports to contain all

the emotions that can be the central theme of a play or an epic poem. We have already

seen that when this theory is applied to all poetry, including isolated verses, a great

number more emotions have to be admitted. Rudraa argued that any emotion, if

developed by determinants, etc., can become a rasa.213 Coupled with the view that the

emotions are infinite in number, this leads to the view, attributed to Lollaa by Abhinava,

                                                  
212 Ingalls translates the eight rasas as: the erotic, the comic, the tragic, the furious or cruel, the heroic, the
fearsome or timorous, the gruesome or loathsome, and the wondrous (Ingalls, et al. 1990:16). Gnoli
translates: the erotic, the comic, the pathetic, the furious, the heroic, the terrible, the odious, and the
marvelous (Gnoli 1968:xvi).
213 Rudraa, Kvylakra 12:3-4, discussed in Raghavan (1967:127).
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that the rasas are infinite.214 Mammaa seems to take the line put forward by

Prathrendurja that the original list should be maintained for tradition’s sake and the

other emotions dealt with under different catagories.215 Jaganntha takes this view to the

extreme by claiming that the original system should be retain for convenience’s sake.216

As the nature of the individual rasas and the additional artistic emotions only become

clear with illustration, I will discuss them separately below.

tatra grasya dvau bhedau | sambhogo vipralambha ca | tatrdya

parasparvalokanligandharapnaparicumbandy anantatvd aparicchedya eka eva

gayate | yath

nya vsagha vilokya ayand utthya kicicchair
nidrvyjam upgatasya sucira nirvarya patyur mukham |
vistrabdha paricumbya jtapulakm lokya gaasthal
lajjnamramukh priyea lasat bl cire cumbit || (653)

Here the erotic is divided in two: love-in-enjoyment and love-in-separation. The first of

these is counted as one only and is not to be broken into types because (the possibilities),

such as exchanging glances, embracing, drinking the lips, kissing the entire body, are

unlimited. For example:

Seeing the inner rooms empty,
She sits up slowly and carefully in the bed
To study the face of her husband.
Believing him asleep, she kisses his cheek.

                                                  
214 In the Abhinavabhrat, vol. 1, 346.
215 Raghavan (1967:129).
216 Raghavan (1967:142).
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Seeing the kissed hair quiver,
She hangs her head, abashed.
After only a moment, her smiling lover pulls her near. (30)
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Comments

Poems producing the erotic rasa are divided in two: those in which the lovers are able to

realize their love and those in which they are frustrated by some obstacle. Mammaa

declines to introduce further subcategories of love-in-enjoyment, claiming they would be

endless. He will give the subcategories of love-in-separation below.

The poems of love-in-enjoyment tend to be charming in their innocent affirmation

of love in all its forms. Always sexual, but rarely overtly descriptive of sexual acts, the

poems are celebrations of this essential activity. The poem here shows a shy young wife

attempting to express her love without waking her husband. He pretends to be asleep to

enjoy her affection, but the hairs on his cheek rise in excitement, giving him away. He

allows her a moment of shame for her forwardness, but this only increases his

excitement. So he takes her in his arms.

The poem includes the three factors that evoke rasa. The determinants are the

lovers and the bedchamber. The symptoms include such acts as the woman’s kissing her

lovers cheek and the lovers pulling her close. Shyness is an auxiliary state when present

in a woman and the hair standing on end is a classic involuntary state for both the erotic

and the frightful rasas. These details combine together, like the details of a painting, to

present a powerful image of a moment of realized love.

tath

tva mugdhki vinaiva kañculikay dhatse manohrin
lakmm ity abhidhyini priyatame tadviksaspi |
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ayyupntaniviasasmitasakhnetrotsavndito
niryta anakair alkavacanopanysamljan || (662)

“O sweet-eyed girl!
You would be ravishing
Even without this tight corset.”

So saying, the lover starts toying with its knot.
Their friends, thrilled with the passion in the eyes

Of the smiling couple edging toward the bed,
Slip out, giving welcome excuses. (31)217

Comments

Mammaa gives a second example of the innocent pleasures of erotic love. The poet

cleverly mixes in determinants (the busty woman and the bedroom), symptoms (amorous

speech), and auxiliaries (anxiousness). For more examples of this genre in translation, see

Merwin and Masson’s Sanskrit Love Poetry, Bailey and Gombrich’s Love Lyrics, and

Martha Selby’s Grow Long, Blessed Night, are all excellent introductions.218

aparas tu abhilaviraherypravsapahetuka iti pañcavidhi | krameodharaam |

premrdr praayaspa paricayd udgdharagodaysts
t mugdhado nisargamadhur ce bhaveyur mayi |
ysv antakaraasya bhyakaraavyptarodhi
kadasparikalpitsv api bhavaty nandasndro laya || (667)

The other (love-in-separation) has five types: longing, estrangement, jealousy, dwelling

apart, and love blocked by a curse. An example of each in order:

                                                  
217 Amaru 27.
218 Merwin and Masson (1977); Bailey and Gombrich (2005); Selby (2000).
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Her soft eyes light up with love,
Fanned by intimacy, they smolder with desire.
Immediately my senses fail,
My mind is consumed with bliss,
Simply dreaming that she is here, loving me. (32)219

Comments

The critics are divided about the sub-types of love-in-separation. Most list four, but argue

over their natures. Mammaa is alone in including “separation caused by jealousy” in the

list.220 It is also notable that Mammaa does not include the sorrow of separation caused

by death (karuavipralambha). Many include separation caused by a curse under the

category separation caused by dwelling apart, for this is the normal result of the curse

(but consider Sakuntal). Regardless of the sub-types, the separation must include a

chance of reunion to be included in the erotic rasa. Permanent separation evokes the

pathetic rasa.

In the poem, a man dreams of the woman he deeply desires. By exalting the

pleasure of imagining, instead of the realization, the poet suggests a far greater pleasure

in realization. It is interesting that this genre is not limited to male longing. Consider the

following poem, “When he comes back / to my arms / I’ll make him feel / what nobody

ever felt / everywhere / me / vanishing into him / like water / into the clay of a new

jar.”221 This contrasts nicely with the young bride’s shyness in poem 30.

                                                  
219  Found in the Mlatmdhava 5.7 (D). The Sanskrit poem focuses on the actions of the fair-eyed girl,
which I could not successfully bring into English.
220 Raghavan (1967:171).
221 Translated by Merwin and Masson (1977:107).
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anyatra vrajatti k khalu kath npy asya tdk suhd
yo mm necchati ngata ca hahah ko ‘ya vidhe prakrama |
ity alpetarakalpakavalitasvnt nintntare
bl vttavivartanavyatikar npnoti nidr nii ||

es virahotkahit || (677)

(Next an example of estrangement:)

“He’s gone off somewhere. What’s the story?
All his friends are on my side. Yet still, he hasn’t come.
O damn it! What’s happening?”
Sleepless, alone in her bed, the girl feels abandoned.
And little by little,
Her tormenting doubts
Devour her. (33)222

This woman is longing for an estranged lover.

Comments

Unlike the first type of longing, this genre treats estranged lovers. The main character is

always a woman who has quarreled with her lover and isolated herself. The poems

describe both the anger of the woman and her longing for reconciliation.223 Most often,

the focus is on the physical suffering the woman feels because of the separation from her

lover. Here is a second example from the Subhitaratnakoa: “Ah, cursed moon, touch

not even in jest / my wasted body, burning with the heat / of separation from my dear

                                                  
222 Some compromises have been made to make the girl’s words to herself sound believable to modern ears.
Literally the third line reads, “Alas! What new move of destiny is this?”
223 Ingalls et al. (1990:264n2).
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one, / for when your rays fall on me, / though fair as ripened lotus stalks, / they hurt me

like burning brands.”224 Here the moon reminds the woman of the man she longs for.

s patyu prathampardhasamye sakhopadea vin
no jnti savibramgavalanvakrokta sascanam |
svacchair icchakapolamulagalitai paryasta netrotpal
bl kevalam eva rodhiti luhal lollakair arubhi || (681)

(Next an example of jealousy:)

When her husband first strays,
She has no friend to teach her
The armaments and insults of betrayal.

She merely weeps,
Her lotus eyes filling with crystal tears
Which trickle down her bright cheeks
And roll into her flowing curls. (34)225

Comments

This genre expresses the feelings of a woman confronting competition. The poems focus

either on her rage and sorrow of a betrayed woman (as in this poem) or on the beauty her

anger lends. Here is a charming example of the later from the Subhaitaratnakoa: “The

same side-stepping of her glance and unclear words, / the same shrugging me away when

                                                  
224 Translated by Ingalls (1965:234 poem 714).
225 Amaruataka 29.
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I embrace her body; / again the contradicting of every word and stubborn shaking of her

head: / my wife by anger has become a bride again.”226

Male jealousy is not proper, so it is relegated to either pseudo-rasa, or the comic.

The point is not that men do not feel jealousy, rather, it is that such jealousy is not a

proper theme for erotic art. Men were expected to have affairs and doing so did not lessen

their worth. Unfaithful women, on the other hand, were scorned. One can feel jealous

when another has what one wants, and nobody wants an unfaithful wife.227 One who does

is ridiculous, not erotic, as in Molière’s Tartuffe.

Many have commented on the essentially optimistic nature of Indian poetry and

its lack of tragedy.228 But their poetics is not without resources for analyzing such plays.

Certainly, the male ego is little comforted by scene like Othello, Act 3, Scene 3, when

Iago is first seeding the grains of doubt, “O curse of marriage, / that we can call these

delicate creatures ours, / and not their appetites.” The Indian theorist could treat this play

as evoking the frightful rasa, from the perspective of Desdemona, or the pseudo-heroic,

from the perspective of Othello. In either case, it would be seen less as the downfall of a

great man and more as showing human emotion gone frightfully wrong.

prasthna valayai kta priyasakhair asrair ajasra gata
dhty na ksaam sita vyavasita cittena gantu pura |
ytu nicitacetasi priyatame sarve sama prasthit
gantavye sati jvita priyasuhtsrtha kim u tyajyate || (686)

                                                  
226 Ingalls (1965:218 poem 637).
227 Think of Rma’s concerns over St’s purity, for example.
228 J.A.B. van Buitenen (1974:82-83).
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(Next an example of travel:)

My bracelets are gone,
Tears, my sweet friends, have freely fallen,
My courage stayed not an instant,
And my heart went first of all.
When my love decided to leave,

Everything left together.
O my life, if you must go to hurry!
Why fall behind your dear friends? (35)229

Comments

The man must leave his beloved, but neither wants to part. The woman is so distraught

that she want to die.

tvm likhya praayakupit dhturgai ilym
tmna te caraapatita yvad icchmi kartu |
asrais tvan muhur upacitair dir lupyate me
krras tasminn api na sahate sagama nau ktnta (690)

(Next an example of love blocked by a curse:)

On a stone I painted you
Pretending to be angry.

I wanted to put myself, too,
Falling at your feet.

But I could no longer see through
The flowing of my tears.

Even here pitiless fate
Will not let us be together. (36)230

                                                  
229 Amaruataka 35.
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Comments

This genre depicts “a pair of star-cross’d lovers” held apart by a curse. This example

comes from near the end of Klidsa’s long poem (mahkvya), The Cloud Messenger.

The lover, “who had grossly swerved from his duty and was deprived of his greatness by

his lord’s curse…” sends a cloud home to his lonely wife bearing a message.231 The curse

keeps the lovers apart for a whole year. Part of the message the lover sends home is this

description of his sorry state and the power of the curse to separate them even in painting.

This theme is very popular in Sanskrit literature, as it is in world literature

generally. The curse is a good literary method of separating two lovers without either of

them incurring any blame. Cursed lovers are also found in the epic poems (e.g., Rma

and St) and in the classical drama (e.g., Duanta and akuntala).

hsydn krameodharaam

kuñcya pim asuci mama mrdhnivey
mantrmbhas pratipada patai pavitre |
trasvana prathitathtkamadt prahra
hhhato 'ham iti rodhiti viuarm ||

Now for examples of the comic, etc., in order:

Drops of water made holy by sacred verses
May purify my head,

                                                                                                                                                      
230 Meghadta 2.45.
231 Meghadta 1.1, translated by M.R. Kale (1969:2).
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But that whore clenched her dirty hand
And give it a loud smack anyway.

How wretched am I, Viu the Protector! (37)

Comments

The speaker of the poem is named “Viu,” people being commonly named after gods in

India. There is a humorous contrast of the speaker’s namesake and situation in the poem.

Pretending to actually be the god Viu, the speaker mocks his own “sanctity” and feigns

helplessness to the onslaught of a prostitute.

Bharata claimed the comic arises from mimicry of the erotic.232 It is hard to

believe that this could have been the sole source of comedy for classical drama. Indeed,

Bharata was criticized for this view before Mammaa’s time.233 In poetry, as we can see

in Mammaa’s example, there is no such restriction. Three centuries after Mammaa,

Vivantha claims that the comic is, “whatever a person laughs at, when he beholds it

distorted in respect of form, speech, or gesture.”234

h mtas tvaritsi kutra kim ida h devat kvia
dhik prn patito 'anir hutavahas te ageu dagdhe dsau |
ittham ghargharamadhyaruddhakaru paurgann gira
citrasthn api rodayanti atadh kurvanti bhittr api || (701)

(Next an example of the pathetic:)

                                                  
232 Nyastra 6.40.
233 By Bhoja (11th century) according to Ghosh (1967:107).
234 ahityadarpaa 228, translated in Ballantyne and Dsa Mitra (1875:122).
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Mom! Where are you running?
What is going on?
Life is hell! Lightning strikes.
Your arms are on fire, your eyes scorched.
O god, where is thy protection?
These lamenting cries of the village women,

Half muffled by their moans,
Brake the walls and make the painted statues weep. (38)235

Comments

Poems that express the pathetic describe situations of extreme sorrow, usually due to

physical injury or death. Vivantha says the pathetic arises from the loss of what is

loved.236 He adds that the corpse of the loved one is a good determinant for this rasa. In

the poem the speaker describes her dying mother. Poem 116 in chapter five is another

good example. Modern usage would call these situations tragic, and they do arouse

Aristotelian “pity and fear.”  However, they lack some of the elements of tragedy that

Aristotle discusses in the Poetics, most notably the plot development from a state of

ignorance to recognition. Furthermore, there is no “tragic flaw” in the characters of

Sanskrit poems – a concept that came to be essential to later western tragedy

(Shakespeare and Racine, inter alios). For these reasons, I find it more accurate to call

                                                  
235 By Nryaa Bhaa (D). But is he confusing this with the following poem?
236 ahityadarpaa 230, translated in Ballantyne and Dsa Mitra (1875:123).
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this genre, following Gnoli, “the pathetic.”237 The poems certainly do arouse sympathy

and pity.

ktam anumata da v yair ida guruptaka
manujapaubhir nirmarydair bhavadbhar udyudhai |
narakaripu sardha te sabhmakirinm
ayam aham asmedomsai karomi di balim || (705)

(Next an example of the wrathful:)

Ka, Bhma, and Arjuna!
With weapons drawn you violated the bounds of morality.
I will offer to the four quarters of the earth
Your blood, fat, and flesh – all of you
Who committed, accepted, or witnessed this outrage! (39)238

Comments

The wrath of the speaker shines forth in his intention to revenge the death of Droa,

wrongfully killed by those who owed him respect. The story of Baanryaa’s play

comes from the Mahbhrata. Bhma has sworn to revenge the outrage done to Draupadi

by killing Dusana. In the family feud that follows, Bhma and his brothers are forced

to kill their teacher, Droa, provoking the wrath expressed in the poem.

kudr satrmete vijahata haraya kuaakrebhakumbh

                                                  
237 Gnoli (1967:xvi). Remembering that the rasa experience, although it is enjoyed by the spectator, still
has as its object the artistic expression of the abiding emotion of the characters in the artwork, one has to
reject a spectator based translation like, “the sympathetic.”
238 Vesahra 3.24.
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yumaddeheu lajj dadhati paramam syak nipatanta |
saumitre tia ptra tvam asi na hi rup nanv aha meghanda
kicid bhrbhagallniyamitajaladhi rmam anveaymi || (709)

(Next an example of the heroic:)

O you useless monkeys, control your fear!
My arrows have pierced the forehead of Indra’s elephant,
They would be ashamed to end up in you.
Son of Sumitra, stay where you are,
You are not worth my wraith.
Rma subdues the very ocean with a mere play of his brows,
I, Meghanda, seek only him. (40)239

Comments

Rma has led an army of monkeys and bears across the ocean to Sri Lanka to fight the

demon army of Rvaa. Here Rvaa’s son Meghanda seeks a worthy foe and scorns

those unequal to him. We also find this genre displayed in Henry IV, part I (act 5, scene

4), where the prince challenges Hotspur to single combat (“Two stars keep not their

motion in one sphere”). Not only the foe but also the occasion must be correct for the

heroic. Compare Achilles’ unwillingness to fight Hector at the beginning of the Iliad.

grvbhagbhirma muhur anupatati syandane baddhadi
pacrdhena pravia arapatanabhayd bhyas prvakyam |
darbhair ardhvalai ramavivtamukhabhraibhi kravartm
payod agraplutatvd viyati bahutara stokam urvy prayti || (716)

                                                  
239 Dwivedi writes, “Hanumannaka?”
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(Next an example of the frightful:)

The antelope turns slightly in a graceful manner
Glancing back at our speeding chariot,

Then it tucks its haunches in and bounds off
for fear of a falling arrow.

Its panting mouth scatters half-eaten grass
onto the track.

Look! Jumping so high, it moves
more through the sky than on the earth. (41)

 Comments

Vivantha writes that this genre displays a woman or a mean person in fright or panic.240

As such it is close to the pathetic, but here there is no lasting damage. From the present

example, we see that portraying the fear of an animal is also possible. This verse from the

Abhijñnakuntala portrays King Duanta out hunting at the beginning of the play. The

king thrills in the chase, clearly enjoying the fear of his prey.

The emphasis of the verse is clearly on the king’s pleasure at seeing the terrorized

animal, not on the animal itself. Vivantha’s description and his example also indicate

that pleasure in another’s fear is the object of this genre. He quotes the following verse

from the Ratnvali that mocks the fear of base people: “The eunuchs fled, having

abandoned shame, because of their not being counted among men; the dwarf, in terror,

ensconces himself within the loose and wide trousers of the chamberlain; the

mountaineers, the guardians of the bounds, act in a style accordant with their name (i.e.,

the scatter); while the hump-backs, fearing they may be seen by the monkey, cowering

                                                  
240 ahitadarpaa 235, translated in Ballantyne and Dsa Mitra (1875:126).
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down, slink quietly off.”241 The reader is supposed to share this mixture of mockery and

scorn for the fear caused by a mere monkey.

Given that it is much more natural to identify with the king, if the reader actually

does so, the poem is not really frightful, for the king is not in a state of fright. The abiding

emotion coinciding with the frightful rasa is supposed to be fear, not pleasure in the fear

of others. This rasa serves two distinct ends in Sanskrit literature, as far as I know. First,

the fear of the base acts as a foil to the valor of the great and is thus used to develop the

heroic rasa. Second, the fear of women is thought to increase their beauty and is thus

used to develop the erotic rasa. These are roughly parallel to the fear of common people

and in early westerns, “The Outlaw,” for example. Unfortunately we do not have a whole

drama devoted to this rasa that could help illuminate Bharata’s original idea. Ironically,

the modern suspense novel, in which the reader shares the protagonist’s fear, fits the

definition better than the verses given here.

utktyotktya ktti prathamam atha pthtsedhabhysi
msnyasasphikphapiydyavayavasulabhnyagraptni jagdhv |
rtta paryastanetra prakaitadaana pretaraka
karakdakasthdasthisastha sthapuagatamapi kravyam avyagramatti ||

(720)

(Next an example of the disgusting:)

Having butchered and stripped the skin,
And devoured the swollen and putrid lumps of flesh

Easily torn from the shoulders, hips, and buttocks,
The hungry ghost bares its teeth and looks about,

                                                  
241 Ballantyne and Dsa Mitra (1875:127).
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Drawing out the tendons, guts, and eyes,
Then deliberately picking out the meat that remains
In the joints and bones of the corpse in his lap. (42)242

Comments

This genre is a component in the modern genre, “horror.” These poems focus on the

decaying human corpses and the ghosts and vultures that feed on them. They are intended

to shock the reader and fill him with disgust. Vivantha list the determinants as,

“stinking flesh and fibre and fat.”243 Death is among the auxiliaries, but note that death

itself is not disgusting, but rather the consumption of a decaying corpse. Death figures in

many other genres (the wrathful, heroic, and pathetic). Vidykara has a small section

devoted to burial grounds in his Subhitaratnakoa that contains this verse and thirteen

other examples of this rasa.

citra mahn ea batvatra kva kntir ebhinavaiva bhagi  |
lokottara dhairyamaho prabhva kpy ktir ntana ea sarga  ||

(Next an example of the wondrous:)

How marvelous! Superb! O, what a divine incarnation!
How lovely indeed, this novel sight!
What extraordinary poise! What splendor!
How shapely indeed is this new creature! (43)

                                                  
242 Mlatatmdhava 5.16.
243 ahitadarpaa 236, translated in Ballantyne and Dsa Mitra (1875:127).
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Comments

The unexpected, irrational, or unexplainable can evoke a sense of wonder. Vivantha

claims that anything supernatural can cause wonder.244 However, here and in the

Ngnanda (1.13 +1) the wonder is inspired by artistic creation.245 Abhinava provides

one of his own verses as an example in which the poet wonders at an old man’s stupidity:

“This is not mere age; the angry spitting snake of Death sprinkles his white venom on this

man’s head. He sees this and still seem happy of heart and does not seek refuge in iva:

ah, how brave he is!”246 The old man, being so close to death, should have thoughts of the

afterlife. The poet is amazed that the man is oblivious to his fate.

e sthyibhvn ha |

ratir hsa ca oka ca krodhotshau bhaya tath |

jugups vismaya ceti sthyibhv prakrtit ||  (728)

spaam |

(4.2.1.4) The abiding emotion of each rasa is stated:

30. The abiding emotions are as follows: sexual desire, mirth, sorrow or grief, anger,

heroic energy, fear, disgust, and wonder.

The meaning of the verse is clear.

                                                  
244 ahitadarpaa 237, translated in Ballantyne and Dsa Mitra (1875:128).
245 Ingalls, et al. (1990:519-520).
246 Ingalls, et al. (1990:700). I have modified the translation slightly.
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Comments

Mammaa continues by quoting the Nyastra 6:17, which follows the rasa verse

Mammaa quoted in the previous krik (29). Having given examples of each rasa that

make clear the nature of the abiding emotions, he apparently feels that additional

comment is unnecessary. The list, however, is not without problems.

The first problem is that often the characters in the poems do not feel the emotion

that grounds the rasa. For example, we saw that a jealous woman can ground the erotic

even though she herself feels no sexual desire. Likewise the characters in humorous

poems are rarely themselves amused. Unlike descriptions of love or heroism, the origin

of the emotion in these poems is in the external reaction to the scene. The poet judges the

jealous woman sexy or the clumsy person funny and the spectators agree. In wonder we

saw one case (Mammaa’s example) where we share the wonder of the character and one

case (Abhinava’s example) where we wonder at the character’s stupidity.

In the case of fear the same problem of audience reaction occurs. However, we

also saw that with fear the audience is not supposed to enjoy a universalized essence of

fear, but rather the spectacle of another’s fear.

Unfortunately the original eight rasas and their abiding emotions have received

very little attention in modern scholarship. Most writers merely list the rasas, provide a

few examples, and then move on to other points. Raghavan provides a starting point the
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investigation by listing the subcategories suggested for each rasa.247 A full historic

investigation of each rasa with many examples is sorely needed.

nirvedaglniakkhys tathsy madaram |

lasya caiva dainya ca cint moha smtir dhti ||

vrd capalat hara vego jaat tath |

garvo vida autsukya nidrpasmra eva ca ||

supta prabodho 'mar cpy avahittham athograt |

matir vydhis tathonmdas tath maraam eva ca ||

trsas caiva vitarka ca vijñey vyabhicria |

trayastraadam bhv samkhyts tu nmata ||  (738)

nirvedasymagalapryasya pathamam anupdeyatve 'py updna vyabhicritve 'pi

sthyitbhidhnrtham |

31 - 34. The thirty-three auxiliary states are known by name as: world-weariness,

exhaustion, suspicion, envy, intoxication, fatigue, indolence, depression, worry,

confusion, remembrance, peace of mind, shame, rashness, joy, excitement,

lifelessness, pride, dejection, anxiety, sleeping, apoplexy, dreaming, awakening,

resentment, dissimulation, violence, attentiveness, sickness, insanity, dying, fright,

and perplexity.

                                                  
247 Raghavan (1967:chap. 7).
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Of world-weariness, which is generally inauspicious and thus not to be mentioned first, it

is listed (first) in order to denote that it is an abiding emotion even though it is listed in

the auxiliary states.

Comments

If you read this krik directly after the proceeding one, you see that this list begins

where the other leaves off. It is the same in the Nyastra, where these verses occur as

6:19-22. We will discuss the ninth rasa and its abiding emotion at greater length below.

Here I would like to focus on the argument for world-weariness being the abiding

emotion for tranquility. This argument predates Abhinava, who discusses it in his

commentary on Bharata.248 The problem confronting anyone who argued for an

additional rasa was finding textual evidence for the abiding emotion in the Nyastra.

There is a seemly corrupt version of the Nyastra that lists the ninth rasa and an

abiding emotion (ama), but many critics either did not know of this version or did not

accept it. The argument Mammaa repeats tries to locate world-weariness in both lists: by

means of its location it can be read as the final item on the proceeding list and the first

item on the following. The argument claims that this explains why world-weariness is

listed first among the auxiliaries, which would otherwise be inauspicious. Raghavan

                                                  
248 Abhinavabhrat (1956:1:334).
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objects that world-weariness was not considered inauspicious and that this reveals the ad

hoc nature of the argument.249 Abhinava also rejects this argument.250

Pundits are very reluctant to put themselves above their teachers or the sages of

earlier generations. Probably out of deference to Bharata, Mammaa accepts the attempt

to explain away the difference. It should be considered more a sign of respect than a flaw

in reasoning. Concerning the ninth rasa, Mammaa appears unaware of Abhinava’s

theories. This could lead one to speculate that Mammaa knew Abhinava’s commentary

on nandavardhana but not his commentary on Bharata (in which his theories of the

ninth rasa are developed). For whatever reason, this is the only subject about which

Mammaa does not follow or even discuss Abhinava’s theories.

tena |

nirvedasthyibhvo 'sti nto 'pi navamo rasa |  (778)

yath |

ahau v hre v ksumayane v dadi v
manau v loe v balavati ripau v suhdi v |
te v straie v mama samado ynti divas
kvacitpuyraye iva iva iveti pralopata ||

(4.2.1.5. The Ninth Rasa.) Accordingly,

35ab. The ninth rasa is tranquility, whose abiding emotion is world-weariness.

                                                  
249 Raghavan (1967:79).
250 Translated by Gerow (1994:195-196).
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For example:

A snake or pearls around my neck,
Flowers or rock slab for my bed,
A jewel or a stone,
A deadly foe or a friend,
A woman or a mere blade of grass:
They are all the same for me.
In a sacred grove I pass my days
Chanting and chanting softly, “iva, iva, iva” (44)251

Comments

Mammaa adds the ninth rasa (and it corresponding abiding emotion) to Bharata’s list of

eight (given above in krik 29). It was probably introduce soon after Bharata, perhaps to

account for the dominant mood of the Mahbhrata, and perhaps because of religious

works such as Avaghoa’s long poem (mahkvya), the Buddhacarita (first century).

Made famous by nandavardhana, the ninth rasa was already accepted by many

writers.252

The poem shows an ascetic who has no concerns for material good. He has left

the world and enjoys the equanimity of liberated experience. His peace is perfect; nothing

alters his internal state. The crux of this poem is the “kvacit” in the final line. I have taken

it to mean that the speaker moves about, from grove to grove, thinking that his snake, etc.

are just as good as a string of pearls, etc. However, it could also be taken to suggest that

the speaker lives in the world (with pearls, etc.), but in his indifference he is like an

                                                  
251 Dwivedi writes, “By Utpala, Vairgyaataka?”
252 Raghavan explores the origin and reception of the ninth rasa at length (1967:1 – 103). Bhattacarya’s
more recent book on this subject adds many datail and examples (1976).
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ascetic in some grove. Jha resolves this by making the whole poem a wish on the part of

the speaker, but I do not see how this reading is possible without an optative verb.

Abhinava disagrees with the theory put forth here in his commentary on the

Nyastra. He argues at length that world-weariness cannot be the abiding emotion of

tranquility and proposes the essential self (atman) instead. As can easily be imagined, this

gives the rasa of tranquility a privileged place in his system. For Abhinava it grounds and

makes possible all the other rasas. As we have seen, he takes the parallel between the

experience of the rasa of tranquility and the experience of Brahman very seriously.

Indeed, Masson and Patwardhan claim that Abhinava based his aesthetics on the

philosophy of his Kmri aiva religious tradition.253 Gerow argues convincingly that

this view needs to be questioned. He proposes that Abhinava’s aesthetics predates and

informs his metaphysical writings, not the reverse.254 He shows that Abhinava’s

conception of the self as active self-awareness allows both involvement with the artwork

and detachment from individual emotions.255

ratir devdi viay vyabhicr tathñjita ||

bhva prokta  (789)

diabdn munigurunpaputrdiviay | kntviay tu vyakt gra | udharaam |

kaakoaviniviam a te klakam api mahmta  |

                                                  
253 Masson and Patwardhan (1970:32-33).
254 Gerow (1994:186-188).
255 Gerow (1994:199-201, especially the notes).
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apy upttam amta bhavad vapur bhedavtti yadi me na rocate ||

haraty agha samprati hetu eyata ubhasya prvcaritai kta ubhai |
arrabhj bhavadyadarana vyanakti klatritaye 'pi yogyatm ||

evam anyad apy udhryam |

(4.2.1.6. The Emotions, Auxiliaries, Pseudo-Rasas, Etc.)

35cd - 36a. Love, when directed towards a god, etc., and the auxiliary states are

called “emotions” when suggested.

By etc. is meant (love) directed toward a sage, a teacher, a king, a son, etc. Love of a

woman, on the other hand, evokes the erotic (rasa). Examples:

O Lord! When sheltered in the curve of you neck,
Even poison is the nectar of eternal life.
But eternal life apart from your heavenly body,
Has for me no taste. (45)

Your mere existence, O sage Nrada,
Destroys present evil,
Brings about future rectitude,
And testifies to virtues past.
Your very presence
Proves the worthiness of earthly beings
In all the three times. (46)256

The others (i.e., love for a teacher, etc.) could similarly be exemplified.

Comments

Mammaa address the other affections (preyas) here. Traditionally they are held to be

four: love of friends (rudraa), love of family (vtsalya), love between a social superior
                                                  
256 I have followed Jha in identifying the great sage Nrada as the object of this poem.
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and inferior (prti) and love of a god (bhakti).257 Each of these affections can be (and

actually had been) developed into a full drama, and as such each could ground a tenth

rasa. Mammaa here denies that this should be done, claiming instead that the rasas

should be limited to nine. Mammaa gives no justification for the seemingly arbitrary

decision to include one new rasa (tranquility) and exclude the others.258 Clearly the

criterion cannot be duration, as the technical term “abiding emotion” suggests, for major

works of poetry had been written evoking these emotions (e.g., the Gtagovinda). As we

saw above, there was a movement in Sanskrit poetics to open the list of rasas to all

poetically developable emotions that was resisted in favor of the tradition.

Mammaa, like all major late critics, restricts the number of emotions that can

become rasas and includes suggestion of the other emotions under other headings. So

whereas Mammaa’s system is usually descriptive and inclusive, here it is prescriptive

and exclusive. However, Mammaa does not deny the value of the poems. They remain in

the highest category – poems in which suggestion is dominant. Indeed, one can see that

the concept of rasa is not absolutely central in the late poetics.

Although I cannot defend my theory here, I believe that rasa theory, when

incorporated into poetics, helped develop the theory of suggestion, and that suggestion,

being the more useful concept to criticism, soon outgrew rasa. Of the seventy-nine

suggestive poems that Mammaa gives in this chapter, only eighteen are cited as

                                                  
257 I do not understand why Mammaa uses rati and not preya to discuss these affections. While literally
rati can mean affections of the type discussed, its sexual connotations and its use as the abiding emotion for
the erotic rasa make it seem a poor choice.
258 Raghavan discusses this issue at length (1967:119 – 162).
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examples of rasa. The others are used to exemplify other types of suggestion. Indeed,

Mammaa will tell us at the end of this chapter that there are 10,455 types of suggestion.

After nandavardhana, suggestion, not rasa, is central to the discussion of the nature of

poetry and the quality of individual poems.

Chari presents the opposite view. He writes, “Rasa is the most important concept

in Sanskrit criticism and one that is central to all discourse about literature…rasa is the

relishable quality inherent in an artistic work – which…is its emotive content.”259 Chari

express the common view that the concept of rasa covers all that can be suggested in an

artwork. We see here that this claim is historically false. The concept of rasa failed to

grow into a comprehensive theory of poetic emotive content.260 Mammaa gives many

examples of emotionally rich poems that do not fall under of the rubric of rasa. Let us

return to these.

añjitavyabhicr yath |

jne kopaparmukh priyatam svapne 'dya d may
m m saspa pineti rudat gantu pravtt pura  |
no yvat parirabhya cuatakair vsaymi priy
bhrtas tvad aha ahena vidhin nidrdaridrkta  ||

atra vidhi pratyasy |

An example of a suggested auxiliary state (becoming the dominant element):

O my brother! Today I saw in dreams

                                                  
259 Chari (1990:9).
260 Rasa did become central to Indian aesthetics outside of poetics (in music, for example).
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The face of my best beloved averted in anger.
“Don’t touch me” she wept and turned to go.
I went to comfort her with endless entreaties and embraces,
But just then sly Fate robbed me of my sleep. (47)

Here grumbling bitterly against fate is suggested.

Comments

The auxiliary state of frustration in the poem dominates the rasa (the frustrated erotic) by

means of the striking striking personification of fate in the last line. The trope of the first

four lines portrays a lover pretending to reunite with his beloved in a dream. Although it

is farely cliché in Sanskri poetry, it can be used to good effect.261 Take the following

poem for example: “Have mercy, sleep, / and show me once again / my darling though it

be but for a moment; / for when I see her / I shall hold her in my arms so tightly / she

shall not go, or if she goes / she must take me too.”262 In this poem the focus falls

squarely on the lover’s passion for his beloved. In the poem Mammaa gives, however,

the image of the sly noctural robber holds more interest than the beloved. One is

distracted from the lover’s sentiment towards his beloved by such questions as, “What

would Fate look like and how does he steal the lover’s sleep?” Mammaa correctly points

out that this poem suggests more about the character of the lover than his love.

tadbhs anaucityapravartit | (806)

                                                  
261 See poems 762, 763, and 779 in the Subhitaratnakoa for more instance of this trope.
262 Subhitaratnakoa 806. Translated by Ingalls (1965:251). I added “she” to the final line, being unable
to read it otherwise.
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tadbhs rasbhs bhvbhs ca | tatra rasbhso yath |

stuma ki vmki kaam api vin ya na ramase
vilebhe ka pran raamakhamukhe ya mgayase  |
sulagne ko jta aimukhi yam ligasi balt
tapar kasyai madananagari dhyyasi tu yam  ||

atrnekakmukaviayam abhila tasy stuma itydyanugata bahuvyparopdna

vyanakti ||

36b.  Manifestations  (of rasas and emotions) that are deficient are pseudo-

occurrences of them.

By pseudo-occurrences of them is meant pseudo-occurrences of rasa and pseudo

occurrences of emotion. Here is an example of a pseudo-occurrence of rasa:

Whom should we praise, O fair-eyed one,
such that without him you are not happy even for a moment?

Who readily offered his life on the altar of war,
such that you seek him now?

Who was born at an auspicious moment, O moon-faced one,
such that you embrace him so strongly?

Who has such a treasure of religious merit, O incarnation of Love,
such that you meditate upon him so profoundly? (48)

Here the many activities of the woman are inferred by the phrases, “Whom should we

praise,” etc. These activities suggest a desire for more than one lover.

Comments

Indian philosophy resorts to the concept “pseudo” to describe a close imitator of what is

being investigated. Thus in logic there are “provers” (hetus) which are sufficient to
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establish the desired inference and “pseudo-provers” (hetu-bhsas) which appear to be

provers, but fall short under close scrutiny. Abhinava uses the common example of

seeing pseudo-silver that turns out to be mother-of-pearl.263  Likewise in poetry, there are

emotions that seem transformable into rasas, but fail to do so on closer inspection. To

take a contemporary example, we often read of the “courage” of people who blindly enter

danger. This would count as pseudo-courage, because although the action would be

courageous if the agent were aware, the necessary awareness is absent.

Raghavan suggests that the category of pseudo-rasa may have been invented to

handle Rvaa’s illicit passion for Rma’s wife St.264 Abhinava cites an earlier critic

who claimed that Rvaa’s lust should be counted as a new rasa (laulya), with the

abiding emotion covetousness (gardha).265 Abhinava rejects this view, claiming instead

that until we realize the inappropriateness of an artistically represented emotion, we

experience it as rasa, after the realization, however, our experience changes according to

which emotion is portrayed.266 Abhinava cites Bharata’s view that the erotic leads to the

comic in cases like these.267 However, it is hard to understand what is funny about the

lust that leads to the abduction of another’s wife.

The rasa in the poem is not genuine because the man’s love for a woman of loose

character is improper and thus not erotic (according to classical sensibilities). Whatever

one thinks of this moral judgment, the general point that the perverse is no longer erotic

                                                  
263 Ingalls, et al. (1990:217).
264 Raghavan (1969:125).
265 Abhinavabhrat (1956:1:342).
266 Ingalls, et al., (1990:107).
267 Nyastra 6.40. Abhinava seems to be forcing Bharata a bit here.
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seems correct. But then again, what is the dominant mood of the opening parts of Lolita if

not the erotic?

bhvbhso yath |

rksudhkaramukh taralyatk
s smerayauvanataragitavibhramg  |
tat kim karomi vidadhe katham atra maitr
tatsvktivyatikare ka ivbhyupya  ||

atra cint anaucityapravartit | evam anye 'py udhry ||

Here is an example of a pseudo occurrence of an emotion:

Her face resembles the full moon, her eyes are large and trembling,
Her body quivers with budding youth.
What should I do? How can I win her affection? (49)

Here “worry” is improperly employed. Similarly the other emotions could be illustrated.

Comments

The auxiliary emotion of worry (number nine on the list from krik 31 - 34) is not

proper for a man to feel towards a woman until a relationship has been established, and

thus this is not a genuine case of worry.268 While Abhinava specifically denies that

auxiliary emotional states can be suggested, Mamma chooses several examples of

suggested auxiliaries (e.g., poems 47, 50, and 51).269

                                                  
268 Jha (1925:73).
269 Ingalls, et al. (1990:217).
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It is worth repeating that while Mammaa is denying that these poems actually

suggest the emotion or rasa they seem to suggest, he is not denying that they are

suggestive poems of the highest order. Indeed, the Subhitaratnakoa, an anthology of

short verse compiled in Mammaa’s time, shows a great interest in verses that suggest

emotions other than the nine that can become rasa.270 Mammaa might be reflecting a

larger awareness of the broad powers of suggestion.

bhvasya ntir udaya sadhi abalat tath || (818)

krameodharaam |

tasy sndravilepanastanataapraleamudrkata
kim vaka caranativyatikaravyjena gopyyate |
ity ukte kva tad ity udrya sahas tat sapramru may
sli rabhasena  tatsukhavat tanvy ca tadvismtam ||

atra kopasya ||

(Additional ways a poem can be suggestive.)

36cd. There is pacification, arising, co-existing, and mixing of emotions.

Examples will be given in order (starting with pacification):

“Are you falling at my feet just to hide your chest?
  Did the pressure of some girl’s rounded breast,

thick with sandal-paste, leave marks?”
“Do you see any?” I ask and quickly embrace her,

 vigorously rubbing the traces away.

                                                  
270 Ingalls puts its date at “shortly before the year 1100.” Mammaa is believed to have written in the
second half of the eleventh century (see Introduction). Vidykara includes a whole section on adulterous
women and myriad other poems that fail the standards of rasa.
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Enraptured, the slender one forgets all about them. (50)271

Here (there is pacification) of anger.272

Comments

Mammaa lists more elements that can be suggested in a poem. He moves from a static

suggestion of a rasa or an emotion to the suggestion of emotive processes. We can see

here a subtle understanding of both human emotions and how they can be suggested.

In the poem, anger subsides to sexual desire. According to V.K. Chari, this can

only be the case if the anger is weaker than the desire, for if they were equal, anger would

win out.273 This verse could easily be worked into a larger framework and used to help

suggest the erotic rasa. However when it is considered in isolation, it is the calming of

the woman’s anger that dominates.

ekasmiñ ayane vipakaramannm agrahe mugdhay
sadyo mnaparigrahaglapitay cni kurvann api |
vegd avadhrita priyatamas t sthitas tatkaa
m bht supta ivety amandavalitagrva punar vkita ||

atrautsukyasya || (823)

(Next an example of the arising of emotion:)

When he whispers the name of her rival in bed,

                                                  
271 Amaruataka 26.
272 I am reading kopa as a synonym of krodha.
273 Chari (1990:68).
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The sweet girl withers and turns away.
Furious, she ignores her lover’s coaxing.
But when he stops, she thinks, “He mustn’t fall asleep.”
And quickly turns back to face him. (51)274

Here (the arising) of anxiety.

Comments

“Anxiety” is one of the auxiliary states (number twenty on the list from krik 31 - 34).

Here the girl is anxious that if her lover falls asleep without reconciliation she will lose

him. Despite the righteous anger of the woman, in a larger context the dominant rasa

would be the erotic. There are so many Sanskrit poems about lovers slipping up and

mentioning other women in bed that a separate section in often given to them in the

anthologies!275

utsiktasya tapaparkramanidher abhygamd ekata
satsagapriyat ca vrarabhasotphla ca m karata |
vaidehparirambha ea ca muhu caitanyam mlayan
nand haricandanenduiir asnigdho raddhy anyata ||

atrvegaharayo | (826)

(Next an example of co-existing of two emotions:)

The arrival of one so rich in austerity and penance
Urges me on to a flowering of heroism
And to the joy of good company.

But the blissful embrace of the Videha princess,

                                                  
274 Amaruataka 23.
275 Ingalls (1965:217).
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Sticky as a drop of yellow sandal paste in early spring,
Envelopes and captures my very soul. (52)276

Here (the co-existence) of enthusiasm and joy.

Comments

As Masson points out, “vacillation between love and asceticism” is a very common

theme in Sanskrit poetry.277 He quotes Jaganntha’s: “I have drunk deep of the Upaniads

and the Bhagavadgt has traveled the highway of my mind. And yet, from out of the

house of my heart, she will not go.”278 Mammaa seems right that this type of poem

possesses a charm distinct from the charm of poems expressing a single rasa.

kvkrya aalakmaa kva ca kula bhyo 'pi dyeta s
do praamya na rutam aho kope 'pi knta mukham |
ki vakyanty apakalma ktadhiya svapne 'pi s durlabh
ceta svsthyam upaihi ka khalu yuv dhanyo 'dhara dhsyati ||

atra vitarkautsukyam atismaraaakdainyadhticintn abalat | bhvasthitis tkt

udht ca || (830)

(Next an example of the mixing of several emotions)

What a shameful act for my lunar race!
But to see her again!

I learned the scriptures to extinguish all faults,

                                                  
276 Bhavabhti, Mahvracarita 2.22. The princess of Videha is, of course, St.
277 Merwin and Masson (1977:4).
278 Merwin and Masson (1990:4), slightly altered.
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Yet even in anger her face was beautiful!
What would my faultless teachers say?

But she is so rare, even in dreams!
Be calm, my heart. (Try not to wonder)

Which happy youth will drink her lips? (53)279

Here are mixed together deliberation, longing, resolve, recollection, doubt, dejection,

self-control, and anxiety.

Existence of an emotion has already been discussed and illustrated (in krik 35c-

36a).

Comments

This category is an extension of the previous one. Notice that the theme is similar: a

battle between the “higher” and “lower” emotions. The man knows he should leave the

woman, but is too besotted to do so. Rather than simple vacillation, the poet evokes

several allies on each side. The auxiliaries of the erotic — longing, recollection,

dejection, and anxiety counter the auxiliaries of the tranquil — deliberation, shame,

doubt, and resolve. The poet skillfully leaves the result unstated, focusing instead on the

man’s torment. Ingalls reports that the poem is about a king who falls in love with a

brahmin woman despite the caste restrictions placed on such a relationship.280

mukhe rase 'pi te 'gitva prpnuvanti kadcana  | (835)

te bhvantydaya | agitva rjnugatavivhapravttabhtyavat ||

                                                  
279 Quoted in the Dhvanyloka 2.3.
280 Ingalls, et al. (1990:219).
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37ab. Even while rasa is primary, these sometimes gain predominance.

The word These means the pacification of emotion, etc. Predominance means like that

of a royal subject who, during his marriage, is followed by the king.

Comments

Mammaa very briefly explains the relation between the suggestion of rasa and

suggestion of non–rasa producing emotive states by analogy. Just as the king retains his

authority even when allowing his subject to occupy the place of honor, so the rasa is

primary, even when the suggestion of one of the other emotive states dominates a poem.

The crux is understanding what is meant by “primary.” While Abhinava had stretched

nandavardhana’s system to acknowledge these types of suggestion, he still considers

them subservient to the development of rasa in a larger context.281 Although Mammaa

follows Abhinava’s ranking, his point seems to be that while suggestions whose

sequences are unnoticed are paradigmatically suggestions of rasa, many other such

suggestions are possible. Rasa suggestion dominates the field, even though there are

times when it cedes power to some other type of suggestion.

Here ends the lengthy discussion of suggestion whose psychological sequence is

not noticed. Mammaa has considered many types of suggestion that arise without the

reader being able to pin down exactly why. They could be called suggestions of mood.

                                                  
281 Ingalls, et al. (1990:117 and especially 215-217).
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He will now move on to suggestion that require a deliberate mental process on the part of

the reader. Roughly put, in these suggests the reader becomes aware that the poet has

created some semantic or stylistic effect and when he figures out why, he has understood

the suggestion. Hopefully this will be made clearer and more precise by the discussion

and examples that follow.

anusvnbhasalakyakramavyagyasthitis tu ya ||

abdrthobhayaaktyuthas tridh sa kathito dhvani | (839)

abdaaktimlnuraanarpavyagya arthaaktimlnuraanarpavyagya

ubhayaaktimlnuraanarpavyagya ceti trividha |

(4.2.2. Suggestive Poetry in which the Psychological Sequence Noticeable.)

37cd - 38ab. Suggestions wherein the psychological sequence (connecting the

suggested meaning with the literal meaning) is noticeable – like an echo – are said to

be of three types: those arising from the power of the word, the meaning, or both.

The three types are echo-like suggestions based on the power of the word, echo-like

suggestions based on the power of the meaning, and echo-like suggestions based on the

power of both.

Comments
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These suggestions are called echo-like because one understands the literal meaning first

and only afterwards the suggested meaning, hearing, as it where, the same thing

differently. An example (in English) would be the pun, “He gave me a laurel and hardy

handshake.” You understand the literal meaning first, and then the punning meaning hits

you. The sounds remain the same (as in an echo), but the meaning changes. The

independence of the two levels of meaning accounts for the sequence in understanding.

You can flip back and forth between them, but you cannot read both at once (like

Wittgenstein’s “rabbit-duck”).

tatra

alakro 'tha vastv eva abdd yatrvabhsate ||

pradhnatvena sa jñeya abdaaktyubhdvo dvidh | (844)

vastv eveti analakra vastumtram | dyo yath

ullya klakaravlamahmbuvham
devena yena jarahor jitagarjitena |
nirvpita sakala eva rae rip
dhrjalais trijagati jvalita pratpa ||

atra vkyasysabaddhrthbhidhyaktva m praskd iti

prkaraikprkaraikayor upamnopameyabhva kalpanya ity atropamlakro

vyagya ||

(4.2.2.1. Suggestive Poetry Based on the Power of the Word.)

Of these (three types of sequential suggestion),
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38cd - 39ab. Suggestions based on the power of the word are known to be of two

types, based on whether a poetic ornament or a mere fact is made manifest by the

word principally.

Mere fact means the fact only, without a poetic ornament. To illustrate the first (i.e.,

where a poetic ornament is made manifest):

Apparent Meaning Hidden Meaning
The king The king
Brings up the large cloud raises his sword
Dark and fresh with a fierce roar
And extinguishes and destroys
With torrents of rain with its flickering edge
The heat of destructive fires the glory of enemies
Pervading the three worlds. extending over the three worlds. (54)282

Here a relation of simile is understood between the subject of the sentence (Indra) and

another object (the king) in order to avoid an irrelevant sentence meaning. Thus the

suggested meaning is a poetic ornament, in this case a simile.

Comments

Please recall that I have used two columns to render the apparent and the hidden

meanings for each phrase in the Sanskrit original of punning poems. One should read the

left poem first, then the right, and then try to understand how they can be translations of

the same text. Although this method has no poetic merit, at least the reader should be able

to understand the examples.

                                                  
282 I am indebted to Jha (1925:77-78) for this reading of this, and the following, punning poems.
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This and the following five poems can be read literally, so there is no reason to

invoke metaphoric indication. But the literal meaning does not mesh with the context,

which pushes the attentive reader to search for another meaning. The first four poems

suggest poetic ornaments, while the final two suggest facts. These suggestions arise from

the words, because in each case the effect would be ruined if synonyms were substituted.

The word “fact” is being used by Mammaa to indicate any state-of affair

described in a poem. The opposite category is not that of fiction, but that of ornament.

Thus the heat of the sun and Romeo and Juliet’s love are “facts.” On the other hand, the

claim that the Pope is the shepherd of the faithful is an ornament (a metaphor), not a

“fact.” The metaphor suggests the “fact” that he leads and protects the faithful. It is

important to keep this in mind for the rest of this chapter.

The current example describes Indra, the Vedic god of rain and king of the

heaven. Indra is a symbol of generous heroism for several reasons. First, his rain both

extinguishes forest fires and allows the earth to produce food. Second, Indra uses his

thunderbolt to fight the demons of darkness, thus protecting mankind. The poem ties in a

third aspect of Indra in the final line. In Vednta Indra is equated with the Supreme

Being.283 Thus, in Dvaita Vednta at least, he could be called on for aid in quenching the

fires of desire that keep one from realizing his identity with Brahman.

Although the apparent reading is coherent, it fails to fit the context. The poem is

about a king in battle, and his army raising huge rain-clouds, etc., is not literally possible.

                                                  
283 Monier Williams (1899:166).
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But when one understands that the king’s conduct in battle is being compared to Indra’s

conduct in fighting the harmful fires, the relevance becomes clear. The comparison is

never, however, directly stated. Rather, it is suggested by the attributing actions to the

king that are usually connected with Indra.

tigmaruchirapratpo vidhuranikd vibho madhuralla |
matimn atattvavtti pratipadapakgrar vibhti bhavn ||

atraikaikasya padasya dvipadatve virodhbhsa || (857)

Apparent Meaning Hidden Meaning284

O lord! Your splendor is fierce and sweet, Fierce splendor without splendor.
You destroy your enemies, The moon and not the night maker
Your actions are pleasing, The spring and devoid of beauty
You act with intelligence and magnanimity, Intelligent and acting blankly,
You are brilliant at the front of your army. The first day of the fortnight and

not the first day. (55)

By taking each compound in this poem as two words, there is “pseudo- paradox.”

Comments

Each line in the above literal translation translates one Sanskrit compound by reading the

compound as a single phrase. However, if you read the compound as two phrases, they

                                                  
284 The compounds should be divided as follows for the apparent contradiction:
tigmaruchirapratpo becomes tigmaruchir + apratpo;
vidhuranikd becomes vidhur + anikd;
madhuralla becomes madhur + alla;
matimnatattvavtti becomes matimn + atattvavtti;
pratipadapakgrar becomes pratipad + apakgrar.
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contradict one another in each case. “Pseud-paradox” is a poetic ornament in which the

apparent paradox is dissolved once one understands the pun. This example is odd in that

the paradoxical reading is more difficult to arrive at than the non-paradoxical one. The

following poem has two more orthodox “pseudo-paradoxes.”  Although the degree of

virtuosity evidenced here is rarely appreciated in European criticism, this sort of poem

has an honored place in Sanskrit poetry.

amita samita prptair utkarair harada prabho |
ahita sahita sdhuyaobhir asatm asi ||

atrpi virodhbhsa | (862)

In wars for peace my lord excelled,
Honorably renowned for kindly killing the wicked. (56)

Here too there is “pseudo-paradox.”

Comments

I have incorporated two pseudo-contradictions into this loose translation (war/peace and

kindly/killing). The fact that the first two words of each line of the original seem to

contradict each other is quite apparent (“a” is a privative prefix, whereas “sa” is a

possessive prefix). However, as one continues each line, one quickly realizes that the

contradiction is only apparent. Gerow, in his discussion of this ornament, quotes Wilde:

“Until yesterday I had no idea there were any families or persons whose origin was a
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Terminus.”285 The pseudo-paradox dissolves when one understands that it is a railroad

terminus that is meant.

nirupdnasabhram abhittv eva tanvate |
jagac citra namas tasmai kallghyya line ||

atra vyatireka | alakryasypi brhmaaramaanyyenlakrat || (865)

Honor the trident god’s artistic prowess!
Even without color or canvas,
He paints the wondrous world. (57)286

Here the poetic ornament of “distinction” (vyatireka) (is suggested).

Even that which is to be ornamented is (here called) an ornament, by the maxim

of the Brahman-Buddhist monk.

Comments

Gerow defines the ornament “distinction” as follows: “a figure in which two notoriously

similar things are said to be subject to a point of difference; usually the subject of

comparison is stated to excel the object, surpassing the norm of its comparability; hence

an inverted simile.”287 In the inverted simile of the poem iva is compared to an artist,

only to show that the comparision cannot hold. No artist can paint without medium

(colors) or support (canvas), so iva’s creation excels. In is interesting to note that

                                                  
285 Gerow (1971:269).
286 Nryaa Bhaa, Stavacintmai 9 (D).
287 Gerow (1971:276).
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comparing the artists and the divine creator, which is often considered revolution of

romantic criticism in the West, was a commonplace in Sanskrit criticism.288

Although a person loses caste in becoming a Buddhist monk, the caste had

previously can still be used to distinguish him from other monks. Thus calling him a

Brahman, while literally false, is possible in an extended sense: thus the maxim. Here in

chapter four generally, and in the previous four poem specifically, the topic of discussion

is suggestion, not ornaments. Mammaa believes that suggestion is the primary goal of

these poems, and as such, is to be established first and then decorated by poetic

ornaments. Dhvani School critics often use the analogy of a woman (the essence) and

jewelry (the decoration). Naming a type of suggestion after the ornament it suggests, like

naming a woman after the jewelry she wears, is correct only in the extended sense

illustrated by the maxim.

An Alakra School critic would claim that the utterance becomes a poem

through the presence of the ornament, which is thus essential. They admit that the

ornament is suggestive, but insist that this feature remains secondary. In the given poem,

both types of analysis seem equally applicable.

vastumtra yath

pathia a ettha sattharamattha maam pattharatthale gme |
aaapaohara pekhkhia jai vasasi t vasasu ||289

                                                  
288 See Abram (1983), for example.
289 The Saketa commentary gives the following Sanskrit translation:

pathika ntra sastaro 'sti mank prastarasthale grme |
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atra yady upabhogakamo 'si tad ssveti vyajyate || (871)

Now an example (of a suggestions based on the power of the word in which a) fact (is

principally made manifest by the word):

O traveler, this barren plateau has no inn.
Feel the charged atmosphere!
If you want to stay with me, then please do. (58)290

Here, “If you want to make love, stay” is suggested (by a certain word used by the

woman).

Comments

The word in question could be translated, “large clouds,” but it can also mean, “swelling

breasts.” I have tried to capture the ambiguity with the expression “charged atmosphere,”

which could be charged emotionally as well as meteorologically.

anir aani ca tam uccair nihanti kupyasi narendra yasmai tvam |
yatra prasdasi puna sa bhty udhro 'nudra ca ||

aviruddhv api tvadanuvartanrtham eka krya kuruta iti dhvanyate || (876)

O lord of men! The evil stars and thunderbolts
Strike fiercely he who raises your wrath.

While he who pleases you gains both
Brilliant fame and a loyal wife. (59)

                                                                                                                                                      
unnatapayodhara prekya yadi vasasi tad vasa ||

290 Dwivedi writes, “Gthsaptaat?”
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Here (the speaker) suggests that even opposed forces work together to please the king.

Comments

The opposed forces are expressed in two pairs of apparently contradictory words in

Sanskrit (ani – aani and udra – anudra). Thus this could seem to be a case of

“pseudo-paradox.” However, the opposed terms refer to the allies of the king and the

rewards of the faithful. There is no paradox in having two allies that oppose one another

(the British and the Soviets in WWII), nor in receiving two things that seem contrary (a

water heater and a freezer). Rather, the poem is another example of suggestion of a fact,

in this case the king’s power. The sensitive reader understands that forces normally at

odds are working together, and then that this suggests that the king’s power is so great it

can force these enemies’ coöperation.

This ends the section on suggestions based on the words whose sequences are

noticed. The poems given in this section all relied on the double meaning or antonym of a

particular word. Changing the word for a synonym would ruin the effect. To return to the

example from Wilde (“Until yesterday I had no idea there were any families or persons

whose origin was a Terminus.”), its effect would be lost if one replaced “terminus” with

“train station.” Mammaa now turns to poems in which the suggestion in based on the

meaning of the words, not the words themselves.
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arthaaktyudbhavo 'py artho vyañjaka sabhav svata ||

prauhoktimtrt siddho v kaves tenombhitasya v |

vastu vlaktir veti abhedo 'sau vyanakti yat ||

vastvalakram atha v tenyam dvdatmaka |  (880)

svatasabhav na kevala bhaitimtranipanno yvad bahir apy aucityena

sabhvyamna | kavin pratibhmtrea bahir asann api nirmita kavinibaddhena

vaktreti v dvividho 'para iti trividha | vastu vlakro vsv iti oh vyañjaka |

tasya vastu vlakro v vyagya iti dvdaabhedo 'rthaaktyubhdavo dhvani ||

(4.2.2.2. Suggestive Poetry Based on the Power of the Meaning.)

39c - 41b. Suggestive meaning based on semantic power is self-existent, established

by a creative expression of the poet, or established by an expression of some poetic

character. Each of these (suggested meanings) is either a mere fact or a poetic

ornament; thus there are six types. Each of these six further suggests either a mere

fact or a poetic ornament, making for twelve kinds.

Self-existent means having an externality (objectivity) not established by the mere words

(of the poet). The other, which does not exist externally, is two-fold: it is either a creation

of the poet’s imagination, or of a character portrayed by him. Thus we arrive at three

types.  These three being either factual description or poetic ornament, we arrive at six

types of suggestor. The suggested meaning of each of these being either factual
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description or poetic ornament, we arrive at twelve types of suggestive poetry based on

semantic power.

Comments

To discern the logic of this twelve-fold division we need to look closely at the twelve

examples that follow. In the first four poems, the suggestor is self-existent, in the second

quatrad it is a creation of the poet, and in the final group it is based on a character of the

poem. We shall see that in each group of four, the first two examples illustrate suggestive

facts, the second two suggestive poetic ornaments. Finally, with each of these pairs, the

first example suggests a fact, the second, an ornament.

krameodharaam

alasairomai dhuttam aggimo putti dhaasamiddhimao |
ia bhaiea aag papphullaviloa j  ||291

atra mamaivopabhogya iti vastun vastu vyañjate | (889)

(4.2.2.2.1. Suggestive Poetry in which the Suggestor is Self-Existent.)

Examples are now given in order:

My daughter, here is a leader of the virtuous, a paragon of taste,
And a man of exceptional riches –

Hearing this, the eyes of the shapely girl bloomed. (60)

                                                  
291 The Saketa commentary gives the following Sanskrit translation:

arasairomair dhrttnmagraya yutri dhanasamddhimaya |
iti bhaitena natg praphullavilocan jt ||
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In this example, the fact, “(This man) is just right for my love”, is suggested by the fact

(of her eyes blooming).

Comments

The category “self-existent” includes all objective things or events in the world. It

contrasts with the category of fantastical things invented either directly by the poet, or

indirectly by a character in the poem. People do reacted by widening their eyes, and this

reaction suggests excitement or fear universally. In the context of the poem, it suggests

the young woman’s enthusiasm for the man described.

The crux is how a man who is “arasa” (flavorless, weak, without culture) can be a

perfect lover. The Saketa glosses “arasa” with “arocakina,” which can mean

someone with fastidious or cultivated tastes.292 Alternatively, the man could be a rich old

saint who has lost his taste for the world. In this case the father might be suggesting a

marriage of interest to his greedy daughter.

dhanysi y kathayasi priyasagame 'pi
visrabdhacukaatni ratntareu |
nvm prati praihite tu kare priyea
sakhya apmi yadi kicid api smarmi ||

atra tvam adhany aha tu dhanyeti vyatireklakra | (893)

How fortunate you are to be able to recall
All the sweet seductions

                                                  
292 Monier-Williams (1899:89).
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Whispered in the height of passion by your lover.
I swear, my friend, that after my lover
Starts to fondle the knot of my sash,
I remember nothing. (61)293

In this example the poetic ornament of “distinction” is suggested (by the self-existent fact

described). The suggestion is, “It is I, not you, who is fortunate.”

Comments

As we saw with poem 57, the ornament “distinction” is inverted simile. Two similar

things or experiences are brought together to point out the dissimilarity. Usually the

object compared is shown to be superior in some way to the object of comparison. Thus

Dwivedi is justified in calling this ornament “comparative excellence.”294 Here the sexual

pleasures of the two women are compared. The ecstasy of the speaker, whose intensity

precludes any memory of it, is clearly superior to the pleasure of the second woman who

can remember all the details.

darpndhagandhagajakumbhakapaka -
sakrntinighnaghanaoitaoaoci |
vrair vyaloki yudhi kopakayaknti
klkaka iva yasya kare kpa ||

atropamlakrea sakalaripubalakaya kat kariyate iti vastu || (897)

                                                  
293 Dwivedi writes, “Vijjk, according to ëktimuktval.”
294 Dwevedi (1967:103).
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Having split the heads of elephants raging, rutting, and blind with lust,
His sword did shine a thick blood red.
He searches out his foes upon the field of war,
Like Kl with burning, wraith-red eyes. (62)295

Here the fact that he will quickly kill the entire enemy army is suggested by the (self-

existent) poetic ornament of simile.

Comments

Kl (or Durg, wife of iva) is a most potent force of destruction. If the king is like her,

surely he can kill the whole enemy army, as Mammaa explains.

The simile is “self-existent” because a real king is being compared to a real

goddess (or so it was believed). The two terms of the simile have objective existence and

the king really is like Kl. The poet has invented nothing, he is merely making artisitic

use of an objective state of affairs.

ghakntadaanakatavyathsakat arivadhjanasya ya |
auhavidrumadalnyamocayan nirdaan yudhi ru nijdharam ||

atra virodholakredharanirdaanasamaklam eva atravo vypdit iti tulyayogit

mama katypy anyasya katir nirvar tm iti tadbuddhir utprekyate ity utprek ca |

esdharaeu svata sabhav vyañjaka || (902)

Biting down on his lip in battle rage,
He frees the coral lips of his enemies’ wives
From their lovers’ teeth,

                                                  
295 Dwivedi writes, “Vijjk, acc. to uktimuktval” (1967:102).
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And any wounds they might inflict. (63)

The (self-existent) poetic ornament in the poem is a “contradiction,” i.e., “the enemies are

killed as soon as the lip is bitten.”  (The ornament) suggests the poetic ornaments of

“equal joining” and “fancy.” The suggestion by “equal joining” is, “May my wound

remove the wounds of others.” The suggestion by “fancy” is the king’s thought, since it is

fanciful.

In each of the preceding four examples, the suggestor was self-existent.

Comments

“Contradiction” is an ornament in which the poet includes an apparent contradiction.

Here the king is both wounding himself and wounding others. The contradiction is only

apparent because the king bites his lip while engaged in battle. The death of the enemies

comes about in fighting that is not explicitly described.

“Equal joining” is an ornament usually akin to the Greek zeugma. The poem gives

an inverted example, in which the king’s biting stops the enemies from biting their wives

in love-making. There is a parallelism here, but not full zeugma. A charming and simple

example of the ornament is found in the verse, “The young men enjoyed the shady

terraces along with their wives.”296 One can interpret the verse to mean that the men and

their wives enjoyed the terraces. But by “equal pairing,” one can also interpret it to mean

that the men enjoyed both the terraces and their wives.

                                                  
296 Mgha, iuplavadha 3.35. Quoted in Ingalls, et al. (1990:345).
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The king hopes his wound, which is strictly incapable of activity, will remove the

wounds of others. The ornament “fancy” pertains to imaginary ideas such as this,

especially to the personification of inanimate or abstract things.

kailsasya prathamaikhare veusamrchanbhi
srutv krti vibudharamagyamn yadym |
srastpg sarasabisinkasajtaak
dimtag ravaapuline hastam vartayanti ||

atra vastun yem apy arthdhigamo nsti tem apy evamdibuddhijananena

camatkra karoti tvatkrtir iti vastu dhanyate | (908)

(4.2.2.2.2. Suggestive Poetry in which the Suggestor is Invented by the Poet.)

All the earth’s elephants,
Hearing tender flutes and sweet goddesses
Sing your praise on Mount Kailasa,

Mistake the sounds for juicy lotus stems
And search their ears with hungry trunks. (64)

“Your fame is especially wondrous because it creates such ideas even in those creatures

who do not understand (the words sung).” This (fact) is suggested by the “fact” (created

by the poet).

Comments

The suggesting fact – that the sound of the song is so sweet that the elephants raise their

trunks to try to eat it – does not exist in the real world. It is a creation of the poet’s

imagination. Mammaa claims that it suggests that the fame of the king is especially
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wondrous. The primary suggestion, it seems to me, is that the music is especially sweet.

Only this accounts for why the elephants want to eat it. The most obvious reason for the

sweetness is that the music is played by goddesses. The glory of goddesses is thus

suggested. Mammaa would have to argue that part of the music’s sweetness is due to the

content of the song in order for the fame of the king to be suggested.

kesesu balmoia tea a samarambhi jaasir gahia |
jaha kandarhim vihur tassa daha kamhaammi samhavi ||297

atra keagrahavalokanod dpitamadan iva kandars tadvidhurn kahe ghanti ity

utprek | ekatra sagrme vijayadarant tasyraya palyya guhsu tihantti

kvyahetur alakra | na palyya gats tadvairio 'pi tu tata parbhava sabhvya

tn kandar na tyajantti apahnuti ca || (912)

In the battle, the King forcibly took
The goddess Victory by the hair.
So the caves passionately embraced
The necks of his enemies. (65)

Here (the imagined fact suggests) the ornament “fancy.” The suggestion is, “The caves

embrace his enemies by the neck as if their lust were aroused by the seizure of Victory’s

hair.” (The imagined fact also suggests) the ornament “poetic cause,” with the suggestion

as, “His enemies ran away and remained in a hidden place because they saw him

                                                  
297 The Saketa commentary gives the following Sanskrit translation:

keeu balt krea tena ca samare jayarrght |
yath kandarbhir vidhurstasya dha kahe sasthpit ||
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victorious in an engagement.” (The imagined fact also suggests) the ornament “denial.”

Here the suggestion is, “The enemies did not run away; rather, the caves, fearing the king

would defeat them, did not let them out.”

Comments

In the real world, caves do not embrace men, so the “fact” described in an invention of

the poet. The poet gently mocks the cowardly behavior of the king’s enemies. As

Mammaa explains, the poet’s use of this image suggests one of three ornaments. As we

saw with poem 63, “fancy” often involves the personification of inanimate objects, in this

case the caves. Caves, like victory, are often personified as women. Here they are both

seen as enamored woman. The desire of the caves is aroused by the king’s passion for

Victory. I have followed this interpretation in my translation.

The second option merely establishes a “poetic cause.” The enemies run away and

hide because they are afraid of the king’s passion for, and control over, Victory. This

option, while adding an interesting twist, does not do justice to the image of the caves

embracing the enemies.

The third option sees a “denial” that the enemies ran away. Rather, they are

already in the caves and the caves embrace them out of fear, stopping them from leaving.

While this option seems better than the second, it does leave unexplained why the

enemies are in the caves to begin with.
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Mammaa does not directly discuss the relation of these three mutually

contradictory suggestions. By allowing that there are three he acknowledges that the

poem cannot be paraphrased without deflating the interpretive tension. He neither affirms

nor denies that part of the beauty of the poem arises from the tension. However, he does

make this claim with regards to poem 111, below.

ghligaarahasujjuammi daie lahu samosarai |
masia mo plaabha vva hiahi ||298

atrotprekay pratyligandi tatra vijmbhate iti vastu | (918)

When the lover moves in impetuously
For an earnest embrace,
Pride quickly flees, as if afraid to suffer,
From the hearts of the cheerful girls. (66)

Here the poetic ornament “fancy” suggests the fact that there was a swelling of reciprocal

embraces, etc.

Comments

The “fancy” here is the personification of pride and its imaginary fleeing. The ornament

                                                  
298 The Darpaa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

ghliganarabhasodyate dayte laghusamapasarati |
manasvinn mna panabhta iva hdayt ||

The Sampradyakin commentary replaces “panabhta” with “preraabhta,” which seems inferior to
me.
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is created by the imagination of the poet and suggests that the lovers really do embrace. I

have not tried to capture the sexual punning of the first compound, which sounds like

gdha + liga + nara, which could be rendered, “the man whose penis is large or deeply

entered.” The punning accounts for part of why pride is so ready to flee.

j hera va hasant kaivaaaburuhabaddhaviives |
dvei bhuaamaalamaa via jaai s v ||299

atrotprekay camatkraikakraa nava nava jagat ajasanasth nirmimte iti

vyatireka | eu kaviprauhoktimtranipanno vyañjaka | (921)

Seated in the lotus-like mouths of poets, Speech is victorious,
Portraying wonderful worlds to mock the Creator. (67)

In this example, “fancy” suggests the ornament “distinction.” The suggestion is, “Speech

has a sentient seat and creates worlds ever new and of unmixed delight.”

In each of the preceding four examples, the suggestor is based only in the poet’s

imaginative assertion.

Comments

Speech here is both a goddess and the human faculty. Through “fancy” it is personified

and enthroned on a living throne. The Creator (Brahma) sits on a lotus and creates but

                                                  
299 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

y brahmam iva hasanti kavivadanmburuhabaddhavinive |
darayati bhuvanamaalam anyad eva jayati s v ||
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one world that is both pleasant and painful. Thus the implicit comparison is drawn to

illustrate the comparative excellence of Speech through an implicit inverted simile.

This poem recalls poem 57, in which the painter is shown to be inferior to the

divine creater because of his dependance on materials. Here, the poet is shown to be

superior to the divine creator, because his creation is more abundant (many worlds) and

pleasant. In poems the comparision is not fully spelled out, which suggests to me that it

was a common trope.

je lakgirimehalsu khali sabhogakhiorari -
phrupphullaphavalkavalae patt dariddataam |
te ehia malanil virahissasapakkio
jd itti sisuttae vi bahal truapu via ||300

atra nivsai prptai vary vyava ki ki na kurvantti vastun vastu

 vyajyate | (925)

(4.2.2.2.3. Suggestive Poetry in which the Suggestor is Invented by a Character in the

Poem.)

“Gaunt the is wind off the Western Ghats.
Upon the gold-crowned mountain slopes,
Open-hooded cobras drank it down,
Exhausted in ecstasy.”

“And yet it is reborn,
                                                  
300 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

ye lakgirimekhalycalit sabhogakhinnorag
sphrotphullaphavalkavalane prpt daridratvam |
ta idn malaynim virahinivsasamparkio
jt igiti iutve 'pi bahalstruyapr iva ||

Other commentaries (e.g., the rabodhin) substitute iiti for igiti in the final line.
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Regaining its full strength
From the suffering sighs
Of women separated from their lovers.” (68)301

Here the fact suggests another fact, namely, “Made bold by sighs, the wind will do

anything.”

Comments

Following the tradition, Mammaa separates poems in which the poet speaks in first

person from those in which he speaks through a character.  In this and the follow three

examples, the suggestion arises from the words of a character in the poem. The first

example comes from a drama. The suggesting “fact” is the fanciful description of the

wind given by a character of the drama. The suggested “fact” is that the wind is now very

strong.

sahi viraia massa majjha dhrattaea ssam |
piadasaavihalakhalakhaammi sahasatti tea osariam ||302

atra vastunkte 'pi prrthane prasanneti vibhvan priyadaranasya saubhgyabala

dhairyea sohu na akyate ity utprek v || (930)

My pride swelled strong,
Pushing me to stand up for myself.
But it abandoned me, o friend,
The moment I actually saw my lover. (69)303

                                                  
301 Karpramañjar 1.20 (D).
302 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

sakhi viracayya mnasya mama dhratvesvsam |
priyadaranavikhalakae sahaseti tenpastam ||
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In this example a fact suggests either an “unusual cause” or “fancy.” In the first case the

suggestion is, “She is appeased even without any entreaty by her lover.” In the second

case it is, “Pride cannot withstand the powerful pleasure of seeing one’s lover.”

Comments

Again, the suggesting fact is given in the voice of a woman, not in that of the poet. It

suggests one of the two ornaments. “The woman betrayed” (mnin) is such a common

theme in the erotic poetry that it became a sub-genre. Normally the lover needs to entreat

the woman he has betrayed before she will be appeased. The first ornament, “unusual

cause,” occurs when the effect is present without its usual cause. A lover’s entreats,

explanation, and begging are usually needed to appease a betrayed woman, but here the

woman is reconciled by the mere sight of her lover. This case of “fancy” differs little

from those we have already seen. The woman’s pride and her pleasure are both

personified and pleasure proves itself stronger.

ollollakaraaraakhkhaehi tuha loaesu maha diam |
rattasua pao kovea puo ime a akkami ||304

atra kim iti locane kupite vahasi iti uttarlakrea na kevalamrdranakhakatni

gopyasi yvat tem aha prasdaptra jteti vastu || (934)

                                                                                                                                                      
303 Literally: The production of my pride was encouraged by my suppression of jealousy,

But the moment I really saw my love, I was suddenly abandoned by it.
304 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

rdrrdrakarajadaanakataistava locanayor mama dattam |
raktsuka prasda kopen punarime nkrnte ||
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My eyes are not eclipsed with anger.
Their red clothing is a generous gift
Given by your body’s fresh scratches and bites. (70)

Here the ornament “reply” implies the question, “Why is there anger in your eyes?” This

suggests the fact that, “Not only are you trying to hide the fresh nail and teeth marks, but

I am grateful for the gift they give.”

Comments

The ornament “reply” urges the reader to reconstruct a previous question or statement.

The woman in the poem explains that her eyes are red with anger, which leads the reader

to suppose that the lover asked something like, “Why are your eyes red with anger?”

The scene implied by the ornament suggests the fact that the woman is grateful to the

marks because they reveal her lover’s misconduct. We see here that the “fact” suggested

can be as fanciful as some of the suggestor “facts” we have seen.

mahilsahassabhaie tuha hiae suhaa s amanti |
audiamaaakamm aga taua vi tauei ||305

atra hetvalakrea tano stankarae 'pi tava hdaye na vartate iti vieokti | eu

kavinibaddhavaktprauhoktimtranipannaarro vyañjaka | eva dvdaa bhed ||

(939)

                                                  
305 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

mahilsahasrabharite tava hdaye subhaga s mnt |
anudinamananyakarm aga tanu kamapi tanayati ||
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O lucky one! Your heart is so
Crowded with women
That she cannot find a place.
So giving up all else
She spends her days getting thinner and thinner.
But still she cannot squeeze in! (71)306

In this example the ornament of “cause” suggests the ornament “remarked difference,”

namely, “Even though she becomes skinny, she find no place in your heart.”

In each of the proceeding four examples, the suggestor was based on the words of

one of the characters in the poem.

These are the twelve types (of suggestion based on the power of the meaning).

Comments

“Cause” is the ornament that describes a cause for the described action or state-of-affairs.

There is usually something striking about the cause given. 307 The girl is getting thinner

and thinner. The real reason is that her anxiety and dejection over not being able to win

the heart of her beloved. However, the character in the poem invents a different cause,

namely that the woman is getting thin to fit more easily in her beloved’s heart.

“Remarked difference” is an ornament in which either a cause is present without

the expected effect (as here) or the effect without the cause. According to the character’s

first trope, if the girl gets thin enough, she ought to fit anywhere, even in her beloved’s

                                                  
306 Gthsaptaati 2.82.
307 This ornament is controversial. Gerow reports that Mammaa rejects it, probably because he does not
include it in the chapters on ornaments (1971:327).
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crowded heart. However, the causal relation has failed. The girl has become thin, but still

finds no place in his heart. Thus the character uses an ornament to suggest another

ornament.

Mammaa finishes the example of poems in which the suggestor is invented by a

character in the poem. These poems contrast with the preceding group in which the

suggestor is invented by the poet. Both these groups contrast with the first group in which

the suggestor is not invented, but naturally occurring. Poems of the first group can be

either narrative or put in the mouth of a character. As we saw, each of the group has four

types, giving a total of twelve.

abdrthobhayabhr eka | (944)

yath

atandracandrbhara samuddpitamanmath |
traktaral ym snanda na karoti kam ||

atropam vyagy ||

(4.3. Suggestive Poetry Based on Both the Words and the Meanings.)

41c. There is a (type of suggestion) based on both word and meaning.

For example:

First Meaning Shared Meaning Second meaning

Who is not delighted by the
beautiful girl dark night
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 Adorned with the
bright head-jewel The clear moon

Who kindles love with twinkling
eyes?  stars? (72)

Here a simile is suggested.

Comments

The simile in the poem compares the girl with the moon. It turns on three expressions

with double sense. Thus it is a suggestion based on the power of the words. But

understanding not only the punning expressions, but also the meaning of the other words

is necessary to understand the simile. Thus it is based on both word and meaning. The

punning poems we have seen up to this point were comprised of long Sanskrit compound

words that could be broken in two ways, thus every semantic unit in the poem had double

meanings. This poem resembles more closely an English punning poem in that only three

of the words have double meanings while the structure remains the same on both readings

(“Who is not delighted by an X, adorned with a Y, which kindles love with Z”).

bhed adasya tat ||

asyeti dhvane |

nanu rasdin bahubhedatvena katham adaety ata ha |

rasdnm anantatvd bheda eko hi gayate | (950)
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anantatvd iti | tath hi nava ras | tatra grasya dvau bhedau | sabhogo

vipralambha ca | sabhogasypi parasparvalokanliganaparicumbandi-

kusumoccayajalakelisrystamayacandrodayaatuvarandayo bahavo bhed |

vipralambhasybhildaya ukt | tayor api vibhvnubhvavyabhicrivaicitryam |

tatrpi nyakayor uttamamadhyamdhamapraktitvam | tatrpi deaklvasthdibhed

ity ekasyaiva rasasynantyam | k gaan tv anye | asalakyakramatva tu

smnyam ritya rasdidhvanibheda eka eva gayate ||

41d. Thus there are eighteen type of it.

It means suggestive poetry.

(4.4.) Objection: With so many types of rasas, etc., how can you claim there are (only)

eighteen (types of suggestive poetry)?

42ab. Reply: That there is a single type is acknowledged because of the infinite

number of rasas and the rest.

Infinite is explained as follows. There are nine rasas. The erotic has two types:

consummated and frustrated. Love-in-enjoyment has many types such as mutual glances,

embraces, kissing, flower-picking, amorous water sports, descriptions of sunsets, moon

rises, the six seasons, etc. Love-in-separation has already been divided into longing, etc.

There is also the variety of the determinants of the emotion, the symptoms of the
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emotion, and the auxiliary states. Furthermore, the couple may be of upper, middle, or

lower class. Finally, there are variations of place, time, and circumstance. Thus even the

erotic rasa alone is infinite. How could one count the others? But the suggestive poetry of

rasa, etc. is counted as a single type, because (all these poems) share the common feature

of having the psychological sequence (of suggestion) unnoticeable.

Comments

The objector questions the logic of the classificatory system regarding rasa. Mammaa

discusses suggestion of rasa under the third type of suggestion: poetry whose suggestion

is unnoticed. As we saw this category contains other types of poem, e.g., poems that

suggest emotions not capable of become rasa. If poetry that suggests rasa is the most

important type, it should at least have its own category, and not be confined to a single

type among eighteen. In fact, the objector urges that there should be a category for each

type of rasa. The objector is correct that system conceals the relative importance of rasa

poetry.

Mammaa reminds his objector that suggestions were first divided according to

whether the literal meaning was set aside and then according to whether the suggestive

sequence was usually noticed. In the resulting classificatory system rasa suggestions are

all of a kind. Mammaa urges that this system must be maintained, for if the subtypes of

rasa were allowed separate categories the system would be endless. Mammaa assumes
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that if you allow a first level of sub-types (the nine rasas), you must allow further levels

of sub-types (e.g., the two sub-types of the erotic and their sub-types).

The reply ignores the middle ground. Ten sub-types could have been given to the present

third category, one for each of the rasas, and one for unnoticed suggestions that suggest

something other than rasa. In this manner the importance of rasa could be shown without

destroying the system.

It is worth reviewing the list (at the beginning of the chapter) of the eighteen basic types

of suggestion, for their exposition has been spread out over the entire chapter to this point

and the rest of the chapter consists in further permutations of each type. The next section

gives poems in which the suggestion is based on a single word or compound.

A. Literal meaning unintended.

1. Transformed into another meaning (poem 73).

2. Entirely set aside (poem 74).

B. Literal meaning intended.

B1. Psychological sequence unnoticed.

3a. Suggests rasa (poems 75-76).

3b. Suggests pseudo-rasas, emotions, etc. (not much charm added, no examples).

B2. Psychological sequence noticed.

B2.1. Based on the power of the word.

4. Suggesting an ornament (poem 77).

5. Suggesting a fact (poem 78).
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B2.2. Based on the power of the meaning.

B2.2.1. Where the suggestor is self-existent.

6. A fact suggests a fact (poem 79).

7.A fact suggests an ornament (poem 80).

8. An ornament suggests a fact (poems 81-82).

9. An ornament suggests another ornament (poem 83).

B2.2.2. Where the suggestor is invented by the poet.

10. A fact suggests a fact (poem 84).

11. A fact suggests an ornament (poem 85).

12. An ornament suggests a fact (poem 86).

13. An ornament suggests another ornament (poem 87).

B2.2.3. Where the suggestor is invented by a character in the poem.

14. A fact suggests a fact (poem 88).

15. A fact suggests an ornament (poem 89).

16. An ornament suggests a fact (poem 90-91).

17. An ornament suggests another ornament (poem 92).

B2.3. Based on the power of both the words and the meanings.

      18. Suggests an ornament (not possible).
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vkye dvyuttha

dvyuttha iti abdrthobhayaaktimla |

pade 'py anye

api abdd vkye 'pi | ekvayavasthitena bhaena kminva padadyotyena vyagyena

vkyavyagypi bhrat bhsate | tatra padaprakyatve krameodharani |

yasya mitri mitri atrava atravas tath |
anukampyo 'nukampya ca sa jta sa ca jvati ||

atra dvityamitrdiabd svastatvaniyantrayatvasnehaptratvdisakramitavcy ||

(957)

(4.5. Suggestive Poetry in which a Suggestive Word Adds to the Charm.)

42c. Suggestion based on both is found in a sentence.

On both means on both words and meanings.

42c. The others are found in a word also.

Also means, “also in a sentence.” Just as a charming woman sparkles on account of a

gem worn on her finger, so a statement, although suggested by the sentence, sparkles on

account of individually suggestive words. The following, in order, are examples in which

there is also suggestiveness of a word.

(4.5.1. Secondary Suggestion in which the Literal Meaning Is Unintended.)

He is born and lives
Whose friends are friends,
Whose enemies are enemies,
And whose loved ones are loved. (73)
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In the poem the literal meaning of the second occurrence of the word friend is changed

into “encouraging,” that of enemy into “reprehensible,” and that of loved into “lovable.”

Comments

Mammaa gave an example of suggestion based on both word and sentence meaning in

poem 72.  It comprised the eighteenth type of suggestion. This combination can

obviously be found only at the level of the sentence, not in an individual word. The other

seventeen types, however, are found in individual words. Mammaa thus begins to gives

examples of types of suggestion that are parallel to the first seventeen types, but function

at the level of individual words instead of at the level of the sentence.

Mammaa express the theory of primary and decorative suggestion by means of

an analogy with a bejeweled woman. As is so often the case, nandavardhana uses the

same analogy to sum up his detailed presentation of this theory.308 The analogy functions

on two levels of beauty. The beauty of the woman is analogous with the beauty of the

sentence-level suggestion, while the beauty of the gem is analogous with the suggestion

based on a single word. nandavardhana explains that, “there is beauty in all those

varieties of suggestion which appear in a single word, even though a single word serves

only as a reminder.”309 The assumption is that a decoration serves to point out and

augment the beauty of the thing it decorates, not the other way around. If a decoration

becomes prominent, it is not longer a decoration, but rather a rival to the thing it is

                                                  
308 Dhvanyloka 3.1j. See Ingalls, et al. (1990:387).
309 Ingalls, et al. (1990:387).
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supposed to decorate. In the poems that follow, the second suggestion remains

subservient to the primary. Thus these poems are properly included in this chapter, which

treats poems in which sentence-level suggestion is primary.310

The poem given here can be read literally as a series of tautologies. However, if

the literal meanings of three words are shifted, but not entirely set aside, the poem takes

on more interest. Each takes on a metaphoric meaning that intensifies the original

meaning. A paraphrase of the poem would then read: He is born and lives a worthy life,

whose friends are truly friends, whose enemies deserve enmity, and whose loved ones

both merit and reciprocate his love.

It is a bit difficult to see the difference between the suggestion of this poem and

that of poem 23 (“I say to you, ‘Here stands a group of the learned / So remain here with

your mind composed.’”).  Supposedly, the sentence meaning (semantic content +

speaker’s intention) of the earlier poem changed: a declarative sentence became an

advisory sentence. In the poem given here, on the other hand, the meanings of three

words change without radically altering the sentence meaning. But there are two

difficulties in this explanation. First, by pointing out that the meaning of the word “say”

shifts to “advise,” Mammaa gives us the impression that the first example also showed

the alteration of individual words, not of the whole sentence. Second, changing the

meanings of three words radically alters the sentence meaning in the poem given here.

Fortunately, the differences are much clearer in the other sixteen cases.

                                                  
310 If the suggestion of a word becomes the prominent element of a poem, the suggestion is called a poetic
ornament, and the poem becomes a poem of subordinate suggestion. Mammaa discusses these issues in
chapters five and ten.
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khalavavahr dsanti dru jahavi tahavi dhraam |
hiaavaassavahumaa a hu vavas vimujjhanti ||311

atra vimuhyantti || (965)

Just as the conduct of a villain is seen to be vile,
So the heart-felt efforts of the wise are never stupefied. (74)

Here stupefied (has its literal meaning completely replaced by a metaphoric meaning).

Comments

Actions, unlike people, cannot literally be stupefied. The suggestion is that the efforts of

the wise are never blocked or in need of changing. We need to compare this suggestion to

the irony of poem 24 (“What a great help! What can I say? / Your kindness is widely

renowned. / Behaving ever like this, my friend, / May you enjoy a hundred autumns.”). In

poem 24, the literal sentence meaning is blocked by the context and is inverted, while

here only the meaning of a word is blocked and changed. Of course, this change does

alter the sentence meaning, but not to the same degree as in poem 24. If you rewrote the

two poems without metaphor, the first poem would lose its irony, which is essential to its

force. The poem here would only lose a decorative detail; the meaning of the whole

would remain the same.

                                                  
311 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

khalavyavahr dyante dru yady api tathpi dhram |
hdayavayasya bahumat na khalu vyavasy vimuhyanti ||
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There is also a play on the word for villain, which derives from a word for

“threshing floor” and the word for vile, which derives from a word for “wood.” Thus one

can to read the first line, “Just as the material of the threshing floor is seen to be wood.”

This reinforces image of steadfast efforts of the honest.

lvaya tad asau kntis tad rpa sa vacakrama |
tad sudhspadam abhd adhun tu jvaro mahn ||

atra taddipadair anubhavaikagocar arth prakyante || (969)

(4.5.2. Secondary Suggestion of Rasa.)

That zest, that flare, that beauty, that voice,
All — like ambrosia at the time —
Are now some deadly disease. (75)

Words such as that suggests that the objects belong to the realm of experience.

Comments

The primary suggestion here is of the erotic rasa, more specifically the type of love-in-

separation in which the lover longs for his beloved. Sometimes these poem lack visual

detail, but here the repetition of word “that” makes the lover’s words concrete, adding an

extra charm to the poem.  The phrasing suggests that he has sharp memories of his

beloved’s specific qualities. This lend force to the reader’s conviction that the love is

both real and intense. Of a similar poem Abhinava says, “the word “those” serves as a
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special cause of the [erotic] rasa by suggesting various memory-pictures of the

qualities…which are indescribable and which can only be felt by the speaker.”312

yath v

mugdhe mugdhatayaiva netum akhila kla kim rabhyate
mna dhatsva dhti badhna jut dre kuru preyasi |
sakhyaiva pratibodhit prativacastm ha bhtnan
ncai asa hdi sthito hi nanu me praevara royati ||

atra bhtnaneti | etena hi ncaiasanavidhnasya yuktat gamyate | bhvdn

padaprakayatve 'dhika na vaicitryam iti na tad udahriyate || (972)

Another example (of the third type of suggestion):

“O sweet one! Why do you cling so to mere sweetness?
Be proud! Be courageous! Cast off your coyness with your lover!”
To her friend's prodding she replied, fear-faced,
“Whisper! My best-beloved may hear you from within my heart!” (76)313

Here fear-faced suggests the appropriateness of the request to whisper.

In the suggestion by a word of the emotions, the pseudo-emotions, etc., no beauty

is gained. Thus no examples of this are given.

Comments

                                                  
312 Ingalls, et al. (1990:393).
313 Amaruataka 70.
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The primary suggestion in this poem is again of the erotic rasa. The suggestion is

ornamented by the suggestive phrase, “fear-faced.” It suggests that the young woman is

so deeply in love that she feels her lover abides in her heart and thus might overhear the

friend’s council. This detail adds credibility to the woman’s love and thus charm to the

poem.

Mammaa gives no justification of the claim that no beauty is gained by additional

suggestion of the emotions, etc., by a word. Although he is probably following

nandavardhana or Abhinava, I have been unable to locate a likely passage. They discuss

this issue in detail at 3.4a, where they address only suggestion of rasa by a single word.

Perhaps Mammaa is making explicit a point the earlier writers made by omission.

In any case, the claim makes sense in nadavardhana’s system, where all genuine

suggestion is suggestion of rasa. If one believes this, one could argue that secondary

suggestions of other elements will not contribute to the dominant suggestion. However, if

one admits that the dominant suggestion can suggest emotions other than those that can

become rasas, the current claim is difficult to justify.

None of Mammaa’s commentators included in Mohan considered this claim

worthy of serious attention. They are content to repeat that these other suggestions based

on a word are possible in poetry, but unlike rasa suggestions, they add no charm.

This sentence could be used as evidence against the claim that Mammaa no

longer thought of rasa as the sole essence of suggestion. If Mammaa’s notion of

suggestion were indeed broader than that of earlier critics, we would expect him to
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continue. For example, a poem in which a single word suggestion of piety adds charm to

its devotional mood would be appropriate.

rudhira visaraprasdhitakaravlakarlarucirabhujaparighi |
iiti bhrukuiviakitalalapaddo vibhsi npa bhma ||

atra bhayasya bhmasena upamna || (977)

(4.5.3. Secondary Suggestion Based on the Power of the Word.)

How you shine, my dread king!
Your bent brows furrow your broad forehead,
Your frightful iron arms beautifully
Wielding the reddened, blood-spilling sword! (77)

In this example, the dreadfulness (of the king) is compared to that of Bhmasena.

Comments

Mammaa moves on the fourth type of suggestion (of the eighteen given at the beginning

of the chapter). This type uses a homonymic word (or words) to suggest a poetic

ornament. In the description of the king, the word “bhma” (dread) reminds the reader of

Bhmasena and thus suggests the poetic ornament of simile, “You are mighty like

Bhmasena, the legendary warrior of the Mahbhrata.” The suggestion of this simile

adds charm to the main suggestion of the heroic rasa.

bhuktimuktikd ekntasamdeanatatpara |
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kasya nnandanisyanda vidadhti sadgama ||

kcit saketadyinam eva mukhyay vtty asati || (980)

Primary Meaning         Common Meaning Secondary Meaning

Who is not flooded with delight
By the good scripture! By a lover's visit!

Always intent on
Moral advice Enjoyment
And leading to final salvation And release from frustration
In a heavenly place. In a secluded place. (78)

In this poem the woman approves of the proposed rendezvous by a homonymic

expression.

Comments

Mammaa illustrates the fifth type of suggestion, in which homonymic words are used to

suggest a fact.  Here a woman uses the extended pun to secretly communicate the fact

that she agrees to the lover’s proposed tryst. The main suggestion on the first reading is

devotional enthusiasm, on the second it is the erotic rasa.

Next are the twelve suggestions based on meaning, beginning with a self-existent

fact that suggests another fact.
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sya snnam upsita malayajenga samlepita
yto 'stcalamaulim ambaramair visrabdham atrgati |
carya tava saukumryam abhita klntsi yendhun
netradvandvamamlanavyatikara aknoti tensitum ||

atra vastun ktapuruaparicay klntsti vastu adhunpadadyotya vyajyate | (984)

(4.5.4. Secondary Suggestion Based on the Power of the Meaning.)

A hot bath and a sandal-oil massage,
Then you came here languidly,
While the sky-jewel set over the Western Ghats.
Yet still you are completely exhausted.
How amazingly delicate you must be!
Your eyes will not stay open for long. (79)

Here the fact that his fatigue is due to his having gone to another woman is suggested by

the facts (described in the poem) and made manifest by the word still.

Comments

The woman in the poem mentions various reasons why the man should not be tired: the

bath, the massage, the slow travel, and the coolness of the evening. The woman

highlights the incongruity between the man’s story and his fatigue by using the word

“still.” It shows that the woman suspects the man’s other activities and pushes the reader

to look deeper. The fact that he is still tired after such a calm day suggests that he must

have done more than he admits, i.e., gone to see another woman, taken a bath and put oil

to hide her smell, and then traveled quickly to make up time.
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Next Mammaa gives a pair of verses that form an example of a self-existent fact

suggesting an ornament.

tadaprptimahdukhavilneaptak |
taccintvipulhldakapuyacay tath ||
cintayant jagatsti parabrasvarpiam |
nirucchvsatay mukti gatny gopakanyak ||

atra janmasahasrair upabhoktavyni duktasuktaphalni

viyogadukhacintanhldbhym anubhtnty uktam | eva ceacayapadadyotye

atiayokt || (988)

All her sin dissolves through the immense pain of not having him.
All her merit evaporates into ecstatic dreams of him.
Thus another milkmaid is released into salvation
By contemplating the source of the world — Ka! (80 & 81)314

Here the fruit of good and bad actions, which should take thousands of lives to

experience, is used up in the pain of separation and the joy of contemplation. This

hyperbole is made apparent by the word all (aeacayapada).

Comments

The scene of the poem comes from one of the favorite parts of the Ka myth. While the

avatra is young, he dallies with milkmaids, who fall deeply in love with him. The poet

                                                  
314 From the Viupura, according to Dwivedi.
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uses the love to suggest the ornament of hyperbole. The use of the word “all” adds force

to the ornament.

The poem is based on the belief that one will suffer for one's bad deeds and be

rewarded for the good ones, either in this life or a future one. During the process of

atonement one commits new deeds that cause the karmic process to continue. Escape is

only possible if one can atone for all one’s past without accumulating new karma.  Here

the girl suffers so intensely and experiences so much joy that she burns all her karma

instantly, thus being released from the world. The similarity between erotic love and love

of a god is a theme familiar to Western poetry as well (e.g., St. John of the Cross and St.

Theresa). If the two types of love were not so closely associated in the Indian tradition,

the poem would lose much of its force.

Next a poem in which a self-existent ornament suggests a fact.

kaadsv akanad vanam avana vyasanam asyasanam |
bata vra tava dviat parmukhe tvayi parmukha sarva ||

atra abdaaktimlavirodhgenrthntaranysena vidhir api tvm anuvartate iti

sarvapadadyotya vastu || (993)

The pleasure-givers (i.e., the nights) give them no pleasure,
The shelterless (i.e., the forest) is their shelter,
Their occupation is doing nothing (or watching the sheep).
O king! When you are hostile to your adversaries,

Everything is adverse to them. (82)
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Here the fact, “Destiny itself follows your lead, (o king!)” is suggested by the ornament

apodixis and also by the subservient ornament “contradiction” taken with respect to the

primary sense of the words. The suggestion is made apparent by the word everything.

Comments

The poem primarily suggests that destiny itself follows the king’s will by means of

apodixis: a figure in which the concluding line(s) of a poem or stanza explains the

proceeding ones. Here the new facts introduced in the concluding two lines of the

translation explain and justify the events of the first three lines. The ornament is

augmented by another ornament, namely the ornament “contradiction.”  A casual

inspection of the first line of the original will reveal the three “contradictions” that are the

basis for the poetic ornament (“a-” is a privative prefix). One member of each pair,

however, has a second meaning, which I have given in brackets. Thus the contradictions

are only apparent, which is key for this ornament. Compare, “The cat wolfed down the

jumbo shrimp on the mini grand piano.” If the contradiction were not only apparent there

would be a blocking of the literal meaning that might trigger metaphor. The

“contradictions” add to the apodixis by suggesting that the king’s power is so great that it

brings about the impossible.

The use of the word “everything” (itself a hyperbole) suggests that all the world

and destiny itself side with the king. The apodixis does not depend on this word because
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the final line could be written with a different word without losing the ornament.

However, it does bring the ornament to light.

Next comes an example of a self-existent ornament suggesting another ornament.

tuha vallahassa gosammi si aharo milakamaladala |
ia avavahu soua kuai vaaa mahisamuham ||315

atra rpakea tvaysya muhur muhu paricumbana tath ktam yena mlnatvam iti

mildipadadyotya kvyaligam | eu svatasabhav vyañjaka || (997)

“This morning your lover’s lips are
faded lotus petals.”

At this, the new bride let fall her face, blushing. (83)

Here the metaphor, based on the words, faded lotus petals, suggests a “poetic cause,”

namely, “Your lovers lips are faded because you kissed them continually.”

In these (four previous examples) the suggestor is self-existent.

Comments

This charming example of love-in-enjoyment uses a metaphor in which the two terms

(lips and lotus petals) are objects one finds in the world, thus for Mammaa, this is a

“self-existent” metaphor. The metaphor leaves the reader wondering in what why the

                                                  
315 The Darpaa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

tava vallabhasya prabhte sdadharo mlnakamaladalam |
iti navavadh rutv karoti vadana mahsamukham ||
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lover’s lips are like faded lotus petals. The woman’s bashfulness in the final line suggests

that the cause is the young woman’s intense kissing.

Gerow explains that “poetic cause” is an ornament only found in Mammaa and

opines that Mammaa invented it to remedy problems with the more common ornament

“cause” (hetu).316 If this is the case, Mammaa does so, in my opinion, to indicate that the

causal relation in a poem should hold some special interest. Here it suggests the passion

of the lovers.

The metaphor is dependant only on the object of comparison. The poem could be

rewritten: “‘This morning your lover’s lips are worn out.’ At this, the new bride let fall

her face, blushing.” This would not effect the second ornament and shows that the first

ornament in based on a single compound word (faded-lotus-petals), not on the sentence

as a whole.

In the four previous examples the suggestor was self-existent fact, i.e., a

description of an actual or possible state of affairs. Now Mammaa turns to poems in

which the suggestor is invented by the poet, starting with an invented fact that suggests a

further fact. The “facts” invented by the poet do not exist in the world, but are described

as if they did.

rirsu cadadhavalsu laliamapphliua jo cvam |
ekacchatta via kuai bhuaarajja vijabhato ||317

                                                  
316 Gerow (1971:174-175). But, contra Gerow, Mammaa does use the common ornament “hetu” (e.g., in
poems 86 and 90 below).
317 The Sakera commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:
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atra vastun ye kminm asau rj smaras tebhyo na kicid api

taddeaparmukha iti jgradbhir upabhogaparair eva tair nitivhyate iti

bhuaarajjapadadyotya vastu praksyate || (1001)

Love, wantonly strumming his bow, so spreads his kingdom
That the moonlit nights become his royal parasol. (84)

Here the fact that, “Those ruled by love stay awake enjoying sensual pleasure at

night, because none contradict his command (to do so),” is suggested by the fact

(invented by the poet) expressed in the word kingdom.

Comments

In this erotic poem, the poet imagines a fictitious kingdom ruled by the god of love. By

means of the night sky-parasol metaphor, he implies that Love’s sovereignty extends over

the whole earth at night. The description of Love’s dominion suggests that those under

the influence of love must obey devote themselves to love-making all night long.

niitaaradhiyrpayaty anago di suda svabala vayasyarle |
dii nipatati yatra s ca tatra vyatikarametyasamundmianty avasth ||

                                                                                                                                                      
rtriu candradhavalsu lalitamsphlya yacpam |
ekacchatram iva karoti bhuvanarjya vijmbhama ||
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atra vastun yugapadavasth parasparaviruddh api prabhavantti

vyatikarapadadyotyo virodha || (1006)

The glances of a nubile girl are Love's whimsical arrows.
Mixed feelings spring up wherever her sexy eyes take aim. (85)

Here the fact suggests, by means of the word mixed, the ornament “apparent

contradiction,” i.e., that even contradictory emotions appear simultaneously (in those

circumstances).

Comments

Mammaa chooses another erotic poem. The poet invents the “fact” that the woman’s

glances are Love’s arrows. Note that Mammaa does not consider this to be a metaphor:

the poet imagines that the god of love really shoots through such eyes. The poet claims

that the arrows arouse mixed feelings in the men they strike. This suggests a poetic

ornament, namely, “apparent contradiction.” The expression “mixed feelings,” usually

means “opposed feelings” (i.e., “I had mixed feeling about his coming”). But the

contradiction is only apparent, because what arises from love’s arrows is a mixture of

various feelings linked both to the erotic and to a sense of dharma (ethical duty) as well.

vrijjato vi puo sadvakadatthiea hiaea |
thaaharavaassaea visuddhajir a calai se hro ||318

                                                  
318 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

vryamo 'pi puna santpakadarthitena hdayena |
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atra viuddhajtitvalakaahetvalakrea hro 'navarata kampamna evste iti a

calaipadadyotya vastu || (1009)

Even though repudiated by her enflamed heart,
The noble necklace will not abandon
Its closest friends — her swelling breasts. (86)

By the use of the words will not abandon in this poem, the ornament “cause” — which

is the nobility (of the necklace) — suggests the fact that the necklace holds fast, even

though trembling (from her heart's suffering).

Comments

The basic idea is that the necklace blocks a potential embrace, for it would cause pain if

crushed against the chest. The poet uses the ornament “cause” to convey the fanciful idea

that the nobility of the necklace causes it to guard the young girl’s chastity. In so doing,

the necklace foils the heart, which suffers a burning longing for the embrace. The

necklace trembles as it reveals the tension.319

so muddhasmalago ammillo kalialaliaiadeho |

                                                                                                                                                      
stanabharavayasyena viuddhajtirna calatyasy hra ||

319 I have followed the dara commentary here. It says, "hrakampakatpena," thus resolving the
ambiguity as to what is trembling and why.

Alternately, the necklace serves the suffering heart by warding off an unwanted embrace (this is
what Jha seems to think (1925:99)). And even though constantly scintillating, it does not move. I can see no
way to incorporate vryamo into this reading. Jha translates "Even though forbidden by the heart…" This
is a possible translation, but nonsense in the context.
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te khadhhi bala gahia saro suraasagare jaai ||320

atra rupakea muhurmuhurkaraen tath keapa skandhayo prpto yath

rativiratv apy anivttbhila kmuko 'bhd iti khadhapadyoty vibhvan ||

eu kavipraudhoktimtranipannaarra || (1013)

Her black braid swirls seductively,
becoming the home of Love.

Seconded by her shoulders,
Fearless it faces passion's duel. (87) 321

In this poem, the word reinforced is metaphorically employed to suggest the ornament

“unusual cause,” namely, that the lover has repeatedly pulled her braid such that it has

reached her shoulder and that (her shoulders are so sexy that) the lover is not sated, even

after sex.

In the four preceding examples the suggestion is based on the imagination of the

poet.

Comments

The erotic rasa, which is primary, is enhanced with the metaphoric use of “reinforced,”

whereby a military theme is introduced into the poem. The woman’s shoulders provide

                                                  
320 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

sa mugdhaymalgo dhammilla kalitalalitanijadeha |
tasy skanden bala labdhv smara suratasagare jayati ||

321 The Sanskrit uses the word for shoulder, which also denotes a division of an army, to ground a
erotic/military metaphor. "Seconded" is the best I could find in English, altering the metaphor to one of
dueling. Some metaphor must be present, of course, for the example to work.
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extra sexual artillery to her already powerful hair, enticing the man to desire more

lovemaking. The ornament of “unusual cause” occurs when an effect is present without

its normal cause. The poem’s context is that the couple has been making love and

furthermore that normally the man should be sated. The standard conditions for sexual

desire are thus absent, and yet desire is present. Thus the reader searches for the unusual

cause, i.e., the extraordinary attractiveness of the woman’s hair and shoulders.

Mammaa turns now to poems in which words spoken by characters suggest

further information (either facts or ornaments).

avapuimmiakassa suhaa ko tta si bhaasu maha saccam |
k sohaggasamagg paosaraai vva tuha ajja ||322

atra vastun mayvnyasym api prathamam anuraktastva na tata iti avetydi

paosetydipadadyotya vastu vyajyate ||

O happy one!
Tell me truly, are you the full moon, newly risen?
And who, like the early evening sky, do you now love? (88)

Here the fact (that the lover has a new beloved) suggests, “You will love her only for a

while, like you did me.” This is done by the use of words like newly and early.

Comments

                                                  
322 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

navaprim akasya subhaga kas tvam asi bhaa mama satyam |
k saubhgyasamagr pradoarajanva tavdya ||
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Mammaa separates poems in which the poet speaks in the first person from those in

which he speaks through his characters. In the following four poems the poet speaks in

the third person. Also, the “facts” discussed here are descriptions of possible states of

affairs, not necessarily actual states of affairs. They contrast with ornaments, not with

fictions.  Fictitious descriptions of states of affairs are considered facts, being, so to say,

of the same genus as facts.

Mammaa begins with a poem in which a woman chides a man who was her

lover. Her fictional description suggests his fickle nature. Jha explains as follows;

“During the early part of the evening the full moon appears 'red'; this redness is regarded

figuratively as representing the moon's love toward the evening; it is fleeting,

disappearing with the advent of night; and the indignant wife insinuates that her

husband's love for this new found lady will be as fleeting.”323 It is hard to know whether

“happy one” is used ironically or not.

sahi avaihuvaasamarammi akavlsahe ibiie |
hro ivrio via uccheranto tado kaha ramiam ||324

atra vastun hraccednantaram anyadeva ratam avayam abht tat kathaya kdg iti

vyatireka kahapadagamya || (1022)

                                                  
323 Jha (1925:100).
324 The Darpaa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

sakhi navanidhuvanasamare akaplisakhy nibiay |
hro nivrita evocchriyamastata katha ramitam ||

(My copy of the Saketa drops the second word of the first line. Given the sense and the meter, this must
be a copying error.) The Shityacmai  changes ucchriyamaa to udvartamaa, which may better
capture the sense.
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Early in love's struggle
Your necklace snapped
Under your man's tight embrace!
What happened next? (89)

In this poem the fact (described by the female friend suggests the poetic ornament)

“dissimilitude.” From the term what one understands, “after the snapping of the

necklace, the love-play must surely have been different. What was it like?”

Comments

Here the fiction described by the woman suggests the poetic ornament “dissimilitude.”

The woman suggests an inverted simile: the passion of the couple after the incident

described was unlike the passion before it occurred. The point of this ornament is to

convey the comparative excellence of the later passion.

pravisat gharavra vivaliaa viloiua paham |
khadhe ghetta ghai h h ahhotti ruasi sahi ki ti ||325

atra hetvalakrea saketaniketana gacchanta dv yadi tatra gantum icchasi

tad apara ghaa ghitv gaccheti vastu kimitipadadyotyam || (1026)

As you came in the door,
Your eyes turned,

                                                  
325 The Sampradyaprakin commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

pravint ghadvra vivalitanayan vilokya panthnam |
skandhd ghtv kua hh naa iti rodii sakhi kim iti ||
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Glancing back at the path.
Having shouldered a water pot,
You wail, “Damn, it’s broken!”
Why do you weep, my friend? (90)

By the use of the words why do you weep in this poem the ornament “cause” suggests

the fact, “Knowing that he has gone to the rendezvous, if you want to go there, grab

another pot and go!”

Comments

When the girl's friend asks why she weeps, the implication is both that she seems to do so

because her water pot is broken and that there has to be a second reason. A condition

(noticing the broken pot) and its effect (weeping) described together constitute the

ornament known as “cause.” Often there is something striking or irregular about such a

cause.326 The friend uses the ornament to suggest that the woman is really weeping

because she wants to go to her rendezvous at the riverside. She has just seen her lover on

his way and the water pot that was supposed to justify her trip is broken. However, she

can still go by taking another pot. This example shows, to my mind, that the “fact”

suggested can be rather complex.

yath v

vihatakhala tuma sahi daa kuea taralataradihim |
vrappha samisea  app guruotti pia vihio ||327

                                                  
326 Gerow (1971:327).
327 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:
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atra nadkle latgahane ktasaketam aprpta ghapravevasare pacd gata

dv punar nadgamanya dvropaghtavyjena buddhiprva vykulatay tvay

ghaa sphoita iti may cintitam tatkim iti nvasii tatsamhitasiddhaye vraja aham te

varnikae sarvam samarthayiye iti dvrasparanavyjenety apahnuty vastu || (1030)

Or this example (of an ornament suggesting a fact):

Seeing your exasperation,
My trembling-eyed friend,
Your water pot, thinking itself too heavy,
Pushed off from the door to fall, smashing. (91)

Here the fact is: “You made a rendezvous in the canes by the riverbank (and so went to

get water). Just when you were coming back into the house, you saw him finally coming.

Wanting to return to the river, you have broken the water pot by pretending to hit it

against the door. All this I understand. Why are you not confident? Go fulfill your

desires! I will explain everything to your mother-in-law.” (All of) this is suggested by the

ornament “denial” in the phrase, Pushed off from the door.

                                                                                                                                                      
vikhal tv sakhi dv kuena taralataradim |
dvraparamiea ctm guruka iti ptayitv bhinna ||

The Sampradyaprakin commentary uses vihval kaa in place of vikhal, which tones down
the poem considerably. It also replaces ptayitv bhinna with ptitavibhinna, which only seems to
obscure the image.
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Comments

This poem is a second example of a fact being suggested by an ornament. It gains charm

in Sanskrit by the ambiguity of the first line. Is the girl tired from carrying the pot and

thus exasperated by her clumsiness, or is she exasperated because she wants to go back to

the river? The key word (if we can trust the commentators) is “unchained,” which can

mean “undone” or “uninhibited.” The first meaning is more natural, but the second is

needed to explain the feeling of the water pot. Thus this word sets in the reader's mind the

idea that the girl is in a state of heightened passion. Unfortunately, I fear the reverse is

true for “exasperate:” one thinks first of the meaning “taxed to the limit” and only when

pushed by context of the meaning “to increase the intensity (of a passion or pain).”

The ornament “denial” is defined according to Gerow as “a figure in which the

object of comparison is affirmed in place of the subject of comparison.”328 He quotes the

following verse from Bhmaha as an example: “It is not a swarm of bees, humming

incessantly of honey; it is the sound of the Love-hunter’s bow being drawn.” Here the

sound of the bees is likened to that of Love’s bow, but the poet adds the trope of denying

the subject (the bees) and affirming the object (the bow).

The poem offers a rather tenuous example of this ornament, for there is no real

comparison between the young wife (subject) and the pot (object). Rather the action of

dropping the pot through knocking it against the door is likened to the pot knocking itself

against the door in order to smash. Of course, the pot, being inanimate cannot knock itself

against the door. Thus by assigning the action to the pot rather than to the woman, the
                                                  
328 Gerow (1971:110).
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speaker suggests that she knows the woman’s secret motive for breaking the pot.

Furthermore, she suggests that she will play along.

johai mahurasea a viiatruautsuama s |
buhua vi avohavvia parahu ahaha harai tuha hiaam ||329

atra kvyaligena vddh paravadh tvam asmnujjhitvbhilaasti tvadyam

carita vaktu na akyam ity kepa paravahpadaprakya ||

eu kavinibaddhavaktprauhoktimtranipannasarra | vkyaprakye tu prvam

udhtam abdrthobhayaaktyudbhavas tu padaprakyo na bhavatti

pañcatriadbhed || (1034)

The moonbeams and wine
Lend to her a newlywed's youthful lust
Even though she is so very old.
Alas! Another's wife has won your heart. (92)

The ornament “poetic reason” suggests the ornament “hinting” by the words another's

wife. The hint is, “You desire another's old wife and abandon us (young women); your

action is unexplainable.”

In these last five examples, the suggestion is established by an expression of a

poetic character. Suggestion arising from a sentence has already been illustrated, and that

                                                  
329 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

jyotsnay madhurasenvatra truyotsukaman s |
vddha 'pi navoheva paravadhr ahaha harati tava hdayam ||
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arising from the power of both the word and the meaning is never found in the word

(alone). Thus there are thirty-five types.

Comments

The ornament “poetic reason” implies that the man has fallen for the woman only

because she is another man’s wife, and thus taboo.330 This is done by denying her the

qualities that usually captivate men: youth and beauty. The hint is that such a reason is

not the proper one, and therefore incomprehensible to the young beauties.

Mammaa concludes the presentation of suggestion by a single word (or Sanskrit

compound). Of the original eighteen types of suggestion by phrases or sentences, only

seventeen can be brought about by a single word. Together they make the thirty-five

types Mammaa mentions.

prabandhe 'py arthasaktibh || (1039)

yath gdhragomyusavddau |

ala sthitv mane 'smin gdhragomyusakule |
kaklabahale ghore sarvapribhayakare ||
na ceha jvita kacit kladharmam upagata |
priyo v yadi v dveya prin gatir d ||

iti div prabhavato gdhrasya puruavisarjanaparam ida vacanam |

dityo 'ya sthito mh sneha kuruta smpratam |
bahuvighno muhrto 'ya jved api kadcana ||

                                                  
330 The other possible interpretation, that the man seeks to hurt his enemy by seducing his wife, is made
improbable by two details: a seducer’s heart would not be “won” and the other woman might well
understand such plotting.
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amu kanakavarbha blam aprptayauvanam |
gdhravkyt katha mhsty ajadhvam aviakit ||

iti nii vijmbhamasya gomyor janavyvartananiham ca vacanam iti prabandha eva

prathate | anye tv ekdaa bhed granthavistarabhayn nodht svaya tu lakaato

'nusartavy | apiabdt padavkyayo || (1039)

(4.6. Suggestion Based on Context.)

42d. Suggestion based on meaning exists in context also.

For example, in the following dialogue of a vulture and a jackal:

Skeletons crowd these burial grounds,
Vultures and jackals lurk everywhere.
Everyone is scared here — you shouldn't stay!
Neither the loved nor the hated
Come back from death.
Such is the fate of mortals. (93&94)331

These words aim to make people leave. They are spoken by a vulture, who is diurnal.

Fools! The sun holds fast.
Now is the time for love!
The present moment is inauspicious,
But later the dead might be revived.
How could you rashly leave this boy,

This golden skinned bud of youth,
On the words of a mere vulture? (95&96)332

These words aim to make the people stay. They are spoken by a jackal, who is nocturnal.

The suggestions appear only in the context.

                                                  
331 Mahbhrata, ntiparvan, according to Dwivedi, but I have not found this dialogue.
332 Mahbhrata, ntiparvan. Ditto previous note.
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The eleven further kinds (of suggestion by context) are not illustrated for fear

prolixity. However, they can easily be produced from the definition itself.

The word also means, “(in addition to being found) in the sentence and the word.”

Comments

There are only twelve types, and not eighteen, because only the twelve types of

suggestion whose sequence is noticed and which arise from meaning can arise from the

meaning of the context. It might prove helpful to keep the list of the eighteen types ready

for the following discussion. It is found at the very beginning of this chapter.

The two types of suggestion based on metaphor (types 1 & 2) are excluded by the

very nature of metaphoric indication. Context is considered part of the literal meaning of

a text. Metaphoric indication comes into play when the literal meaning is blocked. When

the context is blocked, it cannot also be suggestive. The fact that the contextual

information is often used to arrive at the metaphoric meaning (as in irony) does not affect

this point. These two types of suggestion treat the suggestiveness of the metaphoric

meaning. That such poems might be otherwise suggestive and thus capable of serving as

examples of other types of suggestion is not relevant. The metaphoric meaning, strictly

speaking, is not contextual.

We saw that suggestions of the third type, suggestions whose sequences are not

noticed, are akin to moods that permeate a poem. Mammaa probably excludes this type

because nandavardhana had argued that all contextual understanding has a noticed
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sequence.333 For example, in the poems, one first understands the words of the vulture

and jackal, and then, with the help of the context, the suggestion that the people should

leave or stay. This marked sequence is absent in suggestions of rasa, etc.

Types four, five, and eighteen depend of punning words, so they are excluded as

well. Once again, the fact that contextual information might be necessary if one is to

understand the puns does not vitiate Mammaa’s point. It is the punning word itself that is

suggestive, not the various factors that are necessary to understanding it.

This leaves types six to seventeen, which were illustrated above both for sentence

meaning and word meaning. Both the vulture and the jackal describe “facts” (situations)

that suggest “facts” (courses of action). Thus these are examples of the fourteenth type on

the list at the beginning of the chapter. Mammaa claims that given the definition (and the

poems already given), it would be easy for an enthusiastic reader to find examples of the

other eleven types.

Suggestion is not easily mapped onto the syntactic/semantic/pragmatic division of

Western linguistics. As Mammaa’s mention of context shows, it seems to include parts

of both semantics and pragmatics. Both Bharata and nandavardhana go into great detail

about the suggestiveness of larger semantic units. Indeed, in its earliest recorded aesthetic

uses, rasa refers to the mood of an entire play. Bharata often explains how details can

contribute to the overall rasa. nandavardhana also addresses these issues.334 However,

reflecting his interest in short poetry, nandavardhana treats primarily of suggestive

                                                  
333 nandavardhana, Dhvanyloka 3.33b, translated in Ingalls, et al. (1990:542).
334 Dhvanyloka 3.10-14.
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sentences or verses. However, he devotes several long sections to the suggestive

possibilities of texture (saghaan) and style or structure (racan).335 Maybe because

shorter verse had gained prominence in poetics, Mammaa omits these topics and turns

instead to even smaller semantic units: parts of words. In chapter eight, he continues the

discussion of the suggestiveness of certain sound combinations (alliteration, etc.). Finally,

in chapter nine he focuses on the relative merit of different regional dialects and their

suggestive power.

padaikadearacanvarev api rasdaya || (1046)

tatra prakty yath

raikelihiaiasaakarakisalaaruddhaaaajualassa |
ruddassa taiaaaa parvvaiparicubia jaai ||336

atha jayatti na tu obhate itydi | samne 'pi hi sthaganavypre lokottareaiva

vypresya pidhnam iti tad evotkam ||

(4.7. Suggestion Based on Word Parts.)

43ab. Rasa, etc. are (found) in parts of words, in style, in letters, etc.

Here is an example (of suggestion found) in the (verbal) stem:

Stripped of her clothes during sex,
Prvat covers iva's eyes with her lotus like hands.
But his third eye, blinded with passionate kisses,

                                                  
335 E.g., Dhvanyloka 3.5-8 and 3.33.
336 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

ratikelihtanivasanakarakisalayaruddhanayugalasya |
rudrasya ttyanayana prvatparicumbita jayati ||
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Triumphs. (97)337

Here triumphs is used instead of “shines” or some other synonym. Even though (all

three eyes) are similarly closed, the method of closing (the third) is extraordinary; thus it

outdoes the others.

Comments

“In parts of words” means in the choice of root or stem, in the choice of conjugation or

number, and in the choice of prefixes and/or affixes. nandavardhana writes, “suggested

meaning…shines forth in phonemes, words, etc., as well as in a sentence, in texture, and

in a complete work.”338 Mammaa’s exposition follows the reverse order. As we saw, he

ignores the suggestiveness of a complete work and that of the texture and structure of

larger passages. Chapter four began with suggestive sentences, continued with suggestive

words, and will now finish with suggestive parts of words. Whereas nandavardhana

treated suggestive phonemes apart from suggestive prefixes and conjugations, Mammaa

groups them all together in this section.

The erotic poem here uses a particular stem to effect its suggestion. The poet

could have chosen many adjectives to describe iva’s third eye; that “triumphs” is used

suggests that the eye is not only victorious in its normal ways, but also luckier than the

other two. This in turn suggests the value of Prvat’s kisses.

                                                  
337 Gthsaptaat 5.55.
338 Dhvanyloka 3.2, translated by Ingalls, et al. (1990:389).
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Taxonomically, this is the least obvious of the examples from the section because

it seems to turn on whole words (“triumphs” rather than “shines”), not parts of words.

However, as Sanskrit verbs conjugate, any synonymous verb stem would have roughly

the same ending. In other words, only the first half of the word would change if the verb

“triumph” were replaced by “shine.”

yath v

preyn so 'yam apkta saapatha pdnta kntay
dvitry eva padni vsabhavand yavan na yty unman |

tvat pratyuta pisapuagalannvnibandha dhto
dhvitv eva ktapramakam aho premo vicitr gati ||

atra padnti na tu dvrti | (1055)

Or this example (of suggestion by the choice of the stem):

She scorns her lover groveling at her feet,
But when he goes from her chambers,

Not even two or three steps,
She runs, dropping the knots of her loosened skirts,

And falls worshipfully at his feet.
Such are the wonderful ways of love! (98)339

Here (the suggestion comes from the use of) steps and not “doors”.

Comments

In this erotic poem, a self-existent fact suggests a fact. The phrase, “not even two or three

steps,” suggests that the lady, no less than the groveling man, is full of intense passion. If
                                                  
339 Dwivedi writes, “Cited in Vmana’s KASV.”
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she had waited until he had reached the doors, instead of only a few steps, it would show

greater patience, and thus less passion.

As in the last example, the poet could have substituted other stems without

changing the syntax of the sentence. As several different stems could have similar

endings, only part of the word would change. Mammaa suggests substituting “doors”

(dvrni) for steps (padni). The form of plural accusative ending (-ni) is the same in

both words, so only part of the word would change.

pathi pathi ukacañccrurbhkur
dii dii pavamno vrudh lsaka ca |

nari nari kirati drk syakn pupadhanv
puri puri vinivtt mninmnacarc ||

atra kiratti kiraasy sdhyamnatva nivtteti nivartanasya siddhatva ti sup ca

tatrpi ktapratyayenttatva dyotyate | (1059)

O the paths! the paths that shine with tender shoots as brilliant as parrot beaks!
From the east, from the west, the winds make dance the vines to and fro.
Man after man receives swift arrows showering from the flowered bow.
In town after town honorable women have quit speaking of honor renounced.

(99)

In this poem the progressive ending (-ing) in showering shows that the shower (of

arrows) is in mid-process. Likewise the pluperfect tense in have quit shows that the

quitting is already finished. (The having finished is also shown another way in Sanskrit).
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Comments

I have tried to translate or hint at the line-initial repetitions of the Sanskrit, which might

sound more odd in English than they do in Sanskrit. However, some of the charm of the

poem derives from this unusual construction, which occurs in other traditions as well.

Ezra Pound does a wonderful job translating a Chinese poem of similar construction that

he calls, “The Beautiful Toilet.” He begins, “Blue, blue is the grass by the river / And the

willows overfill the closed garden.”340

The verb tenses suggest that love-play has begun and will continue. One could

substitute “have stopped” or “have let off” for “have quit” without loosing the suggestion.

And as in the English, only part of the compound verb would change.

yath v

likhann ste bhmi bahir avanata pradayita
nirhr sakhya satataruditocchnanayan |

parityakta sarva hasitapahita pañjaraukai
tavvasth ceya visja kahine mnam adhun ||

atra likhann iti na tu likhatti tath ste iti na tu sta iti api tu prasdaparthantam ste

iti bhmim iti na tu bhmv iti na hi buddhipurvakam apara kiñcil likhatti

tisubvibhaktn vyagyam | (1064)

The love of your life sits, scratching the dust with head bowed,
Your friends won't eat, their eyes swollen from endless weeping,
Even the parrots have abandoned their funny calls:

                                                  
340 Pound (2003:249).
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This is your situation. Cast off you anger, cruel girl! (100)341

In this poem the conjugations and declensions are suggestive: scratching (the present

participle) is used and not “scratches” (to suggest an ongoing activity), sits is used and

not “is seated” to suggest that he will stay until you show favor. The dust is used instead

of “in the dust” to suggest that he is not writing something deliberate.

Comments

Mammaa shows that three of the words could have been conjugated or declined

differently. The poet uses these particular forms to suggest that the lover is penitent and

the woman should forgive him and give her love again. The verb forms suggest that the

lover has been seated for some time and will go on doing so. The poet has the lover idly

scratching the dust itself, not scratching something in the dust. The use of the accusative

instead of the locative with the word “dust” effectively removes the intentionality from

the scratching.

sabandhasya yath

gmruhammi gme vasmi aarahhii a jmi |
aria paio haremi j homi s homi ||342

                                                  
341 Amaruataka 7.
342 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

grmaruh 'smi grme vasmi nagarasthiti na jnmi |
ngarik patn harmi y bhavmi s bhavmi ||
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atra ngarikm iti ahy |

ramaya katriyakumra st iti klasya | e hi bhagnamahevarakrmuka

darathi pratikupitasya bhrgavasyokti | (1068)

Now an example of (the suggestiveness of) a relation:

I was raised in a village,
I live in a village,
I don't know the ways of the city.
I am what I am
I steal the men of city women. (101)

Here of city women is in the genitive case.

In the verse, “The warrior prince was lovely,” the past tense (is suggestive). This

was said by the son of Bhgu to the son of Daaratha after the latter had broken iva's

bow.

Comments

Here the genitive case is used to show possession: the men belong to the city women,

either as spouses or lovers. By means of the usage, the poet suggests that despite the

common impression that city women are superior, this country girl outdoes them by

seducing their men. Contra Jha, I doubt it is primarily the girl's cleverness that is being

suggested. I take it that the girl, by acknowledging her inferior cleverness, suggests that

such cleverness is not all important in sexual matters.343

                                                  
343 Jha (925:109).
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Paraurma, the son of Bhgu, uses the past tense to refer to Rma, the son of

Daaratha, to suggest that he is as good as dead. The story comes from the famous epic,

the Rmyaa. Rma has broken iva’s bow. Thus enrages Paraurma, who swears to

kill Rma in revenge. nandavardhana uses an episode from the same poem to explain

the suggestiveness of declinations and conjugation in the Dhvanyloka, 3.16.

vacanasya yath

ta guaggahaa tukkamha tassa pemmassa |
t bhaiaa sudara erisia jamavasam ||344

atra guagrahadn bahutvam prema caikatva dyotyate | (1074)

An example of (the suggestiveness) of grammatical number:

O beautiful beloved!
My adorations,
My longings,
My soft words,
And my love

All find their home in you. (102)

In this poem the plural of adorations, etc., and the singular of love are suggestive.

Comments

In grammar, vacana means grammatical number.  I believe that the plural suggests that

each individual act of admiring, etc., has a beginning and an end, whereas the singular

                                                  
344 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

te guagrahan tsmutkahn tasya prema |
te bhaitn sundara irda jtamavasna ||
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suggests the unchanging nature of the love. It could also suggest that the man has but a

single beloved. In either case, it is the grammatical number that grounds the suggestion.

Examples of the suggestiveness of number are easy to find in English. Compare “He

loves his woman.” And, “He loves his women.”

puruavyatyayasya yath

re re cañcalalocanñcitaruce ceta pramucya sthiraprema
mahimnameanayanm lokya ki ntyasi |

ki manye vihariyase bata hat muñcntarm imm e
kahatae kt khalu il sasravrnidhau ||

atra prahsa | (1078)

An example of (the suggestiveness) of change in grammatical person:

O heart, lover of the tremulous eyed maiden!
Why renounce the glory of abiding devotion
And dance at the sight of this gazelle-eyed one?
Are we thinking of wandering for pleasure?
Fool! Give up this despicable craving,
This drowning-stone in the ocean of the world! (103)

Here ridicule is suggested.

Comments

According to the Blacittnurañcan commentary, Pini 1:4:106 states that a shift into

the first person when referring to someone else implies ridicule. The Sanskrit has, “do I
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think that you will wander for pleasure,” where both “I” and “you” refer to the heart, not

the speaker. Through suggestion, the poet is mocking his heart’s claim to control him.

To attempt this effect in English, I have used the plural “we” to refer to the heart

instead of the singular “you.” Compare: “Are we thinking naughty thoughts?” when said

to a child.

prvaniptasya yath

ye dorbalam eva dorbalatay te samats tair api
prya kevalantirtiaraai krya kim urvvarai |

ye kmakra puna parkramanayasvkrakntakrams
te syur naiva bhavds trijagati dvitr pavitr para ||

atra parkramasya prdhnyam avagamyate | (1082)

Now an example of (suggestion based on) irregular order (of the words in a compound):

Those armed only with their arms are weak,
And what is accomplished by diplomacy alone?
O Indra incarnate! In the three worlds there are only a few
Who in both valor and politics like you excels! (104)

Here the superior value of valor is understood.

Comments

The superior value of valor is suggest by the fact that the word for “valor” precedes the

word for “diplomacy” in the compound even though it is longer, and would thus normally

come second. The poem flatters a king by likening him to Indra, the king of heaven. The

“three worlds” are heaven, the intermediate realm, and earth.
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vibhaktivieasya yath

pradhandhvani dhradhanurdhvanibhti vidhurair ayodhi tava divasam |
divasena tu narapa bhavn ayuddha vidhisiddhasdhuvdapadam ||

atra divasenety apavargatty phalaprpti dyotayati || (1085)

The following shows a special use of case-ending (to effect a suggestion):

On battlegrounds twanging with bravely born bows,
Your foes did fight all the day long.
But by this day, O protector of men,
You won praise from the gods and the good! (105)

In this poem, the instrumental case ending in the expression by this day suggests that the

(king's) goal was achieved.345

Comments

The instrumental case communicates that the day was used by the king. That the king was

able to use the day suggests, without explicitly stating it, that the king won the battle. In

the original, the immediate repetition of the “day” at the line end and the line beginning

positions (divasam / divasena tu) highlights the contrast between the struggling enemies

and the victorious king. This type of suggestion is subtler in Sanskrit, where the case

ending have less poetic presence than prepositions do in English.

bhyo bhya savidhanagarrathyay paryaanta
                                                  
345 The Blavittnurañjan quotes Pini 2.3.6 [apavrge ttym] to underpin this example.
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dv dv bhavanavalabhtgavtyanasth |
sktkma navam iva ratir mlat mdhava yat

ghotkahlulitalulitair agakais tmyatti ||

atrnukampvtte karpataddhitasya | (1088)

From the high windows of her palace, Malit watches Mdhava,
Like the goddess Passion watching the young god Love.

Each time he passes in the street below,
Her slender legs tremble more. (106)346

Here the use of the nominal suffix ka (added to the word for “legs”) signifies pitifulness

(with regards to the legs).

Comments

The use of the particular suffix to signify weakness, together with the situation, suggests

that Mlit's passion is so great that it weakens her limbs. Compare the English

expression, “become weak at the knees.”

The Blavittnurañjan quotes Pini 5.3.67 [anukampym] to explain how the

suffix “ka” can have this meaning.

paricchedtta sakalavacannm aviaya
punarjanmany asminn anubhavapatha yo na gatavn |

vivekapradhvasd upacitamahmohagahano
vikra ko 'pyantar jaayati ca tpa ca kurute ||

atra prabdasyopasargasya | (1091)

                                                  
346 Mlatmdhava 1.15 (D).
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My passion burns and freezes me!
My reason crumbles away,
Deep stupor sets in steadily.

Never in my life have my feelings gone
Beyond the power of words —
And even beyond understanding. (107)347

The pra- prefix (in “pradhvasd” — “away-crumbles”) is suggestive.

Comments

The Saketa commentary explains that the prefix suggests that the suffering described is

rooted in the mind.348 Jha says it suggests “the erotic in separation.”349 These two

opinions can be combined: the suggestion is that the cause of the suffering is mental and

thus an absent lover. The prefix, which very generally connotes “forward-, forth-,”

suggests that the lover is away.

kta ca garvbhimukha manas tvay kim anyad eva nihat ca no dvia |
tamsi tihanti hi tvad aumn na yvad yty udaydrimaulitm ||

atra tulyayogitdyotakasya ca iti niptasya | (1094)

You set your mind upon glory
And your enemies were destroyed.
What else was there?
When sunbeams summit the eastern peaks

                                                  
347 Mlatmdhava 1.30 (D).
348 Mohan (1995:1091).
349 Jha (1925:112).
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Darkness is no more. (108)

The particle and suggests the ornament “equal joining” (tulyayogit).

Comments

“Equal joining” is an ornament in which two things are equated in order to praise the

lesser. Here the king is equated with the sun to praise his might. Just as the sun

effortlessly destroys the darkness with its mere presence, the king had but to set his mind

on glory and his enemies were destroyed. This ornament suggests the effortlessness of the

king’s victory and thus his extreme prowess. The final result is the evocation of the

heroic rasa.

rmo 'sau bhuvaneu vikramagunai prpta prasiddhim parm asmad -
bhgyaviparyayd yadi para devo na jnti tam |

bandvaia yasi gyati marud yasyaikabhatirebhta-
vilatlavivarodgrai svarai saptabhi ||

atrsv iti bhuvanev iti sarvanmapratipadikavacann na tvad iti na mad iti api

asmad ity asya sarvkepia bhgyaviparyayd ity anyathsapattimukhena na tv

abhvamukhenbhidhnasya | (1097)

The valorous virtues of Rma, the Rma,
Across many lands resound.
By a twist of our fate, you do not know him,
But his single shaft pierced those seven ancient palms
Fashioning a flute for the wind. Listen, my lord,
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Like a minstrel, it plays the seven tones to glorify him! (109)350

There are several suggestive elements in this poem: the use of the Rma, the use of

across many lands, the use of virtues, the use our (fate), which implies “all,” rather

than “your” or “my,” and in the expression twist of fate, which does not imply a lack of

fate, but rather that our fate has gone astray.

Comments

The character in the poem address Rvaa, the demon king. By means of extreme

austerities, Rvaa provoked the supreme deity to grant him invulnerability from the

gods, demons, and other immortals. Through distain, he failed to ask for protection from

men. To curb his increasing arrogance, Nryaa accepts to be born in human form as

prince Rma. In this form he is destine to fight and kill Rvaa. Rvaa first hears of him

after Rma single-handedly slays a great army of demons.

The poet uses the phrase “the Rma” to suggest that he is already well known.

There is a similar usage in English. Consider the following dialogue: “Bill Clinton was

there. Which Bill Clinton? The Bill Clinton.” That his virtues resound not just in a limit

place, but, “across many lands,” suggests that Rma has already achieved great feats of

heroism. The use of the plural in “virtues” suggests that Rma’s capacities are numerous.

That it is not accidental that Rvaa does not know Rma is suggested by the expression

“twist of fate.” That “our fate” is spoken of, not Rvaa’s fate or the character’s fate,

                                                  
350 Found in the Rghavnandanaka, according to Dwivedi.
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suggests that Rvaa’s whole army will suffer from fate’s working. These suggestions

work together to evoke the heroic rasa.

taruimani kalayati kalm anumadanadhanurbhruvo pahaty agre |
adhivasati sakalalalanmaulim iya cakitahariacalanayan ||

atra imanijavyaybhvakarmabhtdhr svarpasya taruatve iti dhanua sampe

iti maulau vasatti tvdibhistulye e vcakatve asti kacit svarpasya vieo ya

camatkrakr sa eva vyañjakatva prpnoti | (1102)

Eyebrows taught by Love’s own bow
To mimic the skittish eyes of a doe.
She is beyond comparison
In youth’s full flush! (110)

In this poem, suggestion appears from the use of certain grammatical forms: the -imanic

affix, the use of an avyaybhava compound, and the use of the locative as an accusative.

The same meaning could be communicated by other forms, but the forms chosen by the

poet possess a certain beauty.

Comments

The forms add to the charm of the poem, but this is not the main point. In an erotic poem

like this, the forms are aesthetically justified because they are more effective in

suggesting the erotic rasa. The Blacittnurañjan commentary explain the details of the

individual suggestions in the Sanskrit, which presuppose too many Sanskrit grammatical

categories to be usefully elucidated here. The forms work together to suggest the intensity
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of the lover’s emotion. A comparable effect in English is found when a lover says to his

beloved, “You are my world,” rather than, “You are the most important person in my

world.”

evam anyem api boddhavyam | vararacann vyañjakatva guasvarpanirpae

udhariyate | apiabdt prabandheu nakdiu | eva rasdn

prvagaitabhedbhy saha adbhed ||

(The suggestiveness) in other (forms of words) should be understood likewise.

The suggestiveness of certain sound combinations (vara) and styles (racan)

will be described in the chapter on qualities (chapter eight). The word etc. (in krik

43ab.) means that rasa, etc., are found in literary works and in dance. Thus, along with

the two types already described, there are six types of suggestion of rasa, etc.

Comments

The first two types were: suggestion arising from a word and that arising from a sentence.

In the two types we have just seen suggestion arises from context and from parts of

words. Adding the two types that will be examined in chapter eight (suggestion from

sound combinations and regional dialects), we arrive at six, the number mentioned.
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bheds tad ekapañcat |

vykhyt ||

te cnyonyayojane ||

sakarea trirpea sasy caikarpay |

na kevala uddh evaikapañcabhed bhavanti yvat te svaprabhedair

ekapañcat saayspadatvennugrhynugrhakatayaikavyañjaknupraveena ceti

trividhena sakarea parasparanirapekarpayaikaprakray sasy ceti caturbhir

guane |

vedakhbdhiviyaccandr

uddhabhedai saha

areuyugakhendava || (1107)

tatra dimtram udhriyate |

(4.8. Poems with More than One Suggestion.)

43c. There are fifty-one types of suggestion.

They have been explained.

43d - 44abc. When these fifty-one are squared by means of the three forms of fusion

and that of association they come to number 10,404.

There are not only the pure types. Each type can be combined with (a second suggestive

factor of any of) the fifty-one types. These combinations are possible in four ways: when

it doubtful which (suggestive factor) is dominant, when one factor serves the other, when
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both work equally together, and when both are independent, thus multiplying the number

(of suggestive types) by four.

When these are combined with the pure types,

44d. (The total number of types of suggestion) are 10,455.

These will be only partially illustrated.

Comments

Each of the fifty-one types Mammaa discusses can be combined with any other. This

results in fifty-one squared or 2,601 types. However, each combination can be done in

four ways, resulting in 4 times 2,601 or 10,404 types. Add to that the original 51 simple

types and we arrive at Mammaa’s 10,455 types. The point seems to be that the

suggestive power of words is practically pervasive since there are so many types.

Both of Mammaa’s examples of complex suggestion are taken from

nandavardhana. Indeed, Mammaa devotes far less attention to poems of complex

suggestion than does nandavardhana. For his detailed exposition, please refer to the

Dhvanyloka 3.43.

khaaphui deara je suhaa kiapi de bhai |
ruai paoharavalahgharammi auijjau varri ||351

                                                  
351 The Saketa commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

kaapraghuik devarajyay subhaga kim api te bhait |
roditi nyavalabhghe anunyat vark ||
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atrnunaya kim upabhogalakae 'rthntare sakramita kim

anuraananyyenopabhoge eva vyagaye vyañjaka iti sadeha ||352

Brother-in-law, your dear wife
Somehow insulted your festival guest.
Now she hides in the empty loft.
Go comfort the unfortunate girl. (111)

In this poem the reader cannot decide if the phrase go comfort has its meaning

transformed into another meaning, i.e., go sexually enjoy, or if the suggestor suggests the

dalliance, like an echo.

Comments

Abhinavagupta explains that the woman here speaking loves her brother-in-law, who has

been having an affair with this guest. 353 She is either suggesting that he go make love to

her in order to make him fight with his wife, and thus come to her, or she is showing him

that she knows about the affair and hopes that he will return to her instead of cavorting

with the new woman. Both readings are possible, and the outcome (that the speaker wants

the brother-in-law to be her lover) is the same, thus the reader is left in a pleasurable state

of doubt. Otherwise put, the poem profits from the ambiguity.

On the first reading there is a total transfer of meaning. The speaker does not want

her brother-in-law to comfort the guest, merely to sleep with her. On the second, the

                                                  
352 I have separated this poem and commentary from the krik text above, departing from Mohan in order
to make the comments easier to follow.
353 For an alternate translation of the poem and Abhinavagupta's commentary, see Ingalls (1990:645&647).
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meaning of comfort is retained, but the suggested knowledge is dominant. Thus the doubt

includes which form of suggestion is intended.

snigdhaymalakntiliptaviyato velladbalk ghan
vt karia payodasuhdm nandakek kal |

kma santu dha kahorahdayo rmo 'smi sarva sahe
vaideh tu katha bhaviyati ha h h devi dhr bhava ||

atra lipteti payodasuhdm iti ca atyantatirasktavcyayo sasai | tbhy saha

rmo 'smty arthntarasakramitavcyasynugrhynugrhakabhvena

rmapadalakaaikavyañjaknupraveena crthntarasakramitavcyarasadhvanyo

sakara | evam anyad apy udhryam ||

iti kvyaprako dhvaninirayo nma caturtha ullsa || (1129)

White herons circle against dark clouds
That paint the sky with their wet lustre.
Winds carry the small rain.
The peacocks, friends of the clouds, cry out with joy.
Let all this be: my heart is hard;
I am Rma and can bear it all.
But Vaideh, how shall she live?
Alas, my queen, alas, be brave! (112)354

In the expressions paint and friends of the clouds there is a fusion (of two suggestions)

in which the literal meaning is given up. With this there is also a fusion (in which one

suggestion) serves another, namely in the expression, I am Rma, where the literal

                                                  
354 This translation is from Ingalls, et al. (1990:204). Judging it admirable, I have not attempted to improve
on it (however, line three could be better rendered, it seems to me, "Already soft showers are blowing in.")
Clearly the poet, in painting the arrival of the rainy season, wants to present those delicate first showers that
precede the real rains. As Abhinava points out, these light rains are pleasant to the skin.
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meaning leads to another meaning. (Finally) there is a fusion of the suggestion of rasa

and the (suggestion brought about by) transferring the literal meaning by combining (all

that is) indicated by the word Rma into a single sentence355.

The other (thousands of) varieties could be similarly illustrated.

Comments

In the previous poem, Mammaa illustrated a fusion of two suggestions in which there is

doubt about which form of suggestion is meant. In this poem he illustrates three other

types of fusion. First, there is a fusion of two independent suggestions. Both the word

“paint” and the compound “friends of the clouds” are used metaphorically. Nothing can

either literally paint the sky or be friends with the clouds. Each metaphor suggests a

further meaning: women are “lipta” – “painted” or “decorated,” and lovers are also said

to be friends of the clouds, for the rainy season is the season of love. These suggestions

reinforce one another in suggesting love, while remaining semantically independent.

Second, there is a fusion in which one suggestion helps or serves another. In “I

am Rma,” the literal meaning is the person named. This is of course the Rma of the

Rmyaa, who is separated from St, his wife. The name “Rma” suggests all the

qualities that the hero is known to possess. In this case (in conjunction with the

expression, “my heart is hard,” as Abhinava points out)356, the quality that is suggested is

Rma’s steadfastness. This, however, serves to suggest that he will be able to endure the

                                                  
355 Mammaa’s description of the final form of fusion is both terse and ambiguous. I have been guided in
my rendition by the corresponding Abhinava passage as translated by Ingalls, et al. (1990:204 - 206).
356 Ingalls, et al. (1990:204 – 206).
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separation from Sta during the rainy season, which help clarify the contrast given in the

last two lines.

Finally, there is fusion of the poem’s rasa and the many other possible suggestive

meanings of the word “Rma.” In this fusion both the rasa and the reverberations of the

word “Rma” play an equal and combined role. Abhinava explains that the many

qualities of Rma are all indistinctly suggested in a single cognition, just as the various

ingredients of a cake are simultaneously, yet indistinctly, present when tasting the cake.

Indeed, the flavor of the cake and the combined flavors of all the ingredients are mutually

dependant (if not identical). Likewise in the poem, there is a rasa that is gained by the

richness of the name itself. This rasa arises exactly because the literal sense bursts in

every direction with reverberations from the rest of the legend.357

This concludes Mammaa’s exposition of what he considers to be the best type of

poetry: poetry in which the suggested sense predominates. Instead of exploring the many

forms of combined suggestion, he moves on to the second best type of poetry, poetry of

subordinate suggestion. In the next chapter he will first explain the ways in which

suggestion, although present, can become secondary. Once the subtypes of suggestion are

fully explained, he will turn to a philosophic defense of the necessity of suggestion as a

semantic tool.

                                                  
357 Given that Mammaa clearly had Abhinava in mind in this section, I would need a good reason to adopt
any reading other than Abhinava's. Jha claims that the suggestion referred to is the suggestion of frustrated
love conveyed by the whole sentence (1925:118). Unfortunately, he does not explain how he ties this in
with the richness of the word "Rma", so it is impossible to judge the merit of his claim.
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atha pañcama ullsa

iti kvyaprake dhvanigunbhtavyagyasakrabhedanirayo

nma pañcama ullsa |358

Chapter Five

Investigation of the Types of Combinations of

 Suggestive Poetry and Poetry of Subordinate Suggestion.

eva dvanau nirte gubhtavyagyasya prabhedn ha

agham aparasyga vcyasiddhyagam asphuam  |

sandigdhatulyaprdhnye kkvkiptam asundaram  ||

vyagyam eva guibhtavyagyasyau bhid smt | (1143)

(5.1. The Eight Types of Poetry of Subordinate Suggestion.)

                                                  
358 This line is found at the end of the chapter (Mohan 1409).
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Having investigated suggestive poetry, we now state the types of poetry of subordinate

suggestion:

45 - 46ab. There are eight types of poetry of subordinate suggestion (classified

according to whether the suggestion is)  (1) non-concealed, (2) dependant on

another, (3) dependant on the establishment of the literal meaning, (4) unclear, (5)

of doubtful prominence (compared to the literal meaning), (6) of equal prominence

(to the literal meaning), (7) implied by intonation, and (8) non-striking.

Comments

This chapter is broken into two large sections. The first explains poetry of subordinate

suggestion, as the chapter title announces. The second gives a general defense of

“suggestion” against various philosophic efforts to eliminate the concept by showing it to

be unnecessary in linguistic analysis. The defense is relevant to both chapters four and

five and might have claimed a chapter of its own.

Mammaa criticizes all the poems of subordinate suggestion on one point or

another. Thus they might better be called poems of flawed suggestion. A suggestion can

be flawed either because another semantic factor dominates (thus the name

“subordinate”) or because of a weakness in the suggestion itself. Mammaa divides the

flaws into eight basic types, but examines several auxiliary types in addition to the big

eight. He defines each type of flaw and provides examples. I will comment on them

individually.
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As explained in the notes to chapter one, Mammaa's desire to incorporate

nandavardhana's system of rasa into the older poetics inspired him to rank the poems

according to the prominence of their suggestive content. This sometimes leads to the

unfortunate result of depreciation of some very fine poems and oversight of important

flaws in others.

kminkucakalaavat gha camatkaroti agha tu sphuatay vcyyamnam iti

gubhtam eva | agha yath

yasysuhtktatiraskatir etya tapascvyadhavyatikarea yunakti karnau |
kñcguagrathanabhjanam ea so 'smi jvan na samprati bhavmi kim

vahmi ||

atra 'jvannity arthntarasakramitavcyasya |

unnidrikokanadareupigitg gyanti mañju madhup ghadrghiksu |
etac caksti ca raver navabandhujvapupacchadbhamudaycalacumbi

 bimbam ||

atra cumbanasytyantatirasktavcyasya ||  (1148)

(5.1.1. Poetry of Non-Concealed Suggestion.)

Like the jug-shaped breasts of a maiden, the hidden (suggestion) gives pleasure, while the

obvious (suggestion), being totally clear, is like the literal meaning. Thus it is called

subordinate. (Three) examples of this follow.

The insults of my enemies are scalding needles
Burning my ears!
But what can I do?
Though living, I am not alive.
I might as well be knitting lacy lingerie. (113)
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In this poem the transfer of the meaning of living to another meaning (is too obvious).

The rising sun
A dandelion359

Kissing the eastern mountains.

Our garden pond
Whose dark pink
Lotus blossoms attract

The buzzing bees
Usually black
Now by pollen turned red. (114)

Here the complete setting aside of the literal meaning of the word kissing (is too

obvious).

Comments

The word “living” in the first poem has its literal meaning of being alive transferred into

mean living is such a lamentable state. The word “kissing” in the second poem

completely loses its literal meaning and comes to mean only touching. Both of these are

considered too artless to have any charm. While I agree with Mammaa in the first case,

the main fault of the poem appears to me to be the failed connection between the needle

like insults and knitting as a symbol of impotence. This connection fails, of course,

because the poem insists on the scalding nature of the insults, a quality notably lacking in

knitting needles. It would have been better to focus on the pointedness of the insults and

carry over the image into embroidery.
                                                  
359 The flower in question here is not a dandelion, but a Bandhjva, which, according to Dwivedi is a
Pentapetes Phoenicea (1977:139). A dandelion is an appropriate substitute because it is familiar and
resembles the sun.
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Mammaa’s analysis of the second poem seems equally weak. The literally

meaning of “kissing” is completely blocked, giving rise to a metaphor: the sun is

touching the ridge like a lover’s mouth touches his beloved. This metaphor suggests the

erotic rasa, reinforcing the tone that is everywhere present in the poem. If this metaphor

fails (as I think it does), it is not because the analogy is too obvious, but rather because it

is too weak. The caressing motion of kissing is too different from that steady progress of

the sun. Furthermore, at dawn the sun moves away from the ridge, making it a possible

metaphor for a parting kiss, but not for consummated love.  The metaphor evokes no

clear mental image and thus adds no visual detail to the poem. Finally, gratuitously

comparing the sun to a flower utterly ruins the metaphor.360

atrst phaipabandhanavidhi akty bhavad devare
gha vakasi tite hanumat drodritratrhta |
divyair indrajidatra lakmaaarair lokntara prpita
kenpy atra mgki rkasapate ktt ca kahav ||

atra kenpyatretyarthaaktimlnuraanarpasya | tasypyatreti yukta pha || (1155)

My gazelle-eyed one,
Here the serpent coil bound your brother-in-law,
Deeply wounded in the chest by an arrow.
Hanuman brought the Droa Mountains here.
Here the divine arrows of Lakmaa sent to heaven Indrajit.

                                                  
360 A similar metaphor is used with great force by Han-shan. Compare: “On a bed of stone I sit, alone in the
night / While the round moon climbs up Cold Mountain.” Here the personification of the moon adds a clear
image. The fact that the rising moon appears to be climbing the ridge Cold Mountain conveys to the reader
the shape and steepness of the mountain. The personification also resonates with the lone spectator. Han-
shan reverses the traditional idea that the moon is a friend to hermits. Here the moon is off climbing a
mountain and only serves to heighten his sense of loneliness.
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And here someone felled the Demon King’s forest of necks. (115)361

In this poem the suggestion is based on the literal meaning of And by someone here. A

better reading would be And here, of that.

Comments

The point is that the suggestion is too obvious. Rma is speaking and refers to himself

with the word “someone.” The suggested improvement would change the pronoun to the

impersonal that and change the case from the instrumental to the genitive — here used to

indicated the topic (as in “Of that there is redness” instead of “That is red”). Thus the

final line could read, “The felling of the forest of the Demon King’s necks occurred

here.” The overall effect of the change in Sanskrit would be to make the suggested

reference more abstract and thus more humble and appealing.

Aparasya rasder vcyasya v (vcyrthbhtasya) aga rasdi anuraanarpa v |

yath |

aya sa raanotkar pnastanavimardana |
nbhyrujaghanaspar nvvistrasana kara

atra gara karuasya | (1159)

(5.1.2. Poetry of Dependant Suggestion.)

                                                  
361 From the Blarmyaa according to Dwivedi.
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(The second type of poetry of subordinate suggestion is that in which) the rasa is

subservient to either the literal meaning of the sentence or to the suggestion of another

rasa. For example, (a poem in which a wife of Bhriravas is gazing at the hand of her

dead husband):

This hand used to loosen my belt,
And the folds of my skirts it used to untie.
This hand caressed my breasts,
Slid down across my navel,
Around my thighs and into my treasure. (116)362

In this poem the erotic is subservient to the pathetic.

Comments

It is true that the overtly erotic description here is subordinate to the portrayal of a

pathetic situation. However, it is hard to see this as a failure. This portrayal of a deeply

confused emotional response to deep shock is not only vivid and realistic but also

moving. Mammaa’s analysis of rasa subservience misses the fact that the erotic

language here does not suggest the erotic rasa (how perverse!). The language works to

reveal the confusion, shock, love, and woundedness of the woman. Properly read, the

poem shows only one rasa: the pathetic rasa. nandavardhana seems to advance a

similar position when he writes of this very verse, “Even if this tragic rasa is made

                                                  
362 Mahbhrata 11.24.17. For an alternate translation, see Merwin and Masson (1977:3).
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predominant, the joining to it of an erotic element by some special turn of speech will

work toward the strengthening of the tragic rasa.”363

kailslayabhlalocanaruc nirvartitlaktakavyakti
pdanakhadyutir giribhuva s va sad tryatm |

spardhbandhasamddhayeva sudha rh yay netrayo
knti kolanadnukrasaras sadya samutsryate ||

atra bhvasya rasa | (1164)

May the brilliant red of Prvat’s toenails protect you forever!
They shine ever stronger in the light of iva’s third eye,
Defiantly draining away
Her eyes’ lotus-red luster. (117)

Here rasa is subservient to the emotion (of devotion).

Comments

Mammaa’s judgment seems to be driven by the classificatory system. This is a

devotional poem, and, as we saw in chapter four, devotion is not considered a rasa.

Whatever the poem’s faults, the problem is not the subservience of the rasa to an

emotion. Given that the poem is devotional, the subservient rasa, the erotic, is

intentionally and successfully subservient. The poem succeeds in placing emphasis

exactly where a devoté would want it, i.e., on the surge of faith the poet feels for Prvat.

The poem’s real “fault” seems to be that the conceit is too recherché. Allow me to

explain.
                                                  
363 Translated by Ingalls, et al. (1990:499).
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Although complicated, the conceit is well-constructed and admirably daring in its

total identification of an emotion with one of its symptoms. Prvat is angry and her eyes

burn lotus-red from rage. iva is trying to assuage her. As he bows to her feet, the fire

from his third eye falls on the red paint of her toenail. The poet cleverly hopes that the

growing red of the nails will suck dry the wrathful red of the eyes through poetic color

alchemy. The anger is equated with it symptom, the fiery red of the eyes. Red is red,

whether in the eyes or in the nails. If the fire of the red goes from the eyes to the toenails,

it can no longer be equated with anger. Thus iva is saved by the nail polish, which, of

course, receives its power from Prvat’s touch. May it protect you too!

atyucc parita sphuranti giraya sphrs tathmbhodhayas
 tn etn api bibhrat kim api na klnt'si tubhya nama |

caryea muhur muhu stutim iti prastaumi yvadbhuva -
stvadbibhradim smtas tava bhujo vcas tato mudrit ||

atra bhviayo ratykhyo bhvo rjaviayasya ratibhvasya || (1168)

Lofty mountains encircle us.
Vast oceans yawn before us.
All these you support without fatigue,
All honor to you!
With awe I sing and sing these praises,
Until I remember your arm,
Which bears even this earth,
And my lips are sealed. (118)364

Here the emotion of love of the earth is subservient to the emotion of love of the king.

                                                  
364 From the Pañckar, according to Dwivedi.
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Comments

The first half of the poem praises the strength of earth, which bears all things. However,

in Sanskrit, the king is often called the bearer of the earth. This allows the poet to claim

that the mere arm of the king is mightier than the whole of the earth. The effect is a

hyperbolic praise of the king’s power. Like all hyperbole, the effect rests in the audacity

of the comparison, which must yet remain comprehensible. The currency of the

expression “king as earth-bearer” allows this figure to work better in the original than in

translation. Note that the poet does not use the expression to refer to the king, thus

avoiding the fault of non-concealed suggestion.

It is curious to find this poem, and several that follow, in this section on poetry of

subservient rasa, as love (rati) is not considered a rasa unless directed toward a woman.

Mammaa himself correctly calls them emotions in his explanation. We saw in chapter

four (kriks 35bc-36a) that these emotions can ground suggestive poetry. Mammaa

seems to be claiming that love of the earth could ground a rasa but that it is

overshadowed by devotion to the king. Despite what he says, I do not think this was his

intention.

I believe that Mammaa chose this poem as an example of the heroic rasa being

overshadowed by either the poet’s love of the earth or his love of the king. As a eulogy,

the poem suffers from being too personal.  The poem should praise the king, not focus on

the poet and his admiration. As we saw in the introduction, Sanskrit poetry does not

generally serve as an expressive medium for the poet’s emotions.
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bandktya npa dvi mgadast payat preyas
sliyanti praamanti lnti parita cumbanti te sainik |

asmka suktair dornipatito'syaucityavrnidhe
vidhvast vipado'khilstaditi tai pratyarthibhi styase ||

atra bhvasya rasbhsabhvbhsau prathamrdhadvityrdhadyotyau || (1170)

O King, with their husbands looking on,
Your troops have seized their doe-eyed women,
Embracing and praising them,
Carrying them off and kissing them.

Yet these very foes praise you saying,
“Sea of virtue, our past goodness has brought you before our eyes.
All our troubles are destroyed!” (119)

Here pseudo-rasa in the first stanza and pseudo-emotion in the second stanza are

secondary to the emotion (of the poet for the king).

Comments

The erotic rasa of the first stanza is called pseudo-erotic because of its inappropriateness.

Likewise the admiration of the enemies is an aberration of genuine admiration, given the

situation. The poem is intended as hyperbolic praise of the king. Indeed, a king would

have to be truly great for his enemies to sing his praises while his troops raped their

women. However, if this hyperbole is supposed to convey the heroic rasa, Mammaa

seems right that it fails. As in the preceding poem, the heroic rasa does not shine forth,

being secondary to the poet’s patriotism.
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Aviralakaravlakampanair bhrukutarjanagarjair muhu |
dade tava vairi mada sa gata kvpi tavekae kat ||

atra bhvasya bhvapraama || (1173)

Waving swords,
Arching eyebrows,
Defiant cries,
All show your enemies' valor.
But with one look at you,
It flees. (120)

Here the disappearance of emotion is subservient to the (poet’s) emotion.

Comments

The description of the disappearance of the enemies’ valor is used as a means to assert

the valor of the king. Mammaa rightly recognizes that the goal of this poem is to evoke

the king’s heroism, and is not a parody of the enemies' valor: strength needs a strong

enemy to prove its strength. Unfortunately, the poet gives us only three external signs of

valor and a description of valor failing. It is hard (even in the Sanskrit) to resist the

feeling that the signs are mere pretense. The poem would be more effective with three

examples of past valor (victorious here, resisted these, survived that, etc.) or three signs

of past valor (scares, blood, dented weapons, etc.). After all, brave words, grimacing, and

sword-waving do not make a man brave. As Mammaa points out, missing its true goal

the emphasis of the poem falls on the poet’s enthusiasm.
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ska kuragakad madhupnall kartu suhdbhir api vairii te pravtte |
anybhidhyi tava nma vibho ghta kenpi tatra viammakarod avasthm ||

atra trsodaya || (1176)

With his friends
And his antelope-eyed woman
Your foe reveled in drink.
But your name,
Mentioned in passing,
Terrified him. (121)

Here the arising of terror is subservient (to the poet’s delight in the king).

Comments

The poet seeks to portray the fear on the part of the king’s enemy. The king is so mighty

that even mention of his name can ruin a beautiful, safe, and happy moment. However,

the poem winds up eulogizing the king, with the poet’s enthusiasm again unfortunately

dominating.

asoh tatklollasadasahabhvasya tapasa
kathn virambhev atha ca rasika ailaduhitu |

pramoda vo diyt kapaabauvepanayane
tvarsaithilybhy yugapad abhiyukta smarahara ||

atrvegadhair yoyo sandhi || (1178)

Unable to abide the Mountain Daughter’s weakening austerity
And yet uncontrollably delighted with her loving advances,
The Slayer of Love was both anxious and reluctant
To remove his young-priest disguise.
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May he command your joy! (122)

Here there is a combination of emotional haste and steadfast calm.

Comments

The Slayer of Love, iva, is in love with the Mountain Daughter, Prvat, who is proving

herself through austerities. Thus iva wants to keep his disguise and help her succeed in

her task, but he also want to throw it off so that she will come to him. The poem tries to

capture this state of contrary desire by expressing the desires’ simultaneity in terms of the

simultaneity of two much simpler actions, removing or retaining the disguise.

The poet has exploited the relative freedom of word order of Sanskrit to mix the

expression of the two desires, thus adding to the effect. The story is familiar enough to

Sanskrit readers for the poem to stand on its own.

We encountered vacillation between love and asceticism in chapter four (poem 52

and notes), where it was praised. The flaw here, once again, is that the iva’s emotional

tension comes across as secondary to the poet’s devotion. The poem falls unhappily

between the erotic and the fully devotional.

payet kacic cala capala re k tvar 'ha kumr
hastlamba vitara ha ha h vyutkrama kvs ysi |

ittha pthvparivha bhavadvidvio'rayavtte
kany kañcitphalakisalaynydadn 'bhidhatte  ||

atra aksydhtismtiramadainyavibodhautsukyn abalat ||
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ete ca rasavaddyalakr | yadyapi bhvodayabhvasandhibhvaabalatvni

nlakratay uktni tathpi kacid bryd ityevam uktam | yadypi na nsti kacid

viayayatra dhvanigubhtavyagyayo svaprabeddibhi saha sakara sasir v

nsti tathpi prdhnyena vyapade bhavantti kvacitkenacidvyavahra || (1181)

The daughter of your enemy lives in the forest.
She speaks with someone while gathering fruits and buds:

Someone might see!
Get away, you impertinent!
What’s your hurry?
I am a virgin.
Lend me your arm.
O! What an outrage!
But now you leave like this?
Where are you Lord of the Earth? (123)

Here (several emotions) are mixed together: doubt, displeasure, respect, remembrance,

fatigue, depression, realization, and desire. These are poetic ornaments such as the

ornament “having rasa.” And even if the arising of emotion, the joining of emotions, and

the mixing of emotions should not be spoken of as ornaments, this has been said in case

someone does speak this way.

Even though poetry of subordinate suggestion and suggestive poetry, along with

their subclasses, are never found not mixed, still, poems are classified as one or the other

according to the maxim: names are (given) by predominance (of one quality over the

others).
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Comments

The poem itself merits little comment. Although one of its compounds (bhavadvidvio) is

delightfully assonant, it has been chosen because of the variety of emotions. The

confusion of the young woman is shown by her successive statements. However, the

girl’s statements are not woven together into a convincing whole. As Mammaa points

out, the various emotions evoked remain mere decorations.

Mammaa has discussed the arising, joining, and mixing of emotion in chapter

four (krik 36cd). There he claims that they can serve as the basis of successful

suggestive poetry. In this capacity, they are the suggestive essence of the poem.

However, any emotion, even those that can become rasas, can become a mere ornament

if treated in a superficial manner. Mammaa returns to the point in chapter ten where he

takes these ornaments.

The final statement admits the delicate nature of the entire classificatory

enterprise and points to the skill necessary do evaluate poems. Mammaa shows the

reader that poetics is more art than science and that quality depends on far more than pure

rasa.

janasthne bhrnta kanakamgatndhitadhiy
vaco vaidehti pratipadam udaru pralapitam |

ktlakbhartur vadanaparipu ghaan
maypta rmatva kualavasut na tv adhigat ||

atra abdaaktimlnuraanarpo rmea sahopamnopameyabhvo vcygat

nta || (1192)
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I have wandered I have wandered
The cities of men, In the Janastna forest
My mind deluded My mind deluded
By visions of gold. By golden deer.
With tearful eyes I cry at every step With tearful eyes I cry at every step
“Give me, please!” “Princess of Videhi!”
I tried enough to flatter I shot arrows at the many heads of
The niggardly rich. Lak’s king
I am depressed,365 I am truly Rma,
and I have not but I have not
gotten rich. found the mother of Kua and Lava

(124)366

Here there is a relation of the object compared with the object of comparison — Rma —

based on the power of the words to echo (several meanings). However, it is subordinate

to the literal meaning.

Comments

The speaker of the poem is probably the poet himself; there is a tradition of poets

complaining about their lack of worldly success. Through the complex punning, the

speaker is compared to Rma during his chase of the magic deer that Rvaa sent to trick

him and his subsequent loss of, and search for, his wife St. The suggestion is that if the

poet had stuck to honest work, he would not be in his present miserable position.

Mammaa claims that the literal meaning overshadows the pun and the

suggestion. As he pointed out in the preceding section, deciding whether the literal sense
                                                  
365 The second meaning of maypta rmatva = darkness (or pleasure) is obtained by me.
366 Dwivedi reports, “Baa Vcaspati, acc. to Sktimuktval.”
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or the suggestion dominates in a given poem requires skill and judgment on the part of

the critic. Mammaa’s judgment may be based on the personal nature of the literal

meaning, which is not generally accepted in Sanskrit poetry. The theme of this poem,

however, is common. Ingalls notes that many of the most personal poems in Sanskrit treat

the disillusionment and poverty of poets.367

gatya samprati viyogavisahulgmam
bhojinkvacid api kapitatriyma |

et prasdayati paya anai prabhte
tanvagi pdapatanena sahasrarami ||

atra nyakavttnto 'rthaaktimlo vasturpo

nirapekaravikamalinvttntdhyropeaiva sthita || (1198)

 The thousand-rayed sun
Passed the night elsewhere.

Forlorn, the water-born lotus
Closed herself in fear.

But look my slender-limbed one!
Now he comes to reassure her,
Gently falling at her stem. (125)

Here the behavior of the lovers, grounded in the literal meaning, is erroneously

transferred to the behavior of the sun and lotus, which is independent.

                                                  
367 Ingalls (1965:385-386).
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Comments

The poet compares the lovers to the sun and lotus. Just as the lotus folds itself into a

skinny bud each night in the absence of the sun and opens back up at the sun’s first rays,

the lady is said to have grown thin worrying that her lover was elsewhere for the night

but will take heart as he throws himself at her feet and pleads forgiveness. Many of the

words have double meanings, but the poem is not a punning poem, because neither the

word for sun, nor that for lotus, has double meaning.

Mammaa rightly claims that the objects of comparison are described with words

only applicable to the subjects of comparison. The poet uses actions appropriate only for

lovers in his description of the sun and lotus (giving joy, bowing at the feet, etc.). Having

done so he uses the (personified) sun and lotus to describe the lovers. The process is as

circular as claiming that bricks are brick red. Mammaa agrees that the sun and lotus can

by metaphorically described as lovers, i.e., “The sun, after passing the night elsewhere,

returns to comfort the lotus.” However, to go on to say that the lover is similar to the sun

so indicated closes the circle.

We see here that this chapter includes not only poems in which the suggestion is

subordinate to another poetic element, but also some in which it is subordinate to a poetic

flaw. The following four poems all contain flaws that mar their suggestive power.

vcyasiddhyaga yath

bhramimaratimalasahdayat pralaya mrcch tama arrasdam |
maraañ ca jalagabhujagaja prasahya kurute via viyoginnm ||
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atra hlhala vyagya bhujagarpasya vcyasya siddhikt | yath v

gacchmy acyuta daranena bhavata ki tptir utpadyate
ki tv eva vijanasthayor hatajana sambhvayaty anyath |

ity mantraabhagiscitavthvasthnakhedlasm
liyanpulakotkarñcitatanur gop hari ptu va ||

atrcyutdipadavyagyam mantraetydivcyasya | etac caikatraikavaktgatatvena

aparatra bhinnavaktgatatvenety anayor bheda || (1204)

(5.1.3. Poetry Whose Suggestion) Depends on an Established Literal Meaning.

The poison-water from serpentine clouds
Violently strikes separated women with
Dizziness, apathy, sloth, and stupor,
Prostration, paralysis, coma, and death. (126)368

Here the suggestion of deadly poison makes clear or present the literal meaning of

serpentine.

“I am going, O incorruptible one!
What’s the fun of just looking at you?
If we stay here alone together,
Base people will imagine things.”

Thus the cowgirl,
Expressing the deep sorrow
Of her sterile visit by an epithet.

Then Hari embraces her,
His body hair tingling.

May He protect you! (127)

                                                  
368  Ingalls, et al., attribute this verse to akavddhi (1990:298). The list of symptoms is, of course, quasi-
medical. I have changed the order of the eight to more closely resemble an English list. The repetition of j
and g in the third pda provids striking consonance.
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The suggestion of incorruptible one makes clear or present the literal meaning of

by an epithet, etc.369

The difference between these two poems (126 and 127) is that in the first there is

a single speaker, while in the second there are distinct speakers.

Comments

Mammaa rightly points out that the word “via” (poison water) is too strongly

suggestive of snakes to be used as a word for rain in the first verse. It ruins the metaphor

by forcing the secondary meaning to overshadow the primary meaning. The poem would

be more successful either as a simile (“Rain from serpentine clouds is like poison to a

woman alone…”), or with a word that really evoked both rain and snakes (“Cobra clouds

spit rain / Striking forlorn woman with…”). Abhinava quotes this verse twice in the

Dhvanylokalocana. Interestingly, the second time he specifically asserts that the pun

does not flaw the suggestion, because the rasa is firmly established.370

Mammaa claims that the second verse lacks charm because the suggestion of the

first half is subordinate to the explanation of the second half. To my ear it is the second

half that is at fault. The cowgirl seeks to dally with Hari, another name for Ka, and

expresses her desire and frustration in the epithet, “incorruptible one.” Hari is charmed by

the wit of the cowgirl and embraces her. Both the epithet and the explanation (“Thus the

                                                  
369 The words "make clear or present" are elided in this sentence. I have carried them over from the
explanation of the last example, which parallels this one.
370 Translated in Ingalls, et al. (1990:490).
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cowgirl…”) are necessary for the suggestion to function. However, the suggestion would

be stronger without the heavy-handed phrase, “by an epithet.”

 In the first example only the poet speaks, while in the second the cowgirl’s words

are followed by the poet’s. As we saw in chapter four, this difference is relevant to

Mammaa’s classificatory system.

asphua yath

ade daranotkah dte vicchedabhrut |
nde na dena bhavat labhyate sukham ||

atrdo yath na bhavasi viyogabhaya ca yath notpadyate tath kury iti kliam ||

(1213)

(5.1.4. Poetry Whose Suggestion) is Unclear.

When I see you not, I long to see you.
When I see you, I am afraid of separation.
Thus seen or unseen, I have no happiness. (128)

The suggestion here is that your actions should be such that neither do you remain unseen

nor is there fear of separation. The suggestion is tortured and obscure (kliam).

Comments

Mammaa hits the nail on the head here. There are other possible meanings suggested by

the concluding phrase (I have no happiness). Thus the desired suggestion becomes
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obscure and hard to find. Mammaa cleverly describes the poem with an adjective

(“kliam”) that plays on the same sound pattern as the poem itself.

sandigdhaprdhnya yath

haras tu kiñcitparivttadhairya candrodayrambha ivmburi |
ummukhe bimbaphaldharohe vypraym sa vilocanni ||

atra paricumbitum aicchad iti ki pratyamnam ki v vilocanavypraa vcya

pradhnam iti sandeha || (1216)

(5.1.5. Poetry Whose Suggestion is) of Doubtful Prominence.

Hara, his calm slightly disturbed,
like the ocean at moonrise,

Focused his eyes upon Um’s face
and her sweet, full lower lip. (129)371

Here it is doubtful whether the suggested sense, that he wants to kiss her, or the literal

sense, that the eyes were turned, is prominent.

Comments

Hara, literally “seizer” or “destroyer,” is a name for iva. In this episode of the

Kumrasabhava, iva is mourning his previous wife Sat. Sat, however, has been

reborn as Um, and is destine to remarry iva. She appears before iva and her beauty

                                                  
371 Kumrasabhava 3.67. The poem literally speaks of the “bimba fruit lower lip.” This is a common
trope in Sanskrit. I could not include it in the translation without calling too much attention to it, thus
ruining the poem’s value as an example. The focus of the translation must remain on the simile.
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shakes his ascetic resolve and fills him with a desire to kiss her. Klidsa compares

iva’s asceticism to the night ocean: both are vast, unaffected by the world, and

seemingly utterly tranquil. Against the rising moon, however, one can see the gentle

undulation of the ocean, giving rise to the idea that the moon causes the ocean’s

undulations. As a beautiful woman’s face is often likened to the moon in Sanskrit poetry,

Klidsa has no difficulty extending the comparison: Um’s appearance is analogous to

moonrise. So finally, as the moon “disturbs” the ocean, the moonfaced one is said to

disturb iva’s ocean of tranquility.

The simile is striking and Mammaa claims it may overpower the suggestion that

iva wants to kiss the goddess. If it does, it would become a case in which an ornament

(the simile) overpowers the ornamented (the erotic rasa). This would be a fault because

the essential must dominate the accidental, as we saw with the analogy of a woman and

her jewelry. The uncertainty as to which is dominant leads Mammaa to claim that the

suggestion of the rasa is of “doubtful prominence.” As this example shows, together with

the next, the suggested sense must be clearly prominent in order for a poem to qualify for

the highest category.

tulyaprdhnya yath

brhmatikramatygo bhavatm eva bhtaye |
jmadagnyas ca vo mitram anyath durmanyate ||

atra jmadagnya sarve katriym iva rakas kat kayam kariyatti

vyagyasya vcyasya ca sama prdhnyam || (1219)
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(5.1.6. Poetry Whose Suggestion and Literal Sense are of) Equal Prominence.

You have better
Quit offending the priests, so that
Jmadagnya remains your friend!
Otherwise, he will get angry. (130)372

The suggested meaning that Jmadagnya will kill all the demons like he killed the

warriors (katriya) and the literal meaning are equally prominent.

Comments

Jmadagnya is another name for Paraurma, son of Jamad-agni and sixth avatra of

Viu. He fought for the priestly caste (brhmaa) against the warrior caste (katriyas),

according to Puric legend. Here he has written a letter to Mlyavant, a minister of the

demon king Rvaa, to warn him that if the demons do not respecting their truce he will

become angry. The suggestion is that he will slaughter them has he previously

slaughtered a group of warriors hostile to the priests.

Mammaa points out that the literal meaning that Paraurma will be angry and

the suggested meaning that he will slaughter the demons are equally charming.

kkvkipta yath

mathnmi kauravaata samare na kopd
dusanasya rudhira na pimyur asta |

                                                  
372 Mahviracarita 2.10.
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sañcraymi gaday na suyodhanor
sandhi karotu bhavat npati paena ||

atra mathnmyevetydivyagya vcyaniedhasahabhvena sthitam || (1222)

(5.1.7. Poetry Whose Suggestion is) Implied by Intonation.

I will not wrathfully bash the hundred Kauravas in battle,
Nor will I drink the blood of Dusana from his heart.
Duryodhana’s thighs I will not shatter with my club.
Make our king sue for a peaceful settlement! (131)373

In this poem the suggestion that he will bash the hundred Kauravas, etc., remains

connected to the literal denial (of these activities).

Comments

Before the grand battle between the Pndavas and Kauravas, Ka attempts to make a

truce between the two sides. One of the Pndava brothers, Bhmasena, outraged by the

proposal, recites the poem above. Literally he expresses his willingness to follow his duty

and respect his elder brother’s desire for peace. But if read with an ironic intonation, it

suggests Bhmasena’s intention to fight the Kauravas regardless of whether the truce is

successfully arranged. The two possible meanings remain in tension because neither is

blocked by textual or contextual information. Perhaps Bhma is still fixed on revenge,

perhaps he has reconsidered. Only the actor’s intonation informs the audience that the

second meaning is meant.

                                                  
373 Vesahra 1.15.
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This poem can be compared with poem 24 (“What a great help! What can I say? /

Your kindness is widely renowned. / Behaving ever like this, my friend, / May you enjoy

a hundred autumns.”) In the earlier poem the literal meaning is blocked by contextual

information and completely set aside. The suggestion arises when one searches for the

reason for the indirect speech. The literal meaning of the current poem, on the other hand,

is not blocked. Intonation alone carries the suggestion.

asundara yath

vrakuaguasauikolhala suate |
gharakammavvae bahue santi agi ||374

atra dattasaketa kacillatgahana pravia iti vyagyt sdanty agnti vcya

sacamatkram || (1227)

(5.1.8. Poetry Whose Suggestion is) Non-Striking.

The confusion of sparrows
In the cane thicket
Teases the daughter-in-law.
Busy with housework,
Her limbs droop dejectedly. (132)375

Here the literal meaning of her limbs droop dejectedly is more striking than the

suggestion that someone intent on a rendezvous has entered the thicket of creepers.

                                                  
374  The Saketa commentary has the follow Sanskrit translation:

vnrakuñjonaakunikolhala vanty |
ghakarmavypty vadhv sdanty agn ||

375 Hla, Sattasa 874 (Weber). This verse is also cited in the Dhvanyloka. See Ingalls, et al. (1990:361).
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Comments

The confusion of sparrows suggests that the lover has arrived at the romantic rendezvous

in the cane thicket, but housework prevents the young wife from going to meet him. With

her desires frustrated, the work becomes doubly hard and her enthusiasm for it dissipates.

There is no particular charm in the suggestion that the lover has arrived. The description

of the young wife’s reaction holds far more interest.

e bhed yathyoga veditavys ca prvavat || (1232)

yathyogam iti

vyañyante vastumtrea yad 'laktayas tad |
dhruva dhvanyagat ts kvyavttes tadrayt ||

iti dhvanikroktadi vastumtrea yatrlakro vyajyate na tatra

gubhtavyagyatvam ||

46cd. These types (of suggestion) should be understood, as far as possible, like the

former case (i.e., as suggestive poetry).

We should understand as far as possible according to the following:

When the ornaments are suggested by the very thing or situation,
They invariably form a variety of suggestive poetry,
Because the workings of poetry is founded on these (ornaments).376

                                                  
376 Dhvanyloka 2:29.
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As indicated by the words of the author of the Dhvani (loka, i.e., nandavardhana),

there is no subordination of suggestion when the poetic ornament is suggested by the

very thing or situation (described in the poem).

Comments

nandavardhana adds, in his self-commentary, that if this sort of ornament is absent, we

are left with a mere statement of fact. Ingalls explains the reasoning as follows, “When

one alakra (directly expressed) suggests another alakra, the question can arise

whether the second alakra is predominant or the first. But when the mere fact or

situation suggests an alakra, the suggested alakra must be predominant, for if it

were not, the verse would not be poetry at all.”377

Mammaa’s point is that one should not consider a suggestion subordinate without

clear reason. Usually a poem in which the ornament is predominant will fall into poetry

of subordinate suggestion. As we have seen, if a metaphor, for example, is the most

striking element of a poem, the poem is classified as poetry of subordinate suggestion.

However, Mammaa, following nandavardhana, says this is not the case if the ornament

is suggested by the literal meaning of the poem. Mammaa gave many examples of such

poems in chapter four (poems 61, 65, 69, etc.). More generally, Mammaa urges that any

poem that might fall into one of the eight types of poetry of subordinate suggestion

                                                  
377 Ingalls, et al. (1990:356).
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should first be considered as suggestive poetry. In other words, the aspiring critic should

follow the principle of charity.

This concludes Mammaa’s presentation of eight basic types of poetry of

subordinate suggestion. Allow me to list them again here: (1) non-concealed or overly

obvious suggestion, (2) suggestion dependant on another rasa or emotion, (3) suggestion

dependant on the establishment of the literal meaning, (4) unclear suggestion, (5)

suggestion of doubtful prominence compared to the literal meaning, (6) suggestion of

equal prominence to the literal meaning, (7) suggestion implied by intonation, and (8)

non-striking suggestion.

slakrair dhvanes tai ca yoga sasisakarai | (1239)

slakrair iti tair evlakrair alakrayuktai ca tai | tad uktam dhvanikt |

sa gubhtavyagyai slakrai saha prabhedai svai |
sakarasasibhy punar apy udyotate bahudh  ||

iti |

(5.1.9. Further Varieties of Suggestive Poetry.)

47ab. Suggestive poetry is joined with (these eight forms of subordinate suggestion)

as ornaments, and these can be joined by either fusion or association.

As ornaments means that these (subordinate suggestions) can be ornaments, or that they

can be joined to (other) ornaments. As put by the author of the Dhvani (loka):
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Suggestive poetry appears by fusion and association with its own sub-divisions,
with poetry of subordinate suggestions, with ornaments, and in many other ways.

Comments

Mammaa adopts Abhinava’s use of the technical words “fusion” and “association.”

Interested readers are referred to the Dhvanyloka 3:43, which is far too long to

summarize here (30+ pages in translation).378 The overall result is to multiply greatly the

number of possible types of both suggestive poetry and poetry of subordinate suggestion.

anyonyayogd eva syd bhedasakhytibhyaso || (1245)

evam anena prakrea avntarabhedagaane 'tiprabhtatar gaan | tath hi

grasyaiva bhedaprabhedagaym nantyam k gaan tu sarvem ||

47cd. Thus by combining with each other the number of types (of suggestion)

becomes extremely large.

Thus by counting all the sub-divisions (of suggestion) by the above method, the number

(of types) would become extremely large. For example, there are an infinite number of

types of the erotic rasa alone, what of all the others?

Comments

                                                  
378 I have followed Ingalls, et al., in the translations of “sasi” and “sakara.”
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Mammaa calculated 10,455 types of suggestion in chapter four. Here he points out that

these can be further combined with subordinate suggestions. For all practical purposes,

the possible types of suggestion are endless.

sakalanena punar asya dhvanes trayo bhed vyagyasya trirpatvt | tath hi kiñcid

vcyat sahate kiñcit tv anyath | tatra vcyatsaham avicitra vicitra ceti |

avicitra vastumtram vicitra tv alakrarpam | yady api prdhnyena

tadalakrya tathpi brhmaaramaanyyena tathocyate ||

rasdilakaas tv artha svapne 'pi na vcya | sa hi rasdiabdena grdiabdena

vbhidhyeta | na cbhidhyate | tatprayoge 'pi vibhvdyaprayoge tasypratipattes

tadaprayoge 'pi vibhvdiprayoge tasya pratipatte cety anvayavyatirekbhy

vibhvdyabhidhnadvreaiva pratyate iti nicyate | tensau vyagya eva |

mukhyrthabdhdyabhvn na punar lakaya || (1245)

(5.2. Demonstration that Suggestion is Necessary.)

In brief, there are three types of suggestive poetry, because there are three kinds of things

suggested (simple objects, ornamented objects, and passions/rasas, etc.). Of these (three),

some are denotable (simple objects and ornamented objects), while some are otherwise

(passions/rasas, etc.). The denotable is either non-decorated or decorated. Mere facts

comprise the non-decorated, while the ornaments comprise the decorated. Even though

the object is principally the one embellished, it is called that (an ornament) on analogy

with the brhmaa-monk.
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However, the meaning whose scope is rasa, etc., is not denotable, even in a

dream.379 (If it were) it would be denoted by the words “rasa,” etc. or by the words

“erotic,” etc. But it is not so denoted. Even when you use such words, if you do not use

the determinants of emotion, etc., there is no cognition of rasa, etc. (Furthermore,) even

when you do not use such words, if you use determinants of emotion, etc., (the rasa, etc.)

is cognized. Hence, by both negative and positive correlation, it is proven with certainty

that the cognition (of rasa, etc.) is only brought about by the denotation of the

determinants of emotion, etc.

 It is not metaphorically indicated because the necessary conditions of metaphoric

indication, such as the blocking of the literal meaning, are absent.

From these (considerations), it follows that rasa, etc., are suggested.

Comments

The maxim of the Brahman monk was introduced while discussing poem 57 in chapter

four. Although a man loses caste in becoming a Buddhist monk, mention of his previous

caste can still be used to distinguish him from other monks. Thus calling him a Brahman,

while literally false, is permissible in an extended sense.

In this passage, Mammaa distinguishes denotation of non-decorated objects

(mere facts) from denotation of objects qualified by some ornament. The latter objects are

called “ornaments,” even though they are not ornaments but rather objects ornamented, in

order to distinguish them from the non-decorated objects.
                                                  
379 For this use of lakaa, see Monier Williams (1899:892).
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 The passage echoes the chapter-four summary of Abhinava’s view, in particular,

the claims that rasa is not an object and that rasa experience does not involve cognition

of an object, either simple or complex. However, Mammaa makes clear that Abhinava’s

description applies only to the most important type of suggestion, suggestion whose

psychological sequence is not cognized (e.g., suggestion of rasa and of certain emotions).

We saw in the second half of chapter four many types of suggestion that suggest a fact or

a figure, either of which could be denoted. In the rest of chapter five, Mammaa will try

to prove that the linguistic power of suggestion is necessary for all the original eighteen

types of suggestion. Furthermore, he will try to do so according to both schools of

Mms.

Mammaa starts with a simplified presentation of his proof, focusing on the

necessity of suggestion for rasa. Are other semantic powers capable of communicating

rasa? The method of positive and negative correlation to disqualifies denotation. Not all

poems that use the names of the rasas evoke cognition of rasa. Furthermore, many

poems that do not explicitly mention rasa do evoke cognition of them. These facts show

that the theory that rasa is denoted is both too narrow and too wide.

Mammaa then observes that in many poems that evoke cognition of rasa, the

necessary conditions for metaphor are absent. Mammaa will develop this point while

addressing the fourth objection below. For now, he only states briefly a single reason why

metaphoric use of language cannot account for all rasa experience: rasa is sometimes

evoked even when there is no blocking of denoted meaning.
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Given that there are only three serious candidates for semantic powers

(denotation, metaphoric indication, and suggestion), and given that the first two are not

eligible, the semantic power that communicates rasa must be suggestion. Mammaa will

now develop this eliminative argument in greater detail, considering a number of

objections.

arthntarasakramittyantatirasktavcyayor vastumtrarpa vyagya vin

lakaaiva na bhavatti prk pratipditam | abdaaktimle tu abhidhy

niyantraennabhidheyasyrthntarasya tena sahopamder alakrasya ca nirvivda

vyagatvam | arthaktimle 'pi viee saketa kartu na yujyata iti smnyarp

padrthnm kksannidhiyogyatvat parasparasasargo yatrpadrtho 'pi

viearpo vkyrthas tatrbhihitnvayavde k vrtt vyagyasybhidheyatym ||

(1258)

It has been explained above (in krik 10) that a metaphor in which the literal meaning is

either transferred to another meaning or completely abandoned is not possible without

suggestion of a fact.

But with respect to suggestions based in the power of an individual word, any

additional meaning that the literal meaning is too limited to denote undoubtedly results

from suggestion. Likewise, ornaments like simile and such, when they are not denoted,

result from suggestion.
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According to those who hold the “relation-of-the-designated” theory

(abhihitnvayavdin), the sentence meaning is a unit different from the word meanings. It

is the mutual relation of the word meanings, which are universal in character. The

relation results from (the linguistic requirements being met, viz.,) syntactic expectation,

semantic fittingness, and correct diction. As linguistic conventions cannot function with

respect to individual words, how could a suggestion based on the power of the meaning

of an individual word be denoted?

Comments

Mammaa takes up the two types of suggestion that top his list of chapter four (see

above). These two are based on certain types of metaphor, which Mammaa claims

always contain a suggestion. Mammaa does not repeat the argument for this claim,

which filled most of the second half of the second chapter (krik 14c-18d).

Mammaa has just addressed his third type of suggestion in the proceeding

paragraph.

Mammaa presents his argument that suggestions based on an individual word

(type four and five) cannot be communicated by denotation. He will prove this according

to both Mms views, and starts here with the Bha view. He has already introduced

the “relation-of-the-designated” theory in krik 6d (see that section and comments for

more details about this view as well as its rival). Mammaa points out that according to

the Bha theory, denotation functions through linguistic conventions that cannot
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function with respect to an individual word. Therefore, when a particular word is found to

communicate a meaning, the semantic power cannot be denotation. Although Mammaa

does not explicitly state it here, metaphoric indication never functions with respect to an

individual word. This leaves only the semantic power suggestion.

He continues with the second Mmsaka view.

ye 'py hu

abdavddhbhidhey ca pratyaketra payati  |
rotu ca pratipannatvam anumnena ceay  ||
anyath 'nupapatty tu bodhec chaktim dvaytmakm  |
arthpatty 'vabodheta sambandha tripramakam  ||

iti pratipditadi devadatta gm naya itydy uttamavddhavktaprayogd ded

dentara ssndimantam artha madyamavddhe nayati sati anensmd vkyd eva

vidhe 'rtha pratipanna iti tacceay 'numya tayor akhaavkyrthayor arthpatty

vkyavcakabhvalakaa sambandham avadhrya blas tatra vyutpadyate ||

parata caitra gm naya devadatta avam naya devadatta g naya itydi

vkyaprayoge tasya tasya abdasya ta tam artham avadhrayatti

anvayavyatirekbhy pravttinivttikrivkyam eva prayogyam iti vkyasthitnm eva

padnm anvitai padrthair anvitnm eva saketo ghyate iti vii eva padrth

vkyrtho na tu padrth vaisiyam || (1266)
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Others (those who hold the “designation-of-the-already-related” theory

(anvitbhidhnavdin) on the other hand) claim the following (concerning denoted

meaning):

The word, the elderly man speaking, and the object denoted are perceived here (in

the process of learning) through sense perception. The listener gains

understanding from the actions by inference. The twofold power (of the word to

connect objects and utterances) is cognized by presumption because the situation

is inexplicable otherwise. Thus the relationship (between word and meaning) is

cognized by three means of knowledge.380

According to this account, when a elderly man utters a sentence like, “Devadatta, bring

the cow,” and a middle-aged man leads from one place to another an object with such

features as a dewlap, etc., another (the student) infers from his actions that he (the

middle-aged man) understands a certain meaning from the sentence. Then (the student)

having ascertained by presumption the existence of a relationship of designating-

designated between the whole sentence and the object understands this relationship. Thus

a youth is educated. Later, when he hears such sentences used as “Caitra bring the cow,”

“Devadatta bring the horse,” and, “Devadatta take the cow away,” he comes to ascertain

the meaning of this and that individual word. Thus by positive and negative

                                                  
380 No one, to my knowledge, has identified the source of this quote. Several commentators point out that it
must be an anvitbhidhnavdin. This could be a quote from the founder of the view, Prabhkara, but it
could equally be from a follower.
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concomitance it is established that the sentence alone is appropriate to urge an effort to

act or not to act. Because of this, the linguistic conventions (pertaining to individual

words) are grasped among words related together in a sentence and objects bound

together in a situation (or fact). We conclude that only the (already) qualified objects

provide the sentence meaning, and not the relation of individual objects (meant by

individual words).

Comments

Both schools of Mms accepted not only the four means of knowledge accepted by

the Logicians (perception, inference, analogy, and testimony), but also a means they

called “presumption”. Thus the “three means of knowledge” in the quote refer to

perception, inference, and presumption.

According to Prabhkara’s “designation-of-the-already-related” view, humans

experience only complex facts. These facts can be denoted by sentences. Language users

can learn to use individual words to refer to individual objects by learning to abstract

individual meanings from their complex employments. However, the objects thus

referred to are considered abstract objects and words thus used have as many possible

meanings as there are sentences containing them.  Words need to be embedded in

sentences to have specific meaning.

The distinction in the last sentence differentiates the view developed here that the

meaning of a sentence is a complex fact from the view that the sentence meaning is a
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relation among semantically independent units. According to Prabhkara, the complex

fact consists of “already qualified objects.” These objects have no independent existence

and gain definite meaning when related together in a sentence.

The “designation-of-the-already-related” view is further developed in the next

section.

yady apy vkyntaraprayujyamnny api pratyabhijñpratyayena tny evaitni padni

nicyante iti padrthntaramtrenvita pardrtha saketagocara tathpi

smnyvacchdito viearpa evsau pratipadyate vyatiaktn padrthn

tathbhtatvd ity anvitbhidhnavdina | tesm api mate smnyaviearpa

padrtha saketaviaya ity ativieabhto vkyrthntargato 'saketitatvd avcya eva

yatra padrtha pratipadyate tatra dre 'rthntarabhtasya nieacyutety dau

vidhyde carc | ananvito 'rtho 'bhihitnvaye padrthntaramtrenvitas tv

anvitbhidhne anvitavieas tv avcya eva ity ubhayanaye 'py apadrtha eva

vkyrtha || (1277)

These words are known to be the very same words by means of recognition, also when

(they are) used in other sentences. This shows that the scope of the linguistic convention

is a meaning as connected only other with other meanings (and not with particular objects

like Devadatta, a cow, etc.). Nevertheless, it is the particular as qualified by a universal

that is understood, because that is the very nature of mutually dependant meanings. This
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is the view of those who hold the “designation-of-the-already-related” theory

(anvitbhidhnavdin).

So on this view the referent of a linguist convention is a (complex) object, being

composed (at a minimum) of a universal and a particular. Thus when the meaning (of a

word) in a sentence is a particular object, it cannot be denoted because there is no

linguistic convention (tying the word to this peculiar entity).  And when the understood

meaning is not even denoted, then the other (i.e., suggested) meaning is far (from being

denoted), in such poems as, “The sandal paste is washed clean off, etc.” (Poem 2,

wherein the word “wretch” refers to a peculiar man and suggests his affair with the

messenger). And the above reasoning is repeated in order to show that it is not possible,

on this view, to denote normative commands like injunctions, etc.

To sum up, according to those who hold the “relation-of-the-designated” theory

(abhihitnvayavdin), the meaning (of a word) is unrelated to (or independent from, the

meaning of any other word), whereas the proponents of the “designation-of-the-already-

related” theory (anvitbhidhnavdin) hold that the meaning (of a word) is related only

to other meanings and that the unqualified particular is never denoted. So both schools

agree that sentence meaning is not denoted.

Comments

The objection raised by Mammaa in the second paragraph (“So on this view, etc.”)

builds on the related claims that all words are unsaturated and that a particular meaning
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cannot be denoted by an individual word. Mammaa argues that if a single word has

semantic content (as in the case of suggestion by a word) and denotation does not

function as a power of single words, then the semantic function that communicates the

meaning cannot be denotation. In other words, an additional semantic power is required

to account for suggestion based on a single word. As metaphoric indication does not

function on individual words, the semantic power of suggestion must be accepted.

Believers in “designation-of-the-already-related” theory hold that uninstantiated

universals cannot exist. The Saketa commentary reminds us of the maxim; “A

universal without a particular cannot exist. Such a thing is like the horn of a rabbit.” They

also hold that bare particulars cannot be denoted. Mammaa does not commit them to any

belief on the existence of bare particulars.

The point of the last sentence is to consider the remaining types of suggestion on

Mammaa’s chapter-four list. Types six to seventeen are based on sentence meaning, and

both schools hold that sentence meaning is not denoted, so the additional meaning found

in these poems must be communicated by means of a different semantic power. As there

are examples without blocking of the literal meaning, metaphoric indication cannot

account for the additional meaning. Therefore a third semantic power must be accepted:

suggestion.

Finally, it follows that it is doubly impossible for denotation to account for type

eighteen, which is based on both word and sentence meaning.
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Having shown that neither denotation nor metaphoric indication can account for

the cognitive content communicated by suggestion, Mammaa now turns to objections.

yad apy ucyate naimittiknusra nimittni kalpyante iti | tatra nimittatva krakatva

jñpakatva v | abdasya prakakatvn na krakatva | jñpakatva tu ajñtasya

katha | jñtatva ca saketenaiva sa cnvitamtre | eva ca nimittasya

niyatanimittatva yvan na nicita tvan naimittikasya prattir eva katham iti

naimittiknusrea nimittni kalpyante ity avicraitbhidhnam || (1286)

(5.2.1. First Objection: A Single Semantic Power is Sufficient.)

Objection: It is said, “Causes are conceptualized according to their effects.”

Reply: In the case of words, being the cause means either being the producer of the

meaning or being the source of knowing the meaning. The word is not the producer of the

meaning because it is the expresser of the meaning. As to being the source of knowing

the meaning, how can what is unknown (make anything else known)? The word is known

to have a certain meaning only by convention, and furthermore only as related to other

words in a sentence. So long as the precise causal process of the cause is not known, how

can its effects be known?

Thus the rule, “Causes are known in by their effects,” is improperly adduced (in this

case).
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Comments

The objector seeks to establish that all semantic content is caused to be cognized by

words, and that a single semantic power can explain all meaning. For example, if

someone says, “Plato,” we understand that he is referring to the philosopher. From our

understanding, which is an effect, we can infer that the word is the cause. Mammaa

responds with the general claim that if you do not understand the causal process, you will

not be able to determine exactly what effect follows from a particular cause. He then

applies this claim to the case at hand, showing that the objector does not understand the

linguistic causal processes, and thus has no right to call a cognition an effect of an

utterance of a word. Without establishing the causal process, the objector is not justified

in working backwards from the cognition to the word.

As the Saketa commentary makes clear, the objector is a proponent of the

“designation-of-the-already-related” theory (anvitbhidhnavdin). He hopes to show

that suggestion and metaphoric indication are unnecessary by means of the claim that in

every case of verbally excited understanding we can infer that the words are the cause. If

the causal relationship between words and meanings is uniform, there is no need for three

different semantic functions.

Mammaa uses an aspect of the “designation-of-the-already-related” theory to

refute the objector. He reminds him that conventions apply only to words already linked

in a sentence. This should not be taken as an indication that he endorses the one

Mmsaka view. He is simply arguing that a proponent of the “designation-of-the-
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already-related” theory cannot, within the bounds of his own theory, argue against

suggestion.

ye tv abhidadhati so 'yam ior iva drghadrghataro vypra iti yatpara abda sa

abdrtha iti ca vidhir evtra vcya iti | te 'py attparyajñs ttparyavcoyukter

devnmpriy | tath hi bhtabhavyasamuccrae bhta bhavyyopadiyate iti

krakapadrth kriypadrthennvyamn pradhnakriynirvartakasvakriybhi-

sambandht sdhyyamnat prpnuvanti ||

tatas cdagdhadahananyyena yvad aprpta tvad vidhyate | yath tvikpracarae

pramntart siddhe lohito tvija pracaranti ity atra lohitoatvamtra

vidheya | havanasynyata siddhe dadhn juhot itydau dadhyde

karaatvamtra vidheyam | kvacid ubhayavidhi kvacit trividhir api yath rakta

paa vaya itydau ekavidhir dvividhir trividhir v | tatas ca yad eva vidheya tatraiva

ttparyam ity upttasyaiva abdasyrthe ttparyan na tu prattamtre | eva hi prvo

dhvattyd vapardyarthe 'pi kvacit ttparya syt | (1292)

(5.2.2. Second Objection: Denotation is Sufficient.)

Objection:  It is said, “The function (of a word) is like an arrow; it goes on and on (until

it reaches the intended meaning).” And, “That which a word intends is its literal

meaning.” Thus in the case of poem 2, the literal meaning is the assertion (that the

messenger did go see and make love to the woman’s lover).
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Reply: You are silly and do not understanding the theory of intended meaning according

to the true view. On this it is said, “When the object and the action are mentioned

together, the object is governed by the action.” Thus when substantives are related to

verbs they gain the character of being a necessary part of that which is to be asserted

(sdhyyamnat) because their own action helps the principal action. Therefore,

following the maxim, “Burn the unburned,” that which is not established is asserted. For

example, when it is already established by some other source that the priests are walking,

the assertion, “The priests with red headbands are walking,” only asserts (that the priests)

have red headbands. Likewise, when it is established elsewhere that there is an offering, a

statement like, “Offer curd,” only asserts the instrument, in this case, curd.

Sometimes (however), an assertion is double or triple. For example, “Weave some

red cloth,” is either a single, double, or triple assertion (depending on what is already

established).

Thus only what is asserted is the intended meaning of a sentence. Thus there is

intended meaning only in the meaning of the given words, not in what is merely

acknowledged (to have some connection with the words). If it were otherwise, the

intended meaning of “The follower runs,” could be even something like, “The leader

runs.”
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Comments

The objection is raised by a proponent of the “designation-of-the-already-related” theory

(anvitbhidhnavdin). It puts forth the claim that denotation is capable of conveying

several meanings, as a single arrow is able to pierce several things. However, as

Mammaa points out, the theory was developed to explain a different linguistic

phenomenon. If one tries to apply it to suggested meaning, anything will be able to

suggest anything else. Abhinava considers the same objection at greater length, claiming

that such a scholar might as well claim to be the child of his great-grandson.381 The

objector neglects the generally accepted opinion that denotation works by linguistic

convention. The fact is that there is no convention for most suggestions.

yat tu via bhakaya m csya ghe bhukth ity atra etadghe na bhoktavyam ity atra

ttparyam iti sa eva vkyrtha iti ucyate tatra cakra ekavkyatscanrtha | na

ckhytavkyayor dvayor aggibhva iti viabhakaavkyasya

suhdvkyatvengat kalpanyeti viabhakad api duam etadghe bhojanam iti

sarvath msya ghe bhukth ity upttaabdrthe eva ttparyam | (1303)

(5.2.3. Third Objection: The Power of the Speaker’s Intended Meaning Is Sufficient.)

Objection: “Do not eat in that house” is the intended meaning of the sentence, “Eat

poison and do not eat in his house.” And this intended meaning alone is the meaning of

the sentence.
                                                  
381 Ingalls, et al. (1990:89).
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Reply: The word “and” serves to express the unity of the sentence. Given that the verb

structure makes neither phrase dependant, one understands the phrase, “eat poison” to be

subordinate because it is pronounced by a friend. Thus, the intended meaning is, “Eating

in that house is worse than eating poison; therefore, never eat in that house.” And this

intended meaning is just the meaning of the given words.

Comments

The objector shows that the literal meaning of the given sentence is dual (Eat poison and

do not eat in that house), while the intended prohibition is singular (Do not eat in that

house). It is assumed that the singular prohibition must result from a linguistic process

different from denotation, namely semantic power of the speaker’s intended meaning

(ttparyavtti). If this semantic power is allowed, why not explain all suggested meaning

as intended meaning?

The reply is lengthy and will occupy several sections. Mammaa raises many

counter-objections to the theory that intended meaning alone can account for all poetic

suggestion. The first reply attempts to show that the power of intended meaning serves to

complete the literal meaning, not give a suggested meaning. The theory of intended

meaning was developed primarily to resolve cases of ambiguity. If the hearer cannot

determine which of the two literal meaning is expressed, an obvious solution is to ask the

speaker which he meant. The response would reveal the speaker’s intended meaning. The

intended meaning is derived from the meaning of the words, it is a tool for reducing
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meaning, not adding it. In the current example, either sentence could be the desired

injunction. If pronounced by an enemy, “Eat poison,” would be the intended meaning.

The key claim, “because pronounced by a friend,” shows that, “Do not eat in that house,”

is the intended meaning. Thus, the prohibition arrived at is the intended meaning of the

sentence.

Mammaa is attempting to prove that suggestion cannot be explained by intended

meaning. By showing that intended meaning always follows from the words themselves,

he shows that it cannot account for the suggested meanings. The intended prohibition

could also have asuggested meaning, such as, “The man living there, who you thought

was your friend is really your enemy.” This can only be attained after a proper

understanding of the intended meaning. As in the previous objection, a semantic power is

believed to exhaust itself in a single meaning. So in this case, the power of intended

meaning could not communicate the prohibition and then go on to communicate the

suggestion as well.

Mammaa may be presenting the view of Dhanajaya and his commentator

Dhanika in this section. They reject the principle that a semantic power can only

communicate a single meaning, and thus hold that intended meaning is sufficient to

account for all suggested meanings.382 According to Kunjunni Raja, some later theorists

use intended meaning and suggested meaning interchangeably.383 He does not specify

                                                  
382 Kunjunni Raja (1969:302).
383 Kunjunni Raja (1969:302).
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who is referring to, but it cannot be Jaganntha. Mammaa seems correct to insist that

these two semantic powers, having different objectives, should be kept separate.

yadi ca abdaruter anantara yvn artho labhyate tvati abdasybhidhaiva vypra

tata katha brhmaa putras te jta brhmaa kany te garbhi itydau

haraokdnm api na vcyatvam | kasmc ca laka lakaye 'py arthe

drghadrghatarbhidhvcyapreaiva prattisiddhe | kim iti ca

rutiligavkyaprakaraasthnasamkhyn prvaprvabalyastvam ity

anvitbhidhnavde 'pi vidher api siddha vyagyatvam || (1308)

If any meaning cognized upon hearing a word were caused by the denotative function of

the word, why would joy and sorrow not also be among the literal meanings of “O

brahman, a son is born to you” and “O brahman, your unwed daughter is pregnant”

respectively? And why is there metaphorical indication? You would get the indicated

meaning too by the far-reaching power of denotation. Finally, why is there stepwise

decreasing authority in the following: Vedic declaration, indication, syntactical

connection, context, position, and name? From the proceeding it is established that the

assertion (that she has been to the lover in poem 2) is established by suggestion according

to the “designation-of-the-already-related” theory.
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Comments

Mammaa continues his counterattack on those who hold that suggestion is otiose. There

are three untoward consequences to the objector’s version of the “designation-of-the-

already-related” theory. First, the emotional response of the listener would become part

of the literal meaning. Second, there would be no reason to admit indication, but Bhas

do. And third, the Mmsaka hierarchy of reliability (essential to resolving ambiguity in

the Vedic texts) would become unjustifiable on the thesis that all sources of meaning are

denotative. Once again, Mammaa is less interested in establishing or refuting the

“designation-of-the-already-related” theory than in showing that its followers must also

admit suggestion.

kiñ ca kuru rucim iti padayor vaipartye kvyntarvartin katha duatvam | na hy

atrsabhyo 'rtha padrthntarair anvita ity anabhidheya eveti evam di aparityjya

syt ||

yadi ca vcyavcakatvavyatirekea vyagyavyañjakabhvo nbhyupeyate

tadsdhutvdn nityadoatva kaatvdnm anityadoatvam iti vibhgakaraam

anupapanna syt | na cnupapanna sarvasyaiva vibhaktatay pratibhst |

vcyavcakabhvavyatirekea vyagyavyañjakatrayae tu vyagyasya bahuvidhatvt

kvacid eva kasyacid evaucityenopapadyata eva vibhgavyavasth ||

dvaya gata samprati ocanyat samgamaprrthanay kaplina |
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kal ca s kntimat kalvatas tvam asya lokasya ca netrakaumud  ||384

ityadau pinkydipadavailakayena kim iti kaplydipadn kvynuguatva ||

(1337)

Moreover, why is the inversion of the expression “having the pleasure” a defect in a

poem? For in this case, the indecent meaning is not connected with the other words and

so is not denoted. Therefore there should be no reason for avoiding such an expression.

Moreover, if one does not accept the existence of suggestion distinct from

denotation, then it would be impossible to make the distinction between mistakes that are

always errors (nityadoatvam), such as faulty grammar, and the mistakes that are only

mistakes because of the given context (anityadoatvam), like harshness. But the

possibility (of making this distinction) is manifestly evident to everyone. When one

accepts suggestion, as distinct from denotation, such a division into different types is

possible because many things are asserted though suggestion, only some of which are

appropriate to a given situation.

Both have now become pitiful through desire for
 Union with the holder of the begging bowl.

The brilliant sliver moon
And you — moonlight in the eyes of the people. (132.5)385

                                                  
384 I have changed pinkina to kaplina and added the second half of this verse following Mahewar's
dara commentary (Mohan 1344). As Mammaa does not usually present half a verse, I suspect the text
is corrupt here. However, if this is the case, it must have happened fairly early, for neither Jha and Dwivedi
have the second line. On the other hand, both have the kaplina reading, which is clearly more suited to
the argument in the following line.
385 I have numbered this verse 132.5 to keep my numbers in agreement with Mohan, Dwivedi, and Jha, who
all fail to number this verse.
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In this poem, for example, (if you do not admit suggestion) why should the expression

“the holder of the begging bowl” be poetically more appropriate than an expression like

“the holder of the trident” (whose referent is the same god)?

Comments

The inversion of kuru ruchim “having the pleasure” is ruchikuru. Although this

inversion has the same denotation, in the middle of this combination is the word

“chiku,” which is apparently a vulgar word for the female genitals.386 As Mammaa

points out, the word, embedded by the chance meeting of two other words, is not

syntactically connected to the sentence, and thus could not be denoted (much less

implied) on the “designation-of-the-already-related” theory. Thus this Mmsaka camp

would have no way to explain how such a phrase would be a fault in poetry.

The second part of the passage asserts that without suggestion there is no way to

distinguish the two faults, the unchanging and the occasional. Unchanging faults consist

of incorrect syntax or word choice (on a literal level). Occasional faults comprise errors

based on choosing a word with inappropriate suggestions. The word is literally correct,

but a poetic blunder.  Mammaa gives as an example a poem that uses the epithet “the

holder of the begging bowl” to refer to iva. The poet could have used a different epithet

without making a literal mistake. Indeed, the two epithets given after the poem have the

same referent (iva) and the same metrical value, so if there is no semantic power other

                                                  
386 Jha (1925:146). I could not find this word in the standard dictionaries.
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than denotation, they should be equivalent. However, “the holder of the begging bowl”

suggests a poverty that reinforces the emotion of pitifulness, whereas “the holder of the

trident” suggests a bellicosity entirely out of place with the sentiment of the verse. Thus

the first is recognized to be poetically appropriate, while use of the second would

constitute an occasional fault (occasional because in another poem the epitaph might be

appropriate). Again, the main point is that without suggestion there is no way to account

for a great number of distinctions that are poetically important.

api ca vcyo 'rtha sarvn pratipattn prati ekarpa eveti niyato 'sau | na hi gato 'stam

arka itydau vckyo 'rtha kvacid anyath bhavati | pratyamnas tu

tattatprakaraavaktpratipattrdivieasahyatay nntva bhajate | tath ca gato

'stam arka ity ata sapatna pratyavaskandanvasara iti abhisaraam upakramyatm

iti praptapryas te preyn iti karmakaran nivartmaha iti sndhyo vidhir

upakramyatm iti dra m g iti surabhayo gha praveyantm iti santpo 'dhun na

bhavatti vikreyavastni sahriyantm iti ngato 'dypi preyn itydir anavadhir

vyagyo 'rthas tatra pratibhti || (1346)

The literal meaning is uniform because it is always the same to everyone who

understands (the word or phrase). The literal meaning of “The sun has set” is never

different. But its cognized meaning varies according to the specific conditions (of its

use), such as the particular context, the person saying it, the person hearing it, etc. So in

the case of “The sun has set,” unlimited suggested meanings arise in various contexts:
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“Now is the time to attack the enemy,” “You should go meet your lover,” “Your lover is

about to come,” “We shall stop our work,” “Let us begin the vespers,” “Don’t go far,”

“Bring the cows to their shed,” “He will no longer suffer from heat,” “Let us pack up our

goods,” and “Even today my love has not returned.”

Comments

The intended meaning completes the literal meaning by removing ambiguity. Mammaa

shows that suggestion meaning works in the opposite direction. There is no ambiguity in

the sentence, “The sun has set.” The denotation is clear. Suggestion accounts for the

varied connotations a sentence can have in different context by adding a level of meaning

beyond the denoted.

vcyavyagyayo nieetydau niedhavihytman ||

mtsaryam utsrya vicrya kryam ry samarydam udharantu |
sevy nitamb kim u bhdharm uta smarasmeravilsinnm ||

itydau saayantagryantaragatanicayarpea |

katham avanipa darpo yannitsidhr-
dalanagalitamrdhn vidvi svkt r |

nanu tava nihatrer apy asau ki na nt
tridivam apagatgair vallabh krtir ebhi  ||

itydau nindstutivapu svarpasya | prvapacdbhvena pratte klasya |

abdrayatvena abdatadekadeatadarthavarasaghatanryatvena ca rayasya |

abdnusanajñnena prakaradisahyapratibhnair malyasahitena tena cvagama
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iti nimittasya | boddmtravidagdhavyapadeayo prattimtracamatktyo ca karat

kryasya | gato 'stam arka itydau pradaritanayena sakhyy |

kassa v  hoi roi roso dadha pii savvaa ahara |
sabhamarapaamagghii vriavme sahasu eiha ||387

itydau sakhtatkntdigatatvena viayasya ca | bhede 'pi yady ekatva tat kvacid api

nlaptdau bhedo na syt | ukta hi ayam eva hi bhedo bhedahetur v

yadviruddhadharmdhysa kraabheda ca iti || (1351)

In verse two, for example, the literal and suggested meanings have the nature of denial

and affirmation (that the messenger went to see the lover).

After giving due thought to morality
And freeing yourself from partiality,
Tell us, O noble one,
Is it better to live on barren mountain slopes,
Or to enjoy the buttocks of eager, smiling, love-filled girls? (133)388

In verses like this one, the literal meaning expresses indecision between religious peace

and erotic pleasure, while the suggested meaning is certainty (as to which is better).

Your sword’s sharp edge cut off their heads!
But why be proud of earthly spoils?
For even as they did lose their limbs,
Your rivals carried off to heaven
Your much loved fame. (134)

                                                  
387 The Sampradyaprakin commentary has the following Sanskrit translation:

kasyaiva na bhavati roo dv priyy savraamadharam |
sabhramarapadmdhranale vritavme sahasvednm ||

388 graataka 36 (D). In a different context one could give a much more ribald translation of this poem.
The pun is in the expression sevy nitambh which can mean "living of the slopes" or "enjoying (having
intercourse with) the buttocks.”
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In verses like this the literal meaning is blame but the suggested meaning is praise.

The expressed meaning and the suggested meaning are also distinct in point of time, for

the expressed meaning comes before the suggested. They are also distinct in terms of

medium, for the expressed meaning is conveyed by words, whereas the suggested

meaning is conveyed by words, parts of words, the meanings of words, the letters, and

the sound patterns. They are further distinct in terms of their ground; literal meaning is

grounded in knowledge of the rules governing a language, whereas suggested meaning is

grounded in cognition of the context and other supplementary conditions, as well as in

knowledge of linguistic rules. They are also distinct in their effects, the literal meaning

causes knowledge of the denoted in all who understand it, while the suggested meaning

brings pleasure to the cultured alone. The fact they are distinct in terms of number has

already been shown with the example of “The sun has set.”

Who wouldn’t be enraged
To see his wife with such swollen lips?
I told you not to smell the lotus with the bee in it.
Look how you suffer now! (135)389

(Finally) they are distinct in terms of intended audience. This poem, for example, is

literally directed at the girlfriend, but her lover is the intended audience of the suggested

meaning (that the girl has not been bitten by another lover). If denotation and suggestion

are one despite these differences, then even blue and yellow are not different. On this it is

said, “There is difference, or the justification of difference, just in case there is difference

in properties and difference in cause.”

                                                  
389 This verse is cited in the Dhvanyloka 3.6 and translated by Ingalls, et al. (1990:403).
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Comments

Mammaa gives four examples in which the literal meaning and the suggested meaning

oppose one another. In all four, there is no way to reduce the suggested meaning to the

literal meaning. The first example states one thing and suggests the opposite. The second

poem has the form of a rhetorical question: “Is it better, etc.?” The answer is suggested

by the repellent description of the mountains and the appealing description of the

women.390

The third poem has the form of a reproach, but the suggestion is that the king’s

fame will reach even heaven. That this suggestion is achieved by a blocking of the literal

sense (stealing fame), does not obscure Mammaa’s point. The ironic blame is not

blocked, so the literal and suggested meanings remain distinct.

The fourth poem portrays a friend trying to help a woman deceive her husband.

The words are spoken to the woman, but are intended to be overheard by her husband.

The friend hopes to undermine the husband’s legitimate belief that another man has been

violently kissing his wife by providing an alternate explanation for her swollen lips. Thus

the suggestion (she has not been sleeping around) is distinct from the literal meaning (she

was stung).

vcaknm arthpek vyañjaknn tu na tadapekatvam iti na vcakatvam eva

vyañjakatvam | kiñca vr akugv itydau pratyamnm artham abhivyajya vcya

                                                  
390 Jha claims that the suggested meaning depends on the character of either the speaker or the hearer
(1925:150). However, one does not need to know either’s character to understand the suggestion.
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svarpa eva yatra virmyati tatra gubhtavyagye 'ttparyabhto 'py artha

svaabdnabhidheya prattipatham avataran kasya vyprasya viayatm avalambatm

iti |  (1364)

Literal words depend on a (fixed) meaning, but suggestive ones do not (always) depend

on a (fixed) meaning; thus suggestion is not mere denotation.

In some poems of subordinate suggestion, such as poem 132, the literal meaning

remains primary even after yielding the suggested meaning. The non-denoted (i.e.,

suggested) meaning is cognized, even though it falls outside the (literal) import of the

words. By what semantic function is it communicated (if suggestion is denied)?

Comments

This concludes the demonstration that suggested meaning is distinct from intended literal

meaning. With “The sun has set” and the like, literal meaning is fixed by convention,

while suggested meaning is not. The open nature of suggestion allows for poetic

creativity. Mammaa now turns to other objections against admitting suggestion as a

separate semantic power.

nanu rmo 'sti sarva sahe iti rmea priyajvitena tu kta prema priye nocitam iti

rmo 'sau bhuvaneu vikramaguai prpta prasiddhi parm itydau lakayo 'py

artho nntva bhajate vieavyapadeahetu ca bhavati | tadavagama ca

abdrthyatta prakaradisavyapeka ceti ko 'ya ntana pratyamno nma ||
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ucyate lakayasyrthasya nntve 'pi anekrthaabdbhidheyavan niyatatvam eva | na

khalu mukhyenrthenniyatasambandho lakayitu akyate | pratyamnas tu

prakaradivieayavaena niyatasambandha aniyatasambandha

sambandhasambaddha ca dyotyate ||

na ca

att ettha imajjai ettha aha diahae paloehi |
m pahia rattiandhaa sejje maha imajjahisi ||391

itydau vivakitnyaparavcye dvanau mukhyrthabdha tat katham atra laka |

lakaym api vyañjanam avayam rayitavyam iti pratipditam | yath ca

samayasavyapek abhidh tath mukhyrthabdhditrayasamayavieasavyapek

laka | ata evbhidhpucchabht setyhu ||  (1370)

(5.2.4. Fourth Objection: Metaphorical Indication is Sufficient.)

Objection: In sentences like, “I am Rma, I will endure everything,” and, “O beloved!

What is proper in love was not done by Rma, who loves his own life,” and, “Rma, who

has obtained universal fame in the worlds through his great valor,” even the

metaphorically indicated sense becomes manifold and fits the various categories (of

suggestion). It is known by means of the words and their meanings and requires

knowledge of supplementary conditions like context, etc. So why this new thing called

suggestion?

                                                  
391 The Saketa commentary offer the following Sanskrit translation:

varratra ete atrha divasa pralokaya |
m pathika rtryandha ayyy mama ayih ||
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Reply: Even when the metaphorically indicated meanings are manifold, they are limited,

like homonymous words. Furthermore, a word is not capable of indicating something that

has no relation to the primary meaning. But suggestion, by means of context and other

supplementary conditions, can be with or without a definite relation to the literal

meaning, as well as related to the literal meaning by a chain of relations.

My mother in-law sleeps over here,
Look well in the light! I sleep over here.
Blinded by the night, O traveler,
You must not tumble into my bed. (136)392

In poems like this, where the suggestion comes from the literal meaning giving another

meaning (as well), the primary meaning is not blocked. So how could this be indication?

And we have already shown (in chapter 2) that even in indication, suggestion must play a

role. Moreover, just as denotation is dependent on linguistic convention, so indication is

dependent on the particular conventions of the three conditions: the blocking of the

primary meaning, etc. For this very reason, it is called the tail of denotation.

Comments

At the end of the passage Mammaa reminds the reader that the functioning of metaphoric

indication requires three conditions: blocking of the literal meaning, a related alternative

meaning, and a motive. It is called the tail of denotation because it comes after, yet is

related to, the literal meaning. With this in mind, let us look at the debate.

                                                  
392 Gthsaptaat 7.67. This verse is cited in the Dhvanyloka and translated by Ingalls, et al. (1990:98).
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The objector claims that the semantic power of metaphoric indication has many of

the properties that were assigned to suggestion in the previous section, and that it results

from the same set of causes. The hope is that by showing that all its distinguishing

features are shared by indication, suggestion will be seen as otiose.

Mammaa brings up a series of objections to this strategy. First, the scope of

metaphorical indication is smaller than that of suggestion. Second, there needs to be a

definite relation between the two parts of a metaphor, whereas suggestion can work

without a relation, with a relation, or with a series of relations between the two meanings.

Third, metaphor requires a blocking of the literal meaning, whereas suggestion does not.

The third difference is illustrated by the poem, where the suggestion is that the traveler

should tumble into her bed. Fourth, metaphor requires suggestion, because the motive of

indirect speech is often to suggest something. Fifth, metaphor stands in a different

relation to the literal meaning than suggestion. For all these reason, the desired parallel

between metaphor and suggestion is not established.

Mammaa continues to develop his objections in the next section.

na ca lakatmakam eva dvanana tadanugamena tasya darant | na ca tadanugatam

eva abhidhvalambanenpi tasya bhvt | na cobhaynusry eva

avcakavarnusrepi tasya de | na ca abdnusry eva

aabdtmakanetratribhgvalokandigatatvenpi tasya prasiddhe iti

abhidhttparyalakatmakavypratraytivartt dvanandiparyyo vypro

'napahnavanya eva ||
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tatra att ettha itydau niyatasambandha | kassa va hoi raso itydv

aniyatasambandha |

vipararae lacch bramha daha hikamalaha |
hario dhiaaaa rasul itti akkei  ||393

itydau sambaddhasambandha | atra hi haripadena daksianayanasya srytmakat

vyajyate tan nimlanena srys tamaya | tena padmasya sakoca | tato brahmaa

sthagana | tatra sati gopy gasydaranena aniryantraa nidhuvanavilasitam iti ||

(1383)

Furthermore, suggestion is not identical to metaphoric indication, because it is seen to

arise from metaphoric indication. But suggestion does not always arise from metaphoric

indication, for it can also be based on denotation. It also does not always arise from these

two (indication and denotation), for it is seen to follow from the letters, which are not

themselves denotative. It is not even the case that suggestion is always verbal; sometimes

it appears even in glances from the corner of the eye, which are non-verbal in nature. For

these reasons, one should not refuse a semantic function called suggestion, or some

synonym, which is beyond the three semantic powers of denotation, intended meaning,

and metaphoric indication.

In verse 136, the connection (between the suggested meaning and the literal

meaning) is fixed (niyata). In verse 135, the connection is indefinite (aniyata).

                                                  
393 The Darpaa commentary translates as follows: vipararae - vipartasurate, lacch - lakm, bamha -
brhma, daha - dv, hikamalaha - nbhikamalastha, hario - hare, dhiaaaa -
dakianayana, rasul - raskul, itti akkei  - iiti sthagayati ||
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Full of sexual pleasure astride Hari,
Lakm saw Brahm in his navel-lotus
But quickly shut her husband’s right eye. (137)394

In poems like this the literal and suggested meanings are connected by a chain of

relations. Here the word Hari suggests that his right eye is the sun. The closing of this

eye suggests sunset. Sunset suggests the closing of the lotus, which suggests that Brahm

is covered. With her private part unseen, the final suggestion is that Lakm can fornicate

without restraint.

Comments

Mammaa continues the list of suggestion distinctive features from the previous section:

the suggested meaning often arises after the metaphoric meaning, showing the two are

different. Suggested meaning can arise in sentences with no metaphor, showing there is

no concomitance between them. Indeed, it can arise from linguistic phenomena that are

not semantic, or even from non-verbal phenomena.

Before he moves on to other objections, Mammaa develops his claim that,

“suggestion can be with or without a definite relation (to the literal meaning), as well as

related (to the literal meaning) by a chain of relations.” He gives poem 136 as an example

of a definite relation. The literal meaning “don’t tumble into my bed” is negated by the

suggested meaning “do tumble into my bed.” Thus the two stand in the relation of

opposites. The two meanings of poem 135, however, stand in no clear relation. The literal

                                                  
394 Vajjalaggam 661 (D).
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meaning “she has been stung by a bee” is an alternate explanation for the state of her lips.

The suggested meaning “her lips were not worn out in sex” stands in no logical relation

to the literal meaning.

Poem 137 is Mammaa’s example of a suggestion working through a series of

relationships. Understanding the poem requires some background. Hari, literally tawny or

yellow, is a name for Viu. Viu’s right eye is the sun and out of his navel grows a

lotus, within which sit Brahm. Lotuses close up at night. Lakm feels timid having sex

with Viu in the presence of Brahm. With all this in mind, the sequence of suggestions

is easy to follow: The shutting of Viu’s eye suggest sunset; sunset suggests the closing

of the lotus; the closing of the lotus suggests that Brahm will no longer be able to see

Lakm; being unseen suggests that Lakm will be able to enjoy having sex.

akhyaabuddhinirgrhyo vkyrtha eve vcya vkyam eva ca vcakam iti ye 'pi hu |

tair apy avidypadapatitai padapadrthakalpan kartavyaiveti tatpake 'py avayam

uktodharadau vidhydivyagya eva || (1394)

(5.2.5. Fifth Objection: Denotation of the Sentence is Sufficient.)

Objection: The sentence meaning, grasped in an undivided cognition, is the literal

meaning. Only the sentence can denote.
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Reply: Even you (Vedntins), when you descend to the realm of illusion, make the

assumption that words and word meanings exist. Thus, even on your view, in the

example given above (poem 2), the affirmation is suggested.

Comments

Mammaa gives short shrift to the theory that only the entire sentence is denoted. The

theory is so briefly stated that it is difficult to identify with certainty. Given Mammaa’s

reply, the objection probably comes from a Vedntin. The Blacittnurañjan

commentary attributes it to a Vedntin (brahmavdin).395 The famous Vedntin

Rmnuja held that all words denote Brahm. The objector seems to hold that reality is

one and that the only true statements point to this fact. All perception of division is

illusory, so all descriptions of limited facts are false. Thus individual words have no

veridical application. Mammaa replies that this theory cannot explain everyday linguistic

phenomena. Indeed, the subject at hand is poetry, not metaphysics. Even if poetry is

ultimately false its structure and types can be described. In doing so, we need a more

robust theory of meaning than the objector admits.

nanu vcyd asambaddha tvan na pratyate yata kutacit yasya kasyacid arthasya

pratte prasagt | eva ca sambandht vyagyavyañjakabhvo 'pratibandhe 'vaya

na bhavatti vyptatvena niyatadharminihatvena ca trirpl ligl ligijñnam

anumna yat tadrpa paryavasyati | tath hi
                                                  
395 Mohan (1997:1395).
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bhama dhammia vsaddho so suaho ajja mrio tea |
golaavaiakuagavsi dariashea ||396

atra ghe vanivtty bhramaa vihita godvartre sihopalabdher abhramaam

anumpayati | yat yat bhrubhramaa tat tad bhayakaraanivttyupalabdhiprvaka |

godvartre ca sihopalabdhir iti vypakaviruddhopalabdhi || (1394)

atrocyate bhrur api guro prabhor v nideena priynurgea anyena caiva bhtena

hetun saty api bhayakrae bhramatty anaikntiko hetu | uno vibhyad api vratvena

sihn na vibhetti viruddo 'pi | godvartre sihasadbhva pratyakd anumnd v

na nicita api tu vacant na ca vacanasya prmyam asti | arthenpratibandhd ity

asiddha ca tat katham eva vidhd dheto sdhyasiddhi | ttha nieacyutetydau

gamakatay yni candanacyavandny upttni tni karantarato 'pi bhavanti ata

catraiva snnakryatvenoktnti nopabhoge eva pratibaddhnty anaikntikni ||

vyaktivdin cdhamapadasahynm e vyañjakatvam uktam | na ctrdhamatva

pramapratipannam iti katham anumna ||

eva vidhd arthd eva vidho 'rtha upapatty anapekatve 'pi prakate iti

vyaktivdin punas tat adam ||

(5.2.6. Sixth Objection: The Nyya View that Inference is Sufficient.)

Objection: Something unrelated to the literal meaning is not cognized, or else there

would be the untoward consequence that any meaning could be cognized in any which

                                                  
396 Ingalls (ibid.) gives the following Sanskrit translation:

bhrama dhrmika viradbha sa unako ‘dya mritas tena |
godvartaavikaakuñjavsin daryasihea ||
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way. And because of (the necessity of) a relation, suggestion is not possible without a

connection (to the literal meaning). There is cognition of what you want to establish by

means of a concomitance with a law-bound prover having the required three

characteristics. An inference of such a form is established (as the real cause of

“suggested” meaning). To illustrate:

Go your rounds freely, gentle monk.
That dog has been killed today
By the fierce lion that
Lives in the thickets of the Godvar. (138)397

Here the encouragement to wander the banks of the Godvar because of the removal of

the dog in the house leads the monk to infer that he should not wander, because the

assertion also teaches him about the lion. A coward wanders only if he already knows

that the cause of fear is gone. In the case of wandering on the banks of the Godvar, the

lion-knowledge is contrary to the consequent of the above conditional. (Thus the

knowledge that he should not wander is inferred, not suggested.)

Reply: Even a coward wanders in dangerous places when ordered by his teacher or

master, or from love of his wife, or some other cause; thus the prover is deviating. Even

though the man addressed is scared of the dog, because he is a hero he may not be afraid

of a lion; thus the prover is contradictory. The presence of a lion on the bank of the

Godvar is not established through perception or inference, but merely through words

that are not a source of knowledge. Because the (putative) prover is thus not (known to

                                                  
397 I have followed Ingalls, et al., who follows the Weber edition of the Sattasa (1990:83). Dwivedi

identifies the poem as Gthsaptaat 2.75 (1977:182).
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be) connected with the object, it is not established (as a true prover). How could such a

(faulty) prover establish the desired conclusion?

In poem 2, the inferential marks, like the sandal paste being removed, could also

be caused by something else. In fact, in this poem they are said to be the effects of a bath;

thus they are not invariably related to sexual dalliance.

The upholders of suggestion have explained the suggestiveness of these marks

together with the word “wretch.” And here the wretchedness is not established by a valid

source of knowledge. So how could there be inference?

You claim that (if the theory of suggestion were true) any meaning could flash

forth from any other meaning without regard to reason. The upholders of suggestion do

not take this to be a problem.

Comments

Mammaa presents the Nyya attack on suggestion. The Naiyyikas agree that there are

two linguistic powers, denotation and metaphoric indication. Moreover, they claim that

inference can provide a great deal more additional information than most people realize.

They try to make explicit the (often unconscious) reasoning we employ to establish our

beliefs. In particular, they argue that no additional semantic power is necessary to

understand poetry. Although already established in the ninth century, this theory is most

forcefully set out by Mammaa’s contemporary, Mahimabhaa.398

                                                  
398 nandavardhana replies to the Nyya objection in the ninth century. Despite the fact that Mammaa and
Mahimabhaa both probably hailed from Kashmir, there is no evidence that they knew each other.
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Mahimabhaa argues that any additional meaning “suggested” by a poem can be

deduced from the literal meaning by the ordinary process of inference. Inference is based

in the inference grounding-pervasion (vypti) by property to be proved (sdhya) of the

prover property (sdhana) and the presence of the prover in the inferential subject

(paka).399 The inferential subject in the case of poetry is a certain verse, the prover

property is “having literal meaning,” the property to be proved is, “having the desired

additional meaning.” Mahimabhaa argues that the pervasion can be established by non-

cognition (anupalabdhi) of additional meaning in the absence of literal meaning, identity

(tdtmya) of the locus of the literal and the supplementary meanings, and causation

(tadutpatti) of the cognition of the supplementary meaning by the literal meaning.400

The objector gives one example of how inference functions in his analysis of the

poem. He shows how the “suggested meaning” is a complex web of inferred information.

The prover property is the literal meaning of the poem. The property to be proved is, “not

desiring to go into the reeds by the river.” The objector asserts that if the monk is afraid

of a dog, he is also afraid of lions. There is an implicit rule of pervasion: anyone afraid of

dogs is also afraid of lions. Thus that the absence of fear that should arise from the

absence of the dog is replaced by a fear of the lion. The second rule of pervasion is:

where one is afraid to go, there one does not go. The conclusion is that the monk will not

go to the river because he is afraid of the lion. It is important to note that the inferences

use not only information given in the poem, but also “world-knowledge.” This is not

                                                  
399 Phillips (2002:8-12).
400 De (1960:2:197).
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problematic on the Nyya view of inference.401 Indeed, the Naiyyikas could assert that

all of the genre information we have seen Mammaa rely on is part of the “world-

knowledge” of a cultured person.

In his reply, Mammaa shows that the inferential process, as spelled out by the

Nyya philosophy, will not account for the suggested meaning, even in the chosen

example. He does this by pointing out that the prover property is not invariably

concomitant with the property to be proved.402 He claims that the prover property can

exist without the property to be prover: one can be afraid and still go, if strong motivation

exists. Furthermore, the first rule of pervasion does not hold: a hero might be afraid of a

dog, but not a lion. Finally, the woman speaking is not a reliable source of verbal

knowledge, as she has motive to lie.

Mammaa adds a second critique. Not only are the “prover quality” and “quality

to be proved” not invariably linked in poetry, they sometimes contradict each other. Let

us consider the poem he cites;

O false messenger!
You know not the pain you bring.

The sandal paste is washed clean off your rounded breasts,
And the rouge from your lips is completely rubbed off.
Gone is the makeup from the corners of your eyes,
And your slender body still shakes.

So you went for a bath in the tank,
And not to be with that wretch?

                                                  
401 For a basic Nyya presentation of inference see the Tarkasagraha with the Dpik of Annabhaa in
Bhattacharya (1976:189ff).
402 Mammaa is summarizing the arguments found in the Dhanyloka 1.4b and Abhinava’s comments
thereon.
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The poem affirms that the young woman has gone to bathe, but its suggested meaning is

that she has gone to make love and not to bathe. Here the supposed prover proves its own

negation; clearly not a desirable outcome. The same might be said for poem 57, in which

the literal comparison suggests that the objects are incomparable.

Mammaa also discusses poems that suggest several mutually incompatible

meanings and leave the reader in an intentional state of doubt as to which is intended (see

poem 111, for example). Mammaa claims that part of the aesthetic pleasure of these

poems is the unresolved ambiguity. This Naiyyikas would be hard pressed to explain

how this is possible within their system of inference for two reasons. First, if two

alternative meanings could be inferred from the literal meaning, the speaker’s intended

meaning would normally be evoked to resolve the ambiguity. Second, two contrary

effects (the suggested meanings) cannot be simultaneously produced by one cause (the

literal meaning).

Although the defenders of suggestion do not convince all Naiyyikas to adopt it,

at least one famous late Naiyyika, Jaganntha, did. Furthermore, they are generally

credited with causing other late Naiyyikas to expand their conception of “the speakers

intended meaning” (ttparyajñna), which, as we saw above, was introduced primarily to

resolve instances of ambiguity.403 Kunjunni Raja writes, “According to some of the later

Naiyyikas a general knowledge of the meaning intended by the speaker is an essential

factor in all cases of verbal comprehension.”404 Indeed, the theory of suggestion and this

                                                  
403 Kunjunni Raja (1963:176-178 and 290-292).
404 Kunjunni Raja (1963:176).
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broad theory of the speaker’s intended meaning cover much of the same theoretical

territory.

 This concludes the three chapters on suggestion. Chapter three treats suggestion

from a linguistic perspective, chapter four explains how suggestion functions in poetry,

and chapter five treats poetry of subordinate suggestion and defends suggestion against

its critics. Thus Mammaa’s investigation consists of theoretic presentation, classification

of the subtypes and examples, and refutation of objections. With this completed, he

briefly addresses poems without suggestion in the sixth chapter. Then he turns to poetic

faults, excellences, and ornaments for the rest of the work.
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atha aha ullsa

iti kvyaprake abdrthacitranirpaa nma aa ullsa |

Chapter Six

Definition of Poetry Based on Verbal or Semantic Display

abdrthacitra yatprva kvyadvayam udhtam |

gunaprdhnyatas tatra sthiti citrrthaabdayo || (1422)

na tu abdacitre 'rthasycitratvam arthacitre v abdasya |

48. The two types of poetry, that based of verbal display and that based on semantic

display, have been mentioned before. A poem (as an example of) semantic or verbal

display is established by a predominance of the one over the other.

It is not the case that in poetry based on semantic display there is no verbal display, or no

semantic display in poetry based on verbal display.
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Comments

This chapter deals with poems that excel formally rather than because of their suggestive

content. Mammaa considers this the lowest type of poetry, and distinguishes two

subtypes. The subtypes are distinguished by the nature of the most striking ornament.

Sanskrit criticism divides poetic ornaments into verbal ornaments (e.g., alliteration) and

semantic ornaments (e.g., metaphor). Mammaa points out that poems of one subtype do

not always lack ornaments of the other subtype.

tath coktam

rpakdir alakras tasynyair bahudhodita |
na kntam api nirbha vibhti vanitnanam ||
rpakdim alakra bhyam cakate pare |
sup ti ca vyutpatti vc vñchanty alaktim ||
tad etad hu sauabdya nrthavyutpattir d |
abdbhidheylakrabheddia dvaya tu na ||

iti ||

The following has been said on this subject (by Bhmaha):

Some strongly maintain that metaphor, etc. are the ornaments of poetry.
Even the beautiful face of a young woman does not shine without ornaments.
Others maintain that metaphor, etc. are external to poetry,
And that nouns and verbs, properly placed, are the ornaments of speech.
It is this they call elegance of composition, elegance of meanings is not accepted.
We accept both types of ornaments, semantic and verbal.405

                                                  
405 Kvylakra 1.13-15. I have used astry's translation, but changed it considerably (1970).
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Comments

Mammaa takes up the two types of poetic ornaments in chapters nine and ten. He quotes

the seventh century Alakra School critic Bhmaha to justify the division of technically

brilliant poems in this way.

abdacitra yath

prathamam aruacchyas tvat tata kanakaprabhas –
tad anu virahottmyattanv kapolataladyuti |

udayati tato dhvntadhvasakama kaadmukhe
sarasabisinkandacchedacchavirmgalñchana ||

(6.1.) An example of a poem based on verbal display:

The moon first rises glowing red
Then cools to a golden hue,
Growing pale like the cheek of a slender woman

pining her lover.
At nightfall, like a lotus bulb, it shines a splendid white,

Destroying the darkness. (139)406

Comments

The Blacittnuñjan commentary explains that the verbal display is based on the

repetition of certain syllables, namely, ma, ta, ka, dha, ka, sa, and ccha. The well-

conceived description of the moon’s transformation as it rises is less striking than the

difficult repetition.
                                                  
406 Sarasvatkahbharaa 1.27 (D).
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This subtype indcludes poems that explicitly play with structure, e.g., poems that

can be read forward and backward, poems in which an entire class of consonants is

missing, poems arranged in a crossword-puzzle-like grid, etc. Indeed, the expression

“verbal display” (abdacitra) refers originally to poems that could be arranged in the

form of a wheel with six spokes. Each of the first three lines was split to make the six

spokes. Each spoke had to start with the same syllable, which made the hub of the wheel.

Finally, the fourth line was written circularly outside the spokes. It had to contain the

final syllables of all six spokes at even intervals.407

arthacitra yath

te dimtrapatit api kasya ntra kobhya pakmaladmalak khal ca |
nc sadaiva savilsamalkalagn ye klat kuilatm iva na tyajanti ||

yady api sarvatra kvye 'ntata vibhvdirpatayaiva paryavasnam tathpi sphuasya

rasasynupalambhd avyagyam etat kvyadvayam uktam | atra ca

abdrthlakrabhedd bahavo bhed te clakraniraye nireyante ||

(6.2.) An example of a poem based on semantic display:

First Meaning      Common Meaning Second Meaning

Who is not agitated by

The locks of her Wicked people
with beautiful eye lashes

When they

                                                  
407 Ingalls, et al. (1990:637).
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Curl over the eyes Are seen
Hanging low To be cruel,
Lying gracefully on the front  Happily telling lies

And never abandoning

Their blackness Their fraudulence

And their twisted nature?
(140)408

Even though all poetry depends upon the determinants of emotion, etc., these two types

of poetry are said to be non-suggestive because there is no striking rasa.

There are many subcategories of poetry based on semantic and verbal display.

These will be investigated during the investigation of poetic ornaments.

Comments

Poems of semantic display consist of witty puns or other surprising turns of meaning.

According to Mammaa, there is nothing inherently flawed in punning, as we have seen

in the previous chapters (e.g., poems 12, 54, 78). However, if semantic wit is all a poem

has to offer, the poem is devalued.  Mammaa objects to the poem because the punning

does not suggest a rasa. He seems to read the poem as two separate strands of meaning

that are cleverly combined without emotional connection.

One can read the poem differently, however. Almost all punning poems suggest

the ornament of metaphor. One looks for points of comparison between the two strands

of meaning. In this case the comparison can suggest that women (or at least their hair) are

                                                  
408 I am indebted to Jha’s translation of the puns (1925:163).
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deceptive and filled with evil intentions. This suggestion can easily be extended to

suggest the erotic under the rubric of poems that deal with temptresses. Such a reading

removes this poem from the category of semantic display by establishing that the

suggestion is sufficiently striking.

As all poetry is said to depend on the determinants of emotion, etc., it follows that

all poetry must involve the suggestion of an emotion which might be transformable either

into a rasa or into some other aesthetic experience, as in devotional poetry, etc.

Mammaa realizes this and says the third type of poetry is termed “non-suggestive”

because the suggestion (of the rasa, etc.) never really surfaces. In other words, the three

types of poetry form a continuum with different degrees of suggestiveness. In poems of

technical brilliance, the suggestion of rasa has faded from being primary, through being

secondary, into being unremarkable.

This concludes not only the shortest chapter of the Kvyapraka, but also

Mammaa’s presentation of the poetics of suggestion invented by nandavardhana.

However, as Mammaa points out, poems of verbal and semantic display can be broken

into many subtypes according to which poetic ornament is prominent. Rather than

exploring the subtypes in the current chapter, Mammaa decides to do so while defining

the poetic ornaments. He treats the verbal and semantic ornaments in chapters nine and

ten, respectively. This strategy allows him to tie together the poetics of suggestion

worked out in the first six chapters with the more traditional lists of flaws, excellences,

and ornaments taken up in the final four.
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Appendix - Corrections to the Mohan Text

Page Line Change from Change to

33 1 bold text plain text

41 4 dhvkdnm dhvakdnm

63 1 bold text plain text

81 1 bold text plain text

81 9 indented text plain text (see transliteration tactic #8)

145 2 apratyamnartha apratyamnrtha

161 3 vyañjakasridh vyañjakastridh

166 7 bold text normal text

192 3 non-indented text indented text

192 5 bhd bhr

208 3 tathpyanantyd eliminate virma under second y.

208 11 itthdiabdnam itthdiabdnm

208 11 vaktryadcchay vaktr yadcchay

208 13 uklaka ukla

291 5 sdhyavsn sdhyavasn

299 4 ??t syt

300 16 add two lines of text before ‘kvacit’

300 17 avayayavyavibhvt avayavyavibhvt

345 4 sakitit saketit

347 2&3 bold text plain text

372 8 bold text plain text

372 9 ucyate acyate

372 16-19 bold text plain text

395 4&5 bold text plain text

429 1&4 bold text plain text
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438 1  dihhi dihi

438 2 kavl kavol

438 2 dihh  dih

448 1 aollama aaddama

452 2 cihhasi cihasi

463 2 suppress daa at the end of line.

463 4 iro 'ukamadha iroukamadha

463 4 suppress daa at the end of line.

513 6 vyangyabhidhne vyangybhidhne

513 6 text dropped?

534 1 etaddvivvate etadvivvate

534 3 upacitto upacito

574 2 vyavahraryair vyavahryair

574 11 garadiko gardiko

667 5 varaasya karaasaya

705 3 sammakirinm sabhmakirinm

716 3 bhraimi bhraibhi

718 3 jumups jugups

738 2-3 delete indenting.

738 7 mati matir

768 9 trayastraadam trayastraadam

789 2 normal text bold text

806 4 k ka

818 3 vilepanastaa vilepanastanataa

818 5 ityukyate ityukte

826 3 vaidaih vaideh

830 1 kvkrya kvkrya

934 9 masa mama
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988 6 ea eva

1001 4 bhuaarujjapada bhuaarajjapada

1017 9 mana mama

1023 3 mumurmuhur muhurmuhur

1030 1 bold text normal text

1055 4 dht dhto

1064 2 prnadayita prnadayito

1064 6 likhinniti likhanniti

1078 4 hata hat

1078 4 eliminate the danda

1088 2 dav dav dv dv

1107 1 bold text normal text

1129 2 eliminate the danda

1143 2 bold text normal text

1143 2 vcyasiddhyagagam vcyasiddhyagam

1143 4 normal text bold text

1219 3 tath ca vo409

1245 1 atibhyaso atibhyas

1245 4 dhvanesrayo dhvanestrayo

1245 11 vyagya vyagya

1258 1 atyantiraskta atyantatiraskta

1277 2 add padrtha before saketagocara (Jha & Dvivedi)

1277 6 vkyrthantargato Dvivedi (but not Jha) has vkynantargato,

which seems less likely.

1303 3 cut anusvra near end of line.

1337 6 vcya vcakabhva… vcyavcakabhvavyatirekea

1337 9 pinkina kaplina (see note in text)

                                                  
409 Grimal (1989:88).
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1370 11 s m

1370 13+ add two line of text found in Jha and Dwivedi.

1394 12 viraddhopalabdhi viruddhopalabdhi
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